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Introduction: Social Theory and Sociology

Stephen P. Turner

Social theory is made with the heart as well as the head But heart and head

respond in different ways They run on different clocks, clocks that are often

out of synch One model of the relations between the two holds that the

heart is a kind of early warning system Novel ideas, for example, of justice,

derive from a basic untheorized or undertheorized experience of injustice -
theories follow, as reason cools passions Rudolph von Ihenng, a source for

both Durkheim and Weber, placed great stock in this process Recent femin-
ists have also embraced it Durkheim had a somewhat different model He
saw the - usually brief— moments of "collective effervescence" in which heart
and head work together as the formative periods of new collective under-
standings

Sometimes the process is prolonged into a long moment of mutuality
between heart and head The thought of Marx developed and was first re-
ceived in an atmosphere of this sort a general sense of the onset of radical
change, punctuated by political events that give substance and direction to
t 'ought, and that prize open the minds of potential audiences Feminist
t eory is produced and read in such circumstances today These periods have
great significance, excitement, and drama, and produce a feeling, though
0 ten not the reality, of creativity Some thinkers have sought to capture the
secret of these moments and to ensure that they continued Lukacs coined the
notion that the proper relation between theory and practice was one in which
practice, meaning the self-realizing activity of the proletariat, and theory
'UILI evcfop in continuous mutual interaction driven by the practice of
struggle

’ F

arC WC t0c^' 5 ^bat bead and heart have to saj to each other
'0 permanent revolution, the continuation of concert between theory
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and reform or revolutionary practice aspired to by 1960s radicalism, has now

passed into the history of political failure and illusion A few hearts may still

be with the idea of the imminent overthrow of the “bourgeois order," but few

heads are “Radical action” is a subject for nostalgia, at best Even in femin-

ism, the moment of greatest mutuality between head and heart has passed

But these moments have their own drama, and they cast a long shadow, for

it is the intellectualizations and corrections of the themes bom of the mo-

ments of high excitement that become the intellectual mountains that later

thinkers must climb There is an analogue in the history of social theory The

period of Weber and Durkheim, the thought we now know as “classical

social theory,” was a time in which head and heart were separating, in which

reflection took center stage The first flush of optimism about the possibility

of comprehensive reform m response to the “social question," as it was called

in Germany, had faded in the face of recalcitrant events and forces, and the

need for analysis was clear

If feminism is perhaps coming into such a period, the situation for social

theory generally seems to be quite different It seems as though we are at the

cusp of a new moment of confusion, a moment when identities and attitudes

are up for discussion, but in which the heart provides little guidance Anxi-

eties about environmental risk, which are at the same time socially variable

(and thus open to sociological analysis) and a tangible force promoted by

an active social movement, provide another potential base Ulrich Beck's

account of the inequities of the “risk society” attempts to use these inequities

to extend the life of "critical theory,” which had originally attempted to

extend the life of Marxism (Beck 1992) The early Frankfort School grasped

that misery would not produce the proletarian revolution, and turned to the

supposed role of mass culture in the production of false consciousness and the

deadening of the revolutionary impulse Beck and the heirs of critical theory

see that the traditional moral demands of socialism have lost their force for

a comfortable electorate more concerned with preserving their advantages

chan risking them through political experiments Beck’s extension of the life

of the critical edge of critical theory involves the recognition of new moral

demands It is a time when the need for reflection is clear, but it is also a

time in which the heart pulls m new and various directions, and produces

new conflicts

The Marxian idea of class still has a precarious hold But today its

emotional force and intellectual interest is greatest where some very old

forms of thought, especially the notion of the fundamental significance of

class identity, exploitation and struggle, have been transposed to relations

of race and gender What anti-Marxists often counterpoised to the identities
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of class were the supposedly primordial ties of language, culture and nation

But these ties seem, at the end of the cold war, to have a newly problematic

character The problem of nationalities m Eastern and Central Europe, the

problem chat contributed to the instability of Europe in the interwar years,

has now been revived, but the nationalisms of Western Europe, themselves

being undermined by the creation of a European identity, seem to be at their

lowest ebb m modern history The ideas of community and civil society are

candidates, and theorists of community and civil society would like to tap

into, ot promote, a corresponding sentiment But there is an air of despera-

tion about all of this The sentiments of environmentalism, the desire for

community, and of the attachment to an idealized vision of civil society seem
too weak, short lived, and fluid to be captured by the heavy theories that

have been constructed around them Nor does it seem that the sentiments are

much helped by being articulated as elaborate social theories

The cote identities of the past have been intellectual representations of
dusters of facts about life-chances, mutual interests, and possibilities for the

future realization of those interests Class struggle was a characteristic source
for identity classes were the political base for hopes, the locus of shared
experience and interest, and of culture Members of a class suffer and prosper
together The same holds, of course, for communities, nations, and ethnic
and religious groups These older identities seem no longer to serve Interests
and the identities that embody those interests are shifting or evaporating
0 ten these changes can be readily understood in terms of the concepts of
social theory In the United States, for example, one effect of the massive
strategy of transferring funds from the young to the old has been a kind of
generational warfare For demographic reasons, the same kinds of conflicts are
certain to arise m Western Europe, where the ratio of productive employees
to pensioners is inexorably rising as a result of lower birth rates

f
,

W,^entlties an<^ new struggles co define interests dominate the matters
* e

.. ^
rt r^at %uce m present political life and social discourse If this

cat rf
W3S ®om® on

’ t0(% would be a fertile moment for the appli-

kinds °f \
e tra^Itl0na* e3tplanatory strategies of social theory These are the

pbcd
°

h

a"^eS t0 W^!C^ t*lese traditional strategies were successfully ap-

nunc tV
6 ^1St ^UC r^ere ^ave keen other changes, which seem to under-

'modern”

e appI 'canons technologies have replaced the traditional

nation ln'ty'
^ 5

' W^ lc^ trutk was shaped to fit the perspectives of class and

folnica! oa

WKrn kuroPe, major newspapers were associated with either

Stoups Th
tleS °r P°' lt 'Ca' v,ewPoints, and took their audiences from particular

tenet m rj^
narr0w

’ audience-specific world interpretations have lose po-
tion to the television imagery, which is more powerful than the
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printed word, however ideologically and culturally coherent, could ever be

The “world’’ to which democratic politics responds is now, in large part, the

world that is refracted through these media

This change has its own implications “Cultural” struggles that, in the

past, occurred over centuries and could be mapped in detail in time and space

across Europe and the United States now occur quickly and in ways that defy

che simple model of lifestyles integrated with attitudes represented by sym-

bols that confer identities To be, for example, a Scandinavian fan of Ameri-

can Country and Western music is to choose an identity, and perhaps to some

extent a "lifestyle" one participates in certain distinctive activities, valorizes

certain emotions, and identifies with a new group of co-participants It is an

open question whether this kind of voluntary choice of identity is the model

for future identity formation, but it is evident that movements such as fem-

inism have provided an important source of identity across borders, classes,

and lifestyles, in a way that would have been difficult to imagine in previous

centuries apart from a highly developed organizational structure meeting a

wide variety of human needs Thus the socialist movement was made up of

national Socialist parties each of which provided a large part of the social life

and cultural experience of its members, the Catholic church did the same for

its adherents As recently as the 1930s, in the case of Nazism, bureaucratic

demands and realities governed such movements to the extent that the bur-

eaucracies undermined the cultural ideals and made the movements into

servants of the bureaucracies "Cultures” and viewpoints now seem to be

freed from these cumbersome organizational requirements Identities can be

“socially constructed” without the efforts of large bureaucratic machines, such

as churches, schools, parties, or similar organizations The life world in which

culture is transmitted and politics is experienced is a world that is altogether

more fluid

What are the implications of these changes for social theory'1 One view is

that the project of social theory is simply out of date, a relic of the “modern

project" and of the older forms of social movement with which social theory

was originally associated But are we in a “post-modern” condition in which

the attempt to theorize on the basis of stable social “realities” like class is

itself retrograde and pointless 5 The role of race, class and gender, and the

ubiquity of variant forms of the model of class struggle and class standpoint

in the writings of post-modernist thinkers suggests that there is no simple

answer to these questions One thing, however, is striking The old forms of

theorizing, however dead they might be in connection with the projects of

directed social change they were originally associated with, are nevertheless

indispensable to thinking — even the thinking of theorists of post-modernity
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This is a mysterious suggestion How are the old forms relevant5 Can they

simply be renovated by inserting new objects and forms of oppression and

exploitation m place of the old, as feminist Marxism has sometimes done5 Or

is there a fundamental conflict between the continued use of notions like

class, which represent relatively fixed and stable realities, and the idea that

identities, interests, cultural commitments, and the like, have become un-

stable and short lived Is theoretically self-conscious rethinking of the basic

categories of social theory needed, with perhaps a more ruthless selectivity

about the inheritance from the past of social theory5 Or should the inherit-

ance be expunged in favor of an enterprise of cultural analysis that does not

rely on them, or that understands the “facts" of classical social theory as

powerful social constructions5

The papers in this volume are considerations of various aspects of the

question of the current state of social theory and of the relevance of the past

of social theory Some of them represent, in part, attempts to use the tools

of social theory to address the question of the future of social theory Others
arc concerned with the way in which particular theoretical traditions can be
relevant to present issues They embody the changes which social theory,

at the end of the century, is undergoing The authors recognize that social

theory is caught between its past successes and a situation that threatens to
make its achievements irrelevant, and deal, in various ways, with the pros-
pects of change and continuity

The Relevance of the Classics

n the first paper in this volume, Alexander makes the case for the continued
significance of the classics for sociology His argument is that the classics are
t ie intellectual core of disciplinary sociology and serve a continuing function
as a common reference point for sociologists He has defended the use of the
assies as sources to be creatively plundered, an attitude shared by Parsons,

P

racnced a form of purposeful misinterpretation of the classics to pro-

foil

0 ' IS °Wn resu *ts Wearne 1989 43) Gianfranco Poggi, in the

si.°'f

lnfi c!wptcr
’ arSues, against this, that the classics are intellectually

tlr

IC ' ,

|

t a^art r̂°m an^’ fr*nctI0n ln relation to present sociology It is not

mt [|

Utl
'?

^° r soc 'olo8y that makes them important but their value as

su|
i,

Productions that makes them worth studying He compares the

the R°

1 C
,

C
.

assics t0 r^e study of the law, which on the continent means
oman aw, a system of conceptual distinctions capable of endless, but
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highly disciplined, refinement This refinement is not closely connected with

“uses ” Like the primitive peoples described by Levi-Strauss in The Savage

Mind (1964), the intellectual elaboration of the categories of the law proceeds

out of intellectual motivations Uses, such as defining disciplinary bound-

aries, or for providing a common reference point for disciplines, are beside the

poinc of this refinement Neither should we treat the writings of the classics

as mere sources of hypothesis to be appropriated, or as icons of the sociologi-

cal tribe They are, Poggi argues, intrinsically intellectually significant and

their classic status derives from the fact of their intellectual quality which

itself justifies their study

The authors in the next section pose important reflexive questions about

the whole body of ideas that makes up the classical social thinkers’ historical

context Immanuel Wallerstem argues that the trilemma of liberalism,

conservativism, and socialism, which provided the impetus for the intellec-

tual efforts of the classical sociologists, may now be understood historically

as a product of a single underlying project, the project of modernity, which

each of these ideologies extended in a somewhat different but fundamentally

similarly motivated manner The demise of “real existing socialism” in East-

ern Europe, he suggests, is but a sign of a larger social change, namely the

end of the modern project itself These three ideologies and the passions they

once depended on and validated thus belong to an epoch that is drawing to

a close or perhaps has already ended By implication this makes the classics

of sociology into museum pieces And if one sees such anti-sociological the-

oretical strategies as rational choice theory as extensions of, or ideological/

analytic scientifications of, the liberal idea of the sovereign individual, one

must see them too as trapped within an ideological field that is no longer

meaningful

The decreasing relevance of the models of classical social theory has not

gone unnoticed within disciplinary sociology, of course, and a number of

solutions have been proposed Craig Calhoun argues that social theory can

and should transform itself to meet the new challenges of the diversity of

identities that is characteristic of the present This entails the abandonment

of some old intellectual attachments, notably the attachments of left wing

intellectuals to the concept of class The most promising venue for a radical

development of social theory, Calhoun suggests, is to be found in considera-

tions linking diverse identities to selfhood He draws from the philosopher

Charles Taylor the idea that social identities are sources of the self which are

themselves transformed by their role in the creation of selves People are not

merely dupes who take on the identities that have been socially constructed

for them, passive consumers of identities marketed to them, but rather users
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of identities in their individual projects of selfhood Peter Wagner continues

this focus on identities at a more macrosociological level by applying it to

the subdisciplme of political sociology He argues, as I have also suggested

above, that today we are in a situation of change that parallels in its signi-

ficance the situation of classical social theory The rise of highly mobile and

diverse identities largely undermines the applicability of classical social theory

which rested on the apparent stability of ties of nationality and class But he
does not think that this spells the end of social theory The theory one needs

now, however, is one that accounts for the development and success of
identities

Classical social theory is not without intellectual resources to deal with
such topics A substantial renovation and extension of the ideas of classical

theory might well serve to make sense of these changes In the following
section, a series ofproposals for the intellectual extension or renovation of the
themes of classical social theory and the project of scientific sociology are
presented John Hall begins the section with a discussion of the problem of
method that has resulted from the decay of the project of a scientific socio-
ogy and the recent emergence of a new form of comparative historical social
inquiry Hall recognizes that the fissures that have opened up during the last
few decades between social theory, empirical sociology, and narrative social
istory are cast Indeed, the temptation is to regard them as having now

become entirely separate and incommensurable forms of inquiry Distm-
guis ung them, Hall agrees is indeed an important first step But in fact,

a argues, these forms of inquiry are mutually dependent in many ways

alone^t/tr
^ proper*y acknowledged, and none of these modes can stand

Darrirn)-,
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class basis can be replaced by the empirical study of the links between class

and gender oppression The basic idea of exploitation, meaning a relationship

in which the exploiter needs the exploited, can be preserved

Marxian ideas, modified and extended in an epistemic direction, are the

basis of Sandra Harding’s contribution as well Harding discusses the idea,

earlier developed in Lukacs, that socially advantaged groups are blinkered

in their apprehension of social reality, and that consequently disadvantaged

groups, such as women and oppressed minority group members, have a

“standpoint” which enables them to mote successfully apprehend social real-

ity "Standpoint epistemology” derives from the post-positivist denial of the

ability of science to provide theory-free access co facts But standpoint epis-

temology adds to this the idea that there are unacknowledged and inacces-

sible conditioning features of cognitive understanding that derive from social

location Values and interests are hidden features of social location that are

especially difficult to recognize from the perspective of dominant frame-

works Consequently these frameworks appear to be, Harding argues, uniquely

valid and uniquely value and interest free

Feminists’ concerns with gender linked advantage suggests a natural ex-

tension of Lukacs' idea that the proletariat had an epistemically advantaged

starting point for the understanding of bourgeois society Social location in

"a gender class race matrix,” Harding asserts, provides epistemic advantages

co the extent that a thinker's position in this matrix enables her to apprehend

social life more fully than can a member of a dominant class On the basis

of a reflexive assessment of the successes of feminism m improving our under-

standing of social life, Harding argues that in feet the socially disadvantaged

ate epistemically superior feminism does reveal aspects of power relations

that traditional social theory failed to recognize and consequently is not

merely anothei standpoint but a less paitial standpoint which contributes to

the improvement of our understanding of social reahey By the same token,

recognizing the “northern” character of our social theories and their conse-

quent limitations suggests a possibility for further improvement Standpoint

epistemology can thus be usefully employed in the reflexive criticism of

social theories and points us to sources of insights into social reality that are

less limited and less partial than our own

For both Wright and Harding, the notion of disadvantage is central A
part of the enlightenment legacy, the idea of egalitarianism, is still a basic

organizing idea for them The effect of adding gender differences to class dif-

ferences, as Harding points out, produced a remarkable effervescence of new

ideas Feminism, in this form, represents, as I have suggested, a kind of renova-

tion of the classical tradition that preserves its basic explanatory strategies
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Anne Kane’s chapter also preserves some basic explanatory strategies o

Weber and Durkheim, but directs these toward phenomena that she takes to

be less stable than the facts of oppression, difference, and disadvantage that

Harding and Wright take as a starting point For Kane, the fact that socia

structures are produced and reproduced through culture and the fact that

people interpret their experiences through culture, are the keys to under-

standing the historical development of social structures Weber is the source

of the idea of meaning, Durkheim the source of the idea that meanings are

constructed and reproduced through ritualistic events The events in which

meanings are constructed can be analyzed and understood, Kane argues, and

provides the example of the Irish land war of 1879 m which meanings and

identities were successfully constructed The example shows quite strikingly

how collective meaning formation is necessary to the recognition of oppres-

sion, and especially to the creation of a sense of what nonoppression would

be Exploitation, this suggests, is a cultural fact, but not accepted passively

the consumers have an active role m the creation of the feet

Kane criticizes the “cognitive turn” in social theory, in this case embodied

in the neo-institutionalist theory of DiMaggio and Powell, according to

which patterns of practical action, particularly action within organizations,

become “institutionalized” through repetition and habitualization, which turns

cognitive effort into habitualized taken-for-granted typifications and expec-

tations Kane ob|ects that this account minimizes the possibility of change

based on voluntaristic agency ” In the theories of Giddens and Bourdieu, as

well, she argues, collective interpretation is mistakenly replaced by habit and

symbolic invention is minimized Kane’s argument thus provides some the-

oretical tools for dealing with the processes of identity formation that Wagner

regards as central

In the brief portion of an interview included here, Pierre Bourdieu re-

sponds to reflexive questions about sociology as an activity that is a field of

struggle and responds to questions about his employment of the terminology

of economic rationality and interests in his accounts of the formation of

cultural fields and bodies of practice Bourdieu's core concepts are deeply

rooted m older ideas, as he points out He develops them in a direction that

provides a kind of theoretical solution to the problem of what is internal and

what is external to agents This problem could not have more distinguished

iiutcedents it is Durkheim’s problem of the relationship between the col-

lective consciousness and the individual consciousness in a guise influenced

by twemieth-eenturv continental philosophy

A fit Id" is outside of the agent Imbitr/s art within agents We experience

the distinction when we step out of our own ‘field or familiar soei’d world
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into another “field” in which our ways of thinking and constructing reality

are challenged and ineffective We can strive to reduce this new domain to

our own The philosopher Hans-Georg Gadamer thought of the mutual

understanding between persons with different “horizons” as a process of

“fusing" these horizons, that is to say, developing a kind of interpretative

mutuality or equality Bourdieu thinks of this process as a struggle to create

an external fact about whose ways of defining the subject are determinative

for agents, about who is alien and who is at home in the social world The

boundaries of "fields" may thus be extended in the fashion of a kind of intel-

lectual imperialism, the success of which does not depend at all on mutuality

and interpretative equality

Social theory is itself a domain of struggle of this kind Bourdieu distances

himself from the kind of purely abstract, reified "theorizing” that he believes

to be dominant in Anglo-American social science, and suggests that he is

more concerned with the construction of “thinking tools," such as the notion

|
“cultural capital " These tools are, he argues, closely bound to their usages

in empirical work, and advance by confronting new objects rather than en-

gaging in theoretical disputes that lead to metatheoretical disputes which

themselves reduce to a kind of totemism For this kind of enterprise, and

indeed the social sciences generally, to progress, what is required is that a

continual revolution against the reified vision of the social world offered by

the social sciences occurs, and this can best be done, he argues, by people

who are on the one hand masters of the scientific culture and on the other

are predisposed by their social background to reject this vision of the world

/Bourdieu consciously sets himself against rational choice or "rational action”

theory and argues that in his conception "interests” are historically variable

and never fixed This is not to say, of course, that they are unconstrained

They arise through the process of the boundary extension of fields and the

process of habitus formation Habitus are dispositional facts which produce

“interests
”

Bourdieu's account has been widely influential But it is precisely with

respect to its extension of the concepts of past social theory that it has been

most brutally criticized Jon Elster suggests that Bourdieu is unable to give

a plausible account of what it means to adopt a non-conscious strategy of the

sort that his uses of the notion cultural capital requires At the very least,

Elster says, one would have to suggest a causal mechanism whereby behavior

designed to increase cultural capital was maintained by its supposed unin-

tended and beneficial consequences (1983 70)

The conflict with Bourdieu may be understood in terms of the program

of rational choice theory itself, discussed in the following chapter by Abell
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This program amounts to a rejection of the idea that “social constraints

represent some sort of distinct factual order, an idea that is certainly present

in Marx and Dutkheim, though almost certainly absent in Weber Rational

choice theorists attempt to account for such social constraints as normative

expectations in rational choice terms, that is to say as products of processes

of preference formation or expectation formation that are themselves ultim-

ately governed by a calculus of choice that is not necessarily articulable by

the agent but is capable of being revealed as the underlying mechanism of

action

There is a long running dispute among rational choice theorists as to

whether normative constraints of the sort that are routinely found by soci-

ologists to operate in various settings can themselves be accounted for in

rational choice terms, or whether some normative expectations at least must

be treated as beyond the reductive explanatory powers of rational choice

analysis (cf Elster 1989 150) The issue here can be put most easily m terms

of a simple example much discussed in this literature Large numbers of

people in Western democracies take off as much as an hour or so of their time

every few years or even more frequently to vote Yet in only a tiny number

of cases does a single vote decide an election, and in no cases of great national

importance does a single voce have any significance in determining outcomes

Ic would seem to be "rational" for the individual to invest this hour in a more

pleasurable or profitable activity But millions upon millions of voters behave

“irrationally" and vote What is the explanation of this'
1

One way of approaching this kind of problem would be to say that there

is a "civic culture" in Western democracies that includes the normative

expectation that citizens vote One might add to this various considerations

that would connect the actions of the individual to these normative expec-

tations, for example by arguing that failing to vote exposes one to the nuis-

ance cost" of being pressured by party promoters to vote the next time or

spares one the embarrassment of justifying ones failure to vote But these

considerations do not account for the basic “cultural expectation of voting

One may get around these difficulties in various clever ways One can, for

example, argue that individuals’ attachments to civic cultures are them-

selves the subject of rationally accountable preferences, for example a con-

stitutional preference," that is to say a preference to live in a democratic

society in which voting is the means of electing leaders (cf Vanbcrg and

Buchanan 19S8 138-60) This preference mat be claimed to outweigh the

inconvenience of voting

Art these, or similar, "explanations acceptable 1' In the end. it seems,

conflicts between rational choice tbcorv and its critics turn on this question
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If the program of rational choice theory actually succeeded in generating

“explanations" of normative expectations and other phenomena ordinarily

thought to belong to the “social” that social theory is in some sense about,

social theory as an autonomous enterprise of explanation would simply dis-

appear It is striking that the dispute that Abell discusses between Elster and

standard rational action theory is a dispute over social identity If rational

choice theory is able to account for the phenomenon of the formation of

social identities, that is to say to account for the development of preferences

for particular social identities in terms of prior interests and in terms of

familiar processes of preference formation, the problem that Peter Wagner

and Craig Calhoun stress in their papers as the issue which has undermined

the fixed points of classical social theory, would be accounted for In a sense,

the acceptance of rational choice explanations in these domains would rep-

resent a return to the status quo ante social theory, to the moment at which

social theory presented itself as an alternative to the individualist model of

classical economics and the atomistic calculating individuals of liberal politi-

cal theory and utilitarianism

If this conflict is the end point of debate in present day social theory,

it is a peculiar and extremely revealing end point It is appropriate to ask

whether we are in social theoiy perpetually condemned to relighting the

battle of the origin of social theory, the battle with liberal atomism The

chapter by Wallerstein suggests that we may not be, that by a dens ex machtna,

the "modern" period, defined by the triiemma of conservatism or tradition-

alism, liberalism, and socialism may be coming to an end, for reasons having

nothing to do with the traditional themes of social theory, at least to the

extent that they are based on fixed facts of exploitation, culture, or interests

This raises the question of whether there could be a social theoretical com-

prehension of the process of the ending of modernity

Steve Woolgar’s paper points to a solution, or at least an approach, to

the problem If modernity itself may be understood as a “project" it may be

understood not only as the ideology dominating an era but as a project that

like other projects is only partially successful in constituting the era it pur-

portedly dominated Works like Bruno Latour's We Have Never Been Modern

(1993), no less than the writings of the political philosopher Leo Strauss and

his followers, have argued precisely this For the followers of Strauss, the

failures of the modern project, which they understood to begin with Hobbes

and Machiavclli, point to a reconsideration of the birth of the modern from

the premodern tradition of classical political philosophy, and to an under-

standing of the modern project in light of and as a modification of the earlier

projects of Plato and Aristotle For them, as for Latour, "modernity” is a
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bastard form, incompletely realized because it is impossible — and it is be-

cause of this impossibility that we can turn it into an object of analysis

Woolgar's chapter proposes the theoretical reconsideration of one of the

constitutive distinctions of the modern project, namely the distinction be-

tween human and machine It is striking that this distinction is central to

such thinkers as Hobbes, whose concern is to distinguish the natural state of

man missing in the artificial machine of society, to reconsider the individual as

a kind of machine, and to account for the human world in mechanical terms

Woolgar proposes to reconsider the distinction itself and to show how some
familiar episodes in western history may be understood using the conceptual

vocabulary of "actor network theory,” originating in the social study of science,

to illuminate an important and odd episode in history - the Luddites, who
destroyed machines during the industrial revolution As he shows, such terms

of art in classical social theory as solidarity and social bond can be given

radically new meaning if they are extended to machines as well as people

The arrival of new machinery was similar to the arrival of a large body of
human workers with different customs and a distinct identity The effects of
the arrival of the machines varied according to the structure of the networks
that they intruded into, and the response of the workers varied in conse-

quence Where networks were less heterogeneous, Woolgar argues, the dis-

ruptive effects, and consequently the resistance, increased Whether Woolgar's
approach represents a way forward, whether the non-human/human distinc-
tion is in fact, as Latour and Michel CalJon have suggested, a kind of barrier
to social theory's moving forward, is a question that cannot be answered here
However, Woolgar's discussion suggests that the transformation of social
theory, even if it is extremely radical, may nevertheless involve the recycling
of core concepts of social theory and thus ensure their preservation within a
theoretical'' project that no longer shares the original substantive concerns

of social theory nor its various epistemic goals

Alan Sica's concluding chapter reflects on another temporal marker, the
end of the first century of academic sociology in the United States He con-
centrates on the story of the rise ofTalcott Parsons, who put togethera group
of alliances on which a powerful academic empire was to be built Sica
describes the attitudes of the participants in this empire building effort from
the inside Parsons himself belies ed that with him sociologs m a scientific
and theoretical sense was about to begin Moreover, h\ an accident of history
he w is lbouc to be handed a loudspeaker with which to impose this message
on the world of post-w ir Europe* The Instore of the ascendancy of Parsoman
sociologs his \ci to he fulls written, but the lvsic outlines are ele-ir (cf
Huston ly.S5) Parsons ss ss able to influence the emerging disciplines cm
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studies and the study of political development, in conjunction with the

expanded post-war American role in the world He was instrumental in the

creation of the Russian Research Center at Harvard, deeply influential in rela-

tion to studies of China, and part of a strategic initiative to create a unified

“behavioral” science comprising psychology, social psychology, political science,

and sociology, with social psychology as a bridge discipline and anthropology

related to these disciplines through the study of culture and personality and

socialization This vision, one aspect of which has already been touched on

in connection with Hall's paper, had a profound influence As Sica makes

clear, the vision now seems very much a relic of a dead past Parsons of course

is especially dead But the effects of the Parsonsian development of the task

and domain of social theory linger and are embodied in an institutional

relation between academic sociology and social theory that now seems itself

problematic To use the jargon of the chapters by Calhoun and Wagner,

social theory today has a problem about identity

The contributors to this volume would reconstruct the identity of the

activity of social theory m different ways, and the differences can be seen in

their approaches to the problems they address My own view would be this

the problems to which social theory is addressed are not "eternal”, neverthe-

less the ways in which the problems that do arise in social life, such as the

emergence of a new technology that leads to the rearrangement of social

relations or to the transformation of the technology into a particular direc-

tion of use, for example, are not usually addressed most successfully in terms

of concepts cteaced on the spot, or by practitioners Even journalists find that

the legacy of social theory is cognitively useful For the more serious thinker,

it provides standards against which interpretations of novel circumstances

can be held and also provides clues to how to analyze them

Having said this, it should be added that the single greatest or most

spectacular failure in the business of making sense of social life has been

"functionalism” or the idea that there is a teleological order to society It

must be said that such current commonplaces as "society reproduces sexism

and gender oppression," have no real force unless one also holds that society

(or language, or “practices") is a kind of directing intelligence making choices

to bring about certain ends These are examples of the sort of “functionalism”

that the classic social theorists rejected (cf Turner and Factor 1994) The fact

that these images not only recur, but become, m the hands of thinkers like

Michel Foucault, matters of high intellectual fashion, suggests that social

theory has a permanent, and in this sense “eternal” job the criticism and

uncovering of implicit functional ideas Intellectually, however, this Sisyphean

task is trivial

A serious “identity' for social theory would begin with what we have
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learned from the failures of the past Functionalism was one failure, scientism

was another The reach for scientific theoretical sociology was beyond the

grasp of Parsons and Merton, and, a century’s experience now suggests, be-

yond anyone’s grasp But their efforts, as Merton quoted Whitehead, to

follow the dictum "a science which hesitates to forget its founders is lost”

(Merton 1968 1), are nevertheless instructive in a cautionary sense They

suggest that in social theory, it may be that it is precisely the forgetting of

the founders that renders the enterprise trivial and unmeaning

An analogy might be drawn with the history of philosophy In the period

after Plato and Aristotle wrote, circumstances changed, and their political

philosophy lost its direct relevance The political recipes of Plato and the

ethical account of political action given by Aristotle could no longer be

applied to the situation of Athenian politics or indeed of the politics of

the Greek world without extensive interpretation and analysis Yet no new

account of the circumstances of Greek political life could surpass the reinter-

preted thoughts of Plato and Aristotle Philosophy became, to take another

cliche from Whitehead, a series of footnotes to Plato Twentieth-century

"constructive” social theory has been unsuccessful in ways that suggest that

a reinterpreted Weber and Dutkheim, and a quite radically reinterpreted

Marx, will always be superior to a novel "program” that attempts to con-

struct a social theory from scratch in accordance with some intellectual ideal

or political demand of the day

If this is true, the vocation of social theorists is to be proprietors and

preservers of a very rich junkyard This situation doubtless could be de-

scribed in more flattering ways Nietzsche spoke of nearsighted librarians in

a far-flung library The tasks of Nietzsche's librarian and the junkyard proprie-

tor are nevertheless the same to be able to find the right elements to use in

addressing the problems that arise, and the craft skill of recognizing what
can be adapted to the needs of the present

This “identity ”
is deeply at odds with the identities that professional

sociology is attempting to construct for itself In almost esery country of the
world, sociology is now concerned with justifying itself as useful The fund-
ing policits of research agencies and higher education authorities demand
this language Social theory, howeser. stands in a peculiar relationship to this

enterprise of justification It is useless” from the jsoint of \iew of the usual
rhetoric of application as sen ice to the state But it is also fax of the need
to defend itself in this w ty Carlyle is said to base rc-spondtd to a gentleman
who ridiculed scribblers by commenting tint there was once a man named
Rtnisscni who wrote a book They bound the second edition of his hool
CirMc sud, in the skins of those who hid Implied at the first

Social theon his h>d this rather grim justification since ihe J rrnch
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revolution, and it is even more deserved in the twentieth century than it was

in the nineteenth Marxise social theory, itselfa project of scientific theoretical

understanding, was at least partly responsible for Communism If Zeev

Sternhell's meticulous intellectual genealogy of fascism is to be believed, the

social theory of Georges Sorel, itself a critical appropriation and revision of

Marxism, was the intellectual kernel of the fascist revolution (Sternhell 1994)

To speak metaphorically, this means that social theory was prominent among

the co-authors of the two great catastrophes of the twentieth century Marx-

ists were not the only contributors Durkheim gave aid and comfort to

syndicalism, Weber contributed to the “realism” that dominated American

foreign policy in the cold war, Parsons to developmentalism and thus to

American policy toward the Third World

Social theory, to put it brutally, has blood on its hands Even if, in the

Great Accounting, its role in the great catastrophes of the twentieth century

is judged to be relatively small, it will still bear a large burden, for there is

a great deal of guilt to be allocated Thus as heirs of the tradition of social

theory, even if the legacy is a junkyard, we social theorists have a kind of

grandeur We are aristocrats - ruined by our spectacular errors and extra-

vagant passions - living among parvenus and butterfly collectors The best

we can say for ourselves is that we have learned something from our errors

But no one can say that the errors were trivial, or the passions empty

To be sure, much of what passes as social theory today still labors under

delusions, and our nostalgia for our old extravagances often overwhelms us

But a serious understanding of our own past gives us the means to grasp the

errors of our present enthusiasms For the same reasons, the “social theoreti-

cal" views of our contemporaries in fields with less highly charged histones,

such as cultural studies, can be seen by us as familiar errors We have a voca-

tion - but a very different one than our predecessors thought we had
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Of What Use are “the Classics”?

If one goes back to the beginning of the academic field of sociology in the

United States, one finds departments instructing on three basic topics The

first and distinctively “sociological" area would be the history' of social thought

There would typically be a second course or set of courses on charitable in-

stitutions, and one on social problems More rarely, there would be a course

on statistical material in social science This list gradually changed In the

1920s, the development of an academic field of social work and the begin-

nings of change in the role of charitable institutions, which in the 1930s

gave way to public welfare institutions, led to the creation of schools of social

work and to the professionalization of social work Sociologists, including

both theoretically and empirically oriented sociologists, were active in the

crearion of these social work programs, in part because they believed that

socioiog) could develop more successfully if the burden of preparing students

for careers in welfare was removed from sociology departments

The 1920s also saw the beginnings of an active struggle between sociolo-

gists oriented toward theory and those oriented toward scientism and a purely

empirical conception of sociology By the end of the decade there was open

hostility toward "theory' and the funding of empirical social research by the

Hoekefclltr charities effectively bypassed many of the sociologists whose

primnrv commitments were to theory (cf Turner and Turner 1990 83)

The term social theory' was tvpically used during this period rather than

sociological theory' and courses with the title ‘History of Social Thought”
wire still rouimelv offered in soeiology depinmems indeed, at the begin-

ning o! the puhlieatmn of the Arcncv iwitfyrcit Rt'trt in the hie l<HOs,

the history of social thought wvs described as an area for whieh tht journal

took specific responvihititv
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The 1930s saw some new developments in the way in which the history

of social thought was conceived The older view, championed by such prolific

writers as Harry Elmer Barnes and Howard P Becker, was a comprehensive

and somewhat unselective idea of the limits and character of social thought

Titles of books in this era included Social thought from Hammctbt to Comte

Barnes and Becker’s own huge compendium of social theories was Social

Thoughtfom Loie to Science The imagery reflected Comte’s own picture of the

development of the sciences, m which each science passed through stages of

development beginning with primitive thought, which was typically domin-

ated by theological ideas, developing them into a “metaphysical” stage, dom-

inated by questions about the existence and true nature of entitites, such as

"society,” and culminating in a "positive" stage m which the science would

become predictive Simply mastering the history and development of social

thinking was understood to be a basic part of the education of every analyst

of society and these requirements were rigorously enforced in the major

graduate programs of the day

This model of education and the central role it granted to the history of

social thought were in fact doomed During the 1930s another much more

narrow model of the history of social thought also developed in the hands

of Talcott Parsons, then a junior faculty member in economics at Harvard

University Parsons, under the influence of various Harvard luminaries,

attempted to identify a distinctive domain for sociological thinking that was

not shared by the other social sciences and added something unique and

necessary to them He found antecedents for this conception in the thinking

of Weber, Durkheim, and Pareto, and he found some legitimation for the

notion ofa distinctive sociological contribution to the understanding ofaction

in the writings of Alfred Marshall, an economic theorist, who placed the

study of value outside of economics proper Parsons also reflected on the

thinking of such German theorists as Tonnies and Simmel, both of whom
had roles in the more traditional and larger list of thinkers discussed by

Barnes and Becker Parsons's quest for a distinctively "sociological” problem

for “sociological theory" to be about led him to ignore the large list of

thinkers that previously had constituted the canon, and the issues that they

had addressed, such as the influence of geographical factors and technology

on society

In the post-Second World War period, a younger generation of sociolo-

gists, including Parsons, Robert K Merton, and the empirical researchers

Paul Lazarsfeld and Samuel Stouffer, came into a special degree of influence

over sociology Together they created a widespread conviction that sociology

was at last about to become a science, and that a series of theoretical ideas
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and ideas about measurement and survey research would be the basis of this

emergence into science In fact, they agreed on little else, but one thing they

did agree on was the irrelevance and wrongness of the older conception of the

history of social thought Parsons and Merton, the two “theorists” in this

group, worked actively to attack this older conception and to exclude it from

the new "scientific” sociology The most important document m this effort

is Merton's essay on the history and systematics of sociological theory Tins

polemical essay, like the best of Merton's writings, is subtle and indeed

contains many remarks that might be interpreted as supporting the tradi-

tional form of the study of the history of social thought However, the mam
message was simple That the history of social thought could nor be and

should not be mistaken for the systematic creation of scientific social theory,

which could only relate to the history of social thought by using past social

thinkers as sources for ideas which could be built into a single systematic

body of theory

The idea of the educated sociologist as a person comfortable with and

cognizant of the great thinkers of the past, an image that would be charac-

teristic for example of the educated philosopher, was the target of this po-

lemic He complained that "almost all sociologists see themselves as qualified

to teach and write the 'history' of sociological theory - after all, they are

acquainted with the classical writings of an earlier day” (1968 2) The
acquaintance with past social thought which this conception prized was,

Merton said, no substitute for the possession of the elements of a systematic

social theory of the sort that the newly emerged science of sociology would
need to employ and sought to develop Merton's paper is now' some fifty years

old, but the attitudes it expresses are still commonplaces among American
sociologists, and indeed the open hostility' to social theory expressed in the
lau 1920s is perhaps even more common in conventional elite sociology

departments In the United Kingdom, this same dispute arose in a somewhat
ilfcrcnt way, with different results British sociology is the product of the

period after the Second World War, and it is a commonplace that the dis-
cipline combined scholars whose primary background was philosophical with
scholars whose primary orientation was toward social statistics or amelioration

it two emphases have ever since sat somewhat uneasily with one another
rinsh sociology took over Parsons's list, and, like American sociology,

«euul Pareto and added Marx to the canonical figures of Durkhum and
1 v- r Hunkers like Anthony Giddens and Stcsen Lukes, in contrast to the

sju, cuts of Parsons, returned to the originals for inspiration, producing in
rim i sociology a difierent but even more classics-onentcd form of social
icon wuhm academic sociology, but with the same small canon
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In these two papers, Alexander and Poggi discuss the present significance

of the classics Alexander argues that the classics serve important disciplinary

purposes for sociology and are indispensable in organizing sociological dis-

course This is, of course, a quite different justification than Merton pre-

sented for the study of systematic sociological theory and in some respects

returns to the point of view of Barnes and Becker, with this difference

Alexander regards the short list of classics established by Parsons and the

critics of Parsons who added Marx and deleted Marshall and Pareto to be the

genuinely canonical list that can in fact serve these purposes Gianfranco

Poggi argues that no such justification is required The classics have by now,

he thinks, established themselves successfully as a standard against which

serious social thought can and should be judged, and the discipline of mas-

tering the classics is essential for serious social thinking It is not the “util-

ity” of the classics for sociology as a discipline but their intrinsic intellectual

merit that, for Poggi, justifies our attention to them
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The Centrality of the Classics

Jeffrey C. Alexander

The relationship between social science and the classics is a question which

opens up the deepest issues not only in social science but in cultural studies

more generally In the essay which follows I argue for the centrality of the

classics in contemporary social science This position is challenged from what,

at first glance, appear to be two entirely different camps Among social

science practitioners, of course, there has always been skepticism toward “the

classics ” Indeed, for those of the positivist persuasion the very question of

the relation between social science and the classics leads immediately to

another, namely, whether there should be any relationship at all Why do

disciplines which profess to be oriented to the empirical world and to the

accumulation of objective knowledge about it need recourse to texts by writers

nho ate long dead and gone5 According to the canons of empiricism, after

all, whatever is scientifically relevant in these texts should long ago have

been cither verified and incorporated into contemporary theory, or falsified

and cast into the dustbin of history

Yet it is not only "hard" positivists who argue against interrelating clas-

sical interpretation and contemporary social science, it is humanists as well

Recently there has emerged a powerful argument against the injection ofcon-

temporary concerns into the consideration of classical texts Classical texts, so

this argument goes (for example, Skinner 1969), must be considered entirely

m historical terms This histortcist position on the classics converges with
thi empiricist, in so far as both camps argue against the intermingling of

tonumjxirarv social science concerns with the discussion of historical texts

To answer the questions about the relation between social science and the
c assies, then, one must think about just exactly what empirical social science
is and how u relates to the science of nature One must also think about what
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it means to analyse the classics and about what relation this kind of presump-

tively historical activity might have to the pursuit of contemporary scientific

knowledge

Before pursuing these questions further, however, I will offer a pointed

definition of just what a classic is Classics are earlier works of human explor-

ation which are given a privileged status vis-d-vis contemporary explorations

in the same field The concept of privileged status means that contemporaty

practitioners of the discipline in question believe that they can learn as much
about their field through understanding this earlier work as they can from

the work of their own contemporaries To be accorded such a privileged

status, moreover, implies that, in the day-to-day work of the average practi-

tioner, this deference is accorded without prior demonstration, it is accepted

as a matter of course that, as a classic, such a work establishes fundamental

criteria in the particular field It is because of this privileged position that

exegesis and reinterpretation of the classics - within or without a historical

context - become conspicuous currents in various disciplines, for what is

perceived to be the "true meaning" of a classical work has broad repercus-

sions Western theologians have taken the Bible as their classic text, as have

those who practise the Judaeo-Christian religious disciplines For students of

English literature, Shakespeare is undoubtedly the author whose work em-

bodies the highest standards in their field For 500 years, Aristotle and Plato

have been accorded a classical status in political theory

Why There are No Classics in Natural Science:

a Post-positivist View

The epistemology of science does not determine the particular topics to

which scientific activity is allocated in any given scientific discipline
1

Yet it

is precisely the allocation of such activity which is responsible for any dis-

cipline s relative empirical “feel ” Thus, even outspoken anti-empiricists have

acknowledged that an explicit focus on empirical questions is what distin-

guishes natural from human sciences For example, while Holton has pains-

takingly demonstrated that arbitrary, supra-empincal “themata” affect modem
physics, he insists that it has never been his intention to argue for the

introduction of “thematic discussions into the practice of science itself"

Indeed, he suggests that “only when such questions were ruled out of place

in a laboratory did science begin to grow rapidly” (Holton 1973 330-1,

italics added) Even the forthrightly idealist philosopher Collingwood, who
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has insisted that scientific practice rests upon metaphysical assumptions,

allows that “the scientist's business is not to propound them but only to

presuppose them” (Colhngwood 1940 33)

The allocation of scientific activity depends upon what is considered by

practitioners to be scientifically problematic Because in the modern era natural

scientists tend to agree about rhe generalized commitments which inform

their craft, it is more empirical questions which usually receive their explicit

attention This, of course, is precisely what allows "normal science,” in Kuhn’s

phrase (1970), to proceed as an activity of empirical puzzle-solving and

specific problem-solutions Taking normal science to characterize natural

science as such, Habermas, coo, has identified consensus as what differentiates

"scientific” as compared to "non-scientific" activity

We term information scientific if and only if an uncompelled and permanent

consensus can be obtained with regard to its validity The genuine achieve-

ment of modern science does not consist primarily in producing truth, that is,

correct and cogent statements about whac we call reality Rather, it distin-

guishes itself from traditional categories of knowledge by a method of arriving

at an uncompelled and permanent consensus of this sort about our views

(Habermas 1972 91)

Only if there is disagreement about the background assumptions which in-

form a science do these non-empirical issues come explicitly into play Kuhn

calls this a paradigm crisis It is in such crises, he believes, that there is

'recourse to philosophy and to debate over fundamentals” (Kuhn 1970)

It is because attention is usually directed to the empirical dimensions of

natural science that classics are absenc The non-empirical dimensions are

camouflaged, and it appears that speculative hypotheses can be decided b)

reference either to sense data which arc relatively accessible or to theories

"hose specificity makes their relevance to such data immediately apparent

Classics, by contrast, imply a privileged position for earlier theories Earlier

theories, not just contemporary ones, are seen as having explanatory status;

indeed, classical texts often are considered to be capable of supply mg relevant

dan as well My point is that natural science is no less a prion than its social

counterpart A non a priori
,
purely empirical stance is not the explanation for

classic less natural science Rather, it is a matter of the form which the

mixture of prtor and contingent knowledge takes

Thus, ratlitr thin classics, natural science has what Kuhn called exemplars

''nil this term, Kuhn (1970 182) means concrete examples of successful

rnipitu d worl examples of the kind of powerful problem-solutions which
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define paradigmatic fields While exemplars embody metaphysical and non-

empincal commitments of various kinds, they are in themselves models of

how specifically to explain the world Of necessity, they include definitions

and concepts, but they direct those who study them to questions of oper-

ationalization and technique Yet for all their specificity, exemplars them-

selves play an a priori role They are learned in textbooks and laboratories

before neophytes are capable of testing for themselves whether or not they are

really true They are, in other words, internalized because of their privileged

position in the socialization process rather than because of their scientific

validity The learning processes are the same in social science, what is differ-

ent is that social scientists internalize classics at least as often as they intern-

alize exemplars

The Post-positivist Case for the Classics

The ratio between exemplars and classics is so much different m social sci-

ence because in its social application science produces so much more dis-

agreement Because there is persistent and widespread disagreement, the more

general background assumptions which remain implicit and relatively invis-

ible in natural science here come vividly into play
2 The conditions which

Kuhn defines for paradigm crisis in the natural sciences are routine in the

social I am not suggesting that there is no "objective” knowledge in the

social sciences, nor even that there is no possibility for successful predictions

or covering laws It is possible, it seems to me, to gam real cumulative

knowledge about the world from within different and competing points of

view, and even to sustain relatively predictive covering laws from within

general orientations which differ in substantial ways What I am suggesting,

however, is that the conditions of social science make consistent agreement

about the precise nature of empirical knowledge - let alone agreement about

explanatory covering laws - highly unlikely In social science, therefore, argu-

ments about scientific truth do not refer only to the empirical level They cut

across the full range of non-empirical commitments which sustain competing

points of view

There are cognitive and evaluative reasons for the vast differences in the

level of consensus I will mention here only the most fundamental

(1) In so far as the objects of a science are located in the physical world

outside of the human mind, its empirical referents can, in principle, more
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easily be verified through interpersonal communication In social science,

where the objects are either mental states or conditions in which mental

states are embedded, the possibility for confusing mental states of the scien-

tific observer with mental states of those observed is endemic

(2) Resistance to simple agreement on empirical referents also emerges

from the distinctive evaluative nature of social science There is a symbiotic

relationship between description and evaluation The findings of social sci-

ence often carry significant implications for the desirable organization and

reorganization of social life In natural science, by contrast, “changes in the

content ofscience do not usually imply changes in social structures" (Hagsrrom

1965 285) The ideological implications of social science redound to the

very descriptions of the objects of investigation themselves The very char-

acterization of states of mind or institutions - for example, is society called

“capitalist” or “industrial,” has there been “proletarianization," “individuation,”

or “atomization" - reflects an estimation of the implication for political

'alucs of an explanation of that phenomenon which has not yet occurred

While Mannheim over-estimated evaluative as opposed to cognitive assump-

tions, he was certainly sensitive to this point Every definition, he wrote,

“depends necessarily upon one's perspective, that is, it contains within itself

the whole system of thought representing the position of the thinker in

question and especially the political evaluations which he behind this system

of thought ” His conclusion, in this regard, seems accurate "The very way
in which a concept is defined and the nuance in which it is employed already

embody to a certain degree a prejudgment concerning the outcome of the

chain of ideas built upon it" {Mannheim 1936 196—7)

(3) Needless to say, in so far as it is difficult, for cognitive and evaluative

reasons, to gain consensus about even the simple empirical referents of social

scunce, there will be even less about the abstractions from such concrete
referents which form the substance of social theory’ Hagstrom suggests ( 1 965
256-8) that possibilities for scientific consensus significantly depend upon
the degree of quantification chat is consistent with the discipline’s scientific

goals In so far as empirical referencs are not clear and abstractions subject
to constant dispute, efforts to mathematicize social science can only be efforts

» isguising or promoting particular points of view

f '! In so far as neither empirical referents nor covering laws generate agree-
ment, the full range of non-empirical inputs to empirical perception become

^

’Jetts of debue because there is such endemic disagreement, moreover,
''-i science will invariably be differentiated by traditions (Shils 1970) and
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schools (Tiryakian 1979) For most members of the social scientific commu-
nity, it is apparent that such “extra-scientific” cultural and institutional

phenomena are not simply manifestations of disagreement but bases upon

which scientific disagreements are promoted and sustained This realization

further sensitizes social scientists to the non-empirical dimensions of their

field

For all of these reasons, discourse - not just explanation - becomes a major

feature of the social science field By discourse, I refer to modes of argument

which are more consistently generalized and speculative than are normal

scientific discussions The latter are directed in a more disciplined manner to

specific pieces of empirical evidence, to inductive and deductive logics, to

explanation chrough covering laws and to the methods by which these laws

can be verified or falsified Discourse, by contrast, is ratiocinative It focuses

on the process of reasoning rather than the results of immediate experience,

and it becomes significant when there is no plain and evident truth Dis-

course seeks persuasion through argument rather than prediction Its per-

suasiveness is based on such qualities as logical coherence, expansiveness of

scope, interpretative insight, value relevance, rhetorical force, beauty, and

texture of argument

Foucault (1970) identifies intellectual, scientific, and political practices as

"discourses” in order to deny their merely empirical, inductive status In this

way, he insists that practical activities are historically constituted and shaped

by metaphysical understandings that can define an entire epoch Sociology,

too, is a discursive field Still, one finds here little of the homogeneity that

Foucault attributes to such fields, in social science, there are discourses, not

a discourse These discourses are not, moreover, closely linked to the legit-

imation of power, as Foucault in his later work increasingly claimed Social

scientific discourses are aimed at truth, and they are constantly subjected to

rational stipulations about how truth can be arrived at and what truth

might be Here I draw upon Habermas’ (for example, 1984) understanding

of discourse as part of an effort that speakers make at achieving undistorted

communication If Habermas underestimates the irrational qualities of com-

munication, let alone action, he certainly has provided a way to conceptualize

its rational aspirations His systematic attempts to identify modes of argu-

ment and criteria for arriving at persuasive justification show how rational

commitments and the recognition of supra-empirical arguments can be com-

bined Between the rationalizing discourse of Habermas and the arbitrary

discourse of Foucault, this is where the actual field of social science discourse

uneasily lies
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It is because of the centrality of discourse that theory in the social sciences

is so multivalent and that compulsive efforts (for example, Wallace 1971) to

follow the logic of natural science are so misguided Those of the positivist

persuasion sense the tension between such a multivalent conception and their

empiricist point of view To resolve it they try to privilege "theory ’ over

'metatheory,” indeed, to exclude theory in favour of "explanation" narrowly

conceived Thus, complaining that "far too much social theory consists of the

history of ideas and general hero worship of Marx, Weber, [and} Durkheim,”

Turner argues for “doing theory as opposed to providing yet another

metatheoretical analysis of the early theoretical masters”
3
(Turner 1986 974)

And Stinchcombe describes Marx, Durkheim and Weber as “those great

empirical analysts who did not work mainly at what we now call theory "

He insists that they “worked out explanations of the growth of capitalism, or

of class conflict, or of primitive religion ” Rather than being concerned with

discursive theory, in his view, “they used a wide variety of theoretical meth-

ods' (Stinchcombe 1968 3, italics added)

These distinctions, however, seem more like "utopian” efforts to escape

from social science than efforts really to understand it Generalized discourse

is ctntral, and theory is inherently multivalent Indeed, the centrality of
discourse and the conditions which produce it make for the overdetermin-
ation of social science by theory and its underdetermination by fact Because
there is no clear, indisputable reference for the elements which compose
social science, there is no neat translatabihty between different levels of
generality Formulations at one level do not ramify in clear-cut ways for the
other levels of scientific concern For example, while precise empirical meas-
urements of two variable correlations can sometimes be established, it is

tardy possible for such a correlation to prove or disprove a proposition about
t us interrelationship that is stated in more general terms The reason is that
i ie existence of empirical and ideological dissensus allows social scientists to
pt rationalize propositions in a variety' of different ways

t us briefly consider, for example, two of the best recent efforts to move
uim . ta to more general theory In Blau's attempt to test his newly developed
tructural theory, for example, he starts with a proposition he calls the size
ortm the notion that a purely ecological variable, group size, determines

^utproup relations (Blau, Blum, and Schwartz 1982 46) Drawing from a

j r

et 1 ™ Kt3blishcs not only a group’s size but its rate of intermarriage,

ie rl^ ' Ut 3 rt ^‘ltl0ns^ lP between intermarriage rates and group size ven-

Wj tl

' Sl2< t*uorcm W,i
y
> Because the data demonstrate that “group size

1 d '(

^rU

^
rri0n ot,[marned are inversely related (p -17) But outmarriage

u 1 in does not, in fact, operationalize "outgroup relations "
It is one
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type of outgroup relation among many others, and as Blau himself acknowl-

edges at one point m his argument it is a type into which enter factors other

than group size Outgroup relation, in other words, does not have a clear-cut

referent Because of this, the correlation between what is taken to be its

indicator and group size cannot verify the general proposition about the

relation between group size and outgroup relations Blau’s empirical data,

then, are disarticulated from his theory, despite his effort to link them m a

theoretically decisive way

In Lieberson's ambitious study (1980) of black and white immigrants to

the United States since 1880, similar problems emerge Lieberson begins

with the less formally stated proposition that the "heritage of slavery” is

responsible for the different achievement levels of black and European immi-

grants In order to operationalize this proposition, Lieberson takes two steps

First, he defines heritage in terms of "lack of opportunity” for former slaves

rather than m cultural terms Second, he identifies opportunity in terms of

the data he has developed about varying rates of education and residential

segregation Both these operations, however, are highly contestable Not only

would other social scientists define the heritage of slavery in very different

terms, but they mighc also conceive of opportunities in ways other than

education and residence Because there is, once again, no necessary relation-

ship between the rates Lieberson has identified and differences in opportuni-

ties, there can be no certainty abouc the proposition relating achievement and

heritage While the measured correlations stand on their own, and constitute

an empirical contribution in their own right, they cannot test the theories

toward which they are aimed

It is far easier to find examples of the contrasting problem, the over-

determination by theory of empirical “facts " In virtually every broader, more

theoretically gauged study, the sampling of empirical data is open to dispute

In The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, for example, Weber’s equa-

tion of the spirit of capitalism with seventeenth- and eighteenth-century

English entrepreneurs has been widely disputed (Weber 1958) If the Italian

capitalists of the early modern city-states are conceived of as manifesting the

capitalist spirit (that is, Trevor-Roper 1965), then Weber’s correlation be-

tween capitalists and Puritans is based on a restricted sample and fails to

substantiate his theory In so far as this is true, Weber’s empirical data were

overselected by his theoretical reference to the Protestant ethic

In Smelser’s famous study, Social Change tn the Industrial Revolution (1959).

a similar distance between general theory and empirical indicator can be

found In his theory, Smelser argues that shifts in familial role divisions, not

industrial upheavals per se, were responsible for the radical protest activities
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bv English workers which developed in the 1820s In his narrative historical

account, Smelser describes fundamental shifts in family structure as having

occurred in the sequence he has suggested His specific presentations of

archival data (Smelser 1959 188-99) seem to indicate, however, that these

family disturbances did not develop until one or two decades later Smelser's

theoretical concern with the family overdetermined the presentation of his

narrative history (and his archival data in turn underdetermined his theory)
1

In Skocpol’s (1979) more recent effort at documenting her historical and

comparative theory, the same kind of overdetermination is exercised by a

very different theory Skocpol (p 18) proposes to take an "impersonal and

nonsub|ectivc viewpoint” on revolutions, which gives causal significance only

to "the institutionally determined situations and relations of groups ” Her

starch is for the empirical data of revolution and the only a-pnonty she

acknowledges is her commitment to the comparative method (pp 33-40)

When Skocpol acknowledges at various points, however, that local tradi-

tions and rights do play a role (for example, pp 62, 138), and that political

leadership and ideology must (however briefly) be essayed (pp 161—73), the

theoretical overdetermination of her data becomes apparent Her structural

preoccupations have led her to ignore the entire intellectual and cultural

context of revolution
5

Empirical undcrdetermination and theoretical overdetermination go hand
in hand From the most specific factual statements up to the most abstract

generalizations, social science is essentially contestable Every conclusion is

optn to argument by reference to supra-empirical considerations Here is the

specifically social-scientific version of the themattzation which, Habermas
( 1 9S4) has shown, must lay behind every effort at rational argument Every
kind of social scientific statement is subject to the demand for justification

rc fere nee to general principles In other words, I need not - and social

suentrsts as a community simply will not — limit an argument against Blau
in an empirical demonstration that structural considerations are only one of
stwral which determine outmarriage, I can, instead, demonstrate that the
'<9 stipulation of such structural causation rests upon presuppositions about
• ftmn which arc of an excessively rationalistic kind In considering Lieberson’s
"tirl 1 can bracket the empirical question of the relation between education
a” °tytctnt opportune) in a similar way Instead, I can try to suggest
l^eui-.h discursive argument that Lieberson’s exclusive focus on the heritage
* • s -x cry reflects ideological considerations and a prior commitment to models
K>,, rated by conflict theory In turn, Smelser s work can be tffectivelv criticized

-7 *0£ IC‘'I adequacj or by demonstrating that his early function-disc
x. ovtr-empinsizex socialization And Skocpol's argument - without am
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reference to empirical material - can be negatively evaluated for the implau-

sible manner in which it limits “purposive theories” — which she applauds

- to the instrumental model of purposive rationality that her theory implies

To make such arguments - indeed, merely to engage m the kind of

discussion m which I have just engaged - is to engage in discourse, not

explanation As Seidman (1986) has emphasized, discourse does not imply

the abandonment of claims to truth Truth claims, after all, need not be

limited to the criterion of testable empirical validity (Habermas 1984) Each

level of supra-empirical discourse has embedded within it distinctive criteria

of truth These criteria go beyond empirical adequacy to claims about the

nature and consequences of presuppositions, the stipulation and adequacy of

models, the consequences of ideologies, the meta-implications of models,

and the connotations of definitions Insofar as they become explicit, they are

efforts, in short, to rationalize and systematize the intuitively grasped com-

plexities of social analysis and social life Current disputes between mteipret-

ative and causal methodologies, utilitarian and normative conceptions of

action, equilibrium and conflict models of societies, radical and conservative

theories of change - these ate far more than empirical arguments They

reflect efforts by sociologists to articulate criteria for evaluating the “truth"

of different non-empincal domains

It is no wonder that the discipline’s response to important works bears so

little resemblance to the neat and confined responses that advocates of the

“logic of science” suggest Skocpol’s States and Social Revolutions, for example,

has been evaluated at every level of the sociological continuum The book’s

presuppositions, ideology, model, method, definitions, concepts and, yes,

even its facts have been clarified, disputed, and praised in turn At stake are

the truth criteria Skocpol has employed to justify her positions at each of

these levels Very little of the disciplinary response to this work has involved

controlled testing of its hypotheses or the reanalysis of its data Decisions

about the validity of Skocpol's structural approach to revolution certainly

will not be decided on these grounds
6

When I began this section, I suggested that the proportion of classics to

contemporaries is so much greater in social than natural science because

endemic disagreement makes the background assumptions of social science

more explicit It is this obvious quality of background assumptions, in turn,

that makes discourse so central a quality of social scientific debate What
remains is to explain why this discursive form of argument so often takes a

“classical" turn The existence of generalized, non-empincal debate does not

logically imply any privileged position for earlier works None the less, the

very conditions which make discourse so prominent also make the classics
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central There are two reasons for this centrality the functional, and the

intellectual or scientific

Because disagreement is so rife tn social science, serious problems of mutual

understanding arise Without some baseline ofminimal understanding, how-

ever, communication is impossible For disagreement to be possible in a

coherent, ongoing and consistent way, there must be some basis for a cultural

relationship This can exist only if the participants in a disagreement have a

fair idea of what one another is talking about

Tins is where the classics come in The functional necessity for classics

develops because of the need for integrating the field of theoretical discourse

By integration, 1 do not mean cooperation and equilibrium but rather the

boundary maintenance, or closure, which allows systems to exist (Luhmann
1984) It is this functional demand that explains the formation of disciplin-

ary boundaries which from an intellectual standpoint often seem arbitrary It

is the disciplines of social science, and the schools and traditions of which
they arc composed, which have classics

To mutually acknowledge a classic is to have a common point of reference
A classic reduces complexity (cf Luhmann 1979) It is a symbol which con-
dinscs - "stands for" - a range of diverse general commitments Condensa-
tion, it seems to me, has at least four functional advantages

In the first place, ofcourse, it simplifies, and thereby facilitates, theoretical
discussion It does so by allowing a very small number of works to substitute
or - to represent by a stereotyping or standardizing process - the myriad of
ln 'l) 6raded formulations which are produced in the course of contingent
intellectual life When we discuss the central issues which affect social sci-
mcc in classical terms, we are sacrificing the ability to embrace this finely

£rj cd specificity We gain, however, something very important By speak-
ing m terms of the classics, we can be relatively confident that those whom
C 3 rCSS at ^east know whereof we speak, even if they do not recognize

ln

J
,ur ,scuss'on their own particular and unique position It is for this

^~°n twt '^ we Ulsh to make a critical analysis of capitalism we will be
-t t un ikdy to draw from Marx’s work Similarly, ifwe wish to evaluate

V" 1

?
r>(‘ crlnca ' anal>*ses of capitalism which exist today, we will prob-

v’n J'y!'
t
|'
Cm ^ comparing them to Marx's original Only by so doing

bt r** W,IVC^ C0n^enc t^lat others will be able to follow, and perhaps^ C

i r’’

°Ur Ecological and cognitive judgments

jv;Kn.

*ur>ctional advantage is that classics allow generalized commit-

-ij.kfi

“ ar8utd without the necessity for making the cnteri.-’ for thur

'niL'Ili

rm CX^ 1Clr ^mcc sucb criteria are very difficult to formulate, and
impossible to gain agreement upon, this concretizing function of
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the classics is very important Rather than having to define equilibrium and

the nature of systems, one can argue about Parsons, about the relative "func-

tionality’’ of his early and later works, about whether his theory (whatever

that may be precisely) can actually explain conflict in the real world Or,

rather than explicitly exploring the advantages of an affective or normative

perspective on human action, one can argue that such a perspective was, in

fact, actually taken by Durkheim’s most important works

The third functional advantage is an ironic one Because a common clas-

sical medium of communication is taken for granted, it becomes possible not

to acknowledge the existence of generalized discourse at all Thus, because

the importance of the classics is accepted without argument, it is possible for

a social scientist to begin an empirical study — in, for example, industrial

sociology - by discussing the treatment of labor m Marx's early writings

While it would be quite illegitimate for him to suggest that non-empincal

considerations about human nature, let alone utopian speculations about

human possibility, form the baseline for industrial sociology, this is precisely

what he has implicitly acknowledged by referring to Marx’s work

Finally, because the condensation provided by the classics gives them such

privileged power, reference to the classics becomes important for purely stra-

tegic and instrumental reasons It is in the immediate self-interest of every

ambitious social scientist and every rising school to be legitimated vn-a-vis

the classical founders Even if no genuine concern for the classics exists they

still must be criticized, re-read, or rediscovered if the discipline’s normative

criteria for evaluation are to be challenged anew

These are the functional, or extrinsic, reasons for the privileged status

accorded by social science to a small and select number of earlier works But

there are, I believe, intrinsic, genuinely intellectual, reasons as well By
intellectual, I mean that certain works are given a classical position because

they make a singular and continuing contribution to the science of society

My argument here begins from the proposition that the more generalized a

scientific discussion, the less cumulative it can be Why"1 Because, while gen-

eralized commitments are subject to truth criteria, it is impossible to anchor

these criteria in an unequivocal way Generalized evaluations are sustained

less by qualities in the object world - upon which minimum agreement can

often be reached - than by the relative tastes and preferences of a particular

cultural community Generalized discourse, then, relies on qualities of per-

sonal sensibility - aesthetic, interpretative, philosophical, observational -

which are not progressive In this sense, variations in social science reflect

not linear accumulation - an issue which can be calculated temporally — but

the essentially random distribution of human ability Producing great social
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science is a gift which, like the capacity for creating great art (cf Nisbtt 1 976),

vines trans-histoncally between different societies and different human

beings

Dihhey wrote that “life as a starting-point and abiding context pros ides

tlit first basic feature of the structure of the human studies, for they rest on

experience, understanding and knowledge of life” (1976 1 S3) Social science,

in other words, cannot simply be learned by imitating an empirical problem-

solution Because its object is life, it depends on the scientist's own ability

to understand life It depends on idiosyncratic abilities to experience, to

understand and to know There are, it seems to me, at least three different

ways in which such personal knowledge distinguishes itself

(1) Through the interpretation of statu of mind Any generalization about the

structure or causes of a social phenomenon, an institution, religious movement,

or political event, depends upon some conception of the motives involved To
understand motives accurately, however, requires highly developed capacities

for empathy, insight, and interpretation All other things being equal, the w orks

of social scientists who manifest such capacities to the highest degree become

classics to which those with more mundane capacities must refer for insight

into the subjective inclinations of humankind The strength of Durkhcim's

later 'religious sociology” depends, to an important degree, on his remark-

able ability to intuit the cultural meaning and psychological import of ritual

behavior among the Australian Aborigines Similarly, it is not Goffman's

inheritance of interactiomst theory or his empirical methods which has made
his theorizing so paradigmatic for the micro-analysis of social behavior, it is

his extraordinary sensitivity about the nuances of human behavior Tew con-

temporaries will ever be able to achieve Goffman's level of insight His works
are classical because one must return to them in order to experience and to

understand just what the nature of interactional motivation really is

(2) Through llu nconstructior of the empirical icotld Because disagreement
on bicl ground issues makes even the objective empirical referents of social

science open to doubt, the complevitv of the objtct world cannot here be
reduced vn the matrix of consensual disciplinary controls Hence the social

scunner s singular eapicity for selection and reconstruction Incomes corre-
sj'omlmglv important Here, once again, one finds the same kind of creative
od idiowncratic cap,>citv for representation typically associated with art As

5,1 "nits about the classics, ‘ through the creative power of their thought
thev ronl the historical and human eontmttitv which nvde-s tlvir cv-

l-re-mc rerrcsimatiu of ours' <1978 >66)
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It is not only insightfulness but that evanescent thing, "quality of mind,”

upon which the capacity for representation depends Thus, contemporaries

may be able to list the ideal-typical qualities of urban life, but few will be

able to understand or represent anonymity and its implications with the

richness or vivacity of Simmel himself Has any Marxist since Marx been able

to produce an economic-political history with the subtlety, complexity, and

apparent conceptual integration of The Eighteenth Brnmaire ofLouis Bonaparte

*

Indeed, has any social scientist been able to communicate the nature of

“commodities" as well as Marx himself in the first chapter of Capital How
many contemporary analyses of feudal society approach the complex and

systematic account of economic, religious, and political interrelations which

Weber produces in the chapters on patrimomalism and feudalism m Economy

and Society* This is not to say that in significant respects our knowledge of

these phenomena has not surpassed Marx's and Durkheim’s own It is to say,

however, that in certain critical respects our knowledge has not Indeed, the

particular ideas I have just cited were so unusual that they simply could not

be understood - much less critically evaluated or incorporated - by Marx’s

and Weber’s contemporaries It has taken generations to recapture, piece-

meal, the structure of these arguments, with their intended and unintended

implications This, of course, is exactly what may be said for the most im-

portant aesthetic works

(3) Through the formulation of moral and ideological evaluations The more

general a social scientific statement, the more it must provide compelling

self-reflection on the meaning of social life This is its ideological function in

the broadest sense of that term Even if such an ideological reference were

undesirable — which in my view it is not — it would not be possible to cleanse

even the most scrupulous of social scientific practice of its effects Effective

ideology, moreover (Geertz 1964), depends not only on a finely tuned social

sensibility but on an aesthetic ability to condense and articulate “ideological

reality” through appropriate rhetorical tropes Ideological statements, in other

words, can assume a classical status as well The soulless character of ration-

alized modernity is not just reflected in Weber’s concluding pages of The

Protestant Ethic, it is created by it To understand rationalized modernity, one

cannot merely observe it one must return to Weber’s early work in order to

appreciate and experience it once again Similarly, what is oppressive and

suffocating about modernity may never be quite so firmly established as m
Marcuse’s One Dimensional Man
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Then functional and intellectual considerations make the classics - not just

generalized discourse per se - centra! to the practice of social science It is

because of these considerations that earlier -works are accorded a privileged

status, that the) are so venerated that the meaning attributed to them is

often considered equivalent to contemporary scientific knowledge itself

Discourse about a work so privileged becomes a legitimate form of rational

scientific dispute, investigation into the "new meaning” of such texts be-

comes a legitimate way to point scientific work in a new direction Which

is to sa) that once a work is “classicized," its interpretation becomes a key

to scientific argument Indeed, because classics arc central to social science,

interpretation must be considered as one major form of theoretical argument

Merton was quite right to suggest that social scientists tend to merge the

history and systematics of sociological theory He was also thorough!) justi-

fied in attributing this merging to “efforts to straddle scientific and human-
istic orientations” (Merton 196S 29) He was wrong, however, to suggest

that the merging, or the straddling which produced it, are pathological In

this sense Merton has not himself been empirical enough From the begin-

ning of the s)stematic study of society in ancient Greece, merging and
straddling have been endemic to the practice of social science To read this

situation as abnormal reflects unjustified speculative preconceptions, not the

empirical facts

The first unjustified preconception is that social science is a youthful and
immature enterprise in comparison to natural science, with the implication
that, as it matures, it will grow increasing!) to resemble the sciences of
nature 1 have argued, to the contrary, that there are endemic, irrepressible

reasons for the divergence between natural and social science, moreover, the
mvtunty of the latter, it seems to me, has been firmly set for quite a long
time Tile second preconception is that social science - again, supjioscdlv like
«s nitur.il scunce counterpart - is a purely empirical discipline which can
su'd us discursive and generalized form I have argued, however, that there
is nothing to suggest that such a pristine condition will ever be achieved
n !C^' * *u' c suggested that the science of nature upon which such hopes
•m modeled t.in itself never be separated from (usually camouflaged) 10m-
munums of an equally generalized kind

Merton tomplams that almost all sociologists see themselves as qualified
tc.'.h and to write the history of sociological theory - after all thev an.

"'Uii'intcd with the classical writings of an earlier day" ( 1%S 2) Tins, it
i’ « 1111 . is all to tin good If sociologists did not set themstlvis as

.

tK>' ,n U1V ’ 11 would not In mend) a 'vulgarized htstorv of soctn-
wimh would In- eliminated, but the verv prattne of sncmlopv itself1

"
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Notes

1 The distinction I am employing between natural and social science obviously can

have only an ideal—typical status My purpose is to articulate general conditions,

not to explain particular disciplinary situations At the general level, it is certainly

fair to say that the conditions for and against having classics broadly correspond

with the division between the sciences of nacure and the sciences concerned with

the actions of human beings Specific analysis of any particular disciphnewould

require specifying the general conditions m each case Thus, natural science is

typically broken down mco the physical and the life sciences The latter are less

subject to mathcmatization, less consensual, and more often subject to explicit

extra-empirical dispute In some instances this can extend to the point where

debate over the classics has a continuing scientific role, as in the dispute over

Darwin taking place in evolutionary biology In the human studies, too, disciplines

differ in the degree to which they typically manifest the conditions I will describe

In the United States, for example, economics is less bound to classics than sociology

and anthropology, and the relation of history to classics seems constantly in flux

The variation in these empirical cases can be explained in terms of the theoretical

conditions I lay out below

2 Mannheim puts this distinction well "No one denies the possibility of empirical

research nor does anyone maintain that facts do not exist We, too, appeal to

'facts’ for our proof, but the question of the nature of facts is in itself a considerable

problem They exist for the mind always in an intellectual and social context That

they can be understood and formulated implies already the existence of a concep-

tual apparatus And if this conceptual apparatus is the same for all the members

ofa group the presuppositions (that is, the possible social and intellectual values),

which underlie the individual concepts, never become perceptible However,

once the unanimity is broken, the fixed categories which used to give experience

its reliable and coherent character undergo an inevitable disintegration There arise

divergent and conflicting modes of thought which (unknown to the thinking

subject) order the same facts of experience into different systems of thought, and

cause them to be perceived through different logical categories” (Mannheim 1936

102-3)

3 This pejorative characterization of metatheory as hero worship recalls Merton's

claim of ‘uncritical reverence” (1968 30) toward the classics Obsequiousness, of

course, is the obverse of scientific scepticism, and it is ultimately in order to deny

a scientific role to classical investigations that such negative claims are made It

seems clear, to the contrary, that what 1 earlier called historical systematics con-

sists of the critical reconstruction of classical theories Ironically, empiricists like

Turner and Merton are able to gam some legitimacy for their accusations because

such reconstruction does, in feet, often occur within a framework which explicitly

denies any critical ambition

4 It demonstrates Smeslcts conscientiousness as a historical researcher that he
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lumrelf presented data that, as it were, went beyond his own thtory (in this regard,

see Walbv 1986) Tins is not usually the case, for the overderermmatton of data

In theory usually makes countervailing data invisible, not only to social scientists

themselves but often to their critics

5 Sewell (1985) Itas forcefully demonstrated this gap in Shocpol's data for the French

cast

6 In this section I have illustrated the ovcrdetcrmination of social science by theory,

and its underdctermmation by fact, by discussing single important works It could

also lie illustrated by examining specific "empirical" subfields In social science,

even the most narrosvly defined empirical subfields are subject to tremendous

discursive argument Discussion at a national conference on the state of disaster

tesearch (Symposium on Social Structure and Disaster Conception and Measure-

ment, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia, May 1986), for

example, revealed that even in this very concrete field there is vast disagreement

simple about the empirical object of study * What is a disaster’’ is disputed and
argued about by the field’s leading researchers Some argue for a criterion related

to objective and calculable facts but disagree over whether these costs should be

related to the geographical expanse of the event, the numbers of jacople involved,

or the financial costs of rebuilding Others argue for criteria that are more subjec-

tive but disagree over whether it is the larger society’s consensus tint a social

problem has occurred that is decisive or the perceptions of the victims themselves
Given the extent of such conflict over the simple empirical referent of the field.

it is not surprising that sharp discursive disputes rage about every level of the
vnentific continuum There are prcsupposmonal disagreements on individual versus
social levels of analysis and about economizing versus interpreting actors, there arc
ideological struggles over whether disaster research should be governed by broad
responsibilities to the community or by narrower professional concerns, there are
mam disputes over definitions, for example, what is an “organization’ 3

, and over
th'- vers value of exercises in definition and taxonomies Tor a good summon of
,h"“ disputes set Drabck 1986 and forthcoming
h iv tdiosy ncrjsv in the capacitv for crcattsicv, of course, that is the usual reason
vitnl for the ccntralitv of classics in the arts In his writing on the formation of
c ironical htcnrv works, however, Kermodc (1985) has shown that this view at-
tri ’tues too much to accurate information about a svork and too little to umn-
.o.mtil group opinion and ’irrational value commitments The artistic eminence

oitittlli, for example, was re-established in late nincictnth-ccntim circles on
foai-ns that have since tumid out to be highly spurious His defenders used

n<5 ' ’cuenrsv and indirection could not, in themselves, have justi-

• ,,

1
' P' rn "r'dictic grounds In this sense, Kcrmode introduces functional

r"nr”' , cil Worls Indeed, he concludes that n is hard to -tc how th-

"•X, I
IwW'ed institutions can m’T>cc without them" 09S5

‘ 't vrt'c time, Kcrmode invsts chat somt intrinsic dimension feu onon-
Wrr,',>ns Tiius, while he acknowledges th at all ir.'erp'ct itions a-r creme-

-rguev tiut som*-, rn relation to their ultimate pi-posr ere fond
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nevertheless" (1985 91) Why? "Good enough interpretation is what encourages

or enables certain necessary forms of attention What matters is that ways of

inducing such forms of attention should continue to exist, even if they are all, in

the end, dependent on opinion
”

8 I should also acknowledge that there are significant ambiguities in Merton's

essay which make it possible to construe his argument in significantly different

ways (I have found this to be true of his work on middle-range theory as well

see Alexander 1982 11-14 ) For example, on the penultimate page of his essay,

Merton (1968 37) suggests the following systematic "function for the classics”

“changes in current sociological knowledge, problems, and foci of attention enable

us to find new ideas in a work we had read before ” He acknowledges, moreover,

that these changes could stem from "recent developments in our own intellectual

life
” This could well be read as endorsing just the kind of systematic need for

presentist references to the classics (that is, for historical systematics) against

which the main part of Merton’s essay was written For this reason, perhaps,

Merton immediately qualifies this suggestion with a new version of his empiricist,

accumulationist argument It is because "each new generation accumulates its own

repertoire of knowledge" that "it comes to see much that is ‘new’ in earlier works
’’
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Lego Onia Inutile: An Alternative Justification

for the Classics

Gianfranco Poggi

I irst, my title "Lego quia inutile is a Latin sentence 1 made up to say, a propos

of the classics, “I read them because they are useless "
I patterned it after an

ancient saying. Credo quia absurdttm
, meaning “I believe it because it is ab-

surd A source for this saying familiar to most sociologists is a passage in

Weber's "Science as a vocation," which refers it (in a longer version, credo non

quo! )td quia absmdum at - “I do not believe what is absurd, but believe it

because it is absurd") to St Augustine Augustine, apparently
, thought he

v.as quoting it from an earlier church Father, Tcrtullian - except that the
wording cannot be found m the writings by Tcrtullian known to us (Pro-
fessor llans Joas, of the Tree University of Berlin, has mentioned to me an
alternative source — Isidor of Seville

)

But back to my title, and my "alternative justification for the classics
’

This is possibly best captured by another saying 1 had on my mind while
considering what to contribute to this volume On an occasion whose precise
time and place unfortunately I cannot presently recall, a famous mathema-
tiuan, it the end of a banquet with his peers, raised his glass and proposed
a U

[

M t0 M-iilu. matics - and may it never be of anv use to any bods 1
'

Is'cntnlly, 1 am saving that “the classics’ deserve to present the place
t -1 hive acquired in the standard curriculum for sociologv majors and

U 'tcs "hether or not they make a distinctive, substantial contribution to
rr n in’ so trlogists Tliev arc entitled to that place because tliev can

uiiqu Iv contribute, additionally (or alternativclv) to their i> ttlltelu.il idti

'•

'k
t*" t K h^dheatton enough The classics matter, in this view.

( -l,

' ' !KC " ri,lnps •>rt (bv definition) the best stuff the discipline

.>i Pr°d ut cd in the course of its lustorv We one it to our
• ’lid to ourselves, to establish as elirtet as possible a contact with
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those writings, primarily because of their unique intellectual texture and of

the magnitude of their scholarly achievement

Let me confess that this is to some extent a tongue-in-cheek position, or

perhaps a fall-back one, one (that is) I would adopt in exliemis, if I failed to

articulate to a relevant audience any othet, more tough-minded, more instru-

mental, justification for the classics For such a justification, I might refer the

reader, in particular, to Jeffrey Alexander’s discussion which appears m the

previous chapter I still recollect the sense of admiration and of envy (“Why

did I not think of this5”) with which I read Alexander’s argument, and how

I found myself agreeing with most of it Yet, even assuming away such an

argument for the classics (or any other one emphasizing their contemporary

“uses"), I would maintain that their place in the sociology curriculum should

remain uncontested Come to think of it I am not really saying that the

classics should be read because they are useless - what, indeed, would be the

use of that* What I am implying in fact, as Hans Joas has suggested to me,

is a distinction between two types of usefulness which can be attributed to

bodies of knowledge a more instrumental one, intended to equip those who

acquire it to perform further cognitive roles, and one more oriented to the

shaping and broadening of awareness and perhaps of wisdom through the

appreciation and critique of intellectual legacies

But let me play devil’s advocate here, and join Homans for a moment in

objecting testily, “who cares what old Durkheim said-1” It appears in feet

unlikely that the classics have much to contribute to the contemporary ad-

vance of sociology At bottom, as I sometimes tell my students, the classics,

and perhaps the whole “sociological tradition,” constitute an episode in

Western intellectual history, characterized by the intensity and the creativity

with which a small number of gifted authors grappled with the following

problem what really happened in Europe between 1750 and 1850?

If this is a tenable view of the original intellectual task of the classics, then

one may well doubt that the contemporary sociological enterprise can find in

them more than the last remnants of a largely exhausted legacy, or at best

an inspiring but substantively irrelevant exemplar of past achievements Nearly

one century and a half since 1850, how much can we realistically expect to

gain, in dealing with our own circumstances, by delving into that legacy or

worshipfully revisiting that exemplar?

Already by the middle of our own century sociologists and other social

commentators had begun to suggest the exhaustion of that legacy, or at any

rate the necessity of transcending it Recall, from the 1960s, the notions of

"late capitalism” or of "neo-capitalism,” or, from the decades that followed,

the various "post-'’ formulas post-industrial, post-modem, post-history In
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each case the argument implicitly or explicitly conveyed by those formula-

tions was that the sociology classics were becoming ever more irrelevant Or

consider to what extent contemporary social life, especially but not exclu-

sively in the West, is shaped by experiences of which for example Max
Weber, the last ofthe universally acknowledged sociology classics to die, had

no (or little) inkling Consider, say, the demographic explosion, or comput-

ers, or mass consumerism, or fordism, or the welfare state, or nuclear power

and nuclear weapons, or the decline of colonial empires, or the electronic

media How likely does it seem, to anybody however minimally familiar

with Mannheim’s notion of the Seinsverbtindenheit des Wtssens, of the bond that

being lays upon knowing, that re-reading Weber and his contemporaries, let

alone his predecessors, would make a positive, useful difference to our own
intellectual dealings with such phenomena 5

One might counter that, in point of feet, a number of conceptual legacies

and empirical insights from the classics are still being put to good use in

contemporary sociological work To give just two examples on a different

scale, Ritzers 1993 book on The Mcdonaldtzation of Society derives much
conceptual and empirical inspiration from Weber himself, and many contem-
porary revisitations of the problem of social change still draw, in however
modified and qualified a way, on the Spencer/Durkheim differentiation model
Luhmann s conceptualization of modernity, in particular, does so to a large
extent, and although he continues to object to the exegetical approach to
theory-construction, Durkheim is m feet one of the few authors whom he has
expressly treated not just as a resource but as a topic, in his preface to the
e ated German translation of Division of Labo> in Society

„ ,

n Vlcw
’ however, even if one could not refute Homans’ contemptuous

w o cares 5 along these lines, a frankly non-instrumental recourse to the
assies, at any rate in the context of teaching sociology (at both undergraduate

sam

Sra
,

Uate leve1
^ wou^ st‘U justify itself as giving students (and, by the

e to en, instructors) an opportunity to contemplate the classics’ mtellec-
ac ievement and to learn from them Even if the historical developments

with

^ a®aln ’ ®uroPe 1750-1850" are now very remote, in dealing

that h"*

1 e <^aSS1CS Perf°rmed such heroic scholarly and imaginative efforts

in th^

1 ^ r^ern remains a uniquely rewarding, “leam-ful" experience, albeit

resourr

C°nt

^

xt a vastfy different world, making sense of which requires

Rath

5 *C t^e c*assics cannot be realistically expected to supply

tosnecife h

an r*la
f3S0^Izm8 on the classics’ distinctive qualities (I have tried

Mant i V)
t *le Prefece to an old book of mine, dealing with Tocqueville,

aPMt' wh r, T
1 woulc* hke to recount two experiences, many years

lc ie behind my ’’non-instrumental’’ advocacy of the classics
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The first experience goes back to my earliest contacts with sociology as a

graduate student at Berkeley For quite a few semesters, I remember, I was

bothered by the contrast between two impressions On the one hand, I was

developing a neophyte's enthusiasm for the subject, a keen sense of its rel-

evance, a rewarding awareness of the scope and significance of its themes

On the other hand, it seemed to me that most of the reading I was doing

(practically all of it from contemporary American sociology) did not display

much intellectual muscle There was something shallow and meager about

its texture, the stuff was interesting, but very little of it displayed outstand-

ing qualities of sophistication, excited me with its vigor and rigor

It was the contrast between what I had studied for my first degree and

what I was studying as a graduate student of sociology that called forth both

my positive and my negative response to the latter experience In my coun-

try, Italy, I had studied law - a very common subject for Italian university

students of my generation (before, and since), not necessarily meant to pre-

pare those graduating in it for the legal professions (although indispensable

for entering them) I had been quite keen on most of the law courses I had

taken, and had been a good student overall, but much in the content of my
legal studies could not compete with sociology in terms of the intrinsic

interest and the relevance of its contents On the other hand, there was little

doubt about the intellectual quality of the books we were made to read, and

(more widely) of the continental tradition of juristic scholarship of which

those books were part and in which we, as law students, were being initiated

That “reading law” engages even undergraduate students in Italy (and in

other continental countries) in a highly sophisticated, rigorous universe of

discourse is not surprising, considering that the discourse in question had

begun to develop over two thousand years ago in the Roman republic Since

that time juristic scholarship had been cultivated for generations (not with-

out interruptions, the longest corresponding of course with “the dark ages")

by some of the greatest talents in the history of Western intellectual culture

These had developed a rigorous form of distinctive juridical analysis, and

self-consciously used it in rendering the content of a huge and diverse body

of sources (Roman, Byzantine, ecclesiastical) into a comprehensive system of

concepts The point of their exercise was to construe the most diverse social

phenomena (from commercial transactions to acts of liberality to crimes)

according to a sophisticated form of literate reasoning, which addressed all

and only the juridical aspects of those phenomena and sought to yield con-

sistent, calculable resolutions of all related controversies

Note that the social relevance of the discourse m question, as I began to

familiarize myself with it in mid-twentieth-century Italy, was often minimal
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or non-existent - among other reasons because we had to take three-year long

courses in Roman law, a body of rules and principles which had ceased to

operate as a juridical reality centuries before Furthermore, much intellectual

effort was expended by contemporary jurists, including our teachers, in elu-

cidating minute questions of very little consequence even from a legal stand-

point, m splitting conceptual hairs (French jurists, at the time, used to

reproach Italian ones for being mculems de moitches, that is, for "buggering

flies ") But the intellectual quality of that effort was sometimes sublime, the

virtuosity of the analysis staggering, the vistas which out reading opened on
that centuty-old tradition of sustained conceptual elaboration breathtaking.

As I have suggested, in terms of sheer intellectual muscle, the sociology I was
reading as a graduate had nothing to match the law I had read as an under-
graduate, the former was, as I said, a damn sight more interesting because
of its content, but did not evoke the same awe in contemplating the authors'
achievement, the same feeling of accomplishment one derived from being
able to understand them, to question them, occasionally to challenge them
In sum, as a sociology student I often felt somewhat intellectually deprived,
in that my reading fere generally had a less refined texture than what I had
read in law

(Parenthetically, few things in American academia baffle me as much as
w at seems to me - as an outsider - the concerted effort by law schools to
eprive the teaching and learning of law of the degree and kind of sheer

inte ectual sophistication I had experienced and enjoyed as an Italian law
stu ent In fact, I have encountered chis phenomenon also m Australia, where
u ents apparently take it for granted that although in order to enter law
cootey must develop and exhibit high-grade intellectual skills and com-
petences, once there they have to set them aside )

when*!
^ ^ave guessed what I am driving at At Berkeley, only

let
e^3n t0 rea<^ £^e c^asslcs ln a sustained way, which happened after

learnin

my sra<*uate course work, did I satisfy myself that the price for

to asso*

1MeKstlnS stu^ need not be to absorb books of indifferent quality,

lessJr m
.

yse^ Wlt^ a tradition of discourse unavoidably less scholarly,

could h

1151 ess sophisticated than law had been By reading the classics I
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Ca

r
and eat ,t: t0° kuge, intellectually and morally exciting

tad left h l, ? ôrmu^ate^ and discussed by utterly superior minds, who

substance

C

vT ,

wntlngs of unsurpassed scholarly texture and intellectual

is this frtJn
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n 6aCk readlng tevealed new dimensions of significance It

lnvigoratin

° reco®wtlon> this humbling and at the same time heady and

tan stillA5'”56 °f coursing with great minds, that the sociology classics
e ln our students — and in ourselves
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If we give them - and ourselves — a chance, of course And here I must

relate the second experience behind my toast to “the classics - and may they

never be of any use to anybody 1 " It has recently dawned on me that it is

possible in a good American university (but this may apply also to other

English-speaking university systems I am familiar with) for an undergraduate

to get a liberal arts degree — say in political science, or in history, or in

psychology, or in economics, or even (and this is a more recent, most per-

plexing development) in English or American literature - without having to

read a single book written more than, say, twenty or thirty years ago I must

say that this realization rather upset me when it came upon me, that so far

as I am concerned any university or indeed college that does not require its

students to read a few books that are at least a century old has utterly failed

in one significant aspect of its educational mission

Be that as it may, it has also dawned on me that, oddly enough, if and

insofar as its students are made to read the classics, the sociology department

may have become one of the very few university departments (you can count

them, as they say in England, on the fingers ofa badly mutilated hand) whose

majors do have to read books (or writings, anyway) which are more than

eighty years old I say “oddly enough" because of course sociology has always

suffered from the reputation of being an upstart subject, a naive domestic

discipline without any breeding by whose presumption the practitioners of

most other, better established academic disciplines refused to be amused - to

paraphrase a famous Thurber cartoon

It seems endearingly odd to me that, if it does care what old Durkheim

said, sociology, tainted as it is with the relative belatedness of its origins, and

suspected of being intellectually meager, and historically shallow, should

have become one of the last refuges of a certain form of scholarship, that

consisting m reading, discussing, seeking to make sense of, old book of (per-

haps) no contemporary consequence By doing this (or rather, insofar as it

does this) sociology is experiencing, and hopefully inducing in its students,

a certain sense of reverent yet critical awareness of the past which I think all

higher education should foster Via the classics, it gives students an oppor-

tunity to develop a minimum of hermeneutical skill, a sense for the complex-

ity, the preciousness, the intrinsic "open-endedness” of texts, it teaches them

(well or badly) to inquire into the contexts, historical and geographical, of

such texts, to identify their frames of reference, to acquaint themselves with

their universes of discourse, to capture their sense of what is significant and

valid Furthermore, as Hans Joas has emphasized to me, the Great Books of

the sociological tradition all have a significant empirical dimension, or, as

Hans Fteyeronce insisted, sociology is a Wirkhchkeits - not a Getstcswtssemchaft
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This means that the hermeneutical engagement with those Great Books does

not run the risk of becoming too self-involved and self-sufficient In any case,

if and insofar as the learning experience I am prospecting does cake place for

our students (and this applies to graduate ones as well) I think that it would

be important (and rare) enough to make somewhat irrelevant the question of

what else, if anything the sociology classics may be good (or bad) for

My “alternative justification for the classics," besides being grounded in

the two experiences above, has two corollaries which I would like to mention

In the first place, the position I have taken presumably reflects my own

skepticism that sociology has much of a chance to justify itself as a science

I feel that, rather than pursuing that will-o’-the-wisp, sociology would have

done well, long ago, to characterize and justify itself instead as a distinctively

modern yet historically aware form of scholarship (an expression, incidentally,

that we do not use - and question - nearly as frequently as we should) I

suspect, indeed, that by felling to do this sociology missed an attractive

opportunity some decades back the opportunity of becoming the intellectual

fulcrum of a new form of humane learning, of establishing itself as a viable

and attractive core component of a liberal education As students ceased to

learn classical languages in school, as philosophy m the universities either

took a linguistic turn or developed an unrequited crush on the natural sci-

ences, sociology could have gained a valid justification for itself by empha-

sizing its commitment to us own “Greats,” by becoming more text-based

Furthermore, instead of either selling its soul to ideology, or deluding itself

that it could become the scientific core of a post-ideological, technocratic

approach to policy-making, sociology could have purposefully devoted itself

to educating its students to “critical citizenship,” taught them to observe, com-

ment on, and to take part in, public affairs in an aware, informed, methodo-

logically sound, intellectually sophisticated fashion Had it done this, sociology

might thus have gone upmarket in academia, gained the loyalty of more of

the more sophisticated, better educated students, played a more visible and

distinctive role m the formation of those going on to graduate study and the

professional schools

A second corollary to my own argument, closely connected with the first,

is that our approach to the classics must resist the temptation of becoming

fashionable, and associate itself instead, as far as possible, with the assump-

tions and the practices of, so to put it, pre-post-modem scholarship In

particular, it entails a commitment to the legitimacy of a canon, though that

canon’s composition may well vary from place to place and from time to

time, and in any case should go beyond the usual Marx, Durkheim, Weber
trio to include (at least) Tocqueville, Simmel, Pareto, Mead, and possibly
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Freud However, in the context of a given course, the canon adopted should

probably select for attention no more than three or four among those authors,

since covering more authors would make it very difficult to assign as readings

whole books or substantial collections of readings from each author's oeuvres
,

it would compel instructors, instead, to assign unwieldy anthologies com-

posed of a large number of short excerpts from those multiple authors' writ-

ings The format proposed here, instead, emphasizes the fairly close reading

by students of a relatively small number of writings, each sizeable m length,

by a few authors selected within the canon One might go as far as did an

English Sociology Department years ago, where the required reading for the

introductory course consisted exclusively in four books of Durkheim’s Divi-

sion of Labor, Rules, Suicide, and Elementary Forms

A preference for original texts over secondary writings, incidentally, was

forcefully articulated a few years ago by the novelist Italo Calvmo, in a piece

entitled "Perchd leggere 1 classic " (There is a translation in an American

collection entitled The Uses of Literature ) The classics Calvino talks about are

those of world literature, but much of what he says in the piece, both about

what makes a classic and about how to read them, applies fairly straight-

forwardly to the "Greats" in the social disciplines - including, as I men-

tioned, an exhortation to read them rather than about them

One cannot recommend enough the direct reading of the texts themselves,

leaving aside, as much as possible, secondary literature, comments, interpreta-

tions Schools and universities ought to put it across that no book about a book

says more than that book itself, whereas there is a conspiracy to convince the

reader of the opposite A classic u a text which incessantly generates a myriad

critical arguments about itself, but goes on shaking them off itself (Calvino 1986)

There is a personal corollary to this corollary I have myself written on “the

classics,” but, even aside from the suspicion of futility that Calvino’s injunc-

tion throws upon those writings, I have some misgivings concerning their

scholarly significance They appear, in retrospect, too marred by their

"presentism," and they do not adequately represent the strictly text-based,

hermeneutically sophisticated, philologically, and historically grounded ap-

proach to the classics I have, myself, recommended above

I shall give one example of this fault A couple of days before I drafted the

outline of the talk on which this paper is based, I found in my mail a batch

of reprints of a short essay of mine, a contribution to a symposium on

Weber's Protestant Etbtc About three years before, when writing that essay,

I had soughc (I suspect) to at least end memorably an otherwise unmemorable
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piece, by closing it off with a ringing statement ‘"The Protestant Ethic’ is

dead - long live Economy and Society'"

This ending strikes me today as unfortunate, at any rate from the stand-

point of philologically correct scholarship For, as I have since learned, the

rigorous, painstaking editorial work on Weber’s contribution to the Grnndrtss

dtr Soztaloekonomte currently carried out in the context of the Max Weber

Gesamtansgabe is doing considerable damage to Economy and Society as we
know and love it, revealing it to be largely a doubtful product of first

Marianne Weber’s, then Johannes Winckelmann’s editorial piety

Be that as it may, I shall close thts piece with a last quote from Calvino

“It should not be thought that the classics are to be read because they are

‘useful’ for some purpose The only justification one may give is that to read

the classics is better than not co read the classics " Amen





Part II

Social Theory and Its Present

However we wish to regard the classics, whether as extraordinarily rigorous

and important monuments of thought, or as useful common ground for the

discipline of sociology, or in some other way, the problem of the relevance

of the classics to the present is unavoidable The circumstances under which

Marx, Weber, and Durkheim wrote were obviously very different from the

circumstances under which we currently think about society, because the

societies they lived in and reflected on were very different from our own And
if the concepts of Weber and Durkheim, such as "Charisma" and the idea of

society as collective consciousness enacted through ritual, may well be appli-

cable and useful in analyzing particular events and patterns in current social

life, it would be somewhat shocking if their concepts were sufficient to the
creation of an adequate understanding of the present This realization leads

to two related kinds of questions about the classics The first requires us to
think about the differences between our circumstances and the circumstances
that motivated theit chinking The second requires us to consider what is

living and what is dead in their thought and what can be transformed to
make it relevant to the present

These two broad topics are considered m the next two parts In the first

part the question of the relationship between our time and theirs and our
circumstances and theirs is considered The cliche of the day is that we have
now entered a period of a kind which is no longer comprehensible in terms
of the idea of modernity We have become "post-modern," meaning that
there is no single coherent direction m either the development of our thought
or in the direction of politics As Wallerstein notes m his paper, we can now
see the entire period under which the classics wrote as a period dominated
by liberalism and by a particular model of human progress The classics of
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course were nor the authors of this model They were instead the critics and

reflectors upon the way m which the world constituted by this model had

developed Ifwe have indeed come to the end of the fruitfulness of this model,

we have perhaps come to the end of the meaningfulness of a discourse which

is defined, even negatively, by this model

To understand Wallerstein’s point it is perhaps useful to go back to the

famous slogan of August Comte, “order and progress " For Comte, the strug-

gle of the modern age could be encapsulated in the formula “order and

progress” because there were at all times two visible political alternatives,

which Comte called the party of order and the party of progress They may

not have corresponded perfectly to actual political parties it is common in

American usage to speak of "progressive forces” and the image of progress

and reaction is equally potent in European contexts The problem, of course,

is that we now, especially with the collapse of Communism, find it difficult

to say who is progressive and who is not In the United States, the “progres-

sive forces” have ordinarily been identified with the redistribution of income,

the regulatory welfare state, and the idea that the true representatives of pro-

gress in the electorate were the “oppressed," a group which was traditionally

understood to include organized labor

It now seems just as plausible that today’s “progressive forces" are simply

a faction of persons whose distinctive economic allegiances result from their

dependence and association with the regulatory welfare state, and is largely

unconnected to any substantial body of popular opinion or interest other

than groups in society which have also been particularly benefited by state

redistributive schemes, such as the elderly Such an argument has in feet

been presented by the sociologist of knowledge Peter Berger (1992 47-62)

The progressive forces, on this view, are no more “progressive” than the

antebellum Whigs were Like the Whigs, they were an interest faction with

a distinctive culture, but neither the harbinger of a new form of social and

political life nor would they long outlive the specific historical circumstances

which brought them into temporary dominance In the United Kingdom,

similarly, the Labour party is difficult to cast as an unambiguously progres-

sive force, and in any case the connection between the platform of the party

today and its historical origins in the idea of state ownership of the industrial

organization are now so tenuous as to raise questions about what Labour can

coherently stand for today other than a kind of protest against the damaging

effects of world capitalism

One alternative to the “modern" image of social progress is provided by

contemporary politics itself A great deal of politics is now the politics ofiden-

tity The politics of membership in groups which are no longer the primary
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or exclusive determinants of one’s life chances but which can be aligned with

more or less at will The way in which identity politics has characteristically

emerged in American politics is m the assertion of rights or demands for

specific recognition of distinctive group interests, such as interests in educa-

tion oriented toward particular group needs and particularly the need for

group pride This kind of identity politics is the theme of Calhoun’s paper

and the theme of one of the thinkers on which he comments, Charles Taylor,

the Quebec political philosopher, who has devoted much of his recent work

to the justification of the demand for the preservation of a Quebecois identity

The very idea that identities require states or political validation is rooted

in the liberal Wilsonian ideal of national self-determination but is contrary

to the equally Wilsonian political idea that democracy is the form in which

all nations can find their fullest and most peaceful realization m a world of

peaceful democratic self-determining regimes The recognition of the de-

structive side of the doctrine of self-determination is no novelty In the

period between the First and Second World Wars it was the source of enor-

mous mischief in Easrem Europe and continues to be now that the Soviet

domination of Eastern European states has ended But it is in the “devel-

oped" world that identities have become the most mobile and the most

varied and problematic Peter Wagner points out that this situation of dis-

ordered identities is parallel to the situation at the time Durkheim and
Weber wrote, and that some lessons may be drawn from these similarities

If classical social theory was made possible by the feet that m its unique

historical moment a novel spectrum of political possibilities was revealed, the

same may be true for the present
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Three Ideologies or One?

The Pseudo-battle of Modernity

Immanuel Wallerstein

The story-line of modem times, in terms of the history of ideas or of political

philosophy, is a familiar one It can be briefly stared in this way there

emerged during the nineteenth century three great political ideologies - con-

servatism, liberalism, and socialism Ever since, the three (in ever-changing

guises) have been m constant struggle with each other

Virtually everyone would agree to two generalizations about these ideo-

logical struggles Fust, each of these ideologies represents a response to the

feet that new collective outlooks had been forged in the wake of the French

Revolution, which gave rise to the feeling that specific political strategies

were necessary to cope with this new situation Second, none of the three

ideologies has ever been encrusted in one definitive version Quite the contrary,

each has seemed to take on as many forms as there have been ideologists

No doubt, most people believe that there are some essential differences

between these ideologies But the closer one looks either at the theoretical

statements or at the actual political struggles, the more disagreement one
finds about exactly what these presumably essential differences are

There is even disagreement about how many different ideologies there are
There are quite a few theoreticians and quite a few political leaders who have
argued that there are in reality only two and not three ideologies, although
the pair to which it is possible to reduce the trio is itself debated That is
to say7 there are conservatives who have seen no essential difference between
tberalism and socialism, socialists who have said the same thing about lib-
eralism and conservatism, and even liberals who have argued that there is no
serious distinction between conservatism and socialism

This is in itself strange, but the story does not stop there The term,
i eo ogy, m its many usages, has never been a word persons or groups have
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liked to use about themselves Ideologists have always denied being ideolo-

gists Not, of course, Destutt de Tracy who is said to have invented the word

But Napoleon quickly used the word against him, saying that political real-

ism was to be preferred to ideology (by which he meant a theoretical doctrine),

a sentiment shared by quite a few politicians then and since

A half-century later, in The German Ideology, Marx used the word to char-

acterize a worldview that was both partial and self-serving, the view of a class

(the bourgeoisie) Ideology, said Marx, was destined to be replaced by science

(reflecting the views of the working class, which was the universal class)

Mannheim, in the period between the two world wars, went still further He
agreed with Marx about the partial and self-serving nature of ideologies, but

added Marxism to the list of such ideologies He wanted to replace ideologies

with utopias, which he saw as the creation of classless intellectuals And after

the Second World War, Daniel Bell expressed the weariness of precisely

Mannheim’s intellectuals with both ideologies and utopias When Bell pro-

claimed the end of ideology, he was thinking primarily of Marxism, which

he saw giving way to a sort of gentle, non-ideological liberalism, based on

an awareness of the limits of politics

Thus, for the two centuries of its existence, the concept of ideology has

been perceived negatively, as something one had to reject or supersede But

does this allow us to understand what an ideology is, what people have

intended to accomplish by means of ideologies’ I shall treat this subject via

five queries, none of which I shall answer totally, but which represent an

attempt to understand the concept of modernity, and its links with the

concept of ideology

1 What is the difference becween an ideology and a Weltanschauung (or

worldview)5

2 Who is the “subject" of an ideology 5

3 What is the relation of ideologies to the state(s)5

4 How many different ideologies have there really been 5

5 Is it possible to supersede ideology, that is, can one operate without one 5

Weltanschauung and Ideology

There is an anecdote, probably apocryphal, about Louis XVI who, upon

hearing from the Due de Liancourt about the storming of the Bastille, is said

to have asked “Is it a riot5
"
“No, Sire, it’s a revolution" (Brunot 1937 617)

This is not the place to discuss once again the interpretation of the French
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Revolution, except to indicate that one of its principal consequences for the

world-system was that it made acceptable for the first time the idea that

change, novelty, transformation, even revolution, were "normal," that is, not

exceptional, phenomena of the political arena, at least of the modern political

arena What was at first perceived as statistically normal quickly became per-

ceived as morally normal This is what Labrousse was referring to when he

said that Year II was ‘‘a decisive turning-point," after which “the Revolution

took on a prophetic, annunciacory role, bearing within it an entire ideology

that would eventually fully emerge" (1949 29) Or, as Watson (1973 45)

said “The Revolution {was} the shadow under which the whole nineteenth

century lived " To which I would add, the twentieth century as well The

Revolution marked the apotheosis of seventeenth-century Newtonian science

and eighteenth-century concepts of progress, tn short, what we have come to

call modernity

Modernity is the combination of a particular social reality and a particular

Weltanschauung or worldview that has replaced, even buried, another pair

which, precisely to indicate how outdated it is, we now designate as the

ancten regime No doubt, not everyone reacted in the same way to this new
reality and this new worldview Some welcomed them, some rejected them,

others were unsure how to react But very few were unaware of the degree

of change that had occurred The anecdote about Louis XVI is very telling

in this regard

The way in which people within the capitalist world-economy reacted to

this turning-point" and dealt with the enormous discombobulation result-

ing from the shock of the French Revolution — the "normalization" of politi-

cal change, which had now come to be seen as something inevitable, occurring
regularly - is an essential component of the cultural history of this world-
system Might it not be useful therefore to think of “ideologies” as one of the
ways in which people coped with this new situation’ In this sense, an ideo-
logy is not itself a Weltanschauung but rather one response among others to
the coming of this new Weltanschauung we call modernity 1

It is obvious that the first ideological reaction, an almost immediate one,
ad to come from those who were most profoundly shocked, even repelled,

y modernity, by the cult of change and Progress, by the persistent rejection
o whatever was "old ” Thus it was that Burke, Maistre, and Bonald invented
t e ideology we have come to call "conservatism " A great British conserva-
tive, Lord Cecil, in a booklet written in 1912 and intended to be a popular
statement of the doctrine of conservatism, specifically emphasized the role of
the French Revolution ,n the birth of the ideology He asserted that there
a a ways existed a sort of “natural conservatism," but that before 1790
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there was nothing “resembling a consciously held body of Conservative doc-

trine” (1912, p 39) Certainly, in the view of conservatives,

the French Revolution was but the culmination of the historical process of

atomization that reached bach to the beginning of such doctrines as nominal-

ism, religious dissent, scientific rationalism, and the destruction of those groups,

institutions and intellectual certainties which had been basic in the Middle

Ages (Nisbet 1952 168-9)

Conservative ideology was thus "reactionary” in the immediate sense that it

was a reaction to the coming of modernity, and set itself the objective either

(the hard version) of reversing the situation entirely or (the more sophisti-

cated version) of limiting the damage and holding back as long as possible

the changes that were coming

Like all ideologies, conservatism was first and foremost a political pro-

gram Conservatives knew full well that they had to hold on to or reconquer

state power, that the institutions of the state were the key instrument needed

to achieve their goals When conservative forces returned to power m France

in 1815, they baptized this event a "Restoration " But, as we know, things

did not really go back to the status quo ante Louis XVIII had to concede a

"Charter," and when Charles X tried to install a true reaction, he was ousted

from power and in his place was put Louis-Phllippe, who assumed the more

modern title of "King of the French

The next stage in the story was the construction of liberalism, which

defined itself as the opposite of conservatism, on the basis of what might be

called a "consciousness of being modern” (Minogue 1963 3) Liberalism

always situated itself in the center of the political arena, proclaiming itself

universalist Sure of themselves and of the truth of this new worldview of

modernity, liberals sought to propagate their views and intrude its logic

within all social institutions, thereby ridding the world of the “irrational”

leftovers of the past To do this, they had to fight conservative ideologues

whom they saw as obsessed with fear of “free men,”
4 men liberated from the

false idols of tradition In other words liberals believed that progress, even

though it was inevitable, could not be achieved without some human effort,

without a political program Liberal ideology was thus the belief that, in

order that history follow its natural course, it was necessary to engage m
conscious, continual, intelligent reformism, in full awareness that “time wras

the universal friend, which would inevitably bring greater happiness to ever

greater numbers” (Schapiro 1949 13)

Socialism was the last of the three ideologies to be formulated Before

1848, one could hardly yet think of it as constituting a distinctive ideology
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The reason was primarily that those who began after 1789 to call themselves

“socialists” saw themselves everywhere as the heirs and partisans of the French

Revolution, which did not really distinguish them from those who had be-

gun to call themselves "liberals
1,5

Even in Great Britain, where the French

Revolution was widely denounced and where "liberals” therefore laid claim

to a different historical origin, the "radicals” (who were more or less the

future “socialists”) seemed to be primarily merely somewhat more militant

liberals

In fact, what particularly distinguished socialism from liberalism as a

political program and therefore as an ideology was the conviction that the

achievement of progress needed a big helping hand, without which it would

be a very slow process The heart of their program, in short, consisted in

accelerating the course of history That is why the word “revolution” ap-

pealed to them more than "reform,” which seemed to imply merely patient,

if conscientious, political activity and was thought to incarnate mostly a wait

and see attitude

In sum, three postures toward modernity and the "normalization” of change

had evolved circumscribe the danger as much as possible, achieve the hap-

piness ofmankind as rationally as possible, or accelerate the drive for progress

by struggling hard against the forces that were strongly resisting it It was
in the period 1815 to 1848 that the terms conservatism, liberalism, and
socialism began to be used to designate these three postures

Each posture, it should be noted, located itself in opposition to something
else For conservatives, this was the French Revolution For liberals, it was
conservatism (and the ancien regime whose revival they were thought to seek)

And for socialists, it was liberalism that they were rejecting It is this fun-
damentally critical, negative tone in the very definition of the ideologies that

explains why there are so many versions of each ideology Affirmatively, as
a positive credo, many varied, even contradictory, propositions were put
forward in each camp The true unity of each ideological family lay only in
what they were against This is no minor detail, since it was this negativity
that succeeded m holding together the three camps for 150 years or so, at
least until 1968, a date to whose meaning we shall return

The “Subject” of Ideology

Since ideologies are in fact political programs to deal with modernity, each
one needs a "subject,” or a principal political actor In the terminology of the
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modern world, this has been referred to as the question of sovereignty The

French Revolution asserted a crystal clear position on this matter against

the sovereignty of the absolute monarch, it proclaimed the sovereignty of the

"people
"

This new language of the sovereignty of the people is one of the great

achievements of modernity Even if for a century thereafter there were lin-

gering battles against it, no one has since been able to dethrone this new

idol, the “people " But the victory was hollow There may have been univer-

sal agreement that the people are sovereign, but from the outset there was

no agreement on who the “people" are Furthermore, on this delicate ques-

tion, none of the three ideologies has had a clear position, which has not

stopped them from refusing to admit the murkiness of their respective stances

The position that seemingly was least equivocal was that of the liberals

For them, the “people" was the sum of all the “individuals" who are each the

ultimate holder of political, economic, and cultural rights The individual is

par excellence the historic “subject" of modernity As it is impossible to

review here the vast literature on individualism, I confine myself to noting

the three conundrums around which the debate has been waged

1 All individuals are said to be equal But can one take such a declara-

tion literally’ Obviously not, if one is speaking of the right to make autono-

mous decisions No one would dream of authorizing a newborn to take

autonomous decisions But then how old does one have to be to have such

a right5 The answers have at all times been multiple But ifwe agree to leave

“children" (however defined) out of the exercise of these rights on the grounds

of the immaturity of their judgment, it follows that the autonomous indi-

vidual is someone who others believe has the capacity to be autonomous And

thereupon, once the possibility of someone else making a judgment as to

whether an individual has the capacity to exercise his/her rights, other cat-

egories may be designated as incapable the senile aged, imbeciles, psychotics,

imprisoned criminals, members of dangerous classes, the poor, and so forth

This list is quite obviously not a fantasy I am not here taking a position on

whether each of these groups should or should not be eligible say to vote but

simply pointing out that there is no self-evident dividing line which separ-

ates those who ought to be eligible for the exercise of their rights from chose

who might legitimately be denied this

2 Even if we limit the discussion to those persons socially recognized as

being "responsible" and therefore legitimately eligible for the full exercise of

their rights, it may be that one individual exercising his/her rights may

prevent another from doing the same What are we to think about this

possibility 5 That it represents the inevitable consequence of social life with
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which we have to live, or that it involves an assault on the rights of the

second person which we must prevent or penalize 5' A very knotty question

which has never received more than a partial and imperfect answer both at

the level of political practice and at the level of political philosophy

3 Even if all individuals who are eligible for the full exercise of rights

(the “citizens") never impinge on the rights of other citizens, they still might

not all be in agreement about some collective decision Then what 5' How can

we reconcile the differing positions 5 This is the great debate concerning

political democracy

One can credit the liberals at least with having debated extensively this

question of who this individual is m which sovereignty is located Conserva-

tives and socialists ought m principle to have been debating this issue as

well, since each proposed a “subject” quite different from the individual, but

their discussion was fat less explicit If the “subject” is not the individual,

who then is it5 It is a bit difficult to discern See for example Edmund Burke

in Refections on the Revolution in Fiance

The nature of man is intricate, the objects of society ate of the greatest possible

complexity, and therefore no simple disposition or direction of power can be

suitable either to man’s nature, or to the quality of his affairs (cited in White
1950 28)

If one didn't know that this was a text attacking French revolutionaries, one
might have thought it was intended to denounce absolute monarchs The
matter becomes a bit clearer if we look at something Butke stated ten years

earlier in his ‘Speech on Economic Reform" "Individuals pass like shadows,
but the Commonwealth is fixed and stable" (cited by Lukes 1973 3)

Bonald’s approach is quite different, because he insists on the crucial role
of the church His view shares however one element common to all the
varieties of conservative ideology — the importance they confer on social

groups, such as the family, corporations, the church, the traditional “orders”
— which become for them the “subjects” that have the right to act politi-
cally In other words, conservatives gave priority to all those groups that
might be considered "traditional” (and thus incarnating continuity) but re-
jected identifying conservatism with any "totality" as a political actor What
has never in feet been clear in conservative thought is how one can decide
which are the groups that incarnate continuity After all, there have always
been arguments around contending royal lineages

6

For Bonald, the great error of Rousseau and Montesquieu had been pre-
cise y to imagine a pure state of nature antecedent to society.” Quite the
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contrary, “the true nature of society is what society, public society, is at

present" ([1802] 1988 87) But this definition was a trap for its author,

because it so legitimated the present that it virtually forbade a "restoration
”

But precise logic has never been the forte or main interest of conservative

polemics Rather, they were concerned to issue warnings about the likely

behavior of a majority constituted by adding up individual votes Their

historical subject was a far less active one than that of the liberals In their

eyes, good decisions are taken slowly and rarely, and such decisions have

largely already been taken

If conservatives refused to give priority to the individual as historical

subject in favor of small, so-called traditional groups, socialists refused it in

favor of that large group which is the whole of the people Analyzing socialist

thought in its early period, G D H Cole remarked

The ' socialists' were those who, in opposition to the prevailing stress on the

claims of the individual, emphasised the social element in human relations and

sought to bring the social question ro the front in the great debate about the

rights of man let loose on the world by the French Revolution and by the

accompanying revolution m the economic field (1953 2)

Buc if it is difficult to know which individuals constitute the problem, and

even more difficult to which of what "groups” the people is constituted, the

most difficult thing of all is to know how to define the general will of the

whole people How could one know what it is7 And to begin with, whose

views should we take into account - those of the citizens, those of the persons

resident in the country 7 Why limit the people in this way7 Why not take

into account the views of all humanity7 By what logic can a restriction be

justified 7 What is the relationship in actual practice between the general will

and the will of all 7 In this set of knotty questions we find the source of all

the difficulties encountered by socialist movements once they came to power

In short, what the three ideologies offered us was not a response to the

question who is the appropriate historical subject, but simply three starting-

points in the quest for who incarnates the sovereignty of the people the so-

called free individual, for the liberals, the so-called traditional groups, for the

conservatives, the entire membership of "society,” for the socialists

The Ideologies and the State

The people as 'subject" has as its primary "objecc” the state It is within

the state that the people exercises its will, that it is sovereign Since the
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nineteenth century, however, we have also been told that the people form a

“society ” How might we reconcile state and society, which form the great

intellectual antinomy of modernity*

The mosc astonishing thing is that when we look at the discourses of the

three ideologies in this regard, they all seem to take the side of society

against the state Their arguments are familiar For staunch liberals, it was

crucial to keep the state out of economic life and to reduce its role in general

to a minimum "Laissez-fane is the nightwatchman doctrine of state" (Wat-

son 1973 68) For conservatives the terrifying aspect of the French Revolu-

tion was not only its individualism but also, and particularly, its statism

The state only becomes tyrannical when it questions the role of the inter-

mediate groups who command the primary loyalty of people — the family,

the Church, the corporation
7 And we are familiar with the famous charac-

terization by Marx and Engels in the Communist Manifesto

[T)he bourgeoisie has at last, since the establishment of modern industry and

of the world market, conquered for itself, m the modern representative state,

exclusive political sway The executive of the modem state is but a committee
for managing the common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie ([1848] 1973 69)

These negative views of the state did not scop each of the three ideologies

from complaining that this state which was the object of their critique was
out of their control and said to be in the hands of their ideological oppo-
nents In point of fact, each of the three ideologies turned our to be in great

need of the services of the state to promote its own program Let us not
forget that an ideology is first and foremost a political strategy Socialists

have long been under attack for what has been said to be their incoherence
m that most of them, despite their anti-statist rhetoric, have always striven
in the short run to increase scate activity Anarchism has always been a very
minority viewpoint among socialists

But surely conservatives were more seriously anti-statist* Haven’t they
been regularly opposed to achieving reforms by state action* Not at all, in
teahty For we must take into account the question of the "decline of values”
which conservatives have seen as one of the central consequences of modern-
ity To struggle against the current decadence of society, to restore society
as it was before, they have needed the state What has been said of one of
we great English conservatives of the 1840s, Sir Robert Peel - “he believed
t at a constitution issuing in a strong executive was essentia! to the anarchic
age in which he lived (Gash 1951 52) - in fact applies more generally
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Note the way in which Halevy explains the evolution of the conservative

position vis-a-m the state during the "Tory reaction” in England at the

beginning of the nineteenth century

In 1688 and in the yean following, the King regarded himself, and was

regarded by public opinion, as the Sovereign It was always to be feared that

he would make his sovereignty absolute, and the independence of his authority

cn|oyed by all the powers of the State constituted a deliberate limitation of the

prerogative, a system of constitutional guarantees against royal despotism At

the opening of the nineteenth century it was the people who in America, in

France, in England even, had asserted, or were about to assert, the claim to be

supreme, it was therefore against the people that the three powers now main-

tained their independence It was no longer the Whigs, it was the Tories who

supported institutions whose significance had changed, while their form re-

mained the same And now the King presided over the league formed by the

three powers for the defence of their autonomy against the new claimant for

sovereignty (1949 42-3)

The analysis is limpid Conservatives were always ready to strengthen the

state structure to the degree necessary to control popular forces pushing for

change This was in fact implicit in what was stated by Lord Cecil in 1912

“[A]s long as State action does not involve what is unjust or oppressive, it

cannot be said that the principles of Conservatism ate hostile to it” (1912

192)

Well, at least the liberals, champions of individual freedom and of the free

market remained hostile to the state’ Not at all 1 From the outset, liberals

were caught in a fundamental contradiction As defenders of the individual

and his rights vis-a-vis the state, they were pushed in the direction of uni-

versal suffrage, the only guarantee of a democratic state But thereupon, the

state became the principal agent of all reforms intended to liberate the

individual from the social constraints inherited from the past This in turn

led them to the idea of putting positive law at the service of utilitarian

objectives Once again, Halevy pointed clearly to the consequences

The ‘‘utilitarian’ philosophy was not solely, nor even perhaps fundamentally,

a liberal system, it was at the same time a doctrine of authority which looked

to the deliberate and in a sense scientific interference of Government to pro-

duce a harmony of interests As his ideas developed, Bcntham, who as a young

man had been an advocate of ‘ enlightened despotism,” was converted to de-

mocracy But he had reached that position by what we may call a long jump,

which carried him at a bound over a number of political doctrines at which

he might have been expected to halt - aristocracy, a mixed constitution, the
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balance of powers, and the doctrine that the stateman’s aim should be to free

the individual by weakening the authority of the Government and as far as

possible dividing its powers In Bentham’s view, when the authority of the

state had been reconciled by a universal or at least a very wide suffrage with

the interests of the majority there was no further reason to hold it suspect, it

became an unmixed blessing

And thereupon, the Conservatives were now the upholders of the genuine

Liberal tradition, the old system of aristocratic self-government with its un-

paid officials against a new system of bureaucratic despotism administered by

salaried officials (1950 100, 99)

You may think that Benthamism was in fact a deviation from liberalism,

whose optimal expression is to be found rather in the classical economists,

the theoreticians of “latssez-fane ” Let us then remember that when the first

Factory Acts were passed in Great Britain, all the leading classical economists

of the time supported the legislation, a phenomenon spelled out (and ap-

proved) by none ocher than Alfred Marshall (1921 763-4) Since chat time,

the great bureaucratic state has never stopped growing, and its expansion has

been sponsored by successive liberal governments When Hobhouse wrote

his book on liberalism as an answer to that of Lord Cecil on conservatism,

he justified this expansion in this way "The function of State coercion is to

overcome individual coercion, and, ofcourse, coercion exercised by any associa-

tion of individuals within the State” (1911 146)

No doubt the justifications each ideology invoked to explain its somewhat

embarrassing statism were different For socialists, the state was implement-
mg the general will For conservatives, the state was protecting traditional

rights against the general will For liberals, the state was creating the condi-

tions permitting individual rights to flourish But in each case, the bottom
line was that the state was being strengthened in relation to socieey, whilst

the rhetoric called for doing exactly the opposite

How Many Ideologies?

AH this muddle and intellectual confusion involved in the theme of the
proper relation of state and society permits us to understand why it is that
we have never been entirely sure how many distinct ideologies came into
existence in the nineteenth century Three'1 Two 7 Only one7 I have just
reviewed the traditional arguments that there were three Let us now look at
how one can reduce the three to two
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In che period from the French Revolution to the revolutions of 1848, it

seems clear that for contemporaries the “only clear cleavage" was between

chose who accepted progress as inevitable and desirable, and thus “were

globally favorable" to the French Revolution and, on the other hand, the

Counter-Revolucion which took ics stand against this disruption of values,

considering it as profoundly wrong (Agulhon 1992 7) Thus the political

struggle was between liberals and conservatives, and those who called them-

selves radicals or Jacobins or republicans or socialists were regarded as simply

a more militant variety of liberals In The Village Cure
,
Balzac has a bishop

exclaim

We are compelled to perform miracles in a manufactory town where the spirit

of sedition against religious and monarchical doctrines has put forth deep

roots, where the idea of close scrutiny, born of Protestantism and today known
as Liberalism, with liberty to adopt another name tomorrow, extends to every-

thing (1898 103)

Tudesq reminds us that in 1840 a Legitimist newspaper, I'Orl&mats, denounced

another newspaper, heJournal de Lonet, as a “liberal, Protestant, Saint-Simonian,

Lamennaisian paper" (1964 125-6) This was not completely wild since, as

Simon notes “The Idea of Progress, in fact, constituted the core and central

inspiration of Samt-Simon’s entire philosophy of thought" (1956 330, cf

Manning 1976 83-4)

Furthermore, this liberal-socialist alliance has roots in liberal and egalitar-

ian thought of the eighteenth century, in the struggle against absolute mon-
archy (see Meyssomer 1989 137—56) It continued to be nourished in the

nineteenth century by the ever-increasing interest of both ideologies in pro-

ductivity, which each saw as the basic requirement for a social policy m the

modern state
8

With the rise of utilitarianism, it might have seemed that the alliance

might become a marriage The conservatives did not fail to argue this

When the Tories wished to discredit Utilitarianism, they denounced it as an

unpatriotic philosophy, inspired by foreign ideas, and especially by French

ideas Were not the political principles of the Benthamites the democratic

principles of the Jacobins* Did they not derive their ethics and their jurispru-

dence from Helvetius and Beccana, their psychology from Condillac, their

philosophy of history and their political economy from Condorcet and Jean
Baptiste Say’ Were they nor irreligious Voltairians’ Had not Bentham com-
posed in French and published at Paris his Traitis de Ugislanon> But the

Utilitarians could reply with truth that all these so-called French ideas, of
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whose importation they were accused, were in reality English ideas which had

found a temporary home abroad (Brebner 1948 583)

Once again, the conservative view was not incorrect Brebner speaks with

sympathy of the “collectivist" side of Bentham, concluding "What were the

Fabians but latter-day Benthamites 5 " And he adds that John Stuart Mill was

already m 1830 “what might be called a liberal socialist” (1948 66)

On the other hand, after 1830, a clear distinction begins to emerge be-

tween liberals and socialists, and after 1848, it becomes quite deep At the

same time, 1848 marks the beginning of a reconciliation between liberals

and conservatives Hobsbawm thinks that the great consequence of 1830 was

to make mass politics possible, by allowing the political triumph in France,

England, and especially Belgium (but even partially m Switzerland, Spain,

and Portugal) of a “moderate" liberalism, which consequently “split moder-
ates from radicals” (1962 117) Cantimon, analyzing the issue from an

Italian perspective, thinks that the question of a divorce was open until

1848 Until then, he notes, “the liberal movement had rejected no path

neither a call for insurrection nor reformed political action" (1948 288) It

was only after 1848 that a divorce was consummated between these two
tactics

What is crucial to note is that after 1848, socialists stopped referring to

Saint-Simon The socialist movement began to organize itself around Marxist
ideas The plaint was no longer merely poverty, susceptible to repair by
reform, but the dehumanization caused by capitalism, whose solution re-

quired overturning it completely (see Kolakowski 1978 222)
At this very time, conservatives began to be conscious of the utility of

reformism for conservative objectives Sir Robert Peel, immediately follow-

M*
t*1C ^°nn ^ct ^2, issued an electoral manifesto, the Tamworth

amfesto, which became celebrated as a doctrinal statement It was consid-
ered by contemporaries as “almost revolutionary” not merely because the
manifesto announced the acceptance of the Reform Act as "a final and irrevo-
Ca e sett*ement of a great constitutional question” but because this position
was announced to the people rather than to Parliament, which caused a great
sensation" at the time (Hafevy 1950 178)

5

In the process, conservatives noted their convergence with liberals on the
'mportance of protecting property, even though what interested them about
property was primarily the fact that it represented continuity and thus served

Nifo

6 °Unc*aClon ôr &n»Iy life, the church, and other social solidarities (see
is et 1966 26) But beyond this philosophical convergence, there was the
°ncrete menace of real revolution, a fear they shared, as Lord Cecil noted
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“For it is an indispensable part of the effective resistance to Jacobinism that

there should be moderate reform on conservative lines” (1912 64)

Finally, we should not entirely neglect the third possible reduction of

three to two conservatives and socialists joining hands in opposition to

liberals, even if this seems the least likely theoretically The “conservative”

character of Samt-Simoman socialism, its roots in Bonaldian ideas, has often

been remarked upon (see Manuel 1956 320, Iggers 1958 99) The two

camps could come together around their anti-individualist reflex Equally, a

liberal like von Hayek denounced the “socialist" character of the conservative

Carlyle’s thought This time, it was the "social” side of conservative thought

that was in question Lord Cecil did not m fact hesitate to declare this

affinity openly

It is often assumed that Conservatism and Socialism are directly opposed But

this is not completely true Modern Conservatism inherits the traditions of

Toryism which are favourable to the activities and the authority of the State

Indeed Mr Herbert Spencer attacked Socialism as being in fact the revival of

Toryism (1912 169)

The consequence of liberal-socialist alliances was the emergence of a sort of

socialist liberalism The consequence of liberal-conservative alliances was a

sort of conservative liberalism In short, we ended up with two varieties of

liberalism The conservative-socialist alliances, more improbable, were origin-

ally merely passing tactics But one might wonder whether one might not

think of the various '‘totalitarianisms" of the twentieth century as a more

lasting form of this alliance, in the sense that they instituted a form of tradi-

tionalism that was both populist and social If so, these totalitarianisms were

yet another way in which liberalism remained center stage, as the antithesis

of a Manichean drama Behind this facade of intense opposition to liberalism,

one finds as a core component of the demands of all these regimes the same

faith in progress via productivity that has been the gospel of the liberals In

this way we might conclude that even socialist conservatism (or conservative

socialism) was, in a way, a variant of liberalism, its diabolical form In which

case, would it not be correct to conclude that since 1789 there had only been

one true ideology, liberalism, which has displayed its colors in three major

versions’

Of course such a statement has to be illustrated in historical terms The

period 1789 to 1848 stands out as a great ideological struggle between a

conservatism thac failed m the end to achieve a finished form and a liberalism

in search of cultural hegemony The period 1848 to 1914 (or 1917) is notable
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as a period in which liberalism dominated the scene without serious opposi-

tion, while Marxism was trying to constitute a socialist ideology as an inde-

pendent pole, but not being entirely able to succeed One might then argue

(and this assertion would be the most controversial) that the period 1917 to

1968 (or 1989) represented the apotheosis of liberalism at the world level

In this view, although Leninism was making the claim that it was an ideology

violently opposed to liberalism, it was actually being one of its avatars
10

Beyond Ideologies?

Is it now at last possible to go beyond ideologies, that is, to go beyond the

dominant liberal ideology5 The question has been explicitly put, and repeat-

edly, since the world revolution of 1968 For what were the revolutionaries

of 1968 attacking if not liberalism as an ideology, as that ideology among
the three which served as the ideology of the capitalist world-economy 1*

Many of those engaged in the confrontations in 1968 no doubt clothed
their demands in a Maoist discourse, or that of some other variant of Marx-
ism But that did not stop them from putting the Marxists into the same
liberal pot, rejecting both official Soviet Marxism and the great Communist
patties of the industrialized world And when, in the period after 1968, the
most conservative elements sought to formulate a response to the revolu-
tionaries of 1968, they gave themselves the name of “neo-liberals

"

In reviewing a book by Kolakowski, Publtshei 's Weekly resumed his thought
m the following way '"Conservatism,’ 'liberalism' and ‘socialism’ are no
longer mutually exclusive political positions” (N Y Review ofBooh, March 7,

91, 20 advertisement) But if our analysis is correct, we may wonder if
t ere ever was a moment when these ideologies were mutually exclusive

at is new is not that there reigns confusion concerning the meaning and™ ' IC
1 liberalism, the great hegemonic ideology of the capitalist world-

economy This has always been the case What is new is that for the first time

n T
IS

|

t0r
^
- ^ 3 ^ommant ideology since 1848, liberalism, which is at heart

ing ut modernity, has been once again fundamentally questioned What
e s ou d conclude from this will go beyond what we can deal with here

j

* leV
j'
k°wever

> that liberalism as an effective political project has had its
>> an that it is in the process of collapsing under the impacc of the
ctu crisis of the capitalist world-economy

so

^ n0t ent^ “Oology But now that one is no longer
re t at political change is necessary, inevitable, and therefore normal,
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one no longer needs to have an ideology to deal with the consequences of

such a belief We ate entering a period of transition, which may go on for

some fifty years, and which can be described as a major “bifurcation” (vide

Prigogine) whose outcome is uncertain We cannot predict the worldview(s)

of the system(s) that will emerge from the ruins of our present one We can-

not predict what ideologies will be bom or how many there will be, if any

Notes

1 Ideologies were only one of three ways of coping The other two were the social

sciences and the antisystemic movements I discuss this in detail in Wallerstein

(1991), and seek to specify the interrelations between the three modes

2 The Charter conceded by Louis XVIII was politically crucial to his "restoration
“

In his declaration ar St -Ouen, the future king announced that he was determined

to "adopt a liberal constitution" which he designated as a “charter " Bastid (1953

163-4) observes that "the term Charter, whose meanings in former times had

been multiple and varied, above all brought to mind the memory of communal

liberties " He adds that, "for those of liberal bent, it evoked quite naturally the

English Magna Carta of 1215 " According to Bastid, "Louis XVIII would never

have been able to win public acceptance had he not satisfied in some way the

aspirations for liberty ” When, in 1830, Louis-Philippe in turn also proclaimed

a Charter, this time it had to be one that was "assented to” (consentse) rather than

one that was “bestowed" (octroy(e) by the king

3 “It is to mankind as a whole that liberals have, without major exception,

addressed themselves" (Manning 1976 80)

4 In The Charterhouse of Parma, the revolutionary Ferrante Palla always introduces

himself as a "free man "

5 Plamenatz argues that, although there were four factions among those opposed

to the July Monarchy that one might designate as being on the "left” and who
later supported the Revolution of 1848, the term used to refer to them collec-

tively was not "socialists" but “republicans" (1952 47 and passim)

6 As Tudesq notes (1964 235) "The Legitimist opposition to the July Monarchy
was an opposition of notables co established authority ” Were the Legitimists not

thus contradicting Bonald's dictum that “the true nature of society is what

society, public society, is presently"’

7 See the discussion of Bonald's views in Nisbet (1944 318-19) Nisbet uses

corporation in the sense of "associations based on occupation or profession
”

8 Both Saint-Simonism and economic liberalism evolved in the direction of what

we call today economic rationalisation" (Mason 1931 681)

9 Haltvy quotes an article (no x) that appeared in the Quarterly Renew of April 1835

(Vol LIII, p 265), entitled Sir Robert Peel’s Address "When before did a Prime

Minister think it expedient to announce to the People, not only his acceptance of
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office, but the principles and even the details of the measures which he intended

to produce, and to solicit - not from parliament but from the people - that they

would so far maintain the prerogative of the king as to give the ministers of his

choice not, indeed, an implicit confidence, but a fair trial (1950 178, fn 10)

10 As Leninism reconstmcted itself from being a program for the revolutionary

overthrow of the governments by the organized working class to being a program

for national liberation followed by national development (of course a "socialist”

one), it was in fact following a parallel path to Wilsonianism, which was the

official version of liberal ideology See Wallerstem (1992)
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Whose Classics? Which Readings?

Interpretation and Cultural Difference in the

Canonization of Sociological Theory

Craig Calhoun

I

Histones of sociology commonly tell us how the discipline was formed m the

nineteenth-century struggle to understand the combined upheavals of the

great political revolutions and the industrial revolution These overturned

the established order and posed a variety of questions that remain with us

still questions about class, community, the nature of social integration, and

processes of social change This version of disciplinary history is true enough,

but most tellings leave out important causal factors the impact of voyages

of discovery, of long-distance trade and colonization, of nationalism, and of

easier travel and communications on the transformation of European con-

sciousness Sociology, m other words, was bom partly as comparative sociol-

ogy, seeking to understand the ways in which societies (or cultures or peoples)

differed from one another A variety of dimensions were of interest, but

perhaps none mote so than differences in political system Partly because

Europeans were in the process of challenging absolutist authority and the

divine rights of kings, they were particularly interested in contrasts that

pointed up the extent to which certain countries enjoyed liberty, rule of law,

and government in the interest of the people that were denied to others The

contrasts could be between France and Britain, between the Old World and

the New, historically between the ancim i(gme and its successors, and per-

haps most tellingly between Western Europe and "the East ” Montesquieu

and Tocqueville stand as the great "founding fathers" in this tradition That

they are less central than others in canonical disciplinary histones and the
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teaching of new sociologists is due, in significant part, to the marginalization

of certain important concerns - especially political struggle and cultural

difference - within the discipline

Given the way we represent the history of sociology, it is easy to forget

how powerful the East-West contrast was in constituting early modern social

thought Its locus classtcus lay m accounts of Persia, such as Montesquieu’s

Persian Letters But the East could also be Ottoman Turkey, India, China and

even Russia, and on occasion Eastern or Central Europe These views were

generally "orientalist,” as Edward Said has argued (1976), but the most

crucial point for present purposes is not the prejudiced view early social

thinkers had of the “East,” but that they looked at other countries and epochs

not only to Learn about those places and peoples for theit own sakes but to

draw lessons for the contemporary West As so many of us do all the time

and at all levels of analysis, the founders of sociology looked at others to learn

about themselves When they looked at the “others,” thus, scholars often

took as obvious what it meant that some people were cannibals, or ruled by
sultans, or married to multiple partners at once This was as true of early

anthropologists like James Frazer and Edward Tylor, with their vast appara-
tuses of classifications and interpretations of practices and myths divorced
from their cultural contexts It was in its revolt against this sort of thinking
that anthropology (led perhaps above all by Bronislaw Malinowski) made
itself into the discipline that argued that the meaning of such things was not
obvious but had to be explained in the context of an account of a whole “indi-
genous society or culture But sociology (not altogether a separate discipline
at the outset) was not entirely ethnocentric, and also developed traditions that
problematized the cross-cultural constitution of meaningful interpretations

sociologists, and modern social theorists more generally, started with a
concern for difference, however, they also projected it outward in "them-us”
contrasts From very early on, European thinkers approached human diversity

t a vision of differences among types, not a ubiquity of cross-cutting
' erentiations This affected not only their views of others, but their views
t emselvcs Especially under the influence of nationalist ideas, they devel-

notions of societies as singular, bounded, and internally integrated, and

deaTof^

1

j

w^lc^ People were more or less the same On this basis, a great

that h

m° em SOCla^ theory came to incorporate prereflectively the notion

a time
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11 ^em®S natura% inhabit only a single social world or culture at
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a!K* t^*0Se ml8tatmS fr°m one society to another were all

Presumed a ^

S°Cm' t^leol7 “ people with problems by contrast to the
1 63 people who inhabited a single social world and could
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therefore unambiguously place themselves in their social environments The

implicit phenomenological presumption was that human life would be easier

if individuals did not have to manage a heterogeneity of social worlds or

modes of cultural understanding An ideal of clarity and consistency prevailed

This ideal of course reflected broadly rationalist thinking, but it should not

be interpreted as limited to rationalistic (or Enlightenment) views Much of

the jargon ofauthenticity in Romantic and later anti-rationalist thought shares

the same idealization of the notion of inhabiting a single self-consistent

lifeworld (see Adorno 1973) This notion of the external world mirrored a

preFreudian (not to mention preBakhtiman) notion of the potential self-

consistent internal life of the individual - one represented in the very term

“individual” with its implication that the person cannot be internally divided

This notion of inhabiting singular social ot hfeworlds as integral beings

reflected both assumptions about how actual social life was organized and

ideals about how social life ought to be organized It invoked, in other words,

an idea of normality But the early theorists did not for the most part see

their contemporary world as unproblematic on this dimension Rather, they

recognized that people around them faced challenges in trying to come to

terms with differences, border crossings, and interstitial positions This led

to an understanding of the past as one in which singular social worlds more

completely enveloped people, in which society was less differentiated and

less complicated This was for some a golden age, but most social scientists

emphasized that for better or wotse modernity meant parting with such visions

One powerful version of this argument was Weber's notion of the differen-

tiation of value spheres, itself an elaboration of a Kantian distinction
5
In

modern societies, Weber suggested, the realms of truth (theory), morality

(practice), and aesthetics (judgment) must be differentiated, dedifferentiation

is a pathology This view carried forward directly into the work ofHorkheimer
and Adorno and continues to shape that of Habermas (among many others)

Durkheim took a partially similar tack when he contrasted mechanical to

organic social solidarity (Durkheim 1893) He stressed that the older, mech-

anical form of social solidarity was one rooted in sameness and consensus

The modern organic form was rooted in the division of labor and presup-

posed functional interdependence based on difference But, actually existing

modern societies were pathological on Durkheim’s account, for they lacked

the necessary means of reconciling individuals to these differentiated soci-

eties Durkheim conceptualized these means, first, in social terms — the need

for strong groups of intermediate scale-hke occupational associations — and,

second, in cultural terms - the need for some overarching ideology or collective

representations that would reveal the nature of the singular whole of their

social world to individual members
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There are obviously senses in which the view that modern social life is

distinctively characterized by differentiation makes sense Social life is organ-

ized on an extremely large scale and subgroups that have a high level of

autonomy in some respects are at the same time closely interdependent with

each other Whether because it is necessary or simply because it has been his-

torically produced, the distinction among truth, goodness, and beauty' (and

/

or its analogs) does indeed structure a great deal of contemporary discourse

Yet there is problematic baggage packed into this way of understanding

epochal change Along with an appreciation of the scale, differentiation,

and intensification
4
of modern social life this account presents us with the

presumption that earlier modes of life were basically organized m terms of

internal sameness or dedifferentiation This is what gives Weber's account its

special pathos, for example, because Weber sees the differentiation of value

spheres as essential to maintaining rationality and as both part of what
produces the iron cage and simultaneously a fragile arrangement constantly

vulnerable to collapse His successors who lived through the Nazi era were
even more impressed with the threat of dedifferentiation Durkheim too saw
the pathologies of modern people as stemming significantly from the diffi-

culties of coping with this internally differentiated world And both Durkheim
and Weber saw differentiation producing these challenges even without seri-

ously questioning the notion that people would live inside one social world,
one society (or subculture) at a time

Both Durkheim and Weber in this way reflected some emerging features

of modern thought that were closely associated with nationalism, though
neither produced more than fragmentary analyses of nationalism They saw
human life as "naturally" involving social worlds of internal sameness and
only contingently and with difficulty adapting to worlds of high differentia-

tion Within the worlds of high differentiation they saw people managing by
locating themselves firmly within one or another sphere of social relation-
ships and orientations to action In Weber’s most classic contrast, thus, one
opted for science or politics as a vocation, not for both

But of course Weber's own life suggested otherwise 5 He wrote purely
academic treatises and entered directly into public life and practical action
He revealed that it was indeed possible to inhabit multiple social worlds
and to manage their conjunctures and disjunctures (if not always happily)
Modernity may present a number of distinctive challenges of this kind
but we should also be careful not to follow the many classical social theor-
ists whose examination of “other cultures" was conducted in a way that
hypostatized both the otherness and the integral unity of cultures People
have long inhabited multiple social worlds at the same cime Multilinguality
is as "natural” as monolinguahty Trade has established linkages across political
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and cultural frontiers The great religions have spread across divergent local

cultures and maintained connections among them Even m the relatively

small scale, low technology societies that most informed Durkheim’s notion

of mechanical solidarity, people inhabited multiple horizons of experience,

for example as members simultaneously of local lineages and far-flung clans

In greac civilizations like India that were not organized as singular political

units, this was all the more true

It is important, thus, both that we recover from the traditional histones

of sociology the extent to which the discipline was formed in the challenge

of confronting difference and that we recognize the way in which difference

was constituted for most sociologists as a problem when it came to be mani-

fest inside putatively singular social worlds Comparative sociology for the

most part reinforced the presumption of internal integrity by taking pre-

sumptively "whole” societies as its units From its beginning, in short, so-

ciology posed basic questions about how to interpret the meaning of different

ways of life, but it tended not to grasp how much and how often those

different ways of life could be inhabited simultaneously by the same persons

It is important today to recover the sociological tradition of addressing the

challenges of cultural and historical difference, but to do so in ways that do

not render observed differences the bases for hypostatizing contrasting "whole”

societies or cultures as though they were internally integral It is in some-

thing of this spirit that, generations ago, Sorokin criticized those who stud-

ied cultures with the presumption that these were necessarily cognitively or

logically integrated units, rather than seeing such integration as an empirical

variable (Sorokin 1957) We need to see not only that empirical variable,

however, but the practical aceivity by which ordinary people manage cultural

complexity and the interfaces among social worlds
6
The issue is not just to

avoid "essentiahst” invocations of integral identity, but to see that just point-

ing to social construction” offers little if any analytic purchase It is not just

that collective identities and ways of life are created, but that they are intern-

ally contested, that their boundaries are porous and overlapping, and that

people live in more than one at the same time

II

None of this, of course, makes the more straightforward issues of how to

undertake interpretation and comparison across lines of difference any less

important It is a serious deficiency that contemporary sociologists (especially
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in the US) recognize the deep relation of their discipline to the historical

challenge of interpretation and difference mainly in terms ofvague references

to 'Weber's notion of Verstehen and his involvement in the Melhodemtreit, the

turn of the century German struggle over the nature of historical knowledge,

science, and the claims of social science Still, even if stopping the story at

this point is a problem, this is not a bad place to begin It was in this

context, arguing against Schleiermacher’s notions of historical recovery, that

Weber claimed “one does not need to be Caesar to understand Caesar."
7

In the rest of this chapter. I want to discuss something of the ways m
which sociologists have struggled with the challenge ofunderstanding Caesar

- or others different from themselves I will first explore further some of the

conditions that initially both made this problematic and opened certain

particular intellectual approaches to it I will then turn to some of the

different theoretical nexes in which the problem of interpretation has been

posed for sociologists, and finally to the ways in which this issue is addressed

- or mote often avoided — in the contemporary sociology of culture I will

suggest that grappling successfully with the set of issues thus posed is crucial

not only for comparative or cross-cultural sociology as a general pursuit of

knowledge, but specifically and vitally for the development of a critical soci-

ology able to break with the received categories of social understanding, to

engage not simply in an endless production of different interpretations but

in dialogue across lines ofdifference, and thus to inform normative discourse

Taking interpretation seriously, in short, is essential to developing sociology

as part of our human capacity for practical reason

Discourse that takes interpretation seriously is typically called “hermen-

eutics " The term “hermeneutic,” m this discussion, is both a general term
for the study of interpretation, and therefore for sociology's struggle with

interpretation, and the label for one particular historical tradition of tackling

the problems posed by interpretation — that of Biblical scholars, Schleier-

macher, Dtlthey, Heidegger, and Gadamer At the present time, a variety of
different analytic traditions are bnnging forward serious accounts of interpre-

tation, and of the effects of different ways of foaming and presenting social

analysis- Hans-Georg Gadamer is by far the most important figure, but m
addition co hermeneutics narrowly conceived there are rhetoric, which is

enjoying a resurgent influence (exemplified in the social sciences by D
McCloskey’s workm economics and more generally by that ofWayne Booth),

new understandings of legal argument and change such as that of Ronald
Dworkin. new trends in the philosophy of science from Kuhn through Feyer-

abend. the post-structuralist movement in cultural theory and the revitalized

interest in the American tradition of pragmatism
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Hermeneutic problems are of significance for social theory primarily because

of historical distance and cultural difference We are especially apt to become

aware of difficulties and uncertainties in the interpretation of meaning, in

other words, when we attempt to understand social actions whose meaning

is embedded m contexts very different from our own The relevant differences

of context may stem from eicher material conditions or differences in the

symbolic production of meaning By material conditions I mean those vari-

ous concrete pressures and possibilities that shape action and meaning in

different settings whether or not they are recognized by actors or exert their

influence through discourse We face a hurdle, thus, in understanding those

whose lives and actions never involved printed texts, widespread literacy, or

electronic communications technologies, for example, since these are ubi-

quitous in our own lives and constitutive of our own understanding of social

life Variance in population density also shapes communication and other

meaningful aspects of social life, even when it is not made into an object of

discourse or cultural meaning Differences of context may also stem from the

internal cultural construction of meaning Such differences arise in language,

in schemes of identification and valuation, and m orientations to social practice

They bear on the fact that understanding human beings is not just a matter

of interpreting theit action, but also of understanding the ways in which

their own interpretations and constructions of meaning shaped their action

This is what Anthony Giddens famously dubbed the “double hermeneutic
”8

In both these senses, then, we face difficulties m interpreting social life

that is differently constituted from our own In a nutshell, our resources for

making sense of it, for giving meaning to what we can observe of it, derive

from our own culture (including intellectual traditions) and from previous

experience These are the only resources we have, but in applying them we
necessarily tun the risk of felling to grasp meanings operative in other con-

texts while constituting for ourselves meanings that were not at work there

In a very general sense, the problem of interpretation across lines of dif-

ference is at work in any conversation, it is implied by the philosophical

problem of how we know other minds It is, therefore, no accident that many
approaches to this problem focus on a model of conversation Hans-Georg
Gadamer, for example, presents a hermeneutics built around the notion of

dialogue, the reciprocal process of questioning and learning from each other

by which two or more parties move toward consensus at least on certain

aspects of what they have discussed This dialogical model is rooted in

Gadamer s appreciation of the earlier Socratic dialogues in which all parties

participate actively and each learns from the others (by contrast to Socrates'

domination of the later dialogues) Jurgen Habermas, by contrast, worries that
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Gadamer’s conversational mode! does not distinguish adequately between

consensus based on persuasion and that based on truth In an account of the

“ideal speech situation" and similar regulative ideals he attempts to ground

an account of discourse on validity claims implicit m all speech These claims

- to truthfulness, sincerity, and rightness - propel discourse forward in a

cumulative development toward truth and certainty, even if these are only

approached asymptotically
9

But there are problems with this whole approach to interpretation and

dialogicality through the model of conversation It grasps a good deal, to be

sure, and we can learn from both Gadamer’s and Habermas’ analyses But

both, and especially Habermas, tend to focus so completely in interpersonal

conversation that they do not recognize the full significance of mtrapersonal

dialogue One of the key resources we have for communication with others

(it is more or less redundant to say “others who are different from ourselves"

since this is always a matter of degree, however radical) is that we are not

entirely “self-same " Freud and Bakhtin in different ways stressed the inter-

nal complexity of the person Whether in object-relations or ego-analytic

terms, thus, psychoanalysis points out the extent to which being a person

means coping with a variety of different identities, identifications, and ob-

jects, balancing impulses, self-criticism and sense of reality Much of what

Bakhtin saw in the modern novel was a reflection of a human capacity to

carry on an interior dialogue, indeed the constitution of the human being

through this dialogicality
!0

Because we already engage ourselves through

interior dialogue, we are better placed to come to understandings of others

and to bridge significant differences than ifwe were only monological speak-

ers of self-sameness
11

Habermas approaches internal complexity mainly through recognition of
the importance of intersubjectivity That is, he sees that people are not self-

identical m any simple sense because each is constituted as a person both
through relations to others and through participation in more or less imper-

sonal but social processes such as language Out very capacity to speak of

ourselves thus draws on resources partially outside ourselves This is a crucial,

but significantly different insight from recognition of the centrality of internal
dialogue

Habermas remains within an approach that presumes consensus as its goal
If one takes the notion of interior dialogicality seriously — if one grants that

people are constituted by tensions within themselves, as well as by their

definitely held views or propensities - then one cannot quite imagine perfect

consensus as a desirable social goal Certainly we do seek consensus about
various matters of truth and practical action We hold more or less rational
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and in any case discursively available values and understandings of the world

that we wish to be confident that others share But creatures who had only

such discursively available and definite understandings and values, and who

were altogether or even basically self-consistent about them, would not be

recognizable as humans

Part of the problem is that Habermas has adopted a strong version of the

widespread assumption of social theorists (noted at the beginning of the

chapter) that human beings naturally inhabit a single horizon of experience,

a single social world, at a time This informs a view in which establishing

consensus is the program both for living within that social world and for

building bridges to other social worlds But if we start from the view that

human beings can and indeed very commonly do inhabit multiple social

worlds (as well as highly differentiated social worlds) then we are led less to

see consensus as the orientation of all communication For one thing, we are

led less to rely on sender-receiver models that presume the issue is one of

adequate translation between "thoughts" that start out in one head and are

transmitted to another Beyond this, we can recognize that each of us devel-

ops various practical skills for managing our lives in multiple social worlds,

and for constituting ourselves against multiple horizons of experience These

practical skills are basic to meeting the challenge of communicating across

lines of difference What we seek - and indeed often achieve - is not con-

sensus as such, but adequate mutual understanding for the pursuit ofvarious

practical tasks m which we are jointly engaged Just as we do not come to

complete self-understanding or complete “consensus” among the voices in

our interior dialogues, so we do not do so in exterior, interpersonal or societal

dialogues Indeed, we cannot and it does not altogether make sense even to

conceptualize this as a goal or regulatory direction for our efforts This does

not mean that consensus is not important, but (1) that it is an account of

the nature ofmutual understanding appropriate to certain domains of rational

critical discourse and not to all of social life, and (2) even those restricted

domains (for example, law courts) in which the rational critical pursuit of

consensus is what we would want rest on foundations not just in language

but in less discursive and less consensual practical agreements

The conversation model for interpretation and mutual understanding also

has other limits Notably, accounts like Habermas’ and Gadamer’s tend to

posit participation in conversation as a given and recognize inequalities and

power only as distortions and intrusions It is hard to relate such model

discourses to those settings in actual social life where conversation itself is

imposed by force and maintained by unequal power Perhaps the most obvi-

ous of these is colonialism Even more generally, the whole modern problem
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ofinterpretation across lines of differences has been constituted by the processes

of state-building and capitalist expansion Both within Europe and through-

out the world, the challenges of cross-cultural relations did not arise and still

do not arise either as mere intellectual pursuits or as results of the

unconstrained choices of free and equal partners to engage in conversation

They are produced in large part by the exercise of power, whether that power

appears in the form of a centralizing state suppressing subordinate ethnicities,

of a colonial state backed by an army, of a multinational corporation, or of

the dominance of Western communications media Power is not simply a

distortion of the conversation, it is its occasion Yanomamo in the Amazon

basin and Papuans m New Guinea generally have not simply sought out

Europeans for dialogue aimed at mutual understanding

Now of course Habermas and Gadamer can both answer to the effect that

they were not analyzing actual conversations (and still less cross-cultural

relations) but proposing accounts of how we might understand conversation

to be able to move toward mutual understanding and truth Nonetheless, the

problem is a serious one In the first place, it simply poses an unrealistic

notion that meaning can be separated from distorting influences rather than

appearing always and only in relations constituted in part by power (as well

as by other determinations not reducible to meaning, such as social struc-

ture) Approaches such as Gadamer’s and Habermas’ are superior to the idea

of a pure semiotics, at least they locate the pursuit of meaning m dialogue

rather than in the external point of view of a semiotician They do not

advocate the kind of science of pure meaning suggested by semiotics (and

attacked for example by Bourdieu)
12

Their views are plausible accounts of
the pursuit of understanding - and thus can represent viable contending

positions in the philosophy of science, or inform accounts of legal processes

The catch is that cross-cultural relations are not occasioned primarily by the

pursuit of understanding The efforts of social scientists to interpret other

cultures are never free from the larger structures that bring the different

cultures into relationship Much the same could be said of many interper-

sonal relations - they are crucially constituted by power This is, for example,
the crux of Nancy Fraser’s criticism of Habermas’ tendency to ground his

notion of a lifeworld free from systemic distortions of communication in

appeals to idealizations of family life Families are hardly realms of free and
uncoerced mutual pursuit of understanding

13
Habermas’ appeals to the

model of psychoanalysis are similarly problematic
14

It is not clear how one
could establish a collective analog to the roles occupied by analyst and
analysand We can learn from the importance of intersubjectivity to achiev-
ing self-understanding, from ideas about systematically motivated blockage
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and distortion, and from how a mixture of strategic and pure communicative

action is requited, but it is hard to figure out what sort of collective project

is strictly analogous to psychoanalysis, and especially what sort of project

between different cultures

Not least of all, the very notion of difference with which social scientists

work is constituted by the way in which the modem world has developed

“Cultures” and "societies” are not simply given as units in the nature of

things, nor is this an arbitrary construct of social scientists, a sort of

unmotivated mistake Cultures and societies have been constituted as puta-

tively bounded units in a world-system that is presumed to divide into an

exhaustive and more or less mutually exclusive set of such categories Con-

ditioned by state-building and the global expansion occasioned above all by

capitalism, moderns have come to see the world through the lenses of nation-

alist discourse - that is, in terms of the kinds of collective identities and

divisions defined paradigmatically by the notion of nation "Nation” is a

particular construct informed by power relations, it shapes not just the

specific interpretations of those who use the concept but the very idea of

difference between discrete cultures that is implicit in all our discussions of

cross-cultural relations

Similarly, the social scientist’s standpoint of observation is constituted as

the synoptic view of a representative of an international culture Institution-

alizing this notion of an international culture was one of the achievements

of the Enlightenment, at the same time, the Enlightenment itself depended

on an infrastructure of networks across lines of cultural difference to provide

the social organizational basis for its discourse It is only from the vantage

point of international culture" that seemingly disinterested accounts of

particular cultures or of the general problem of cultural difference can be

posed International culture constitutes the ground of a specifically social

scientific equivalent to the Cartesian “view from nowhere" that informs the

modern notion of science and epistemology generally But of course it is a

view from somewhere, even if not precisely spatially located And it is a view

that preforms the supposedly brute facts of social science observation — for

example by constituting nations as appropriate units of comparative research

This construction of “cultures" and “nations” as basic units of modern

collective identity and of comparative social science research has significant

implications In the first place, it implies that each one is somehow discrete

and subsists as an entity unto itself rather than only as part of a world-system

or some other broader social organization or discourse that defines it as a

constituent unit or part This boundedness is suggested, in large part, by the

sharp boundedness of modern states, the ideology of nationalism promotes
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the notion that each state has or should have its own singular culture (and

vice versa) We extrapolate from archetypal examples French culture is claimed

as something clearly distinct from German (never mind the Alsace), Norwe-

gian culture is something clearly distinct from Danish (no matter how much

they have been joined historically, how mutually intelligible their languages,

or how similar they seem by comparison with Borneo) This way of construc-

ting cultures as objects of our study, however, obscures interconnections It

implies, to expand the last example, that Scandinavian is purely an aggregate

term, that it refers to the sum of Norwegian, Danish, Swedish, Finnish, and

possibly Icelandic cultures, while only these four or five are primary units

Or to cake an example of more practical momenc, it makes it hard for us to

figure out the relationship between the term Europe and the various putative

nations that also have claims on the identities of Europeans This idea of dis-

creteness is also a key factor in constituting the modern problem of ethnicity,

minorities, or subcultures In a nutshell, these are terms we apply when we

want to deny that some collection of people constitutes a fully autonomous

and/or modern culture because this would imply that they constituted a

nacion which would imply chat they had a legitimate claim on a state We
do not leap to list Sami (Lapps) as one of the constituent cultures of the term

Scandinavian, I think, largely because Sami have played little role in the his-

tory ofcontentions over the proper constitution of nation-states in the region
15

The Sami not only confound our notion of a discrete Norway, secondly,

they confound the notion that Norway has a completely unified, integrated

culture Yet referring to "cultures" and "nations" as integral is a second key

implication of our typical usage We refer to each as though it constitutes

a single thing to which determinate reference can be made, rather than a

cluster of tensions, contradictions, and agonisms Thus we assume that with

an appropriate sample, we can compare Japanese culture to Norwegian cul-

ture We take it as given in such studies that the “culture” can be an object

of unitary reference father than a term needing to be deconstructed We
assume that it is something “out there” to be revealed to us by the responses

of a set of individuals, and that the main issue before us is the methodologi-

cal problem of accurately constituting a "representative" set of individuals

This reflects, m part, our characteristic understanding of the nation as com-

prising a set of individuals rather than subordinate powers or communities,

national identity is understood as inscribed directly into individual identity,

the relation between the two terms is unmediated (Calhoun 1993a, 1993b)

At the same time, thinking of cultures as integral, we tend both to hypostatize

them and to direct attention away from the ways in which they are internally

complex and continually reshaped by struggle
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Third, in speaking of "cultures" and “nations" as units, we tend to imply

that they are equivalent This is sometimes a practical, political issue - for

example, San Marino with its 24,000 citizens enjoys the same formal status

in organizations like the United Nations as do Germany, the United States,

and Brazil It is also a prejudgment that shapes our understanding of ways

of life different from our own We attempt to understand their putatively

discrete, integral cultures on analogy to our own, assuming that they must

be functional equivalents This sort of assumption - along with those of

discreteness and integrity - has been challenged in a good deal of recent

anthropology Famously, for example, Jack Goody challenged attempts to

define a set of discrete, equivalent and internally unitary cultures m northern

Ghana He pointed out the ways in which language, religious observance,

mythology, and kinship patterns varied along a continuum in certain locales

Previous British observers, thus, had developed a categorization of "Lo" and

“Dagaa” as separate and distinct cultures This was a misunderstanding.

Goody argued, for Lo and Dagaa are really more like poles to a continuum

Those in the middle were not marginal to each of two different cultures, or

representative of some confusion between them They were full participants

in a way of life defined in varying degree by different forms of practice - not

unlike the children of Norwegian immigrant mothers and Irish Catholic

fathers who in the US are just as American as anybody else (Goody 1967)

The point here is not that we must abandon the notions of culture or

nation, assuming that such a thing would be possible It is that we need to

recognize the ways in which such units (1) preform our empirical observa-

tions of the world, (2) constitute central dimensions of the modern idea of

difference that informs our problems of cross-cultural understanding, (3) are

deeply embedded in the sociological thinking we inherit from the “classics,”

and (4) constitute the premise of our own putatively synoptic understanding

of the world of such differences on the basis of our position in an interna-

tional culture This last, for better or worse, does not remove us from the

play of practical concerns and allow us the universal view of free-floating

intellectuals It positions us within a socio-histoncal process (or set of pro-

cesses) that by virtue of expanding throughout the globe pose us certain

problems and open certain paths for solving them 16

III

Obviously both differences and interrelationships among people - and peo-

ples - existed long before what we call the modern epoch Ancient Greeks
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commented on the differences among their city-states and between Greeks

generally and various other people with whom they came in contact The

gteat empires of world history all involved long-distance trade, tributary

legations, and military recruitment that established contact among diverse

people, many created cosmopolitan cities in which cross-cultural relations

were a matter of daily contact What then made the problem of difference

and consequent problems of interpretation distinctively modern 1’ The philo-

sopher Wilhelm Dilthey gave one important answer when he described the

birth ofmodem hermeneutics as the "liberation of interpretation from dogma”
(Wamke 1987 5) Dilthey referred to the Protestant Reformation with its

attack on the authority of the ecclesiastical hierarchy to dictate proper inter-

pretation of the Bible The Roman Catholic church had attempted to impose

theological uniformity, Protestants were inherently schismatic Martin Luther

was not the first heretic, of course, indeed, the Catholic church had only

achieved its capacity to enforce a certain orthodoxy in the late patristic era

- fighting a host of heretical sects - and it was never complete But Luther
and the Protestant Reformation generally helped to expose orthodoxy as an
imposition of force and so - contrary to the intentions of many — to encour-
age a basic presumption of heterodoxy

Pierre Bourdieu has usefully discussed the movement of doxai - opinions
or beliefs - from being simply the taken-for-granted background conditions
of life - what he calls doxa - through orthodoxy with its recognition but
implicit condemnation of otherness and heterodoxy with its sense of the
unavoidability of multiple views The Protestant Reformation figured promin-
ently in this story This is not because Protestants were necessarily tolerant,
many were as quick to discover heretics or witches as their Catholic brethren
What Protestants did was (1) to create conditions in which Catholic ortho-
doxy could not appear as taken-for-granted and was likely to be seen as
imposed, (2) to offer a series of competing orthodoxies which predisposed
their followers to some acceptance of the heterodox nature of the world (even
tspite their leaders’ best intentions), and (3) to make religious faith a matter

o active choice, bringing forward disputes over a variety of particulars from
t e proper mode ofcommunion to the status of the Trinity and the legitim-
acy of priestly marriage In this context, the interpretation of Biblical texts
t0° on a new significance - and a new excitement and danger At the same

B h^' T*"

6 ^e°^e ke8an to inquire in this way into the significance of
ica teachings, they were led to note certain distances between the his-

on conditions portrayed m the Bible and their own lives For the first
'me, htistians faced on a large scale the challenge that had long been posed
° Jews, and which had helped to occasion the Talmud - that of adapting
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a manifestly historically specific set of sacred texts to serve as guides to lives

lived under historically different conditions

Similar issues have shaped relationships to classical or sacred texts in other

traditions - to Vedic lore m India and to Confucian texts in China, for

example Once the distance between the texts and present-day life was estab-

lished, once they could not be fitted immediately into the same unproblematic

background doxa, then interpretation became problematic Attempts could

be made to impose orthodoxy, but social change always brought the prospect

of heterodox challenges
11

Protestants, of course, lapsed back into dogma and orthodoxy of their own,

but they established the basic principle of hermeneutics - the idea that

sacred texts ate to be understood on their own terms and for themselves It

was this idea that posed problems of interpretation It suggested the need for

direct access to the sacred texts, of course, thus occasioning a pressure for

printing, for widespread literacy, and for refusal of priestly restrictions on

reading the Bible But it also suggested the need for some rules of interpre-

tation to help in the reading For example, efforts to understand the Bible

would need to be guided by the principle of trying to achieve consistency

among its many diverse parts and seemingly conflicting statements
18

The Reformation was but one moment or phase in a long senes of trans-

formations that helped to inaugurate the modern era as one crucially consti-

tuted by the interplay of orthodoxy and heterodoxy, sameness and difference

As Gadamer has written

When then remoteness of the lofty and the remoteness of the recondite needed

to be overcome not simply in specialized domains such as religious documents,
texts of law, or the classics in their foreign languages, but when the historical

tradition in its entirety up to the present moment moved into a position of

similar remoteness, the problem of hermeneutics entered intrinsically into the

philosophic awareness of problems This took place in virtue of che great

breach in tradition brought about by the French Revolution and as a result of

which European civilization splintered into national cultures (1981 97)

It is perhaps best to think of the French Revolution as a symbol for a cluster

of decisive events, including not least of all the Protestant Reformation,

rather chan the sole and sufficient cause of this momentous transformation

Nonetheless, Gadamer’s point is strong The problem of radical otherness is

constituted as a problem of the universality of interpretation across lines of

difference because modernity appears (I) as a break with tradition, turning

tradition into history, and (2) as a breaking-up of the broad social and
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civilizational commonality within which (at least European) ways of life were

loosely differentiated, replacing Western Christendom with bounded nations

(and reified cultures) Of course, modernicy is not the first occasion of a break

in tradition Once more or less unitary, Islam has been divided into theologi-

cally and ethnic or nationally distinct variants starting very early on — and

leaving the occasion for the project of reunification which helps to inform

contemporary Islamic fundamentalism In another vital sense, the literate,

orthodox “big traditions” of religious and cultural transmission already con-

stituted major breaks with the "little traditions” of every passing on of

information and reproduction of the social world in all its immediate iden-

tities and relationships (Redfield 1957) The unity of Christendom broke

with the grip of numerous local cultures and traditions, both religious and
secular Indeed, m the hermeneutic tradition and in modern Western thought
more generally, “tradition” is too easily identified with Catholic orthodoxy
and other aspects of medieval Europe rather than with the more radically

traditional social organization characteristic of many ways of life around the
world Like other literate “big traditions," Christianity was always subject to
hermeneutic problems and self-conscious interventions in reflected under-
standings not typical of traditions passed on locally, face-to-face, without the
mediation of textual experts - such as those of acephalous African societies,

village India before Mughal rule, or elsewhere (including alongside or be-
neath the very gaze of “big traditions")

In very much the same sense that Dilthey thought the Protestant Refor-
mation liberated Biblical interpretation from dogma, the development of the
social sciences - especially sociology and anthropology - might be taken as
liberating cross-cultural comparison from established European accounts of
the heathen world This does not mean that sociologists or anthropologists
were free from prejudices, any more than Protestants were Many reproduced
the attitudes of colonists toward colonized, for example More generally, as
I have hinted and Gadamer has argued at length, there is no such thing as
an understanding free from prejudices we are always shaped by our origins,
our thought is always situated, we are unable to think without taking some
things for granted What we take for granted is determined by our own
cultural backgrounds, and more specifically by our academic training None-
theless, whether biased or not, sociologists and anthropologists set about
attempting to make sense of other ways of life, other forms of social organ-
ization or culture, in terms of the way they worked internally Functionalist
analysis obviously reflected this, but so in a different way did Weber’s adop-
tion of the notion of Verstehen What this meant was that in a central way,
especially insofar as it was essentially comparative, sociology took on the task
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of interpreting contrasting ways of life This was fundamentally different

from the practical understanding of other ways of life occasioned, for exam-

ple, by living in the same imperial city In such a case, say, in Istanbul, Jews

might be in daily contact with Muslims and Christians but have no reason

to develop a sociology of the gentile world Neither, in this example, would

it have been necessary to choose between absolutizing the difference between

Jews and others as “nations,” or reducing their differences to mere ethnic

variation among the citizens of a single nation Among other reasons, though

they would have needed to interact, they would not have been called upon to

deliberate or co confer legitimacy on a government 15

Confronted with other cultures, sociologists could find no access to these

contrasting ways of life through "brute facts” not needing some manner of

interpretation This was perhaps equally true of sociology's domestic analy-

ses, but more easily ignored
20 At the very least, looking abroad, it was

necessary to translate from one language to another in order to make study

possible Generally, translation depended on some level of more general in-

terpretation Usually, this more general level operated at least partially in its

own terms and understandings, it was, in the currently fashionable term, a

"metadiscourse ” How could one make sense of kin relations, for example,

without situating a variety of indigenous terms in relation to one another in

order to construct analogies between the set of relationships being studied

and those described in the analyst's language 5 Translation adequate to com-

parative analysis requires, however, an interpretation of a whole organization

of activity, not just the matching of vocabulary Indeed, the very metaphor

of translation may be of limited value in explaining how cross-cultural under-

standing is achieved Even within a single cultural setting, interpretation of

practical activity faces significant inherent problems, since most practical

activity is not directly amenable to discursive rendering It is difficult, that

is, to put into words the embodied understandings and practical skills by

which a host of everyday activities are made possible To think all human
action reducible to rules, and therefore to potentially decontextuahzed expli-

cation, is one of the fallacies Pierre Bourdieu criticizes as characteristic of

"objectivism
”
“The logicism inherent in the objectivist standpoint leads

those who adopt it to forget that scientific construction cannot grasp the

principles of practical logic without changing the nature of those principles

when made explicit for objective study, a practical succession becomes a

represented succession" (1977 117) A large part of the role of theory in

sociology is providing the guidelines for these efforts of interpretation This

is one reason why so much of the most influential "classical” theory is hard

to reduce to testable propositions, it is rich with empirical description and

offers frameworks for interpretation
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Neither theories nor specific interpretations can be proved or checked for

correctness by reference to a set of methodological principles They must

be constructed and evaluated in relation to a range of empirical knowledge

through a process of judgment and practical reason They are judged by

whether they are persuasive, whether they seem to make sense, whether they

seem adequate to various practical projects The criteria for this include

systematicity, parsimony, scope, intuitive insight, and the like But these are

never conclusive They do not establish which theory is right when two

theories clash, or which of two conflicting interpretations we should believe

The same problems arise in deciding which of the criteria to prefer when

they themselves clash Above all, we evaluate complex empirical interpreta-

tions m relationship to the range of other such interpretations we have ac-

cepted and in general what we know of the world One of the best examples

of this as an aspect of academic training is the way in which anthropologists

master (or at least used to master) a variety of ethnographies from all over

the world These formed the context for their evaluation of new studies

Despite what I have argued is the centrality of the interpretative task to

the history and role of sociology, we do not try to teach it or thematize it

very directly as a problem in sociology The discipline has long been char-

acterized by efforts to repress it or reduce it to a minor and seemingly

unproblematic preliminary stage of research These efforts have been occa-

sioned largely by attempts to make sociology more "scientific ” Indeed, a

good deal of the relationship of hermeneutics to sociology in recent years has

been focused on the philosophy of science question of how similar to the
natural sciences sociology is or should be Unfortunately, regardless of the

merits of the arguments, they have often cast hermeneutics (and similar lines

of argument) in a negative role That is, arguments about the centrality of
interpretation to sociology have appeared largely as critiques of prevailing
scientism and empiricism The point has been made over and again that
positivist sociology fails to attend to the essentially meaningful, preinterpreted
c aracter of human life, and by attempting to reduce human beings to mere
0 jects misses something fundamental to their nature I will not repeat such
arguments now The problem is not to make this negative point better, or
more often, but to focus attention on how better to do the actual interpre-
tative work of sociology

IV
at

^
r simply expostulating on my ideas of what a good sociology

u ook like, however, let me turn for a moment to the sociology of
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culture as it already exists A great deal of sociology has been conducted as

though culture were a separate field of study that could unproblematically be

left to anthropologists, literary critics and others Recently, however, culture

has returned to sociology, sometimes with a vengeance Where sociology

has seemed to have little to say about culture, moreover, it has often been

excluded from or devalued in exciting and influential interdisciplinary dis-

courses (to the loss of both sociology and those other discourses) To a sur-

prisingly large degree, however, the sociological subfield of cultural analysis

is not a particularly good place to look for serious hermeneutical engage-

ment One could say the glass is half full, that after years of repressing

culture sociologists are studying it in increasing numbers But those who see

the glass as half-empty will have to retort that too many sociologists of

culture are doing so in ways that avoid serious hermeneutical (and socio-

historical or theoretical) questions in order to maximize their newfound

legitimacy

There are several senses in which attention to culture has been urged on

sociologists First, and with fewest transformative implications, it has been

argued that as a set of more or less objective social products — books, films,

paintings - culture deserves more sociological attention than it has received

Culture, in this sense, is understood as a special domain of objects, social

actions and institutions Studies aim to understand who produces chese ob-

jects and how, who gets access to them and why, what processes determine

the fate of different producers and products, how formal organizations shape,

select, or disseminate cultural products, and so forth Though some of these

studies are more creative, it is quite possible to contribute to this literature

by applying conventional sociological research techniques, conceptualizations,

and theories to this specific domain Thus one might ask about the socio-

economic status of those who go to museums, or the structural position of

those who make decisions about arts programming, or the ways in which
artistic producers forge a community or subculture Two common threads

unite work in this approach (1) culture is treated in terms of more or less

objectified indicators, and (2) attention to culture is compartmentalized within

sociology as the study of a specific domain of social life, analogous to law or

medicine These two characteristics remain distinctive and in force even

when this approach is expanded beyond the study of the arts in which it

originated and includes studies of popular culture

A second claim about the importance of culture has more central socio-

logical significance This turns on the argument that social research in gen-

eral requires paying attention to culture as a sort of methodological

propaedeutic In constructing surveys, thus, sociologists must be concerned
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to avoid ot control for cultural bias In developing categories of analysis,

sociologists must be cleat that they are often working with culture-specific

categories that they have induced as though they were obvious in their

meaning and non-problematic Thus sociologists using the term race need to

worry about the “cultural baggage’’ that comes with the use of this term, the

extent to which it represents a historically specific and possibly prejudicial

understanding of certain social phenomena, the number of different mean-

ings that it bundles together (though analysis might fruitfully unpack them

and make them several separate dimensions or variables) and the extent to

which its meaning is inherently contestable This series of arguments can be

presented narrowly as a critique of specific terms and part of a project of

finding better, less problematic terms, ot more broadly as an argument for

the necessarily unstable and multivocal character of sociological concepts and
the need for them to be analysed as parts of broader cultural contexts

2 '

Recognition of this led to a new wave of cross-cultural research, still

designed latgely as part of an effort to uncover universal processes or laws
Researchers assumed accordingly that cross-cultural variation, while possibly
interesting at a surface level, was not deeply problematic, it was in some
combination (1) a matter of residual variance, (2) a matter of extraneous
actors to be controlled for, or (3) a "black box” standing m for proper
structural or other variables that had not yet been discovered Culture be-
came the object of somewhat mote serious study within this tradition, per-
haps ironically, as the result of methodological problems rather than
substantive interest Researchers found that translating survey instruments
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differences might prove internally very problematic Culture is a label for

social groups or categories that become units in the analysis, to the extent

that culture becomes significant in explanations it is generally as a kind of

residual category putatively accounting for variance that cannot be explained

by other, more clearly identified and better understood variables

In trying to deal with these methodological problems, some of these "cul-

ture as a variable” researchers have begun to touch on the most basic and

potentially transformative of the ways in which culture has demanded the

attention of sociologists This fourth agenda starts with the recognition that

social life is inherently cultural, that is, inherently shaped and even consti-

tuted in part by differences in the ways in which people generate or recognize

meaning in social action and its products It is fitting that methodological

concerns should drive one sociological effort to connect with culture as both

basic to sociology and basically a matter of meaning This is so because

positivist methodological concerns to stick to an "objective" way of studying

social life have been responsible for much of the repression and/or

marginalization of interpretative methods and concerns in post-war sociol-

ogy Interpretative, culturally oriented sociology has of course existed since

the beginning of the discipline It appears in every lineage of classical theory

from Marx to Durkheim to Weber and Mead It has maintained a continuous

tradition in symbolic interactionism, in the sociology of knowledge and

cultural sociology of scholars like Mannheim and Elias, and in variants of

Marxist sociology, especially m the Frankfurt tradition and the new Gramscian

currents in and after the 1960s Yet though culture never quite disappeared

from sociological attention, it was banished to the margins of the field wher-

ever positivist methodological concerns reigned, especially in America
Even in the course of reviving the subfield of sociology of culture during

the last fifteen years, for example, many researchers have felt constrained to

make sure that their work did not focus on the problem of interpreting

meaning, lest it appear to be unscientific
23
The result, of course, was that

they were obliged to interpret the social world as one in which meaning was

not problematic It is precisely in taking meaning as problematic, often

under the pressure of trying to cope with manifest differences in interpreta-

tions of texts or of actions, that some strands of empirical sociology opened

the possibility of a more fruitful relationship with hermeneutics
M

In a sense, the split between positivist, empiricist sociology and more inter-

pretative, cultural sociology mirrors the divide between Anglo-American

philosophy and its continental counterparts This offers only cold comfort for

positivists, since the last several years have seen even analytic philosophers

(like Quine and Popper) demolishing empiricism and related conventional
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views of science even for the natural sciences (even if they weren’t as radical

as Feyerabend and Lakatos), Kuhn’s and others’ historical studies carried

similar import It is no longer just that there ate doubts as to whether the

social sciences can be more like the natural sciences, it is widely recognized

that the natural sciences as practiced are much more deeply culturally (and

theoretically) constructed - more dialogical and multt-perspectival - and

therefore much less positive, than textbook accounts of science have sug-

gested It is not just the alleged relativism of Gadamer or Derrida that

positivist sociologists have to fear, in other words, it is Einstein with his idea

of relativity
25

Neither Gadamer not Derrida holds all the answers On the contrary, each

btmgs the deep problems of difference and interpretation forward in a prob-

lematic form In the first place, both mcellectuahze, both treat as essentially

cognitive a field of knowledge that owes more than they recognize to embod-

ied practice and structures of social relations Second, while Gadamer is

inattentive to power and the difference between the sway of ideology and the

more general fact of prejudice or situatedness, Derrida universalizes power

and ideology, making it hard to distinguish whether any specific intellectual

claims can be said more to warrant acceptance on their intellectual merits

chan others Even more for the crasser followers of Derrida and other post-

structuralists, because there is no absolute foundation for judging truth,

there is no relative basis for judging “epistemic gain” or partial improvement
either (as there is in Gadamer and Taylor) (Taylor 1989a) If Gadamer is

insufficiently critical, as Habermas suggests, then deconstructiomsm is criti-

cal in so undifferentiated a manner as to lose practical, especially construc-
tive, purchase Both Gadamet and Derrida leave us with the knowledge that
" c csn ncver escape from our interpretative traditions or communities Yet
this has less force than at first appears AH knowledge, justifications and
interpretations may indeed be internal to traditions or interpretative commu-
mties, hut there is never a singular and unitary tradition or interpretative
community Membership must always overlap Such traditions or communities
must be internally differentiated and at least at odds on some significant
'ssues, ancj will be the mote so as there is a break between “big” and “little”

traditions
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on the way in which we have tacitly accepted the notions that cultures (and

even intellectual traditions and interpretative communities) are discrete,

integral, and equivalent But this is a construct we can re-examine As we
work to develop a more complex cultural sociology, it will be only one of

many cases in which the meaning of the basic objects we study is reconsti-

tuted by critical, theoretically informed reflection, historical and cultural

analysis, and the effort to make better sense of as broad a range of empirical

observation as we can

The role of theoretically informed interpretation is basic to this project

The first of the sociologist's tasks - and perhaps the most important and

problematic - is the constitution of the object of study As Bourdieu and his

colleagues have written, social facts do not just appear, they must be won
(Bourdieu, Chamboredon, and Passeron 1991 ch 1) When taken seriously,

this effort always situates objects within broader contexts, generally theories

of social life, interpretations of specific ways of life (including epochs or

socio-geographic and cultural settings), and their comparison This was an

important part of the empirically rich work of many "classical” sociologists,

but it is largely lost in approaches to canonical theory that work by trying

to abstract their concepts and formal propositions from their comparative and

historical analyses There is always room for variation in approaches to constitu-

tion of objects of study, for tradeoffs between more local detail and wider

comparison, for example, or foe emphasizing different aspects of social life -

structure, action, culture, power, function, and so on The point is to see the

process as basic and never ending, and to subject it to our continuing critical

attention, rather than to imagine that it is somehow settled once and for all,

or merely a matter of operational definition

The objects of sociological study do not present themselves in nature any

more than farmland presents itself Farmers may look at plains that have

never been tilled, as some Norwegian immigrants to the American middle

west did a century ago, and see rich fields But this vision is one shaped by

their tradition and one rooted in their practical orientation Just as the

farmers must win the fields from nature (ot from previous inhabitants who
are sometimes dismissed by assimilating them to the category of nature), so

too sociologists must win the objects of their research In this struggle,

interpretation is always central It can be informed by theory, and guided by

wise precepts, but it can never be settled by method in such a way as to

guarantee the fertility of the fields ot to make sure in advance that they grow

the scientifically correct crops Taking interpretation seriously in research,

recognizing how deep its problems run, restores the connection of even the

most methodologically sophisticated social science to the grounding of

judgment and practical reason, and saves it from worshipping the illusions
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of scientific self-sufficiency chat offer the future to the putative certainty of

those experts who would be social engineers
26

Precisely because problems of

interpretation cannot be solved m advance but only lived through in history,

science does not preclude choice It is up to us to create a discourse in which

choices ate made on the basis of knowledge, practical reason, and judgment,

challenged by criticism, and open not just to the range of social interests but

to the novelty of contending understandings

Notes

In addition to the ASA session on which rhis book is based, an earlier version was

also presented to the Norwegian Sociological Association summer conference at Lofoten,

June 1992 Members of both audiences made helpful comments

1 See Todotov (1993), On Human Diversity for an evocation of how exoticism in

French portrayals ofnon-Westem peoples dovetailed with racism and nationalism

2 On the idea of "social world” see Strauss (1978), “A social world perspective," and
for the phenomenological notion of hfeworld that informs Strauss s account, but

also puts the notion of social world on a somewhat different theoretical basis, ste

Schutz and Luckmann (1976), The Structures of the Lifeuorld

3 See Science as a vocation," and “Politics as a vocation," among a number of

Webers works, Kant’s three critiques are distinguished on just these lines

4 By intensification” 1 mean something like Durkheim's notion of 'dynamic den-
sity, the capacity for human beings not just to live neat each other but to carry

on manifold significant relations with each other
5 This is evident immediately from recognition of the substantial public and

political work he did - for example, helping to draft the Weimar constitution -
alongside his scientific or scholarly production For a deeper sense of the extent
to which Weber did not in fact choose shatplj between these vocations see
Marianne Weber s (1973) excellent (and very sociological) biography , Al<n Veter
ee Hannerz (1992), Cultural Complexity for a nice contemporary suggestion of
Ms issue Also, Hannerz (1958), 'The world in Creohsation

”

ompare Arendts ([195-4] 1977 182) contemptuous formulation of a central
t wme m pragmatism (which she understands more broadl) chan just the American
P l osophical school, and which she charges wjth deep!} pernicious effeers on
mo ern education) that jou can know and understand only what \ou ha\t done
yourself
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10 1 will not attempt to lay out the range of appropriate references to Freud and

psychoanalysis The most accessible of Bakhtin’s texts is probably (1981) The

Dialogical Imagination The work of Vygotsky (also published under the pseudo-

nym Voloshinov) helps to open up related themes See Holquist and Clark (1986)

on Bakhtin, Wertsch (1990) on Vygotsky

11 This insight is partially suggested in George Herbert Mead’s (1934) notion of

taking the role of the other (MW, Self, and Society), but not really developed m
the same way

12 Bourdien (1990), "Lecture on the lecture,” in In Other Words

13 Fraser ([1986} 1989), "What’s critical about critical theory " Part of the problem

is that Habermas does not see the need for a specifically gendered analysis but

tries to achieve universality by transcending gender (which keeps it from being

thematized but not from being relevant)

14 Habermas is certainly aware that there are problems with applying the model of

doctor and patient to large-scale subjects such as classes, he indicates in Theory

and Practice, p 30, that the key is to distinguish strategic confrontations (to

which the psychoanalytic model does not apply from normative reflection and

communication to which it does, though this still seems both to strip psychoana-

lytic therapy of its strategic dimension and to imagine an improbable sort of

social encounter

15 Though the formation of a Sami Parliament appropriates nationalist rhetoric and
(like other mobilizations ofsubordinate nationalities and regional identities) poses

a question about distributions of power among the constituent identities of a

potentially unified Europe

16 The international intellectual discourse thus does not attain objectivity, though
it attains salutary diversity, from the inclusion of the voices of post-colonial

intellectuals It is important also to remember that, for example. South Asian
participants in this international discourse are not simply representatives of the

anthropological other but elites empowered by education and/or class to enter

into this realm

17 Such attempts are often understandable from the point of view of priestly power
as well as theology, see Bourdieu (1991), “Genesis and structure of the religious

field
’

18 Earlier Biblical redactors and copyists seem sometimes to have responded to

internal inconsistencies by assuming them to be the result of previous transcrip-

tion errors — and often trymg to resolve them by altering texts to achieve con-

sistency and to accord with prevailing doctrine See Ehrman (1993), The Orthodox

Corruption of Scripture

19 See discussion in Weintraub (1994), "Introduction”, Eisenstadt, The Political System

of Empires (1962), The Decline of Empires (1964)
20 Bourdieu, Chamboredon, and Passeron (1991), The Craft ofSociology, offer a strong,

though not explicitly cross-cultural, analysis of this in their discussion of "win-

ning the social fact

21 It also reveals the limits of the idea of a "pure structuralism" in sociology, such
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as that advocated by Peter Blau Blaus sociological structural.sm involves study-

sng interaction rates between various categories ofpersons - for example, rich an

poor, black and white Inescapably, though, Blau must begin with inductions

of such categories from some cultural framework If they are objectified m data

sources (such as census items) it is easy to treat them as chough they were

objective and forget that they were nor only chosen by individuals but consti-

tuted by culture Whether or nor this is the case, Blau s reliance on these categor-

ies implicitly calls not just for tests of their salience (that is, their ability to

predict interaction rates), which is his own main concern, but for an account of

how they are derived and why they are the most appropriate representations of

the cultural factors that make the variance in interaction rates meaningful (which

Blau does not offer) Blau (1977), Inequality and Heterogeneity, see also discussion

in Calhoun and Scott (1990), "Introduction
"

22 A somewhat similar style of research introduces gender as a variable into analytic

models that had previously ignored it — but without undertaking a more general

rethinking of the importance of gender as a category constitutive of both the

social world and sociological problems

23 See, for example, Robert Wuthnow’s (1987) attempts to move “beyond the prob-

lem of meaning,'’ Meaning and Moral Older and (1989) Communities of Discourse,

and my (1992a) response in “Beyond the problem of meaning

24 It is also, by the way, m taking meaning as infinite and lacking any intrinsic

relation to “truth” or application that “post-structuralist and post-modernist

lines of thought have differed most decisively from hermeneutics

25 Or even more, with his understanding of the transformative implications of

Planck’s work Or consider Heisenberg (quoted from Arendts 1954/1977), Be-

tween Past and Future
, p 47) “The most important new result of nuclear physics

was the recognition of the possibility of applying quite different types of natural

laws, without contradiction, to one and the same physical event This is due to

the fact that within a system of laws which are based on certain fundamental

ideas only certain quite definite ways of asking questions make sense, and thus,

such a system is separated from others which allow different questions to be put

But the implications of this should not be overstated In particular, social scien-

tists should not collapse the issue of interpretation completely into the contrast

between quantitative and qualitative methods — equating quantitative techniques

with analysis and viewing interpretation as either an imprecise version of analysis

or somehow its opposite First, quantitative sociology also depends on interpre-

tation and this is sometimes done with great sensitivity Second, much quanti-

tative sociology is essentially descriptive, the use of numbers does not guarantee

causal or other forms of analysis, let alone relation to theory Third, while some

qualitative sociology is overwhelmingly descriptive in aim, much focuses on

analyses aimed at clarifying the conceptual constitution of phenomena under

study Finally, a good deal of qualitative sociology is in fact model-building and

shares both the use of abstraction and the goal of precision with quantitative

analysis — or even more, with mathematical model-building If there is a real
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issue in this sociological debate, it is the question of whether meaning is consti-

tuted by a rich relation of the specific objects of study to a broad socio-cultural con-

text, or narrowed and even violated by wrenching variables from their contexts

26 In Kantian language, the social sciences depend largely on judgment, for the

social world is not accessible to pure reason But since social scientists are not

passive, external observers but engaged social actors, their work is necessarily

guided by the ethical imperatives of practical reason as well
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Crises of Modernity: Political Sociology in

Historical Contexts

Peter Wagner

The Problem of Political Sociology

This essay will offer some elements of a comparison of current sociology with

classical sociology, chat is, sociological work around the turn of the nine-

teenth century Far from being exhaustive in any respect, it will focus on one

mam intellectual and political problematic, though one which can indeed be

regarded as constitutive of what is often called the sociological tradition The
problem I try to define is the one of the relation between social identities,

social practices and modes of collective rule-setting To put it crudely, for a

beginning, I shall argue that political sociology has mostly dwelt on the idea

of a need for - as well as a tendency toward — a neat coherence of identities,

practices and rules in a society Coherence, in this sense, means that there is

a collectivity of human beings, forming a "society” by virtue of the fact that

they share common understandings about what is important in their lives

(identities), that they mostly interact with each other, inside this collectivity

(practices), and that they have ways to determine how they regulate their

lives in common (rules of the polity)

1

However, it has been notoriously

difficult to argue under which — empirical - conditions such coherence can
be said to exist, why and to which degree it is needed as well as how it would
actually be brought about and maintained To lay the groundwork for the
search for an adequate understanding of this issue, I shall first try to exem-
plify what is meant by identities, practices, and rules of the polity

Self-tdmttty I take co be the understanding somebody has of her or his own
life, the orientations one gives to one's life Mostly, self-identities are com-
posed of a number of elements, such as being father to a family, loyal em-
ployee to a company and good citizen of a nation And, as this example
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shows, its elements may have different width, referring to others or groups

of others at smaller or greater distance from oneself Under modern condi-

tions, it is often argued, self-identicy is closely linked to the idea of self-

realization Again, self-realization may be conceived in quite different ways

In romantic terms, it could mean the discovery of an inner self and the

attempt to live up to that inner self’s exigencies In more profane terms, it

can be read as giving priority to one’s own goals at the possible neglect of

“higher” values
2
In the latter variant, self-identity appears as highly indi-

vidualistic, referring to the possibility of a choice of identity and of being

responsible for that choice to oneself only However, it is important to rec-

ognize that every process of identity-formation is a social process Even a

highly individualistic concept of self-identity relates to, and is to a certain

extent dependent on, an individualistic culture in which it can be realized

By social identities, specifically, I refer to the effective rooting of individual

identities in social contexts of others To see oneself as part of a larger group

may be the crucial element of one’s self-identity The classical examples are

national identities and class identities Thus, natives of German parents on

German soil may feel part of a greater group of “Germans” to whom they

consider themselves tied by historical fate even though they will not actually

meet most of them ever during their lives Or, workers may have felt united

with other workers anywhere in the world by defining their social situation

as a common one and seeing themselves as engaged in the same struggle

More recently, gender and “non-national” ethnic identities have explicit foci

in the formation of social groups, such as in the women’s movement and

among Afro-Americans and Hispano-Amencans in the US
By social piactices I mean to refer to the activities people pursue and,

importantly, to the effective links such activities provide to others — by

sharing a residential location and meeting each other frequently, by exchang-

ing goods, or by communicating with each other and exchanging informa-

tion Some of such practices are direct, involving face-to-face-interaction

However, people are also linked to each other indirectly through widely

extended chains of interaction The global circulation of goods through what

has become known as the world-market, or the wide transmission of infor-

mation by electronic means are among the currently widely debated of those

chains of interaction We may note already here that social practices may be

related to social identities, thinking of environmentalists buying organically

grown foods, of workers reading journals of the workers’ movement, or of

socially and ethnically homogeneous neighborhoods where you mostly meet

others to whom you feel some affinity However, very often they are not,

many of the human activities in contemporary societies — buying food m
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supermarkets, salaried work for a big company - have no or very thin links

to the self-conception of those who pursue them

Finally, by modes ofcollective rule-setting I mean what is conventionally called

politics, namely communication and deliberation over rules that apply to a

collectivity of human beings with a view to regulating what they have in

common Key issues m the determination of such modes are the extension of
the group to which they apply, the rules for participation in their delibera-

tion, and the definition of the realm of practices collective rules may legitim-

ately cover Liberal politics used to claim that it has neat solutions for all

these issues the nation-state setting the natural boundary of the polity,

univetsal adult suffrage in regularly recurring elections of representatives

being the major rule of participation, and the distinction of the private and
the public sphere limiting the legitimacy of political intervention to the
latter However, as some of the preceding examples show, these solutions
may be not all that neat In world-market exchanges, for instance, social

practices may exceed the boundaries of the nation-state in politically relevant
ways Migration has changed the composition of many nation-states so that
sizable minorities are often excluded from participation rights Or, bringing
gender identities to the political agenda violates the public-private distinc-
tion as it was commonly understood

It is here that we approach the question of coherence of identities, prac-
tices, and rules of the polity A common way of putting the argument is as
follows a nation-state is a viable polity only if most, or the most important,
social practices link the people inside its boundaries to each other, and if these'
people share a sense of their being part of one collectivity

5
In more generic

sociological terms, one would speak of •'society” instead of the nation-state
However, due to the historical coincidence of the emergence of sociology and
the strength ofthe nation-state, both terms tend to be conflated m sociological
reasoning And, in some variants, the idea of a need for coherence is replaced
by the analytical argument on an inclination toward coherence By this move,
though, the emphasis is merely shifted co the question how such coherence
should come about

Let us briefly trace this argument through social thought First, by way
of delimitation, it is important to note that the question is meaningful only
within a conceptual space whose boundaries are marked by two exrreme
political possibilities regimes which are based exclusively on some external
reasoning or force rather than consent, or cooperative orders of free individu-
als which do not rely on political force that does not arise from consent The
former conception assumes either some natural interlocking of the pohty
wit identities and practices or a complete suppression of "deviant" identities
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and practices The latter, based on the assumption of an automatic production

of a harmonious coherence of identities, practices and the rules of the polity,

is the basic conception of a self-sustained individualist liberalism Whereas

some may regard this view as describing a desirable state, most observers

of nineteenth- and twentieth-century societies did not consider it to have

been achieved by any actual society, and many regarded it as illusory and

unreachable The ideal remains, however, as a key to the self-understanding

of Western societies, to what one might call, following Castonadis (1990),

the imaginary signification of modernity

In the case of these two possibilities, the problem of this paper does not

arise For other societies, the question of the relation of identities, practices

and modes of collective rule-setting is a highly general formulation of the

object of political sociology At the same time it describes an inescapable

key political problematic of modernity, and, as such, one of the most time-

honored problems of social thought In the beginnings of political modern-

ity, Adam Smith, Auguste Comte, and Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel,

among others, dealt with it each on their own terms, offering self-interest

and market, science and the state respectively as means to reconcile tensions

in these relations (or rather, to evaporate them conceptually) Talcott Par-

sons, a towering figure of modernist sociology, called it the problem of social

order, ascribed it to Hobbes, and later fotmulated it in terms of the integra-

tion of the culcural, the economic and the political “systems " Zygmunt
Bauman (1992 53) has recently spoken of a new relation of “individual life-

world, social cohesiveness, and systemic capacity for reproduction" as the key
to understanding post-modernity, that is, our own time
The issue, then, has an impressive genealogy The different historical terms

in which it has been cast indicate divergences in the ways in which social

relations are perceived in intellectual discourse as well as, to some extent,

how they are actually lived My own exercise of reconceptualization, in this

chapter, will proceed by comparing two different ways of conceiving this

relation, each of which occurred at a different point in the social history of

modernity The first dates from the period broadly around the turn to this

century, 1890 to 1920, and the second period is the present, which may be
said to have begun at some time between 1968 and 1973

1 Both periods

were critical periods of sociological thought, critical in the double sense of

being highly fruitful and in the sense that in each period the sociological

project came to the verge of collapse
5
Both were also periods of major trans-

formations of a social formation, or "crises of modernity”, the intellectual

reorientations -were ways to critically reflect on, and actively deal with, these

transformations
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Classical Sociology and the First Crisis of

Modernity

In political terms, classical sociology needs to be understood against the

background of the discursive hegemony of liberalism During most of the

nineteenth century, the century after the democratic revolutions in the United

States and in France, liberalism and liberal theorizing had been at center

stage of intellectual debates on politics Even the adversaries of liberalism

saw themselves in relation to it - as progressives who went beyond liberal-

ism, or conservatives who resisted it At the end of that century, however,

intellectuals were generally well aware of the failure of liberal theory, in

politics as well as in economic matters, to either understand the changes in

societal practices or to provide criteria for their regulation In those fin-de-

sikle debates, the position of the classical sociologists was marked by the fact

that they agreed that societal developments had superseded classical liberal-

ism, but insisted that revisions had to be made within that political tradition

(Seidman 1983 278) What was ic that had brought about this shift in

politico-intellectual climate, and how did the sociologists fare in the process

of rethinking?

Mostly, liberal theory is known for its claim to have resolved the questions

of political expression, economic interest, and scientific validity In principle,

democracy, efficiency, and truth were to be achieved by leaving them to open

contestation and competition However, a closer look reveals that most early

nineteenth-century liberals did not actually advocate a fully inclusive liberal

society Restrictions based on criteria such as gender, race, culture, or social

standing persisted The ideas of liberalism were restricted to male household

and property-owners, who alone were reasonable and responsive enough to

be free All others, most notably women, workers, and “savages,” needed to

be taken care of and/or excluded from free activities One might say that the

guiding representation of society was of a dual nature "domestic” relations

prevailed between women and men as well as between workers and entrepre-

neurs, whereas “market" relations were dominant between free citizens (see

Boltanski and Thevenot 1991) This representation showed a certain coher-

ence, as long as the practices of women and workers remained confined to the

house and the factory respectively, and as long as they regarded these as the

right places to be Even if one may accept, with many qualifications, that

such was broadly the case early in the nineteenth century, much of the social

history of the second half of that century can be analyzgdaaonhn^jgosion and
active destruction of that coherence
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This is not the place to repeat accounts of the dislocation of large parts

of the population, of the growth of industry and the industrial cities, of the

struggles for the extension of the suffrage, of the phrasing of the social

question or labor question, or of the formation and rising strength of the

workers’ movement, its parties, and social theories
6

Suffice it to say that

these processes, reordering social practices and disembeddmg individuals from

the social contexts in which they had grown up, uprooted social identities

and created widespread uncertainty about individual life chances - about the

place in society of those who were disembedded, and among the elites about

the order and stability of society as a whole Classical liberalism proved abso-

lutely unable to deal with these questions and a rather radical reconcept-

ualization of society was at stake

Reform movements during the latter half of the nineteenth century tried

to re-establish some solidity and certainty into the social fabric Many re-

formers came from the bourgeois elites, and their idea was not least to

safeguard order, they often drew on the idea of the nation as a collective of

people who shared a common history and had developed a collective social

identity But an equally important element was the self-constitution of the

working class as a collective body capable of defining and representing its

own interests Socialism, trade unions, and labor parties spring from this

attempt at developing organized responses to social change on the part of a

new collective, the working class Besides their political and economic objec-

tives, the movement also created a new social identity as an industrial worker,

an identity at struggle for a full place in society or in the combined forces

of the future of humankind

In very broad outlines, this was the political context of those writings that

we know as classical sociology Their authors saw the contemporary situation

as one in which a major political restructuring was occurring without a clear

objective or guiding vision They turned this into their major theme unable

to stick to the idea of a quasi-automatic regulation of social conflicts but

similarly unwilling to move completely away from the tenets of bourgeois

liberalism, they devoted their analytical efforts to the search for those phe-

nomena which might provide for a sustainable development of society (Rossi

1982 199) Theories of "organic solidarity" and the relation of religion and

morality as in Durkheim, of forms of legitimate domination and “charisma"

m Weber, of the political class and the “circulation of elites" in Pareto were

the products of such attempts at reconceivmg somehow orderly relations

between extended social practices, uprooted social identities, and polities in

need of adaptation I shall return to the type of these responses below, but

before doing so, I shall sketch how political thinking in sociology went on
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A key feature of the sociological tradition, well worth remembering, is its

discontinuity From the turn of the century onwards and especially during

the inter-war years, the classical sociological reappraisals of the liberal tradi-

tion lost their persuasiveness In the larger crisis of the liberal utopia, both

the intelligibility of society by the classical sociological means and the

manageability of social order by drawing conclusions from such means were

increasingly doubted (see Wagner 1991) The disillusion was far more pro-

found in Europe than in the United States In Europe, sociological discourse

fell to pieces one piece, its considerations on a theory of action, was taken

up by highly voluntarist philosophies of action, often referred to as "philoso-

phy of the deed ” Another piece, what was later to be called empirical social

research, developed a practical orientation toward the use of such information

on people’s opinions and behavior, and was often on the fringes of or outside

academia Both parts of the broken discourse flourished under the fascist

regimes Philosophies of action underpinned the idea of a strong man and his

will and power to rejuvenate the nation Empirical social research was often

specifically organized to acquire strategically useful knowledge about the

state of the population But both pieces flourished separately Taken together

they might have formed an empirically supported social theory of collective

action that could have been inscribed into a normative theory of democracy

At least elements of such latter discourse existed in the United States If

the political philosophy of John Dewey is linked to the social theory of

George Herbert Mead and the empirical sociology of the Chicago School

(Joas 1993), we have a body of theoretical and empirical knowledge which

emphasizes the human ability to create and recreate one’s own life individu-

ally and collectively These thinkers did not fall into voluntarism, much less

irrationalism, but instead studied empirically the enabling and constraining

conditions under which such creative action occurred One might say that

such reasoning tried to offer ideational and empirical tools for people to

construct coherent identities, practices, and polities on their own 7

But pragmatism did not become the dominant discourse of American
society Its broader social and political theory remained undeveloped and
even its continuation within sociology, as symbolic interaccionism, provided

no strong theoretical impetus after the Second World War, but rather moved
to the periphery of the discipline (Joas 1987, Manicas 1987 214, 275) The
shift of hegemony in American sociology was from the Chicago School m the

1920s and 1930s, to the Columbia School in the following decades, to social

policy research in the 1960s Neither continental European nor North
American academics and intellectuals were successful in interpreting social

transformations in such a way as to enable individuals to interactively
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reconstruct a meaningful set of social relations In contrast, one might say

that political sociology after the Second World War moved to prefabricate

a well ordered representation of society for people to accept ready made

Organized Modernity and the Consolidation of

Sociology

The "modernization'’ of the social sciences went a third way, which bypassed

the problems of either classical European or pragmatist sociology of linking

identities to practices and political orders In the United States, Talcott

Parsons tried to reappropriate the classical European heritage by showing

that there were elements in those works of a social theory that could deal

with entire social formations while at the same time being able to account

for the rationales of human action Parsons gradually developed these selec-

tively appropriated ideas into a theory of modern societies as systems which

became differentiated into functionally related subsystems whose combined

workings would safeguard system integration

System integration is nothing but the term for a coherent and stable

relation of identities, practices and collective rules The theory of modern-

ization works with a foundational distinction between two coherent forms of

society, traditional and modern, and the transition from the one to the other

is a coherence-seeking movement called development Once this process is

started, it entails modernization It is only at the stage of “modern society”

that a new coherence is reached

Some works inside the modernization paradigm have shown how such

coherence is achieved It did not escape these observers that the imaginary

signification of modernity as such, linked as it is to liberty and autonomy,
was neither coherent nor a source of stability An example relevant for under-

standing modes of collective rule-setting from the modernization perspective

is provided by Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba (1963) in their seminal

study of civic culture as a political ideal of modernity On the basis of their

findings, the authors dissociated themselves from an activist, participatory

ideal of the citizen They emphasized that a certain degree of passivity and

lack of involvement which is typical of so-called civic culture is functionally

necessary to secure democratic processes They ignored the liberal principle

of political inclusion and its history of violation, for them “moderated” change,

even if moderation necessitated restrictions to participation, was a legitim-

ate objective As they saw the modern state, participation in collective rule-

setting was a privilege to be granted only to those whose orientations have

adapced to the modern polity This thinning out of the liberal ideal of
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inclusion and participation is reinterpreted as a sign of progress toward political

modernity

The core of this theory was not the liberal ideology of the open society,

but the idea that a “fit” between societal requirements and individual strivings

was characteristic for the modern order Starting out from the assumption of

the need for a basic overall coherence of society, it identified related substruc-

tures or subsystems in it, each of which would have its own logic or mode
of operation, and which together could secure overall coherence The activ-

ities of individuals were tied into these social phenomena via behavior-

guiding norms and the learning of these norms or, in some variants, via

structural constraints These theories emphasized the organized, relatively

closed nature of overall social relations but tended to see this as an achieve-

ment rather than a restriction
’

With hindsight, one may understand such reasoning against its historical

background After the Second World War, an unprecedented growth of

production and consumption, that is, a strong dynamic in certain social

practices, occurred parallel to relative tranquillity and stability of authorita-

tive practices, while at the same time only limiced formal restrictions were
imposed to free political expression, especially compared to other times and
places The core problematic was to explain the co-existence of these features

as a specific social configuration This extraordinary conjuncture of dynamics,
stability and nominal liberty was treated not only as "normal" but as the end
state of all social change Modernization was defined as the process leading
to this end

The representation of society in these discourses was not completely flawed

Modernization theory did make valid observations about some basic features

of the advanced industrial societies of the 1950s and 1960s I will call this

organized modernity" (see in more detail Wagner 1994) The general fea-
tures of organized modernity ate these social practices were organized so that
they moderately cohered on the level of national society and formed
interlinking sets of institutional rules A discursive image of these interlinking

practices emphasized their coherence and long-term stability, and associated
them with a solid developmental perspective Such completion of modernity,
in the sense that its imaginary significations reached the end of their effec-

tiveness as an ideal, did occur historically, even if the order did not prove to
be stable over the long tun What has largely been neglected in discussions
of this order was that it had been constructed through intense struggles in
the relatively recent past, and that its closure was not as complete as some
post-Second World War theorists thought To reopen their representations
of society to consideration, one needs to examine the actual historical con-
stmction of this organized order
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The period between the First and the Second World War with planned

(wartime) economy, fascism. National Socialism, and Soviet socialism seemed

to witness the final demise of the liberal notions of politics, economy, and

science In the view of many participants and observers, the experience of

the wartime economy and social management during the First World War

meant that the full establishment or re-establishment of liberal institutions

was neither possible nor desirable Many of the proposals that were made in

the protracted struggle over societal reorganization during the inter-war period

called for a greater degree of social organization than any libetal political or

economic theory prescribed (m the “moderate” versions predominant in the

United States, the United Kingdom, or Sweden), or even for limited-diversity

polities firmly based on class, cultural, occupational or ethnic identities (more

strongly proposed in Germany, Italy, or the Soviet Union) The perceived

instabilities of the post-liberal regimes motivated these proposals, which

relied on the definition of a, mostly national, collective body and on the

mobilization of the members of such a collective body under the leadership

of the state The program and practices of these political experiments of the

period all restricted the notion of individual liberty in the name of some

collectivity, though of course to highly varying degrees Often, the political

reorientation was seen, and portrayed in propaganda, as some new awaken-

ing, a new beginning, which signified collective liberation rather than the

introduction of constraints to individual action

In these political experiments, liberal practices, based on the free commu-
nication and association of a multitude of individual agents with a view to

determining the degree and actual substance of collective arrangements in

society, gave way to organized practices that relied on the aggregation of

groups of individuals according to some social criterion before communica-

tion and decision-making about collective arrangements were made in and

between the organizations whose leaders were speaking and acting on behalf

of, that is, repiesenttng, their allegedly homogeneous memberships The set-

ting of boundaries and the social production of certainties is generally privi-

leged against the liberal assertion of the unlimited autonomy of everybody

to create and recreate oneself and one's social context

The Second Crisis of Modernity and the

Renewed Debate on the Possibility of Sociology

The “achievement" of organized modernity was that it transformed the

disembedding and uncertainties of the late nineteenth century into a new
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coherence of pracciccs and orientations Nation, class, and state were the

mam conceptual and institutional ingredients to this achievement, which

provided the substance for the building of collective identities and the set-

ting of boundaries They were materials that were all at hand, historically,

to those who participated in building organized modernity But they obvi-

ously did not cohere naturally It took half a century of political struggle and

of unprecedented violence and oppression to form a social configuration that

seemed not only to satisfy major parts of its membership but also to develop

a dynamic of its own This dynamic was what came to be called the “long

prosperity," the “thirty glorious years,” or the “Golden Age of capitalism
”

If the building of organized modernity can be understood in terms of the

conventionalization of social practices within set boundaries, many recent

changes can be seen as the erosion of boundaries and as processes of de-

conventionahzation With very few exceptions, current analyses of the or-

ganization of sets of social practices stress the breaking up of established

rules In some cases, a terminology is chosen that leads to positive associa-

tions, such as flexibilization and pluralization In others, when the emphasis
is on disorganization, instability, or fragmentation, negative connotations

prevail We learn about the disorganization of capitalism, the decline of the

nation-state, the crisis of political representation, and the like

This second crisis of modernity reoriented the modes of intellectual rep-

resentation of society, too The questioning of the order of practices extended
to a questioning of their imaginary representation, and ultimately to doubts
over the very possibility of representation Because the achievements of or-

ganized modernity were bought at the price of setting strict boundaries and
conventions, the critique of organized modernity was direcced at the con-
straining effects of those boundaries and conventions Intellectually, the rec-

ognition of the social construction of conventions was the major tool of such
critique It is made visible that strong grounds are lacking for rules that
are nevertheless universally applied and enforced within a polity

9 Thus, dur-
ing the past two decades, much critical intellectual energy has been devoted
to attempts at de-conventionalization (some may call this deconstruction)
and recreation of ambivalence in a social order that was regarded as over-

conventionalized and closed to any freedom of action beyond pre-established
channels

Sociological critics started by questioning the accounts of a well ordered
society that had dominated the discipline Efforts at reopening the analysis
of social relations focused on notions of action and interpretation as well as
historicity Such concepts reintroduced the potential for identifying forms
of plurality and diversity in social relations that could not be accounted for
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in the language of sttucture and integration The sociological critics also

reapproached the activities of the sociologists to those of "ordinary" human

beings Both were capable, in principle, of reflexively monitoring their own

activities and those of others Sociology was increasingly seen as a reflexive

enterprise, itself part of the society to the analysis of which it was devoted

The destruction of the boundary between sociological and lay discourse

allowed the very possibility of a science of society to be questioned It was

at this point that sociological discourse on post-modernity emerged (for more

detail, see Wagner 1992)

We may begin to draw the analogy between the era of classical sociology

and our own - in the following way The preceding turn of the century

witnessed the emergence of classical sociology as a reasoning on society that

was much more open, and less reliant on strong preconceptualizations, than

earlier evolutionist, organicist and/or determinist social thought Analogously,

from the late 1960s onwards, comprehensive structural-functionalist or struc-

turalist models of society lost their persuasiveness In both situations, then,

rather closed representations of the social world were profoundly questioned,

and in both cases, the alternatives that were proposed were of broadly similar

kinds (on the notion of closure, see Eisenscadt and Curelaru 1976 102-4,

245-73, 347-50)

Very schematically, I shall distinguish four such kinds of response

1 Much of Durkheim’s work can be regarded as the modified continuation

of the project of a positive science of society, building on earlier views and

trying to strengthen them at places where they had been found deficient,

without altering their basic outlook and ambition A similar attitude can be

found today in self-labelled "neo-functionalist" or "neo-modernization" theor-

ies All other responses view the "crisis" as touching the foundations of prior

social science more deeply

2 One view, which we may term formalization , acknowledges a basic

difficulty in conceptualizing social phenomena, but also offers a clearcut

solution If nothing else is certain, then the isolated human individual, with-

out assuming specific social ties, has to be taken as the sole methodological

(if not also ontological) basis Everything else will have to be derived from

this starting-point In the first crisis of social representation, this perspec-

tive was developed by authors of the marginalist revolution, which led to

what we call today neoclassical economics In current debates, the extension

of rational choice theorizing far beyond the discipline of economics reflects

a similar stand-point While this approach sticks strongly to the possibility

of a science of social phenomena, it offers a very asocial version of such a

science
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3 If one shares the skepticism of rational choice theorists about the

validity of other sociological concepts, but is also inclined to strongly reject

the economistic idea of the autonomous subject, one will easily tend to the

abdication of the entire project of “sociological theory ” Historical approaches

which emphasize the particular, or philosophical ones which focus on the

general, may become more dominant, leaving between them, so to say, the

space for a social science empty The dissolution of the sociological discourse

in Europe between the two great wars came close to such an abdication Its

present form goes most often under the name of post-modernism, a form of

thinking that emphasizes diversity and singularity, on the one hand, and

resists all universal statements, on the other, except the one that no well

founded universal statements are possible

4 The fourth response, which I would like to call leconsideiation, straddles

all three other ones What I have in mind here is a form of thinking that

takes all objections to social science seriously, but concludes with the possi-

bility, though a very precarious one, of maintaining the project, even if under

considerably changed assumptions Most importantly, in the context of my
argument, this approach reverses the question of the relation of identities,

practices, and polities by rejecting any idea of a preconceived need of, or

tendency toward, coherence It is on this point in particular - and on epis-

temological and methodological thoughts that are related to it - that this

response differs from the response I have called modified continuation The
remainder of this paper will try to understand what "reconsideration” would
mean today by continuing to focus on this problem of political sociology

The Sociological Task of Today: Social Identity

and Political Community between Globalization

and Individualization

Drawing an analogy between the problematic of classical sociologists and the
current one, as I have tried to do, was possible in part because the former
lived through, and tried to make sense of, a major social transformation that
can be compared, in some respects, to the one we are going through Weber
and Durkheim faced societies whose members had broadly accepted, or could
no longer escape, a basically liberal imaginary signification By their time,
it was obvious to them and many others chat the restrictions that had been
applied to the liberties — and which had radically divided each of these
societies into “two nations” of included and excluded — could no longer be
upheld It seemed clear that these restricted liberal orders would have to be
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transformed to ones with fully inclusive social rules How that would occur,

however, was very much an open question Many doubted that it could occur

without immense social costs The sociologists intended, among other things,

to contribute to the viability of such an inevitable social transformation

Classical social science intended to diagnose emerging phenomena such as

the increasing individualization that appeared to result from the dissolution

of Gemewscbaft, the formation of "society” as a larger order based on different

rules, and the construction of bureaucratic apparatuses in the big industrial

enterprises, state administration, and the mass parties Some observers recog-

nized in such new institutions and rules the potential for a new coherence -

chough others, notably Weber, remained skeptical But the intermediate

historical outcome of the transformation then underway - through political

struggles and disasters - was “successful” an organized modernity that effec-

tively focused “modernized” social practices was built Focusing involved a

double movement On the one hand, theoretically global, open-ended prac-

tices were reduced to national, bounded ones On the other hand, the poten-

tially infinite plurality and diversity of people on a territory was ordered

and bound by a relatively coherent set of conventions for action The order

of organized modernity was one which was fully inclusive within nation-state

societies, the extension of equal suffrage to all adult people and the recog-

nition of gender equality in the law being the most indicative examples At

the same time, however, possibilities for participation were channeled into

the prestructured paths of mass parties and welfare bureaucracies, and the

boundaries to the “outside,” to people of other nation-states, were much more

firmly controlled than before

By drawing on institutional and cultural means that were available in the

nineteenth century, the actual structure and extension of social practices (what

came to be called society

)

was made to overlap strongly with the rules for

collective deliberation (in the polity, defined as the nation-state) and many of

the socially important means of individual orientation (social identities) With

hindsight, the creation of imagined communities, such as nation and class, can

be identified as a means by which the political problematic was temporarily

fixed For much of the twentieth century, national and class communities -

being English or French, a worker or a cadre — appeared not as creations and

imaginations but as the natural locations of human beings in a post-traditional

society

The last two or so decades can be read as the breaking-up - or active

dismantling - of this three-layered coherence
11

Analyses of our time again

stress processes ofdissolution and of individualization Theorists of dissolution

argue that “the world market [ ] has erased the territorial inscriptions of
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the productive structures [ ] The occidentahzation of the world is a broad

movement of uniformization of the imaginary involving the loss of cultural

identities” (Latouche 1985 39-40) Theorists of individualization claim that

all stable social orientations, such as class, culture and family are breaking

up, and leaving individual human beings in much greater uncertainty and at

greater risk when shaping their lives If these two observations are joined

together, then a second-cnsis-of-modernity equivalent of the theory of the

mass society emetges Theorists of the latter had argued that the bureaucratic

nation-state is the grand individualizer and destroyer of social structures and

collective identities, that it isolates human beings and makes them depend-

ent on its own, anonymous, and machine-like organization Currently, the

same is said to occur on a global scale the nation-state then appears as an

almost homely, "intermediary" institution and container for authentic cultural

expression Such ideas are found both in those theories of post-modernity

that have an air of the tragic, since they see these developments as losses

and as inevitable (see Lyotard 1985 63-4), and by conservatives who try to

maintain or reconstruct bounded institutions based on substantive notions

of culture Significantly, a normatively opposed interpretation of the same
observations is also possible, m which the trends toward globalization would
be seen as enhancing enablements, as widening and easing the human capabil-

ity to reach out widely in space and time Individualization may be regarded

as a liberation from social constraints which have limited and channeled the

ways in which human beings could draw on the historically available

enablements These views can be found in continuations of the modernist

perspective in social thought, in neo-modermzation theory, but they are also

found in those strands of post-modernism that hail the new liberations

Where, though, do these opposed assessments of globalization and indi-

vidualization leave us with regard to the current condition of modernity —
and the sociological possibility at understanding it5 Let me begin an assess-

ment with the issue of social identities The concept of the nation as a strong
basis for social, namely cultural-linguistic, identity rested on an idea of the

historical depth of community, of bonds and commonalities created over
long periods Such a concept tends to “naturalize” boundaries and distinc-

tions with “others" outside the historical community and to limit cross-

boundary exchange The concept of class was lower than the one of the
nation, and not least for that reason its identity-constituting potential was
more short lived However, it is probably generally valid to say, in spite of
some resurgence of nationalism, that the hold of these quasi-natural identi-
ties has been loosening over the past quarter of a century in the West From
the 1960s onwards, the cultural revolution against organized modernity
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emphasized the normative unacceptability of such limitations and under-

mined the persuasiveness of the idea of any “natural” community What we

have witnessed since then is not individualization but rather the creation of

communities on othet substantive grounds, chosen by the acting human

beings themselves, and possibly more fluid and open to reconsideration than

the classically modern, national, and class, communities
12

How then are such modes of identity-formation related to the current

organization of social practices 5 The quasi-naturalness of social identities

during organized modernity stemmed from the overlap of social identities

with coherent sets ofpractices and polity boundaries Under such conditions,

there may be very little choice of social identity, even if awareness prevails

that identities are not ascribed but “only" socially determined But this

overlap was not natural, it had been produced by cultural policies emphasiz-

ing national identity and by controlling and restricting cross-boundary travel

of people, goods and ideas (see, for example, Noinel 1991) At the end of

organized modernity this overlap is much less pronounced, and the formation

of social identities is freed from such pre-determination Today there is a

strong dissonance between social identities and social practices, each ofwhich

are highly diverse and variable

What impact then does such a situation have for conceptions ofthe polity5

Political agency during organized modernity resided in practices and iden-

tities focused on the sovereign nation-state and its idea of representation,

both of which are now strongly challenged Thus, modern politics faces a

radical dilemma On the one hand, the very idea of political deliberation

depends on concepts of boundaries, membership and representation (Walzer

1983) On the other hand, the social practices to which politics refers may
become increasingly “a-topic” (Gilbert and Guillaume 1985 92), that is, not

confinable to any space, so that no possible definable membership group
could be found for deliberation, far less any community with a significant

degree ofshared values and, thus, a substantive basis for common deliberation

The split between the organization of social practices, boundaries of poli-

ties, and modes of identity formation a century ago led sociologists to argue

strongly for the need for the emergence of a new, coherent social order They
were not particularly successful in their predictions of what form it would

take The division of social labor did not produce "organic solidarity," contra

Durkheim, contra Weber, the legitimacy of existing forms of domination

remained in doubt in European societies during the first half of the twentieth

century But sociologists contributed to identifying the political problematic

of the time as well as the social and cognitive resources that were available

to bridge the splits between identities, practices, and polities
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In the current situation, it appears as if those splits are even wider and

the social and cognitive resources to bridge them scarcer than in the earlier

situation Any attempt to forge a new coherence on the model of the late

nineteenth-century European nation-states could hardly be other than very

restrictive, if not repressive, with regard to the pursuit of social practices and

the expression of identities In the face of multiculturalism, and violent

racism and nationalism, the dissolution of class structures and the emergence

of new social barriers, and homogenizing globalization and heterogemzing

tnbalization, I think, one can formulate the basic task of a political sociology

today as the analysis of the ament relation of social identities, social practices,

and polity boundaries The objective would be, on the one hand, to under-

stand the degree and form of overlap or cleavage, but, on the other, also to

rethink the very idea of the need for coherence

Earlier sociology and political thought have rarely been able to work
without some assumptions on tmdenaes toward coherence, through mechan-
isms of adjustment of values and norms, or on the needfor coherence, to be

enforced and safeguarded by supraindividual entities as guardians of the

common, like the state, "society" writ large, or a umversalist discourse on
morality In their own time of social transformation, the classical sociologists

took significant steps in opening up this issue
15 But mostly, they have not

been able, or have not dated, to free their thinking radically of such presup-

positions That is whete the limits of their political sociology can be found
The existence ofa certain overlap between social identities, political bound-

aries, and social practices may be a precondition for (re-)estabhshing political

agency, but the extent and its possible current forms need to be assessed

sociologically by looking at the actual “relations of association” between
human beings and the degree of social and moral contingency of their com-
munities Relations of association have to be analyzed with regard to the
extensions and permeations of practices which human beings share with
others and therefore should want to regulate in community, and assessed
with regard to the conditions for such a potential political community to
emerge, that is, the possibility of proceeding with common deliberation in
such a form that political rules meet the other social practices at their level
of extension, reach and impact

To start out from the actual relations of association and their - potential
or real — plurality, diversity and even incompatibility, means to radically
loosen both the analytical and normative presuppositions common in social
thought Such a sociology renews its ties to political theory It recognizes the
fallacies of self-sustained individualist liberalism and accepts the notion that
rules and boundaries of polities are related to identities and practices It does
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not preconceive, however, what the mode of such a relation would or should

be Sociologically, this question is left to empirical, strongly interpretative

analysis, politically, it is left to the open deliberation of the people who enact

these rules

I have tried to describe the task of current sociological reconsideration in

terms that made it comparable to earlier efforts, and translatable into their

languages This analogizing should not conceal that I see this task as a radical

one indeed Accepting diversity of practices and identities brings back an

idea of politics as open, creative human action, the sociology that goes along

with such a politics will be quite different from most of either classical or

modernist sociology

Notes

This essay was written during a summer stay at the Princeton Institute for Advanced

Study Once again, 1 wish to thank the Institute's School of Social Science for their

hospitality Discussions with Albert Hirschman, Bernhard Peters and Bjorn Wittrock

have helped me clarify my thoughts

1 My own choice of terminology is not guided by the desire for intellectual distinc-

tion, but by the need to avoid chose, often more familiar, terms in other views

which are strongly shaped by conceptual or historical presuppositions The notion

of society, for instance, makes an assumption on the coherence of social practices,

the (economic) idea of interest, one of autonomy and rationality shaping the view

on self-identity An analysis of conceptual transformations over time is seriously

hampered by maintaining such loaded terms

2 For two different ways of putting the issue, see Rorty (1989 chap 3) and Taylor

(1989a)

3 It may be recalled that the 1994 German government denied immigrants the

right to double citizenship on grounds of the possibility of “conflicting loyalties”

in the case of a dispute between Germany and their native country

4 I elaborate ideas here that were initially raised m Wagner (1992, 1994)

5 Broadly in the sense in which Turner and Wardell (1986 161) use the term

"sociological project
”

6 For useful accounts of various aspects see Polanyi (1975), Katznelson and Zolberg

(1986), Evers and Nowotny (1987), Brock (1991), Procacci (1993), Rueschemeyer

and Skocpol (1996)

7 For a more detailed characterization of this divergence between Europe and the

United States see Wagner (1994 108-11)

8 Parallel to this theorizing, an alternative approach, the critical theories of mass

society, was developed which regarded basically the same phenomenon, namely

the closure of modernity, as a threat and a loss 1 shall not deal in detail with this

approach here, chough
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9

Politically, the right to diversity - to be different and to handle things differently

- is a claim that stems from such reasoning Other than calls for equality, such

claims have proven difficult to deal with under the rules of organized modernity

10 A major difference between the two situations is that sociological debate proved

to be mote continuous and persistent in the later one I would attribute this feet

mainly to the firm institutional establishment of social science at universities and

other academic institutions Thus, a minimal precondition for the continuity of

a discourse was provided This continuity meant that much rethinking of theor-

ies, concepts, and methods could and would take place under the broad assump-

tion of the possibility of a social science

11 Alain Touraine’s notion (1992 164-5, 225, 409) of the ''dissociation" of a former

"correspondence” of modernity and the social actors seems to stem from a similar

observation — which he, though, casts in terms of actors and systems

12 Such as observed by Alain Touraine (1985) for social movements and Michel

Maffesoli (1988) for what he calls tribes Even if the substantive idea is related

to an ascnptive criterion, such as being black or being a woman, there is today

a strong element of choice in whether one would make this criterion important

for one’s own self-realization, that is, by making belonging to the respective

community a part of one’s self-understanding This is also how I would rather

discuss neo-nationalism in the West

13 See, for instance, Frisby and Sayer (1986) on variations in the concept of "society
’’

14 See Offe (1989 755), also Hindess (1991) Significantly, the debate among
communitarians and liberals seems to have focused on exactly this question, with

the communitarians arguing for reinforcing coherence, for building polities on
identities However, some of the most reflective contributions to the debate, such

as Charles Taylor's (1989a 532, 1989b) and Michael Walzer’s (1990), have,

while accepting the proposition, raised the issue of the degree to which such a

strong relation is actually required - as well as normatively defendable See Frazer

and Lacey (1993) for a critical assessment of the debate m related terms





Part III

Continuity and Revision

There is little question that the classics are still useful sources of insight for

analysts of social life A careful thinking through of the classics enables one

to identify the salient features of social phenomena in all eras But an intel-

ligent application of the classics also requires us to do the work of criticism

of the classics that they themselves did of their predecessors as well as to do

their work of refining and extending as well as altering the concepts they

inherited This kind of use of the classics is distinct from the kind discussed

in Part I, in that the focus is on what the classics can do for us rather than

on what we must do to understand the classics Nevertheless, it is in the

work of extension and application that we often come to understand the

classics in new ways We can see how their attention to particular empirical

phenomena misled them into premature abstraction or into the reification of

the phenomena with which they dealt Through this kind of engaged exten-

sion of the classics we arrive at an answer to the question of what is living

and what is dead in their thought

The classic most in need of this kind of rethinking is Marx himself The

rethinking has, in a sense, been continuous since the death of Marx, with

revisionisms and reconstructions a characteristic part of Marxism The im-

mediate context of the rethinking of Marx’s thought is dominated by two

different developments The first is the collapse of the real existing socialist

regimes in 1989 Whatever else could be said about these regimes, they were

the living embodiments of at least some of the ideas of Marx and represented

uniquely in history the construction of political orders according to recipes

derived theoretically The fact that much of the world’s population was

living under regimes professing roots m the theories of Marx, and the fact

that numerous "liberation” struggles also existed under the banner of Marxism,
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is a feet unique in history and lent the thought of Marx a significance unlike

that of any of the other “classics ” When the end of this world movement

came, it was natural to ask whether the significance of the ideas of Marx

depended essentially or largely on this historical fact, and in view of the long

relationship between the historical phenomena of Marxism as a political

reality and the popularity of Marx’s theory in Western circles this was a

particularly trying question Marxist intellectuals could no longer see them-

selves as contributing in their theoretical work toward the kind ofcontinuation

and fulfillment of an ongoing world transformation For the first time Marx’s

thought was forced to be evaluated and adhered to purely on the grounds

of its intellectual significance And the main evidence of its correctness, the

revolutionary movements of the world, could no longer be employed in its

support

At the same time as real existing socialism was collapsing, came the

second development Many important Marxists were engaged in an effort to

provide Marxism with intellectual foundations consistent with the standards

of academic debace In a sense, this effort, and particularly the branch of this

effort called analytic Marxism, which sought to restate Marxism in rigorous

economic terms, proved to be part of the intellectual undoing of Marxism as

a scientific doctrine itself Erik Olin Wright discusses the future of Marxism

and the question of the continuing significance of Marx’s ideas in the light

of both these developments

Wright's analysis concludes that the continuing significance of Marx's

thought is a consequence of his analysis of the phenomena of oppression and

exploitation, so it is perhaps not surprising that the most vivid employments

of Marxian ideas have been by feminists Issues of gender and the analysis of

the nature of gender domination have become a central part of academic

sociology, especially m the US Sandra Harding, a leading feminist philoso-

pher with a background in sociology, has been at the forefront of the appli-

cation of ideas derived from the tradition of Marxist sociology of knowledge

to the problem of the gender character of knowledge One of the most

important topics in feminism is the phenomenon of the exclusion of women
from positions ofpower and from full participation in the political, economic,

and public life of modern as well as past societies Central to the problem of

exclusion and the specific injustices done to particular women who have been

unable to employ their talents is the question of whether exclusion makes

any difference in the character of these institutions and activities themselves

Much of feminist theory and the women’s movement has been concerned to

establish that indeed there is a difference, that the character of these activities

is distinctively gendered as a result of these exclusions not only with respect
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to the individuals engaged in public life or holding positions of power, but

in terms of the character of the activities and thinking of the institutions

themselves If the law is distinctively gendered and science is distinctively

gendered, as feminist theorists have argued, there should be some sort of

alternative to a male dominated form of these bodies of thought Harding

describes the grounds for believing that alternatives are possible and gives

the success of feminist analysis as evidence that there is indeed a distinctive

standpoint that deserves not only consideration, but which we have reason to

believe is less blinkered than the standpoint of the dominant male order

The influence of feminism on contemporary thought has been closely re-

lated to the rise of the field of cultural studies In some respects cultural

studies seems to be the successor to social theory studies of popular culture

and media now have the fashionability that sociology had m the 1960s

Culture is of course a central concern of the classics, and specially ofDurkheim

Anne Kane shows how their insights can be extended not only to illuminate

the role of culture m a particular historical situation, but to show why the

social theoretical analysis of culture has a continuing significance that a social

theoretically uninformed cultural analysis cannot have

One of the pressing questions about the classics pertains most directly to

the project of a scientific sociology which emerged, as noted earlier, after the

Second World War in the United States The attempt to create a scientific

sociology resulted in neither a clear cut victory nor a clear cut defeat The
quantitative machinery of social science did develop, though emphatically

not in the way that the quantifiers of the post-war period had expected it to

develop Not measurement, but the methods of multiple regression analysis

and partial regression, already an important part of sociology by the 1920s,

emerged as standard methods not only for sociology but for policy analysts

and in a related form for economic forecasters and policy makers For tech-

nical reasons, the technology of causal modeling did not require or employ
the kinds of theoretical ideas important to the classics, and similarly did

not require the insights of interpretative sociology as practiced by academic

sociologists

This situation led to the emergence of what John Hall calls, following the

famous essay by C P Snow, the two cultures of sociology, reconstituting the

project of sociology in any form resembling the idea of Merton and Parsons
of a theoretical sociology closely based on and informative to empirical social

research requires some sort of reconciliation of or bridging of these two
cultures Hall argues that a link can be made through a proper understand-
ing of the character of measurement which still remains as a practical prob-
lem for empirical sociology despite the technical development of means of
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analysis which enable their user to de-emphasize the problems of the validity

of measurement by utilizing multiple measurements of and using the tech-

nology to select those measures which best define structure Hall's concerns

are central to the question of whether it makes sense to think of sociology

as a meaningful collective enterprise If Hall is wrong and if no attempt like

Hall's to reconcile the two cultures is possible, the long institutional connec-

tion between empirical social research and social theory will be no more than

a fragile historical relic, with no continuing intellectual purpose
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Marxism after Communism

Erik Olin Wright

Introduction

In both the popular press and the scholarly media we hear a lot about the

crisis of Marxism, even of its death Frequently the collapse of regimes ruled

by Communist parties vs equated with the collapse of Marxism as a social

theory However, while there is unquestionably a historical linkage between

Marxism and capital-C Communism, they ate not interchangeable Marxism

is a tradition of social theory, albeit a social theory that has been deeply

embedded m efforts to change the world What is more, it is a tradition of

social theory within which it is possible to do social science — that is, identify

teal causal mechanisms and understand their consequences Capital-C Com-

munism, on the other hand, is a particular form of social organization, char-

acterized by the eradication oc marginalization of private ownership of

productive resources and high levels of centralization of political and econ-

omic power under the control of relatively authoritarian political appara-

tuses, the party and the state Such parties and states used Marxism as a

legitimating ideology, but neither the collapse of those regimes, nor their

fedure to live up to the normative ideals of Marxism ate, in and of them-

selves, proofs of the bankruptcy of Marxism as a tradition of social scientific

practice

Indeed, there is a great irony in the claim that the demise of Communist

regimes based on command economies implies the demise of Marxism The

core ideas of classical Marxism as developed in the late nineteenth century

would lead one to predict that attempts at revolutionary ruptures with capi-

talism in backward, non-industnalized countries would ultimately fail to

accomplish their positive objectives Orthodox historical materialism insisted
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that socialism only becomes possible when capitalism has exhausted its ca-

pacity for development of the forces of production - when it is a fetter on

the fiiture development of society's productive capacity ' All Marxists, in-

cluding Lenin, believed this prior to the Russian Revolution The anomaly

from the point of view of classical Marxism, therefore, is not that the state

bureaucratic command economies have failed and are in a process of transi-

tion to capitalism, but that they survived for as long as they did This reflects

a basic silence in classical Marxism it contains no theory of the temporal

scale of its predictions But the important point in the immediate context is

that the collapse of Communist states is not a refutation of Marxism, it is at

most a refutation of Leninist voluntarism, of the belief that by revolutionary

will and organizational commitment it is possible to build socialism on

inadequate material foundations

Yet, even though strictly speaking che collapse of Communist regimes

does not imply a refutation of Marxism as a social theory, nevertheless the

events of the late 1980s have helped to accelerate a growing sense of self-

doubt and confusion on the part of many radical intellectuals about the

viability and future utility of Marxism I continue to believe that Marxism

remains a vital tradition within which to produce emancipatory social sci-

ence, but I also feel that in order for Marxism to continue to play this role

it must be reconstructed in various ways In the rest of this paper I want to

sketch briefly the basic contours of this reconstruction focusing especially on

the problem of class analysis

Three Nodes of Marxism

Before discussing the project of reconstruction itself, it is first necessary to

map out the central contours of what it is that is being reconstructed - that

is, what is “Marxism”’ The answer to this question, of course, can become

an exercise in stupid doctrinal scholasticism what is a lute Marxist vs a

phony Marxist The Marxist tradition is littered with the debris of battles

over this kind of question My intention here is not to define a set of beliefs

which one must hold in order to be properly counted as a "Marxist," but

rather to map out the basic coordinates of the Marxist tradition as a way of

giving focus to the task of reconstruction

To do this I think it is useful to see the Marxist tradition as being built

around three conceptual nodes
2
These I will call Marxism as class analysts

5

These three nodes are illustrated m figure 7 1 Let me briefly define each of
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Marxism as

class emancipation

class analysis

Marxism as

a theory of history

Figure 7 1 The three nodes of Marx'ism

these and their interconnections, and then indicate what I see to be the

central tasks of reconstruction within them

The contrast between Marxism as class analysis and Marxism as a theory

of history can be clarified by the use of an analogy from medicine Consider

the following two disciplines endocrinology and oncology Endocrinology is

what might be called an "independent variable discipline ” If you are an

endocrinologist you are allowed to study a vast array of problems - sexuality,

personality, growth, disease processes, and so on - so long as you explore the

relationship between the endocrine system and those explananda

Endocrinology is disciplined on its explanatory variables - the hormone system

- but promiscuous on its dependent variables Furthermore, in endocrinology

it is not an embarrassment to discover that for some problems under inves-

tigation hormones turn out not to be very important It is an advance in our

knowledge of endocrinology to know what hormones do not explain as well

as to know what they do Oncology, in contrast, is a dependent variable

discipline As an oncologist you can study any conceivable cause of cancer —
toxins, genetics, viruses, even psychological states Oncology is disciplined

on its dependent variable but promiscuous on its independent variables And,
in oncology, it is not an embarrassment to discover that certain potential

causes of cancer turn out to be not very important

In these terms, Marxism as class analysis is like endocrinology — it is

independent variable Marxism - and Marxism as a theory of history is like

oncology - dependent variable Marxism As class analysts Marxists can study

virtually anything You can do a class analysis of religion, war, poverty, taste,

crime As in endocrinology, it should not be an embarrassment to discover

that class is not very important for certain problems - this, too, is an advance
in our knowledge about class For example, in a recent study on the relation-

ship between class and the sexual division of labor in the home in the United
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States and Sweden, in spite of valiant efforts on my part to show that class

was important, I concluded that the class composition of the household had

very little to do with the distribution of housework between husbands and

wives in either country Yuppie husbands and working-class husbands did

equally little work The resulting paper, "The noneffects of class on the

gender division of labor in the home” (1992), is, I hope, a contribution to

class analysis by virtue of helping to clarify the limits of the explanatory

reach of class

The distinctive dependent variable of Marxism is history, or perhaps some-

what more precisely, historical tiajectory In its most ambitious form this is

the overall epochal trajectory of human history from the prehistory of human

civilization, through the present, and into the future In its more modest

form, it is the trajectory of capitalist development, from its origins within

precapitalist feudal societies through its dynamic development and toward

its eventual demise In both cases Marxism attempts to theorize the inherent

tendencies of historical change to follow a particular trajectory with a specific

kind of directionality
1

Marxism as an emancipatory normative theory is the third, and in some

ways the least elaborated, node of the Marxist tradition Indeed, there have

been Marxists - including Marx himself m places - who have denied the

relevance of moral theory altogether Nevertheless, the emancipatory dimen-

sion ofMarxism is important and helps to frame much ofwhat makes Marxist

class analysis and Marxist theories of history distinctive The heart of the

emancipatory theory ofMarxism is the idea that the fall realization of human

freedom, potential, and dignity can only be achieved under conditions of

“classlessness” - the vision of a radically egalitarian society in terms of power

and material welfare within which exploitation has been eliminated, distribu-

tion is based on the principle "to each according to need, from each according

to ability" and the control over society’s basic productive resources is vested

m the community rather than in private ownership

There are many different ways in which this egalitarian emancipatory ideal

has been elaborated Sometimes the stress is on the communitarian aspects

of the ideal, sometimes on the issue of self-actualization and individual free-

dom, sometimes on the issue of material egalitarianism and the end of ex-

ploitation In the strongest versions of the Marxist emancipatory vision

classlessness is treated as the necessary and sufficient condition for the real-

ization of emancipatory goals Most contemporary Marxists would take a

mote modest position, seeing classlessness as a necessary, but not sufficient,

condition, thus opening the door for an autonomous role for gender and

other non-class issues in a project of human emancipation In any case what
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makes the Marxist take on these normative issues distinctively Marxist is the

commitment to classlessness as the necessary condition for the realization of

these values

Working-class politics - the collective organization of social forces in

pursuit of working-class interests - has traditionally constituted the unifying

link among the three nodes of Marxism The emancipatory normative theory

defines the ultimate values of radical working-class politics, the theory of

history generates its broad, long-term objectives, and class analysis provides

the basis for its strategies If the point is to actively change the world, not

merely interpret it, then Marxism is above all about using class analysis to

understand the political processes for the realization of historically possible

emancipatory goals

The Interconnections among the Three Nodes

of Marxism

The interconnections among these nodes are an essential part of what makes

Marxism a distinctive intellectual enterprise
5
Consider class analysis What

is most distinctively “Marxist" about Marxist class analysis’ It is not the view

that capitalists and workers exist in a class relation based on ownership of the

means of production and sale of labor power Nor is it the claim that this

relation generates material inequalities and conflicts This much one finds in

Weber's class analysis The crucial property of Marxist class analysis which

differentiates it from Weberian analysis is its linkage to the normative prob-

lem of class emancipation and a theory of historical trajectory The emanci-

patory normative theory is directly implicated m one of the core concepts

of Marxist class analysis exploitation "Exploitation” is simultaneously an

explanatory concept and a morally charged term As an explanatory concept,

exploitation is meant to identify one of the central mechanisms through
which class structure explains class conflict Class relations are thought to

explain conflict in part because classes do not simply have different material

interests which are contingently conflictual, their material interests are in-

trinsically antagonistic by virtue of being based on exploitation Identifying

such class relations as exploitative also implies a moral judgment about the

inequalities generated within those relations Exploitation does not simply
define a "transfer of labor" from one social group to another, but a transfer

that is deemed unjust or illegitimate The emancipatory ideal of radical egali-

tarianism -ending class exploitation - is thus implicated m the very concept-

ualization of class itself
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One could, of course, construct a form of class analysis in which the con-

cept of classlessness was simply a normative ideal of radical egalitarianism

without any belief in the possibility of achieving this normative ideal This

would give the class analysis a moral edge, but there would be no implication

that this alternative to capitalism was actively posed by capitalism itself

This is where the link between class analysis and the theory of historical

trajectory comes in The theory of history attempts to show that there are

inherent tendencies inside of capitalism which pose socialism as an alterna-

tive There are various forms of such claims, from highly deterministic ones

(capitalism necessarily destroys itself through its own contradictions and is

inevitably superseded by socialism) to much softer versions, in which the

development of capitalism simply poses the possibility of socialism, perhaps

making that possibility more and more viable, but not more and more of a

necessity In any case, this link between class analysis, class emancipation and

historical trajectory is crucial for the distinctive, critical force of Marxism

class analysis is not just a moral condemnation of capitalism rooted in its link

to an emancipatory ideal, it is also an empirical critique of capitalism rooted

in its account of the historical generation of real alternatives

In classical Marxism, these three theoretical nodes mutually reinforced

each other in an extremely tight manner Marxism as class emancipation

identified the disease m the existing world Marxism as class analysis provided

the diagnosis of its causes Marxism as the theory of historical trajectory

identified the cure Without class analysis and the theory of history, the

emancipatory critique of capitalism would simply be a moral condemnation
- what Marx derisively called “utopian socialism” — while without the eman-

cipatory objective, class analysis would simply be an academic speciality The
three nodes constituted a unitary theory in which class analysis provided the

necessary and sufficient explanatory principles for the theory of historical

trajectory toward an emancipatory future The enormous appeal of Marxism
came in part from the unity of these three elements, for together they pro-

vided a seemingly firm basis for the conviction that eliminating the miseries

and oppressions of the existing world was not simply a utopian fantasy, but

a practical political project

In recent years, along with a considerable deepening of our understanding

of each of these nodes taken separately, there has been a gradual erosion of

their unity and integration Today, relatively few Marxists still believe that

class analysis alone provides a sufficient set of causes for understanding the

historical trajectory of capitalism, and even fewer feel that this historical

trajectory is such that the likelihood of socialism has an inherent tendency

to increase with capitalist development From a comprehensive and relatively
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self-contained paradigm of social science which aspired to explain all social

phenomena relevant to emancipatory social change, Marxism is moving to-

ward a more loosely coupled conceptual framework that provides an account

of a range of specific causal mechanisms that help explain those phenomena

This decline in the integration of its theoretical components has contrib-

uted to the sense of intellectual crisis in the Marxist tradition This loosening

of its theoretical structure, however, need not signal the impending demise

of Marxism, to the contrary, the less rigid framework may open up new

avenues of theoretical development within each of the nodes of the Marxist

tradition Such a reconstruction is especially important given the intellectual

climate created by the collapse of the command economies ruled by Commun-
ist parties

The Challenge to Marxism Posed by the

Collapse of Communism

Even though a good case can be made that the collapse of the command
economies is consistent with the predictions of classical Marxism, neverthe-

less, these great historical transformations do pose a challenge fot all three

nodes of Marxism The Marxist emancipatory ideal, the theory of history and

Marxist class analysis all depend in one way or another on the plausibility

of socialism as an alternative to capitalism If the collapse of these regimes

undermines the theoretical arguments about the feasibility of transcending

private property and capitalist class relations, then these elements of Marx-
ism are seriously threatened While the demise of the command economies

does not prove that there are no viable emancipatory alternatives to capital-

ism, it does potentially call such claims into question, depending upon one’s

diagnosis of exactly why the command economies reached such a crisis and
impasse

Neo-Marxists had been very critical of the Soviet Union long before the

present attempt to construct capitalism The guts of the standard neo-

Marxisc critique revolved around the problem of democracy in the absence
of meaningful democracy, socialist economic institutions could not be con-
structed and sustained Many neo-Marxists thus felt that a profound demo-
cratization of social and political institutions would be able to generate viability

to the socialist project, at least under conditions of highly developed forces

of production Rather than seeing the absence of private ownership of capital

as the cote problem, we argued that it was the absence of workers' democracy
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Figure 7 2 Traditional Marxist arguments for socialism

Hardly anyone in Russia and Eastern Europe seems to believe this What
is more, many radical intellectuals in the West who share the egalitarian

values traditionally associated with Marxism are also today skeptical about

the viability of democratic socialism, let alone communism 6
Even if one

believes that the empirical evidence remains highly ambiguous on these

matters, nevertheless, it is difficult to sustain the concepts of socialism and

communism with the certainty that once characterized Marxism Without

such concepts, however, the whole enterprise of Marxist class analysis falters

Classical Marxism had a brilliant solution to the problem of establishing

the credibility of socialism as a form of social production it turned the

problem upside down and tried to prove the long-term »a»-viability of capi-

talism The story is quite familiar as illustrated in figure 7 2 It is based on

two causal chains, both rooted in the internal dynamics of capitalist devel-

opment One causal chain leads from the contradictions of capitalist devel-

opment through the felling rate of profit to the fettering of the forces of

production within capitalism and thus the long-term non-sustainability of

capitalism, the other causal chain leads through the growth of the working

class to the increasing capacity of agents capable of transforming capitalism

The coincidence of these two causal chains makes a rupture in capitalism

desirable and possible

If this story were correct, then it would perhaps be less essential to have

a positive theory of socialism as an alternative to capitalism If capitalism

is non-reproducible in the long run and if agents exist (workers) who have

a clear interest in democratic control over social production and a capacity

to seize power, then perhaps the problem of demonstrating the viability of

socialism can be bracketed Unfortunately, both of the causal chains m this

argument no longer seem secure, even to many theorists still working within
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the Marxist tradition The thesis of the long-term non-reproducibility of

capitalism - the inherent, endogenous tendency toward deepening, and even-

tually catastrophic, crises rooted in the falling rate of profit - is certainly prob-

lematic, as is the claim that capitalism produces a sufficiently homogeneous

class of proletarians to constitute its grave diggers In this context, then, the

failure of the command economies and the tentative embrace of capitalism by

many people in those societies is troubling to democratic socialists While these

societies were not socialist in the sense of society s productive resources being

democratically controlled by workers, they had suppressed capitalist property,

and their failure is thus consistent with the claim that private ownership of

capital is essential for incentives and efficiency in developed economies

The future of Marxism thus faces two significant challenges first, there is

the theoretical challenge posed by developments within radical social theory

,

including the Marxist tradition itself, which have led to a rejection oftotalizing

versions of Marxism, and, second, there is the political challenge posed by

the dramatic historical developments of recent years which call into question

the feasibility of a critical theory normatively anchored in socialism Some

people might think that these challenges will ultimately lead toward a dis-

solution of Marxism as a coherent intellectual tradition There are certainly

voices in the post-Marxist, post-modernist camp who reject all explanatory

pretensions for class analysis as epistemologically illegitimate and believe

that efforts of reconstructing Marxism are last gasp efforts by recalcitrants

unwilling to face the facts Such councils of despair, I believe, should be

resisted While there may be no going back to the confident assurances of

Marxism as a comprehensive paradigm of everything, it is also the case that

any serious attempt to understand the causes of oppressions in order to

enhance the political projects aimed at their elimination must include as part

of its core agenda the analysis of class And for this, a reconstruction of

Marxism is essential

In what follows I will briefly discuss ways of recasting the tasks of each

of the nodes of the Marxist tradition and then turn to a more sustained dis-

cussion of certain problems in class analysis

Reconstructing the Nodes of Marxism

MARXISM AS THE THEORY OF HISTORICAL TRAJECTORY

The central function of the theory of historical trajectory within Marxism is to

provide a grounding for the claim that socialism - and ultimately communism
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- ate not simply moral ideals, but empirically viable alternatives to capitalism

Historical trajectory was taken as an explanandum not primarily for its own
sake as an object of intellectual curiosity, but because it provided the foun-

dation for scientific socialism

The question, then, is whether this function can be satisfied without

embracing the problems of trying to construct such an ambitious theory of

history Two departures from the traditional model are particularly promis-

ing
7

First, the explanandum can be shifted from historical tiajcctory to his-

torical possibility Instead of trying to explain the overall trajectory of human

history or even the trajectory of capitalism as a more or less determinate

sequence of stages, it may be more useful to focus on the ways m which

alternative futures are opened up or closed off by particular historical condi-

tions A theory of historical possibility might develop into a stronger theory

of historical trajectories, but it does not presume that sequences follow a

single trajectory as opposed to a variety of possible trajector/cr

Second, instead of understanding historical variation m terms of discrete,

qualitatively discontinuous modes of production as in classical Marxism,

historical variation can be analyzed in terms of more complex patterns of

decomposition and recombination of elements of modes of production

Consider capitalism and socialism Capitalism is a society within which

capitalists own the means of production and workers own their labor power,

socialism is a society within which workers collectively own the means of

production while still individually owning their labor power In traditional

Marxist conceptions of modes ofproduction you either have one, or the other,

except perhaps in periods of unstable transition (Of course, in a socialist

society one might still have vestiges of some capitalist enterprises and in a

capitalist society there can be some state enterprises and even worker-owned

enterprises, but any given unit of production would be capitalist or socialist

)

An alternative conceptualization sees the category "ownership” as consist-

ing of a complex set of rights and powers, and entertains the possibility that

these rights and powers can be broken apart, that they need not form a

unitary gestalt Within a given system of production, certain rights can be

socialized and others remain private Individual firms can therefore have a

mixed ownership character Even m American capitalism, the heartland of

relatively pure capitalism, certain aspects of private property rights are par-

tially socialized through such things as health and safety regulation and

environmental protection Such a situation might be termed an "interpen-

etration” of modes of production Rather than seeing the historical trajectory

of capitalism primarily in terms of the ruptural division of capitalism vs

socialism, this way of thinking about economic structure opens up the
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possibility for a much wider set ofvariations among capitalisms and socialism!

in which different patterns of interpenetration become the salient problem

for analysis In analyzing the historical development of capitalist societies,

then, the issue becomes one of trying to theorize the development of different

trajectories (in the plural) of such interpenetrations of modes of production

MARXISM AS A THEORY OF CLASS EMANCIPATION

The shift: in the account of historical variation from a sequence of discrete

modes of production to patterns of interpenetration of modes of production

suggests a parallel shift in the normative theory of class emancipation In-

stead of seeing “classlessness" as the practical normative principle motivating

Marxist theory, this principle might better be thought of as “less classness
"

This implies a shift from an idealized end state to a variable process

Capitalisms vary in the degree of exploitation and inequality that characterize

their class structures and in the extent to which socialist elements have

interpenetrated the system of production Private ownership of capital can be

more or less constrained through democratic empowerment ofworkers, through

socialized control over various dimensions of property rights Classlessness

still remains as a utopian vision, but the operative norm that provides the basis

for the empirical critique of existing institutions is the reduction in classness

A focus on less classness also opens the door for a much broader variety of

theoretical models of practical emancipatory objectives Let me give two

recent examples One proposal for the reform of the welfare state in advanced

capitalism is to replace most income-support programs with what is called

an unconditional “basic income grant" (or BIG)
s
The idea is quite simple

every citizen is given a subsistence grant of basic income sufficient to have

a “historically and morally” decent standard of living, unconditional on the

performance of any contribution to the society The grant of basic income is

like the grant of basic education and basic health, a simple right of citizen-

ship Such a grant effectively breaks the linkage between separation from the

means of production and separation from the means of subsistence that is the

hallmark of proletarianization in capitalism Marxists, following Marx, have

always assumed that it was inherent in capitalism that by virtue of the

separation from ownership of means of production workers would also be

separated from the means of subsistence and thus would be forced to work

for a living This is what it means to call workers “proletarians What the

BIG proposal hopes to accomplish is significant erosion of the coercive

character of capitalism by making work much more voluntary and thus

at least partially deproletariamzing the working class There are, of course,
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many possible objections, both ethical and practical, to BIG The point here

is that this kind of proposal is opened up within a reconstructed theory of

class emancipation once the normative core is understood in terms of less

classness rather than exclusively in terms of classlessness

A second illustration of the new kinds of models of emancipatory objec-

tives is represented m John Roemer’s controversial work on the problem of

public ownership and the meaning of “socialism" (1992a; 1992b) Roemer

argues that it is inconceivable chat any technologically advanced society can

function with the minimum necessary efficiency without a substantial role

for markets in both consumption goods and capital. He therefore believes

that the idea of a centrally planned socialism is no longer viable But how-

can you have real markets, especially m capital, without having private

ownership5 How can the idea of "market socialism” be made coherent5 His

proposal is basically quite simple Very briefly, it amounts to creating two

kinds of money in a society - money for the purchase of consumption goods

and money’ for the purchase of ownership rights in firms (stock-monev)

Stock-money is initially distributed equally to all adults and a mechanism is

in place for the individuals in each new cohort of adults to receive their per

capita share of stock-money The two kinds of money are non-convertible,

vou cannot cash in your wealth in commodity' money’ for stock-money This

prevents people who have high income from their jobs becoming wealthy

owners You are allowed to buy and sell stocks w-ith your stock-money, and

thus there is a stock market Firms obtain new capital through loans from

banks, which are publicly owned

There are various other details and refinements of this idea, but basically

it amounts to creating a mechanism in which it becomes impossible for

people to become wealthy owners of the means of production Ownership is

“socialized" in the sense that every person has close to the per capita share

of ownership of means of production and credit institutions are democrati-

cally controlled In other respects, markets function with only the usual

kinds of regulations one finds m capitalist economies.

Is this socialism? Does it further the emancipatory goals that socialists

have traditionally supported5 These are important and controversial ques-

tions But again, as in the case of BIG, models of this sort enter the purview

of a normative theory of class emancipation once the preoccupation shifts to

less classness

MARXISM AS CLASS ANALYSIS

To understand the tasks feeing a reconstructed class analysis it is useful to dis-

tinguish between two understandings of what class analysis can realistically
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hope to achieve Consider the problem of explaining various aspects of gender

oppression, let's say the unequal division of labor in the home One view

is that Marxists should aspire to a general class theory of gender and thus of

gender inequalities To return to the analogy between Marxism and medi-

cine, this would be equivalent to proposing an endocrinological theory of

cancer in which hormones would be viewed as the most fundamental deter-

minants of cancer Similarly, a class theory of gender oppression implies that

class is in some sense understood as the most fundamental or important cause

of gender oppression This need not imply that all aspects of gender oppres-

sion are explainable by class, but that at an appropriate level of abstraction,

class explains the most important properties of gender oppression

An alternative view is that Marxists should engage in the class analysis of

gender oppression without prejudging ahead of time whether or not a fully

fledged class theory of gender is achievable A class analysis implies examin-

ing the causal connections between class and gender and their mutual im-

pacts on various explananda, such as gender ideologies, women’s poverty, or

sexual violence This implies a provisional recognition that gender processes

are rooted in autonomous causal mechanisms irreducible tD class and the task

of class analysis is to deepen our understanding of their interactions in ex-

plaining specific social phenomena Now, it may happen that out of the

discoveries of the class analysis of gender oppression, it may eventually be

possible to construct a class theory of such oppression While such an even-

tuality seems unlikely given our present knowledge of these processes, it is

not logically precluded

Reconstructing class analysis, therefore, involves a shift from an a priori

belief in the primacy of class in social explanations to a more open stance

toward exploring the causal importance of class It might appear that this

way of treating class analysis relegates class to the status of simply one factor

among many Does this not lead to a kind of causal pluralism characteristic

ofsome currents m “post-modernist” social theory in which everything causes

everything and nothing is accorded special explanatory importance’’
9
Such a

conclusion might be warranted if we had recently arrived from outer space

and never studied anything about human social life The fact is, however,

that we know a great deal about social life, both from casual observation and

systematic research, and one of the things we know is that class is massively

important for understanding many social phenomena Class is a powerful

causal factor because of the way m which class determines access to material

resources and thus affects the use of one’s time, the resources available to

pursue one’s interests and the character of one’s life experiences within work

and consumption Class thus pervasively shapes both material interests and
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Class struggle

capacities for action This is not to suggest that class is universally the most

important determinant of everything social, but that it is presumptively

important for a very wide range of phenomena More specifically, class is

likely to be especially important in explaining the possibilities for and ob-

stacles to human emancipation, since on virtually any construal of the prob-

lem, emancipation requites fundamental reorientations of the use of society's

material resources, surplus, and time Such projects, therefore, inevitably

involve in a central way class politics - political struggles over property

relations and control of the social surplus The central task of class analysis,

then, is to give greater precision to the causal structure of class phenomena

and the relationship between class and other social phenomena relevant to

the normative goals of Marxism

ELEMENTS OF A RECONSTRUCTED CLASS ANALYSIS

My work on reconstructing class analysis has revolved around a relatively

simple model of the interconnections among the core concepts of class analysis

class structure, class formation, and class struggle This model is illustrated

in figure 7 3 The basic idea of this model is that class structures impose

limits upon, but do not uniquely determine, both class formations (that is,

the collective organization of class forces) and class struggles, class formations

select class struggles within the limits imposed by class structures, class strug-

gles in turn have transformative impacts on both class structures and class

formations
10
This is not a purely structural model, for the conscious prac-

tices of actors - class struggles - transform the social structures which limit

those practices But it is also not an agent-centered model, for those struggles

are seen as systematically constrained by the structures within which people

live and act Structures limit practices but within those limits practices

transform structures
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This model defines, at best, an agenda of problems to be solved Content

needs to be put into each of the terms and mechanisms need to be elaborated

for each of the connections specified in the model My own work on these

tssues has been preoccupied primarily with one element of the model class

structure I have argued that in order to have a solid foundation for under-

standing the relationship between class structure and class formation and

both of these to class struggles, we first need a coherent concept of class

structure Traditional Marxist concepts of class structure suffered, I have

argued, from two major problems First, they were too abstract for manj

empirical problems The conventional Marxist concept of class structure posits

polarized, antagonistic classes defined within pure modes of production -

slaves and slave masters, lords and serfs, capitalists and workers But for

many concrete empirical problems, many locations in the class structure,

especially those loosely called the "middle class," do not seem to fit such a

polarized view of classes Second, traditional Marxist concepts of class structure

tended to be too macro They described the overall structures of societies, but

did not adequately map onto the lives of individuals My objective, then, was

to produce a Marxist concept of class structure which would link concrete

and micro levels of analysis to the more abstract macro concepts

I will illustrate this problem of concept formation through three specific

conceptual issues the problem of the middle class, the problem of the (so-

called) underclass, and the problem of class alliances

THE MIDDLE CLASS

The "middle class” poses an immediate problem for Marxist class analysis if

the abstract concept of class structure is built around polarized classes, what

does it mean to be in the "middle” 5 In the 1970s when I began work on this

problem, there was, in my judgment, no satisfactory answer to this question

I proposed a new concept as a way of dealing with these kinds of locations

contradictory locations within class relations. The basic logic was quite simple

Previous attempts at solving the problem of the middle class all worked on

the assumption that a given micro location within the class structure (a loca-

tion filled by an individual) had to be in one and only one class Thus the

middle class was treated as part of the working class (a new working class)

part of the petty bourgeoisie (a new petty bourgeoisie) or as an cntirelv new

class in its own right (a professional-managerial class) I argued that there

was no need to make this assumption Why nor entertain the possibihn that

some class locations — jobs actually performed by individuals — were simul-

taneously located in more than one class Managers, for example, could he
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Mewed as simultaneously capitalists and workers - capitalists insofar as they

dominated the labor of workers, workers insofar as they did not own the

means of production and sold their labor power to capitalists

The idea of contradictory locations seemed to provide a more coherent

solution to the problem of the middle class, a solution that was consistent

w ith both the abstract polarized class concept and the concrete complexities

of real class structures Nevertheless, there were a number of significant

conceptual problems with this approach ' This led me in the mid-1980s to

propose a second solution to the problem of the middle class This solution

revolved around the concept of "exploitation ” Exploitation can be loosely

defined as a process by which one group is able to appropriate part of the

social surplus produced by another group. Any society, I argued, is charac-

terized by a variety of mechanisms of exploitation Capitalist societies do not

simply hate distinctively capitalist forms of exploitation based on unequal

ownership of means of production They also contain what I called, based on

the work ofJohn Roemer. “skill exploitation” and "organization exploitation”

(1982). In skill exploitation, owners of scarce skills are able to extract a rent

component in their wages This is basically a component of the wage above

and beyond the costs of producing and reproducing the skills themsehes
12

It thus embodies part of the social surplus In organization exploitation,

managers are able to appropriate part of the surplus through the power which

they command inside of the bureaucratic structures of capitalist production

Using this notion of differentiated mechanisms of exploitation, the "middle

class” could be defined as those locations in the class structure which were

exploited through one mechanism of exploitation, but were exploiters through

another Professional and technical employees, for example, can be seen as

capitalistically exploited, but skill exploiters The) thus constitute "contra-

dictory locations within exploitation relations
”

Both of these proposals break with the idea that individual class locations

must hate a homogeneous class character, and in this way they introduce

greater concrete complexity than earlier concepts of “class location " In other

respects, however, both of these proposals still adopt a quire restricted view

of what it means to occupy a class “location ” In particular, they both define

locations statically and they restrict the concept of class location to jobs A

fully elaborated micro-concept of how individual lives are tied to class struc-

tures needs to break with these restrictions b) developing the idea ofmidland

class locations and temporal class locations.'
5

The concept of mediated class location recognizes that people are linked

to the class structure through social relations other than their immediate
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"jobs
” People live in families, and via their social relations to spouses, par-

ents and other family members, they may be linked to different class inter-

ests and capacities This problem is particularly salient m households within

which both husbands and wives are in the labor force but may occupy dif-

ferent job classes A school teacher married to a business executive has a

different “mediated" class location than a school teacher married to a factory

worker For certain categories of people - housewives and children, for ex-

ample - mediated class locations may be the decisive way in which their lives

are linked to class For others, mediated class locations may be less salient

In any case, the patterning of mediated class locations is potentially an im-

portant way in which class structures vary

Temporal class locations refer to the fact that many jobs are embedded in

career trajectories which in various ways involve changes in class character

Many managers, for example, begin as non-managenal employees, but the

fact that they are in a managerial career track changes the class interests tied

to their statically defined location Moreover, many middle-class employees

have a sufficiently high rent component in their wage (that is, earnings above

what is needed to reproduce their labor power) that they can turn a signifi-

cant amount of savings into capital through various kinds of investments

Such a capitalization of employment rents is itself a special kind of temporal

dimension to class locations for it enables highly paid middle-class employees

over time to directly tie their class interests to the bourgeoisie This does not

mean that they become capitalists, but rather that their class location as-

sumes an increasingly capitalist character over time

All of these complexities are attempts at defining systematically the link-

ages between individual lives and the class structure in ways that enrich the

general model of determination in figure 7 3 In that model class structures

are seen as imposing limits on the process of class formation There are two
basic mechanisms through which this limitation occurs first, class structures

shape the material interests of individuals and thus make it more or less

difficult to organize certain arrays of class locations into collective organiza-

tions, and, second, class structures shape the access to material resources and
thus affect the kinds of resources that can be deployed by collective organ-

izations within class struggles Both of the proposed concepts of the middle
class as well as the concepts of mediated class locations and temporal class

locations attempt to provide a more fine-grained map of the nature of the

material interests and resources available to individuals by virtue of their

linkage to the class structure and thereby facilitate the analysis of the process
of class formation
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THE UNDERCLASS

A second problem m the analysis of ciass structures that has become espe-

cially important m recent years is the issue of the "underclass ” This concept

was popularized in William Julius Wilson’s work on the interconnection

between race and class in American society (Wilson 1982, 1987)

Wilson argues thac as legal barriers to racial equality have disappeared and

as class differentiation within the black population has increased, the central

determining structure of the lives of many African-Americans is no longer

race as such, but class More specifically, he argues that there has been a

substantial growth of what can be called an urban “underclass” of people

v, ithout marketable skills and with very weak attachments to the labor force,

living in crumbling central cities isolated from the mainstream of American

life and institutions

How can this concept be given some precision within the framework of a

reconstructed Marxist class analysis’ One strategy for doing this is to intro-

duce a distinction between what might be termed non-exphilative economic

oppression and exploitative economic oppression (or simply "exploitation” for shorn)

To get at this distinction, we first need to define the general concept of

economic oppression As a first approximation, economic oppression can be

defined as a situation in which (1) the material welfare of one group of

people is causally related to the material deprivations of another, and (2) the

causal relation involves morally indictable exclusion from access to produc-

tive resources This is a fairly complex definition Without (2), the losers in

a poker game would be described as “oppressed ” Without (1), we have

economically gratuitous exclusion - exclusion from resources from which no

one derives material benefit “Economic oppression" is thus a situation in

which the material benefits of one group are acquired at the expense of

another and in which unjust exclusion is an essential part of the process by

which this occurs The introduction of (2), of course, renders judgments of

the oppressive nature of a particular inequality highly contentious, since

there will generally be disputes about the moral standing of the exclusions

that back up the inequalities m question

Economic oppression defined in this way can take many forms Of particu-

lar salience to class analysis is the distinction between exploitative and oon-

exploitative economic oppression Economic exploitation is a specific form of

economic oppression defined by a particular kind of mechanism through

which the welfare of exploiters is causally related to the deprivations of the

exploitated In exploitation, the material uell-bewg of the exploiter causally de-

pends upon their ability to appropriate the fruits of labor of the exploited The
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welfare of the exploiter therefore depends upon the effort of the exploited,

not merely the deprivations of the exploited In non-exploitative economic

oppression there is no transfer of the fruits of labor from the oppressed to

the oppressor, the welfare of the oppressor depends on the exclusion of the

oppressed from access to certain resources, but not on their effort In both

instances, the inequalities in question are rooted in ownership and control

over productive resources
H

The crucial difference between exploitation and non-exploitative oppres-

sion is that in an exploitative relation, the exploiter needs the exploited since

the exploiter depends upon the effort of the exploited In the case of non-

exploitative oppression, the oppressors would be happy if the oppressed sim-

ply disappeared Life would have been much easier for the European settlers

to North America if the continent had been uninhabited by people
15
Geno-

cide is thus always a potential strategy for non-exploitative oppressors It is

not an option in a situation of economic exploitation because exploiters

require the labor of the exploited for their material well-being The contrast

between South Africa and North America in their treatment of indigenous

peoples reflects this difference poignantly m North America, where the

indigenous people were oppressed (by virtue of being coercively displaced

from the land) but not exploited, genocide was the basic policy of social

control in the face of resistance, in South Africa, where the European settler

population heavily depended upon African labor for its own prosperity, this

was not an option

This dependency of the exploiter on the exploited gives the exploited a

certain form of power, since human beings always retain at least some mini-

mal control over their own expenditure of effort Purely repressive control is

costly and often fails to generate the required levels of diligence and effort

on the part of the exploited except under very special circumstances As a

result, there is generally systematic pressure on exploiters to elicit in one way

or another some degree of consent from the exploited in order to gain at least

a minimal level of cooperation from them
In these terms, an "underclass” can be defined as a category of social agents

who are economically oppressed but not stably exploited within capitalist

production People in the contemporary American underclass are oppressed

because they are denied access to various kinds of productive resources, es-

pecially the necessary means to acquire skills and good jobs
16
But they are

not consistently exploited They are thus largely expendable from the point

of view of the rationality of capitalism, and as a result repression is the

central mode of social control directed toward them Their potential power
agatnst their oppressors — their capacity to force concessions of various sorts
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— comes from their capacity to disrupt consumption, especially through crime

and other forms of violence, not their capacity to disrupt production through

theit control over labor

CLASS ALLIANCES AND MULTICLASS MOVEMENTS

One of the main objectives m elaborating these refinements in the concept

of class structure is to facilitate the analysis of class formations and class

politics One crucial dimension of class formation is the problem of class alli-

ances Class alliances are situations in which people from different class loca-

tions come togecher to engage in collective action against a common class

enemy by reaching, in one way or another, some kind of compromise on the

differences in their class interests A class alliance is thus to be contrasted

with what can be termed a "multiclass movement" in which the accors agree

to ignore class differences in order to form a sohdanstic movement for some

political objective National liberation movements, for example, frequently

place class differences among their supporters on a back burnet in the name

of “national unity ” No teal attempt is made to forge a class compromise be-

tween bourgeois, middle-class, working-class, and peasant participants in the

struggle They are united in theit opposition to a colonial power, but theit

unity is not grounded m any significant attempts at reconciling their conflic-

ting class interests

This contrast between multiclass movements and class alliances is, of course,

somewhat stylized Many situations involve variable mixes between these two

ideal types Nevertheless, the analytical distinction is important politically

and theoretically In many situations, multiclass movements are easier to

form than class alliances, but equally, they frequently founder by virtue of

the unresolved class tensions within them Class alliances, on the other hand,

may be harder to forge, but once forged may be more durable since conflicts

of interest have been compromised rather than ignored

The various complexities in the analysis of class structure we have been

discussing can help to illuminate specific problems in the formation of class

alliances Consider the problem of alliances involving the middle class with

either the capitalist class or the working class People in the middle class and

the working class are both exploited by capitalists, they are both employees

dependent upon the labor market for their livelihoods They thus share some

common class interests vu-a-vis capital which constitutes a basis for a class

alliance On the other hand, as skill and organization exploiters, the wages

of middle-class employees contain a component of surplus which they are

interested in protecting Particularly when this component is large, people in
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the middle class have the capacity to capitalize their surplus and thus link

their class interests directly to those of capitalists These conflicting forces

mean that within class struggles the middle class will be pulled between

class formations involving alliances with workers or with capitalists There

are historical moments when the middle class seems to strongly ally with the

bourgeoisie, as in Chile in the overthrow of the Allende regime, and other

circumstances in which segments of the middle class forge fairly durable

alliances with workers, as in Sweden in the period of the heyday of Social

Democratic Party rule An important task of class analysis is to sort out the

conditions under which one or other of these patterns of alliance occurs

The underclass poses quite different problems for the analysis of class

alliances It might seem natural that the underclass and the working class

would tend to form class alliances, but there are many obstacles to this

occurring In their efforts to protect the jobs of workers and increase their

wages, the labor movement often creates barriers within labor markets which

act to the disadvantage of people in the underclass In many historical cases,

the underclass has been a source of scab labor in strikes and in ocher ways

are manipulated by capitalists against workers Thus, while both workers and

the underclass share an interest m the state providing job training, regulat-

ing capical and increasing employment opportunities, in many contexts the)

see each other on opposing sides Again, one of the tasks of class analysis is

to understand the conditions which make solidanscic movements combining

the working class and the underclass feasible

Conclusion

Since the early 1970s there has been an extraordinary development of theor)

and research within the Marxist tradition Our understanding of a host of

Marxist problems has been fundamentally transformed, including such things

as the labor theory of value, the theory of history, the dynamics of capitalist

development, the transition from feudalism to capitalism, the contradictions

of the capitalist state, the mechanisms of consent formation within produc-

tion and the problem of the middle class in capitalist societies These are

solid achievements

It is ironic, then, that in the context of such advances, Marxism should

be pronounced dead as an intellectual force in rhe world Mark Twain once

remarked on reading his own obituary in the newspaper, that "the repons of

my death are highly exaggerated " What looks like the death throes ofMarxism
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to hostile critics may be simply growing pains as Marxism matures as a social

scientific theory of class and its effects One thing, however, is certain class

politics will continue to be a central dimension of social struggles, since the

forms of ownership and control of society’s productive resources has such a

pervasive impact on so many social issues And, if class politics is a central

dimension of social struggle, then class analysis will have an important role

to play in developing adequate theoretical tools for radicals What remains

to be seen, however, is the extent to which such class analysis will be em-

bedded in a broader theoretical configuration that contains the normative

commitments of class emancipation and the explanatory aspirations of a theory

of historical possibilities

Notes

This paper reflects, in parr, a series of lectures given in South Africa in June, 1992

An earlier version of the first part was prepared for the American Sociological Asso-

ciation, August 20, 1992 The ideas m the paper have benefited greatly from the

intense discussions I had m conjunction with the South African lectures

1 For the clearesc and most systemic elaboration of this claim, see Cohen, Karl

Marx’s Theory of History A Defense (1978)

2 There are other ways of defining the contours of the Marxist tradition From

different sides of the methodological fence Alvin Gouldner in The Tm Marxisms

(1979) and Louis Althusser in For Marx (1977), for example, see the central line

of demarcation within the Marxist tradition lying between deterministic-

scientific Marxism and voluntarist-humanist Marxism Others have distinguished

between “vulgar Marxism" and non-reductionist Marxism In contrast to such

schemas which analyze the Marxist tradition in terms of epistemological and

methodological commitments, the proposal that the Marxist tradition should be

mapped in terms of these three nodes emphasizes the substantive preoccupation

of different styles of Marxism For a more elaborate discussion of these nodes of

Marxist theory, see Wright et al , Reconstructing Marxism (1992 ch 8) It should

be noted that m that earlier treatment the "theory of historical trajectory” node

was referred to as "Marxism as scientific socialism
"

3 Robert Brenner has argued (personal communication) that “class analysis ' is too

narrow a characterization of the “explanatory node" of Marxism In particular,

class analysis does not adequately encompass the problem of alienation While

alienation generated inside of the capitalist labor process might be subsumed

under class analysis, alienation rooted in markets and competition (also theorized

under the rubric “commodity fetishism") cannot Such alienation would exist

even if we had a market economy consisting entirely of worker-owned and run

cooperatives In Brenner's view, market-generated alienation is as powerful an
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explanatory principle wichin Marxism as class-generated exploitation He thus

proposes substituting the concept of “social property relations” for "class analysis”

as the encompassing term to capture the cote explanatory logic ofMarxism Class

analysis would then be one among several aspects of the analysis of social property

relations In my usage of the terms here, the analysis of market competition

within capitalism is treated as one dimension of class analysis, namely the analysis

of the forms of competitive interaction among agents within specific classes -

labor markets for the working class and commodity markets for the capitalist

class Marxism as a theory of historical trajectory and Marxism as an emancipatory

normatnc theory

4 Jn these terms, Marxism is much more ambitious than Darwinian evolutionary

biology in its attempts to explain historical change Darwin never attempted to

treat the trajectoiy of biological history as having any directional tendency of

development Its trajectory is the result of the contingent connection between

accidental environmental factors and universal laws ofadaptation Classical Maix-

ism, in contrast, argues that human history in general - or at least the history

of capitalism m particular - has a relatively determinate trajectory In this sense,

the Marxist theory of history' is more like the theory of the development of a

single organism from conception to birth through maturation, than it is like the

theory of evolution For a systematic comparison of the Marxist theory of historical

materialism and the Darwinian theory of biological evolution, see Wright et al

<1992 ch 3)

5 Not all Marxists would accept this characterization of the "terrain of Marxism
”

Some Marxists, especially those who work in the more Hegelian tradition of

theorizing, would object to the language of "mechanisms,” “independent vari-

ables," and "dependent variables " Instead, Marxism’s core concepts are seen as

rooted m a notion of totality which cannoc be meaningfully decomposed into

"causes" and “effects ” Still, even in Hegelian Marxism, class analysis figures

prominently in the conceptualization of the tocality and the central point of

theorizing the totality is to understand the “unfolding of history” toward the

emancipation of the proletariat Hegelian Marxism can therefore be seen as en-

gaging these three nodes albeit with a very different philosophical stance toward

the problem of theoretical construction than the one I am using here

6 The issue here is not socialism as an immediate political project, but its viability

as a successful, sustainable alternative to developed capitalism under any plausible

historical conditions

7 For an extended discussion of these and other modifications of classical historical

materialism, see Wright et ai <1992 ch 5)
8 A particularly lively discussion of basic income was launched by the publication

of an essay by Van der Veen and Van Parijs (1 986), “A capitalist road to Com-
munism,” pp 635—55 For a provocative collection of essays evaluating the nor-

mative and practical issues involved m basic income, see van Parijs (ed ) 1992,

hrgtang for Banc Income Ethical Foundations for a Radical Reform
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9

Or, in some versions of post-modernist social theory, nothing explains anything

and everything is simply a matter of perspective

10 The model in figure 7 3 can be considered the core macro-model of class analysis

There is a parallel micro-model which links class locations to class consciousness and

class practices of individuals

11 These problems are discussed at length tn Wright, Classes (1985 ch 2) The

most salient of them is that the concept of domination replaced exploitation as

the core criterion for class locations within the concept of ''contradictory locations

"

12 The concept of "surplus" is not easy to define rigorously The conventional idea

in the Marxist tradition is that the total social product can be divided into two

parts One part - the necessary product - is the part needed to cover all of the

costs of production, including the costs of producing workers (or, as Marxists

have traditionally called it, the “value of labor power") The surplus, then, is the

difference between the total product and the necessary product The difficulty

with this definition comes in when we try to define precisely the “costs of pro-

ducing labor power" If such costs are equated with the empirical wages of

employees, then by definition, no employee can be an exploiter If, however,

wages are seen as potentially containing “rents” derived from various kinds of

barriers to entry in labor markets, then wages can contain pieces of surplus

13 For a more extensive discussion of the concepts of mediated and temporal class

locations, see my essay “Rethinking, once again, the concept of class structure,"

chapter 8 in Wright et ai (1989)

14 It might be argued that criterion (2) is not strong enough to capture what is

normally meant by an oppressive economic relation Oppression is usually taken

to imply more than simply a morally illegitimate inequality, but one that also

involves some kind of power relation between the oppressor and the oppressed

Cheating in an economic exchange (or even a poker game) would count as a form

of oppression under some interpretations of (2), since it results in the exclusion

of the cheated from economic resources But cheating, while surely morally ille-

gitimate m most circumstances, would not generally be considered a form of

oppression since there is not necessarily a power relation of domination and

subordination between the cheater and cheated Indeed, in many cases the cheater

may be dominated by the cheated To strengthen (2), we could add an additional

criterion that the exclusion in question be backed by coercion, typically in the

form of protection of property rights In any case, for the present purposes we

need not fine-tune this definition since the main point is to give some clarity to

the distinction between exploitation and non-exploitative oppression

15 This is not to deny that in certain specific instances the settlers benefited from

the knowledge of native Americans, but simply to affirm the point that the

displacement of the indigenous people from the land was a costly and trouble-

some process

16 It is perhaps controversial to amalgamate the exclusion of the contemporary

urban underclass from human capital and other job resources with the exclusion
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of Native Americans from the land In the latter case there was a zero-sum

character to access to che resource m question and massive coercion was used to

enforce the exclusion, whereas m the case of education, skills, and even good jobs,

it is nor so obvious that the resources in question are a fixed quantity and that

access is being denied through force Thus the factual inequalities of access to

rhese resources may not in fact be instances of coercively enforced ' exclusion " For

ptesenc purposes, therefotc, it should be viewed as a hypothesis that the underclass

is “economically oppressed" that is, that there is indeed a process of morally

indictable exclusion from access occurring here, an exclusion which has che effect

of benefiting certain groups of people at the expense of others This, of course,

leaves open the crucial question ofwho, precisely, is benefitting from this exclusion
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Standpoint Epistemology (a Feminist

Version): How Social Disadvantage Creates

Epistemic Advantage

Sandra Harding

What is the relation between social and epistemic advantage? Most social

theorists and philosophers act as if they assumed that persons like themselves

- socially advantaged professionals, experts, in the production of knowledge

- had epistemic advantage The dominant paradigms and conceptual schemes

of social theories, including theories of knowledge and philosophies of sci-

ence, lead to such assumptions for they emphasize disinterested, dispassion-

ate, rational, objective methods, and the susceptibility of the regularities of

nature and social relations to explanation through such processes These

paradigms and conceptual schemes construct professionals as model knowl-

edge producers In societies valuing such rational, objective methods, profes-

sionals in knowledge production get high social status

However, one strain of feminist epistemology, borrowing from older Marxian

insights, has argued that it may be the case that, in limited but important

respects, such socially advantaged people and their institutions are, in fact,

epistemically disadvantaged
,
and that social disadvantage creates a certain kind of

limited but important epistemic advantage These standpoint theorists depart

in significant respects from the Marxian arguments, and they reject interpre-

tations of their own arguments that regularly are offered by philosophers and

social theorists working m the liberal/empiricist traditions They enable us to

gain a more accurate understanding of the epistemic authority of knowledge-

claims that originate "from below," and they suggest guidelines, a "method,

for everyone to follow in seeking better to understand nature and social

relations
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Here I will first briefly summarize the particular failures of Enlightenment

confidence that provide an important context for understanding the stand-

point arguments, and then outline the relation between social and epistemic

advantage proposed by standpoint theories in general and feminist ones in

particular Finally, I shall show how standpoint theories challenge several

common assumptions about the social that dimmish the usefulness of many

contemporary social theories and their associated theories of knowledge

Post-Enlightenment Enlightenment in the

Philosophy of Science

Late twentieth-century social theories have produced an impressive array of

arguments that undermine confidence in the Enlightenment vision By the

end of the 1960s, even mainstream US philosophy of science had come to

recognize that scientific claims could not, in principle, provide a glassy mirror

of a reality that is out there and ready-made for such reflecting, and that the

desire to do so was itself epistemically disadvantaging This point is relevant

to social theory because when the latter is constructed within liberal/

empiricist assumptions, m some form or other it takes this ideal as a model

of the natural sciences that it tries to emulate or reject And it is not only

liberal/empiricist theorists whose conceptual frameworks are in these respects

Enlightenment ones In an important sense, leading strains ofMarxian social

theory made assumptions about the value-neutrality of the “standpoint of the

proletariat," the way it expressed a truly human standpoint, that are not too

different from those that empiricists make about “the rational mind ” Echoes

of Enlightenment assumptions can be heard even in social theory approaches

that lodge epistemic authority in rational reconstructions ofphenomenologies

of life worlds

It turned out that observations are necessarily theory laden Moreover, our

beliefs form a network such that none in principle are immune from revision

Even the laws of logic could come to be reasonable candidates for revision,

as Quine argued in pointing to the untenability of the analytic/synthetic

distinction, if scientists could come up with no more satisfying ways to bring

their theories and observations in line with each other Consequently, our

theories are underdetermined not just by any actual evidence for them, but

by any possible evidence (Feyerabend 1975, Kuhn 1970, Quine 1953) Sci-

entific processes, both micro and macro, are not transparent, their culturally

local features contribute to and sometimes even constitute our descriptions

and explanations of nature’s order
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One consequence of the failure of that part of the Enlightenment vision

is the emerging understanding that more than one scientific theory or model

can be consistent with any given set of data, and each such theoretical rep-

resentation can come to have more than one reasonable interpretation In-

deed, this “slack" in scientific explanation, far from being the unmitigated

defect that it appears in older philosophies of science, turns out to be a major

source of the growth of scientific knowledge, permitting scientists to “see

nature" in new ways that advance the increased accuracy and comprehensive-

ness of their claims (Van Fraassen and Sigman 1993)

These older admissions of the failure of Enlightenment hopes show that

there is plenty of room in our very best, most rigorous belief sorting - even

in the natural sciences - for different values and interests to construct differ-

ent, reasonable representations or models of reality, and different, reasonable

interpretations of those representations Our knowledge systems could not be

the dynamic, flexible, creative, empirically sensitive ones that they are were

this not the case It is against this background that standpoint theorists

meditate on the links between social power and cognitive authority They do

not “import" political values and interests into sciences or social theories that

were otherwise “pure”, they tty to identify those ways in which such values

and interests are already there that are especially hard to see from the per-

spective of the dominant paradigms, conceptual frameworks or epistemes

Standpoint Theory

Standpoint theorists begin from the observation that social power and cog-

nitive authority are not merely accidentally linked The production of knowl-

edge is a social matter, and what gets to count as knowledge is shaped in part

by what the socially advantaged groups in any society want to know and how

it benefits them to understand and explain it Standpoint theorists question

the legitimacy of that link on both cognitive and historical grounds They

argue that in societies stratified by gender, class, race, ethnicity, sexuality,

and any other subjugating politics, the activities of those at the top both

organize and set limits on what those people can understand about them-

selves and the world around them "There are some perspectives on society

from which, however well intentioned one may be, the real relations of

humans with each other and the natural world are not visible” (Hartsock

1983 159)

In contrast, the activities of those at the bottom of such hierarchies can pro-

vide starting points for everyone's research and scholarship, not just knowledge
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production by or about the socially disadvantaged, from which less partial and

distorted perspectives become available It is not that thought arising from

the lives of the disadvantaged mirrors reality, since there are various kinds

of cognitive limitations to it also Rather, everyone should learn to start

off their thought from the lives of the socially disadvantaged in order to

detect the paradigms and conceptual practices of power that get to count as

legitimated knowledge, and to shape social policy and everyone’s thought It

is this distinctive kind of knowledge that cannot be made visible from within

those paradigms and conceptual practices, but the outlines of which become

visible from lives that are in significant respects outside them Thus all

knowledge is shaped by power relations in stratified societies, bur not all

such knowledge claims are equally false some are less false than their com-

petitors because of the greater comprehensivity, accuracy, and criticism that

starting off thought from disadvantaged social locations makes possible

Of course no one in the educated classes in modern societies, ones that

hold scientific rationality as an ideal, would ever claim that legitimacy should

accrue to knowledge claims simply because those who make them are socially

advantaged No one in such groups would defend "might makes right” in

sorting knowledge claims Nevertheless, two kinds of evidence have appeared

to support the assumptions that cognitive advantage accrues to socially

advantaged professionals in the production of knowledge, and not to the

socially disadvantaged First, there was the apparent “silence” of the weak Of
course the weak never really were silent, they were always trying to make
their voices heard Sometimes they managed to gain access to publicly rec-

ognizable speech so as to write books, deliver manifestos, or articulate the

perspective from their lives in other forms that the strong found difficult

not to hear At other times the refusal of attentive listening by the powerful

reduced the speech opportunities of the weak to such desperate forms as

strikes, armed revolts, running away, street begging, going mad, or dying

early What counts as silence and speech is itself a matter of social interpre-

tation In the case of women’s speech, the objective cognitive successes of

feminist analyses in the sciences, social sciences, humanities, and public policy

have eliminated any plausible imputation of "silence” to them
Second, the powerful produced various theories to explain why social dis-

advantage was under certain circumstances linked to cognitive disadvantage

Most effective here have been theories of how biological inferiority explains

both social and cognitive inferiority, for example, that women’s uncooked
semen (Aristotle), brain lateralization, hormones, or lower moral development,
or Africans’ inherent lazy and brutish nature, smaller cranial capacity, lower
IQ or lower evolution in Darwinian struggles, and so on, were responsible
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both for these groups’ lower social status and legitimate lack of cognitive

authority Social explanations have also been advanced that link lower social

status to lesser cognitive authority - for example, middle-class women’s

purported preference for and happiness in restriction to the domestic realm,

or the African-American "culture of poverty
’’

However, a long history of social theories have by now convincingly argued

that there is no legitimate justification for social advantage Moreover, it is

clear that the social advantage of the powerful often enables them to continue

to legitimate false claims that they perceive to advance their interests — for

example, about their biological superiority, and how that justifies their social

advantage There is nothing inevitable about the plausibility of less false

claims, many false but socially advantageous ideologies can be maintained

presumably indefinitely, even if others may sooner or later lead their follow-

ers and, these days, the rest of us into extinction Furthermore, such reflec-

tions suggest another possibility, namely that social advantage is, indeed,

systematically linked to legitimate cognitive authority, but inversely so In

limited but important ways, social advantage creates epistemic disadvantage,

and social disadvantage creates the possibility for epistemic advantage

How has the specifically feminist form of standpoint theory developed’ Its

intellectual history is conventionally traced to Hegel’s reflections on what can

be known about the master-slave relationship from the standpoint of the

slave's activities, and to the way Marx, Engels, and Lukacs subsequently

developed this argument into the standpoint of the proletariat from which

were produced theories of how class society operates The mechanisms of the

class system cannot be detected if one starts off thought from bourgeois or

managerial/admimstrative activities From the perspective of the activities of

workers and other socially disadvantaged groups, how capital is accumulated,

profit generated, wages kept low, labor deskilled, and so on, becomes visible

A social history of standpoint theory would focus on what happens when

marginalized peoples begin to gain public voice They point out that from

the perspective of their lives, the dominant accounts are less than maximally

objective Institutions designed to serve the needs of professional managerial

classes have favored conceptual frameworks and paradigms that reflect not

universally valid human problems, but only those the solutions to which will

advance the values and interests of those classes

In the late 1970s, several feminist thinkers independently began reflecting

on how the Marxist analyses could provide resources for identifying effects of

the structural relationship between the genders on the production of knowl-

edge (Harding 1983, 1986, Hartsock 1983, Rose 1983, Smith 1987, 1990,

cf also Jaggar 1983 )' How have favored conceptual frameworks and problems
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in the disciplines and public policy disproportionately represented only the

values and interests of men in the dominant groups5 How are values and

interests unexpressed in our dominanc institutions, their practices and cultures,

that arise from women’s assigned responsibilities for children, the elderly, the

sick and disabled, from women's positions in intimacy relations, violence

against women, domestic work, wage labor, the maintenance of community

food supplies, health and the environment, from women's assigned positions

in nationalism, imperialism, and capitalist expansion 5

Feminist standpoint theory proposes a kind of “logic of discovery" start

off thought from women’s lives to be able to detect androcentric conceptual

frameworks within which the prevailing research, scholarship, and social

policy generated by the dominant groups are formulated These frameworks

are otherwise invisible Why does this "logic of discovery” work5 What makes

women’s activities more valuable than the activities of men m the ruling

groups for generating fruitful research agendas 5 Diverse features of women’s

socially disadvantaged positions in gender relations, familiar to social theor-

ists in other contexts, can be identified as sources of epistemic advantage for

research and scholarship guided by feminist concerns
2
For example, knowl-

edge is supposed to be based, however complexly, on human experience, but

women's half of human experience has been ignored or devalued as an origin

of problematics and data (What new questions ate we led to ask about the

law, about '‘normal’’ social relations between the genders, if we start off our

thought from women's experiences of sexual harassment, rape, incest, or

battery5) Moreover, women are "strangers” to social orders that have not been

designed with their interests m mmd, thus their lives can provide a more

cntical, less "nativist," perspective from which to seek causal accounts of

social relations (Why does the double day of work that most women in the

world do appear to require no comment or explanation from self-styled pro-

gressive social theorists5 Do they take women's situation to be determined by

"the natural
”
5 How are their analyses of social relations that ignore women’s

social situation functionally any different from those of sociobiologists5
)
5

Women’s daily resistance to their oppression makes their lives better places

from which to begin to understand how "the battle between the sexes” works
at institutional as well as individual levels, thus women’s struggles and

feminist politics become part of "research methods” for understanding nature

and social relations (Try to put a sexual harassment policy m place in

a university in order to be led to fresh understandings about how ancient

ideals of mentoring and of the "great teacher” are based on assumptions of
an erotically charged, all male, teaching community ) Another argument is

that the perspective from women’s lives reveals how women’s activities in
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everyday life provide the necessary conditions for men in the ruling groups

to engage in the illusion that they are self-made, autonomous, individuals,

who owe no debts to anyone for their achievements Moreover, it shows the

material conditions that make appear plausible the excessively abstract con-

ceptual schemes favored by Western social theory Finally (for this only

illustrative list), women are "outsiders within,” whose presence inside a

society from which they are nevertheless in some respects estranged makes

their lives uniquely valuable positions — "borderlands” - from which ro

understand causal social relations that are not visible from the lives ofpeople

who are more solidly either outsiders or insiders
4

In its directive to “start thought from marginal lives,” standpoint ap-

proaches of course contrast with the natural (or social) superiority arguments,

they deny that what counts as knowledge is maximally responsible to the

way things are They deny that legitimate epistemic authority matches de

facto social power But they also are in opposition to the liberal/empiricist

arguments to the effect that the solution to such problems lies in ad hoc

adjustments to existing knowledge communities, their practices, and culture

“Including” members of excluded groups in knowledge institutions, encour-

aging more vigorous criticism m these communities, practicing existing

methods more carefully - such adjustments certainly are very good things to

do for all kinds of reasons But they fail to address the fundamental issue

standpoint theory raises the problem of the paradigm Those members of

socially disadvantaged groups who get "included” into advantaged groups

usually are marginalized and silenced within such groups, their silence often

a condition of their inclusion Moreover, the members of socially disadvan-

taged groups who are selecced for inclusion in the first place are usually

exactly those who have been most socialized into working within the dom-

inant paradigms, they ate the ones who are perceived most to exhibit the

prevailing standards of excellence To say this is not to impugn the high

quality of their work or devalue the importance of their inclusion in socially

advantaged institutions and cultures, it is only to question how effective such

a strategy can be for the standpoint project of learning to identify more

clearly the dominant paradigms of research, scholarship and policy Finally,

there is little reason to think that the already preferred methods of research,

no matter how rigorously pursued, can detect values and interests that are

shared by an entire research community The effectiveness of methods at

detecting values and interests depends upon less than the entire legitimated

knowledge community sharing the latter (Harding 1991 ch 6, 1992)

Standpoint approaches are also in opposition to what we could call the

“identity epistemology" argument Standpoint approaches are not claiming
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that the experience of the disadvantaged naturally or automatically generates

knowledge This would obviously be false, since women disadvantaged by

their gender have had experiences since time immemorial, but socially legitim-

ated articulations (“knowledge”) of the perspective from their lives are rare

indeed Nor could standpoint epistemologies be claiming that everything the

disadvantaged say is incorrigible After all, women, too, have made androcentric

assumptions about their own and men’s natures and abilities, and they have

also made racist and class-distorted assumptions Finally, standpoint approaches

are not claiming that only the disadvantaged can start off thought from their

own lives and so generate knowledge, sometimes men, too, have been able

to start their thought from women’s lives, and so to grasp regularities of

nature and social relations and their underlying causal tendencies in ways

prohibited by the dominant conceptual paradigms Few would challenge that

this is a fair description of important insights by John Stuart Mill, Marx,

Engels, and a good number of present-day historians, anthropologists, econo-

mists, literary critics, and so on

I have discussed elsewhere other misreadings of this new epistemology

(Harding 1992) Here I want to turn to some aspects of “the social” visible

in standpoint theory that could improve social theory more generally These

are that socially located knowledge is located m a gender/class/race matrix,

that it can also be regarded as universally valid, that standpoint theories

show us how to locate our own thought “in the North", and, in conclusion,

that socially located knowledge maximizes “strong reflexivity" it moves us

toward principled, Northern, ethnotheories

What is “Socially Located Knowledge"?

First of all, it is socially located in a gender!class!race matrix In contrast to the

Marxian and liberal legacies, standpoint epistemology’s subject ofknowledge

is not homogeneous and coherent but, instead, heterogeneous and contra-

dictory It is not “the rational man" or “the proletarian,” but the Clucana

feminist, Marxist-feminist, woman philosopher, or male feminist This is a

claim with complex implications, here I can only draw attention ro two of

them

However, first I must clear the ground by recalling that standpoint theory

is concerned with gender relations - social relations between the genders -
rather than biological differences Moreover, gender is fundamentally struc-

tural and symbolic relationships, not a set of fixed properties of individuals
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It is often assumed that by inspecting women (or men) we can tell what are

the characteristics of that gender, though, as the anthropologists and histor-

ians report, gender is organized in different ways m different cultures (just

as class is not inherently a property of individuals but a consequence of their

location in class relations) Gender is fundamentally created and maintained

through structural relations between the activities assigned to different

groups, so societies in which such activities ate more highly segregated and

hierarchicalized have more gender than others It is also created and main-

tained through oppositionally organized meanings, through “symbolic gen-

der,” so diverse natural and social objects and relations — hurricanes, nations,

the processes of science — are perceived to carry masculine or feminine mean-

ings Additionally, these appearances are not always coherent, sexist rhetoric

(symbolic gender) tends to increase not when women's structural position is

worsening but, to the contrary, exactly when women are beginning to occupy

social positions that had been forbidden them Here it appears as an expres-

sion of cultural malaise m which anxieties about changes in familiar gender

activities or meanings express more general anxieties about the loss or break-

down of a familiar social order (Bordo 1987, Merchant 1980)

Now we can come to the main point here, which is that all three kinds

of expressions of gender relations are interlocked with such other ways sys-

tematically of organizing individual identity, human activity, and social

meanings as class, race, and sexuality Several African-American feminist the-

orists have discussed this phenomenon as a “matrix of domination” (Patricia

Hill Collins 1990, hooks 1983) Thus each appearance of manliness or

womanliness is always also distinctively African-American or European-

American, working or middle class, gay or straight (or bisexual, or trans-

gender), and so on In this sense, there are no men or women per se any more

than there are humans who transcend a class location. Nor is there any pure

masculinity or femininity, there is only that characteristic of particular cul-

tural locations And social relations between two white women are race and

gender relations no less than are ones between any other two individuals in

cultures stratified by race and gender Standpoint theory’s socially located

knowledge is situated at determinate places in a complex network of indi-

vidual, structural, and symbolic social relations

Finally, though we each think and speak from a determinate location in

a network of mutually supporting hierarchies, our consciousnesses are not

determined by such locations For one thing, there are white racists and white

anti-racists, female feminists and female sexists, and far subtler complexities

of consciousness within such categories For another thing, it is widely
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recognized that the most illuminating feminist research and scholarship has

flowed from the “internally” heterogeneous and contradictory consciousnesses

of women from the dissonance arising from attempting to think and act as

a liberal-feminist, black-feminist, Jewish-feminist, woman-scientist, woman-
filmmaker, and so on Perhaps it has also arisen from the contradictory

consciousnesses of male-feminists It is the dissonances that generate the

research problematics, but feminist research and theory, not "what women
think” or experience, that produces the resulting knowledge claims Feminist

theories provide frameworks alternative to the dominant ones in our disci-

plines and daily social life — alternative discourses — within which men and

women can gain less distorted and partial understandings, descriptions and

explanations of natural and social relations (Hennessy 1993)

The second point about the social that standpoint theory raises is that

socially located knowledge can also be perceived to be, and to be, universally valid

This argument emerges from current feminist and post-colonial studies of

the natural sciences, but at least some of its points are relevant also to social

theory According to the legacy of modem science assumed by most social

theory (including by those theorists who reject it for thought about the

social), a claim cannot be universally valid if it bears the cultural fingerprints

of its origins - the individuals, groups or era that declared or found it a

legitimate knowledge claim Natural sciences “work,” they ate universally

valid, it is said, because they transcend culture To refer to a claim as "knowl-

edge” rather than merely as “opinion” marks the divide between the univer-

sally and only locally valid Scientific knowledge “works" because it can tell

us how nature really functions instead of only how the British, Native

Americans, or Chinese fear or want it to work This universal science view

also shapes much social theory - especially that most closely modeled on

natural sciences, such as neo-classical economics, and many areas of psychol-

ogy, but including also less determinedly empiricist fields

I shall make the argument here by following the challenges to the univer-

sal science view for the natural sciences to stress how seriously this view

requites revision even for such “hard cases” (Harding 1996) For one thing,

the metaphors and models within which conventional knowledge is gener-

ated clearly are culturally distinctive, and yet the claims produced do permic

accurate predication and explanation of how nature works For example,

Newtonian physics and Copernican/Galilean astronomy substituted a mech-

anistic model for the earlier organicist one Both the organicist and mech-

anistic models were permeated by religious, political, social, psychic, and

sexual meanings, as many feminist and pre-feminist analysts have pointed
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out (Leiss 1972, Merchant 1980) Moreover, scientific metaphors, analogies,

and models are not mere pedagogical or heuristic devices that can be elim-

inated without residue but, instead, fundamental constituents of scientific

theories, they tell scientists how to extend and revise their theories (Hesse

1966) But nobody would deny that modern physics and biology work uni-

versally, even though to this day they continue to carry such distinctive

cultural fingerprints The laws of gravity and of antibiotics will ‘'work" on

one whether one is in Peru or Britain, a Confucian or a Catholic

Second, the total image of nature and social relations that is provided by

the sciences of a particular era reflects what the groups directing those sci-

ences - those in or aspiring to power — do and do not want to know Such

a seventeenth-, late nineteenth-, or late twentieth-century image provided by

Northern sciences clearly reveals its cultural features if one looks at it from

the perspective of other eras or other cultures with which it is in conflict (if

one tries to maximize objectivity by taking a standpoint outside the domin-

ant culture) It works and is universal, we could say, precisely because it sets

out to provide solutions to a culturally distinctive set of social projects For

example, natural or social sciences that conceptualize their subject matter,

natural or social, as composed of autonomous parts only externally connected

to each other work well to advance groups that do not care how their inter-

ventions in nature or society affect others But such sciences are ineffective

at predicting how the interventions they make possible in industrialization,

imperialism, or militarism will affect the environment or social relations

They are both universal and culturally distinctive

Third, in some cases sciences become universal precisely because of their

cultural features For example. Northern sciences have always benefited from

their intimate association with European expansionism Thus, not only do

they work well to describe and explain how to advance such expansionism,

they also assist in eliminating or dedevelopmg alternative scientific traditions

(Pettijean et al 1992) Their cultural specificity is thus hidden by the advan-

tages provided by their alliance with power

Thus, there could be other universally valid social theories that "work" at

different projects, for example, anti-sexist, anti-Eurocentnc, ones to increase

democratic social control and to maximize sustainable resources
5
They would

be "encultured” by the social distinctiveness of those projects no less than

existing theories are encultured with what critics would call sexist, Eurocentric,

or anti-democratic purposes Thus the uniqueness of the universal validity that

social researchers and theorists seek and attribute to their best knowledge

claims is a function of how successfully they destroy any viable alternative

accounts, it does not necessarily signify the absolute adequacy of those accounts
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or of the standards by which adequacy is conventionally measured The unique

validity of a social theory and its claims all too frequently is an empirical

consequence of the social power of the groups making the claims, not an a

priori feature of the research process, as Northern science enthusiasts claim

Standpoint epistemology enables us to think more clearly about the relation

between the philosophical claim that sciences succeed because/when they are

universally valid, and the historical and sociological descriptions of sciences’

constitution through cultural projects

Finally, it must be pointed out that there is yet another sense m which

sciences or social theories can be universally valid in the sense of making

successful predictions, and yet they are clearly culturally distinctive Even if

modern Western sciences bore none of the above cultural fingerprints, their

actual and claimed value-neutrality would itself mark them as distinctively

Western (and masculmist) Of course this is a contradiction (“If it’s value-

free, then it's not value-free"), or at least highly paradoxical The point is that

trying to maximize cultural neutrality, as well as claiming it, expresses a

culturally distinctive value Most cultures do not value neutrality, they value

their own cultures’ values, so one that does is easily culturally identifiable

A number of feminists have located the origins of the preference for abstract-

ness, formality and decontextualization in psychic consequences of the

construction of masculinity, for the educated classes in the modem “North,”

manliness and neutrality help define each other’s practices and meanings

(Hartsock 1983, Lloyd 1984, MacKinnon 1982) Others have located it in

the exchange relations of class societies (Sohn-Rethel 1978)

Thus standpoint theory insists that the best knowledge claims can be

universally valid and yet always will remain distinctively socially located,

and this argument challenges various forms of objectivism and relativism

Third, standpoint theories, like the rest ofEuropean and North American produced

social theories, are themselves socially located “in the North
" One dimension of the

social location of conventional and feminist knowledge deserves a bit more

discussion The new multicultural, post-colonial, and other anti-Eurocentric

studies both challenge and create opportunities for us to understand the

culturally distinctively Northern (“Western”) features of European and North

American sciences and social theories (cf Harding 1993, 1994, 1996) As
one of the post-colonial science critics puts the point, why is there no (or

so few signs of) “europology” of Northern social sciences and theories

(Goonatiiake 1992P That is. Northern theorists have constructed “onen-

tologies," “Afficologies," and the like for centuries, we have generated

Eurocentric descriptions and explanations of what we take to be the cultur-

ally distinctive features of the cultures that have constituted Europe’s Other
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(Primitive, static, regressive, savage, and otherwise generally inferior are central

terms in the European accounts of Others ) It is time for Northern social

theory to engage in the parallel project of examining critically Northern

social theories, rheir historical legacies and present culture and practices,

critically to map their distinctively Northern features (Said 1978; Mudunbe

1988}

Some fields of social theory have already begun this project - anthropology

and history most obviously (Is it relevant that these fields are centered on

the geographically and temporally distant 1’ That these are the two fields of

social theory where feminist theory earliest blossomed most richly 1') North-

ern feminist epistemologies, like the rest of Northern thought, need to be

relocated onto the less partial and distorted map of global history that is

being created by such post-colonial studies We need to understand North-

ern history, including the legacies of social theory that have been critically

reused by contemporary feminist theorists, as one thread in the map ofglobal

history, in constant encounter and exchange with the intellectual and politi-

cal histones linking thinkers and their cultures around the globe To do so

is to use the lens of standpoint theory critically to examine standpoint theory

itself (along with the rest ofNorthern social theory) in order to locate it, too,

in the history in which it argues every theory is located

This leads to the last point I wish to make here, which will also serve as

my conclusion

Conclusion: “Strong Reflexivity” - toward

Principled, Northern Ethnotheories

We can learn in another way from the post-colonial science critics One

strategy they propose is to construct fully modem sciences within their cultural

legacies of Islam or regional African cultures rather than within ours, as they

point out that the universality arguments expea of them These theorists

have begun critically to re-examine their cultural legacies to identify the ele-

ments that will be useful in such a projea today and those that will not. But

we, too, can engage in such a project. We can begin to explore how to

construct "fully modern social theories” - that is, post-modern ones for today

— within the cultural legacies of the North How can such notions so central

to Northern institutions as objeaivity, rationality, progress, method, and

sciences linked to democracy be modernized so that they become useful in

the world of today and tomorrow, where the North and its gender and class
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elites hopefully will no longer be able to design the world and the dominant

images of it to suit only their own desires’ Any social theories that are

created in the North will be distinctively Northern ethnotheones whatever

their purposes and methods — all knowledge is and must be socially located

But these theories could be principled ones They could conscientiously re-

trieve those elements of the modem European and North American cultural

legacy that can provide appropriate resources for the post-colonial and post-

patriarchal world that, we hope, is beginning to emerge, and they could

reject those that are not

To engage in this project is to generate a "strong refiexivity” to replace the

only weak forms of it that have appeared in social theory It is to demand a

kind of symmetry between the agent and object of knowledge in the sense

that the conceptual framework shaping our theory, research, and policy be

subjected to the same critical scrutiny on which we insist for the objects of

out knowledge It is to place the subject m the same critical plane as the

object of knowledge Natural scientists and social theorists have tended to

respond to the "problem” of refiexivity either with dejection and stoicism,

personal confessions of their individual social values, interests, and location,

recommendations about submitting the results of one’s research for approval

or at least comment by the “natives” one was studying (in appropriate cases

of social research), or moral exhortations to "be mote critical ”
I do not mean

to suggest that all of these responses are entirely wrong, but only that they

are all inadequate to the problem In contrast, standpoint theory inserts the

reflexive moment into the ongoing research process Maximizing the objec-

tivity of our accounts requires that the conceptual frameworks within which
we work - the assumed and/or chosen ones of our discipline, culture, and

historical moment - be subjected to the same critical examination that we
bring to bear on whatever else we are studying

Social disadvantage can create epistemic advantage for those courageous

enough to be willing to try to identify the paradigms, conceptual frame-

works, and epistemes that have shaped our most cherished social theories To
do so requires starting off our thought from the lives of those most disad-

vantaged by those paradigms, lives revealed through their speech - whether

explicit or implicit It requires social theory and political struggle to manage
to start off our thought from lives whose outlines the dominant ideologies

have systematically obscured — and this is as true for those who live those

lives as for those who do not It requires dialogues that cannot occur between

individuals or groups that are social unequals, that are not yet ideal speech

communities But it is the first attempts at such dialogues, and then the

next, and the many following that are required to create the ideal speech
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communities Standpoint epistemology refuses cleat and certain foundations

for beginnings, uncontroversially true endings, and the relativist theories of

knowledge that usually accompany such refusals We are always, already only

m the middle of our knowledge projects

Notes

1 Smith was already publishing on the topic in the mid-1970s

2 The following arguments are drawn from chapter 5 of my 1991 text

3 Rose makes this point in another context (1983)

4 Patricia Hill Cotlms (1990) developed the concept of the outsider within to ex-

plain the importance of rethinking sociology from the perspective of African-

American women’s lives Gloria Anzaldua (1987), bell hooks (1983), and other

feminists of color have emphasized what can be seen from "borderlands," and by

looking “from margin to center " Similar characterizations of epistemically advan-

taged social locations from which to start thought appear in Dorothy Smith's

(1987, 1990) "bifurcated consciousness" of women, for whom the dominant ac-

counts of social life do not accommodate their understandings of their lives, from

such bifurcated consciousnesses have arisen all feminist analyses of women’s bodies

(of beauty ideals, violence against women, biology and health care issues, and so

on) To think out of the contradictions of being a woman philosopher or scientist

or a great woman artist, and so on, is also to think critically from this “outsider

within” borderlands about womanliness, manliness, the philosopher, the scientist,

the greatness of artists

5 Just how democratic social control will best be achieved will and should vary in

different circumstances, the practices that maximize it in small community groups

will be different from chose that are effective m international energy policy

Nevertheless, we can call on John Dewey's very general principle to guide the

design of the institutions, practices, and cultures of democracy those who bear the

consequences of decisions should have a proportionate share in making them (Is

this a principle that can achieve universality because the aspects of world it is

about are not chartable by cultural variation, or because it does or can eliminate

all competing principles’)
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The Centrality of Culture in Social Theory:

Fundamental Clues from

Weber and Durkheim

Anne E. Kane

Introduction: the Development of Cultural Theory

The evolution of current cultural theory and analysis has made the most

profound contribution to a new wave of social theory which instructs us to

look to the "formulation,’’ "structuration,” and ‘'transformation” of tempor-

ally and spatially situated social structures in other words, at the specific

social action which fabricates society
1

Indeed, developments in cultural theory

have finally given theoretical teeth to the interpretative mode of sociological

inquiry, which can now effectively challenge the structural approach Cul-

tural theory has been built through an interdisciplinary effort First, social

historians empirically studying the role of culture in historical development

realized the implication of the simple but powerful precept that culture is

collectively constructed they had to study events in which cultural construc-

tion occurred (for example, Thompson 1963, Sewell 1980, 1985, Darnton

1984, Hunt 1984)

This theoretical exigency was buttressed by the method of historical nar-

ration, especially event analysis The narrative method presupposes chat his-

tory is a process, constituted by sequences of events, the latter being the

moments of becoming," in which action and structure meet (Abrams 1982)

Likewise, m events of cultural construction, historically specific social condi-

tions and structures, interests, experience, and contingencies meet, interact,

and culminate in producing or reproducing cultural formations But how ?

Social historians and cultural sociologists learned from anthropological theory

and research, as well as Durkheim’s study of pre-modern religion, that ntual
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is the primary process of symbolic production and reproduction It was not

long before study of secular historical events - such as demonstrations, riots,

association meetings - revealed their ritualistic quality, empirically indicat-

ing that cultural and social structuring occurs at the same time, in the same

locations, and that the relationship between the culture and social structure

was one of mutual formulation with ritualistic processes guiding both (Kane

1991)

In addressing the question that the work of social historians implicitly

raised - "how is culture structural?” (an essential question whose answer

counters the reductionist vision of culture) - cultural sociologists plumbed

cultural anthropology even further They drew on the structuralism of Levi-

Strauss, then turned to linguistic and semiotic theory and began to concep-

tualize culture as autonomous structures of symbolic patterns and sets

Demonstrating analytically the independent structure of culture does not,

however, specify its concrete relationship to social institutions and processes

To understand a culture structure and its causal importance in historical

development, it is necessary to systematically reconstruct it by investigating

the historical events in which the original formulation occurred (Kane 1991)

Which brings the cultural theorist back to ritual The work of people like

Marshall Sahlins and William Sewell, Jr, has shown that though ritual is the

internal process through which culture is maintained and transmitted from

generation to generation, it is also the means by which culture is constructed

and transformed, in concert with and as part of social system structuring

But cultural theory has done more than reaffirm the wider "constructionist

turn" in wider social theory
2
Cultural theory has reoriented our understand-

ing of the world and how we ought to study it by revealing culture to be

central to social life Because culture provides the structure through which

people interpret experience, it informs and guides both intention and action

It is through culturally mediated social action and interaction, often in ritu-

alistic events, that social structures, including culture, are produced and

reproduced Thus culture ultimately provides the link between the most

perplexing sociological dichotomy, agency and structure

Despite advances, theories of social structuring are yet inadequate because

many sociologist still do not acknowledge culture as a central component in

the social structuring process However, the two are intimately related, as

Sewell points out "Events shape history by changing the cultural mean-

ings or significations (of) political and social categories and consequently

changing people's possibilities for meaningful action” (1990 548) The pri-

mary reason for the disregard or mimmalization of culture, even in most

action-oriented and event-centered analyses, is that most sociologists do not
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adequately theorize the meaning which underlies all action, nor how mean-

ing is constructed, maintained, and transformed Furthermore, cultural struc-

turing continues to be viewed as separate from social structuring, when in

fact the two occur simultaneously

I argue in this paper that only by thus theorizing culture can sociologists

fully understand social action and structuring, as well as transcend the dic-

tates of transhtstoncai conceptual frameworks and false analytical dichotom-

ies I propose a theoretical framework for doing cultural analysis based on the

presupposition that the construction ofmeaning structures is part and parcel,

and thus central, to social action and the social structuring process The

theory is fundamentally based on two classic concepts from Weber, the

central importance of meaning, and from Durkheim, ritual as the site of

meaning construction The principles of the theory are first, meaning under-

lies all social action (Weber 1978), second, meaning is embodied in “autono-

mous" symbolic structures, and third, meaning and symbolic structures are

collectively constructed through social interaction, often in ritualistic events

(Durkheim 1965) Thus, action and culture are interdependent, culture and

social structuring are reciprocal processes These principles need to be reju-

venated and reintegrated into contemporary sociology even as it strives to

overcome obstacles, such as the assumption of a basic split between subject

and object, bequeathed by classical theory 3

Weber and the Structure of Meaning

Webers foundational definition of sociology posits subjective meaning as

the basis of social action and structure (1978 4) Weber claims that the basis

of meaning and its construction is the human compulsion to understand the

world as a meaningful cosmos and to take up a position in it (1978 499)
Subjective meaning is a person's understanding of the world and the signi-

ficance he gives to his experience in that world Personal interpretation of

experience and attitudes about action is derived from collectively structured

symbolic systems providing "images of the world " Weber drew these theo-

retical conclusions from his study of world religions, which have historically

^ecn t*le most important form of symbolic structures
In ancient religions, systems of meaning were constructed through pro-

phetic revelation Weber’s analysis of prophecy provides two related insights

or cultural theory By attributing the construction of meaning to prophets,

eber contends that symbolic structures used by individuals are not of their
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own making. However, prophetic reflation itself was a collective construc-

tion: the charismatic power and legitimacy ofthe prophets is tied to intense and

continual interaction with his followers, and the revelation is based on the

emotional needs of the followers

Weber sheas that most religious sjstems are based on conceptions of

redemption and salvation. Like all religions, redemptory systems express

coherent explanations of the world; but redemptory religions allow people to

confront their specific reality via secular activity in the pursuit of salvation.

The foundation of redemptory religion is the “conflict between empirical

reality and [the] conception of the world as a meaningful totality [which]

produces the strongest tensions in man's inner life as well as in his external

relationship to the world" (1978- 451) In other words, people need a coher-

ent, if not harmonious, explanation about the world, yet the brutality of life

continually shatters that system of meaning, unless it provides for ultimate

salvation

This contradiction berween cosmological symbolic systems and concrete

reality is also the basis for symbolic innovation and change People will

always give meaning to life through symbolic systems, yet, because life is

always challenging those systems innovation is inevitable In AncientJudaism,

Weber points out that the "prerequisite to new religious conceptions is that

man must not yet have unlearned how to face the course of the world with

questions ofhis own" (1967 206) Questions come from lived experience and

are put to the structure of meaning on which people operate, new ideas also

come from experience and help transform meaning structures

Despite Weber’s insight, social analysts inadequately theorize action be-

cause meaning is not theorized And a number ofprominent culture theorists

have explicitly rejected the importance of meaning.

In Meaning and Moral Order (1987), Robert Wuthnow prescribes giving up

the “problem of meaning" in cultural analysis in order to eradicate subjec-

tivity and thus avoid “idealism." Yet ifwe abandon trying to understand the

significance of symbolic structures in the interpretation of concrete experi-

ence, we cannot understand either the reciprocal process of formulation be-

tween culture and social structure, or why people embrace a particular meaning

system.

Ann Swidler has recommended that culture be seen as “a ‘tool kit’ of

symbols, stories, rituals and wurldviews, which people may use in varying

configurations to solve different sets of problems" (1986 275). This vision

of culture denies both the structural logic of cultural systems, as well as the

role a coherent and collectively constructed meaning system plays in concrete

social action during specific historical situations
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In Culture and Agency, Margaret Archer’s theoretical goal is the unification

of structural and cultural analysis (1988) To achieve this end, she correctly

calls for a mote structural analysis of culture Her approach is based on a

dualism - the separation of the "cultural system” from "social-cultural inter-

action ” Unfortunately, m Archer's conceptualization culture is reduced to

true/false propositions about the world, and the process of cultural creation

is conceived of primarily as the domain of interests and group solidarity

based on those interests Hence, “meaning" becomes cultural agency based on
maneuvers of interest and power

4

In short, meaning is often conceived of by contemporary sociologists as the

internal world of the individual, a person’s beliefs and attitudes about the

surrounding world, inherently unknowable to the social analyst If this were
a valid conceptualization, then we truly would have a "problem of mean-
ing However, the individual’s internal structure of knowledge is not pri-

vate and particular, it is derived from publicly and collectively constructed
systems of meaning

Therefore, we should think of meaning as the significance collectively given to

experience Individuals do not conceptualize experience on their own they
filter their thoughts, feelings, and responses through conventional (which
has a double definition of collectively constructed and established) meaning
systems m order to interpret experience and decide how they should act

6

As soon as thoughts are articulated, they are transformed into a collectively
shaped form, and thus made public and recoverable Without this process of
transformation, perception of experience holds no meaning
The collective interpretation of individual experience leads to the con-

struction of structures of meaning which in turn mediate action and social
structuring The most persuasive theoretical work on meaning sttucture begins
wit symbols

, that is, signs which represent generalized meaning and provide
categories for understanding the elements of social, individual, and organic

!
, <-

S ate arbltrary” ,n tbe sensE tbat their significance cannot be
uc ram their referent alone Symbolic systems possess this arbitrary

c aractenstic inasmuch as meaning is produced not by an immediate and
i tcnsic ond between the symbol and its mterpretant, but by the internal
P ay o signs in complex patterns of similarity and difference, or codes, built

ha

SlmP*e b,nalT opposition, such as sacred and profane On the other

mh
' 1 product!0n meaning occurs over time and space and is built on

th

Ctlte

,
meamnSs Tf,us "there is a rudiment of a natural bond between

e
^nl et an<^ cbe signified [such as a} symbol of justice, a pair of scales"

si'mbn^

KUre tbe de£ ree tbat they are, and are not, arbitrary.
J oois and meanings are subject to change (1985 40-6) Because the
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relationship between a symbol and the meaning it represents is not forever

fixed, but evolves generationaily from a specific basis, this means that cultural

change is possible

Finally, symbolic sets function as discounts, relating binary symbolic asso-

ciations with social forms Discourses provide a vocabulary for social inter-

action, whether harmonious or conflictual (Alexander 1992b- 297-8, Alexander

and Smith 1993) Furthermore, as a structured code set, a discourse consti-

tutes a general grammar from which historically specific sub-cultures are

configured (Alexander and Smith 1993
,
Jacobs forthcoming), or against which

new cultures may emerge (Hwang 1993).

The intervening structures are narratives, stories through which a discur-

sive structure is made socially available, often in ritual, and a society comes

to understand and identify itself These stones, or myths, specify and stereo-

type a society or group’s founding and values, its critical events, and its

aspirations (Alexander and Smith 1993; Sherwood 1993) Narratives place

actors and events into plots, allocate moral responsibility, causality and agency,

and often provide exemplary- models for action (Smith 1993, see also Calhoun

1991; and Somers and Gibson 1994).

Meaning and Action

How does the structure of meaning influence individual action5 Desires,

decisions, intentions, and actions, that is agency, are based on a double inter-

pretation: an interpretation of experience and circumstances using a socially

constructed code of meaning, and an interpretation of the code itself. This

act of double interpretation demonstrates the social basis of meaning and

action, but also the agentic quality of action and the contingent character of

culture In interpreting the cultural code an actor engages in typification,

categorizing expenencial impressions according to his developed under-

standings of the worid, that is, an already interpreted and internalized code

(Alexander 1988a 312-15; Rambo and Chan 1990 638) Out of the typifica-

tion process, the actor invents Because reality is always new, there is always

something different in each typification of reality, hence, meaning classifica-

tions are shifted if only slightly (Alexander 1988a 312-15; 1992a). The

contingency of reality forces constant reinterpretation of the cultural code

The interpretation of experience demands strategization, “not merely

understanding the world, [but] transforming and acting upon it” (Alexander

1988a 314). Marshall Sahlins has brilliantly specified the interpretation of
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experience via cultural codes
8 While a sign has conceptual value in a symbolic

structure, it represents a differential interest to actors according to its place m
their specific life schemes A person may act upon the conventional value of

a sign in the culture-as-constituted, but in action, the generalized/abstract

meaning of the sign is given contextual meaning by the actor as it is brought

into referential relations to the objects of action Thus, socially constructed

meaning guides but does not determine action or its outcome because each

actor’s specific experience, interpretative process, and arrangement of signs in

relation to concrete objects leads to contingent outcomes

This conceptualization of individual action points out mechanisms true in

any circumstance of social action how individuals internalize the meaning of

symbols, the effect of action on structure, and symbolic transformation due

to constant individual rearrangement of signs Sahlms' account of the Hawai-

ians’ reception of Captain Cook and the Europeans exemplifies how people,

individually and collectively, employ their cultural system in confronting an

extraordinary event, yet in so doing change that system forever

The Hawanans received Captain Cook directly through ritual classification

as he happened to land in the islands during the ritual festival of Makahiki

and was perceived as the god Lono And the islanders continued to relate to

the Europeans in terms of the ritual narratives about the gods For example,

m accordance with ritual the women gave of themselves sexually to the

sailors, seeing them as gods However, the sailors soon imputed a tangible

value to the “services” of the women, and began materially compensating

them This conjuncture of structure thus led to a rearrangement and trans-

formation of cultural categories among the Hawanans (1981 17—43)

In an insightful article entitled "The discourse of American civil society,"

Alexander and Smith chart the "pervasive nature of the same culture structure

across time, type of events, and differing political groups” (1993 17) Yet,

demonstrating the continuity ofthe United States’ “discourse of civil society"

m the face ofcontingent events and crises does not disallow its transposability,
9

which is a form of transformation Rather, Alexander and Smith assert and

demonstrate that the discourse of civil society "constitutes a general grammar
from which historically specific traditions draw to create particular configu-

rations of meanings, ideology and belief that have historically character-

ized American political debate” (p 16) By examining the use of the symbolic

binary codes - democratic/counter-democratic - constituting the discourse

of civil society through 200 years of political crisis and scandal from Teapot

Dome to Iran-Contra, Alexander and Smith show how "conflicting parties

within the civil society have drawn on the same symbolic code to formulate

their particular understandings and to advance their competing claims" (p
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47) Though Alexander and Smith do not show how the outcome of these

political crises have led to transformations of political culture and structure,

the fact that different groups use the same codes to formulate particular and

competing understandings implies that transformation took place, even though

the basic structure remained intact Furthermore, as theorized by Alexander

and Smith, reproduction of the culture structure is dependent on the mean-

ing derived from specific interpretations of specific experience m specific

contexts by specific groups, which implies that culture is transposable, and

transformable

Both these examples of cultural continuity and transformation illustrate

that “the same reproductive biases of structures that explain the powerful

continuities of social relations also make it possible to explain the paths

followed m episodes of social change" (Sewell 1992. 16) Furthermore, both

essays demonstrate that cultural change is usually gradual and that "new”

structures are founded on the old People use their cultural understandings

to interpret experience and formulate strategies of action If “a sharp disjunc-

tion exists between our perceptions and the categories provided by our

schemas" the latter are likely to be revised or even rejected, and new mean-

ings collectively constructed (Kertzer 1988. 82) This collective construction

and reconstruction occurs through ritual

The Construction of Meaning -

Social Interaction and Ritual

My argument for the primacy of meaning in cultural and social theorizing

has thus fit assumed an established system of meaning, as well as the process

ofmeaning construction and reconstruction However, both theoretically and

empirically it is critical that the process of meaning construction not be

conjectured, but explored in detail As Clifford Geertz lamented some twenty

years ago, "The link between the causes of ideology and its effects seems

adventitious because the connecting element - the autonomous process of

symbolic formulation - is passed over in virtual silence” (1973 207) In this

section I will show how we can reconstruct the process of meaning formula-

tion While I concur with Geertz that the process is analytically autonomous,

it occurs in concrete social interaction, thus, the process of meaning construc-

tion is both highly contingent on non-symbohc elements, and is in a mutu-

ally influencing relationship with extra-cultural structuring

As a host of cultural theorists have been claiming for some time (Turner

1969, Moore and Myethoff 1977; Alexander 1988b, Kertzer 1988),
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Durkheim’s theory of ritual remains the paradigm for understanding the

cultural structuring process, both because rituals are the primary site of

cultural production and maintenance, and because much social interaction is

ritualistic to varying degrees

In The Elementary Forms of Religious Life, Durkheim theorizes that the

designation of the sacred as the center of social cosmology, and the reproduc-

tion and transmission of beliefs through communal rites, leads to social

solidarity and order Durkheim demonstrates that the beliefs people hold

regarding the world are organized according to the opposition of the sacred

and the profane Beliefs must be tangibly represented through symbols so

that members of the society can use and transmit them Designating the

sacred is a collective process, as is giving beliefs symbolic expression “Sacred

beings exist only when they are represented as such in the mind the

sacred character which makes objects of the cults . is added to them by

belief [and} it is in the communal life that they are formed" (1965 386)

Durkheim contends that every society must regularly reaffirm and regenerate

itself through collective symbolic activity (p 474) Finally, ritual “is the

school of collective life” where the individual learns how to formulate ideas

about social life and her place in it (p 470)

What exactly happens in collective events that leads to symbolic construc-

tion’ Durkheim claims that the intensity of social contact reproduces a “state

of effervescence” (p 469) "It is in the midst of these effervescent social en-

vironments and out of this effervescence itself that the religious idea seems

to be born” (p 250) Durkheim points out that the dramatic character of

rituals, created through the enactment of myth (narratives) both produces

and channels the communal fervor into symbolic construction and reproduc-

tion (p 417)

Durkheim tells us that symbolic construction or reproduction is not de-

pendent on the reasons why the group is assembled, but on the fact that it

is assembled and "that sentiments are felt m common and expressed in

common acts” (p 43U In other words, all sorts of collective events contain

the process of meaning construction To enlarge on Durkheim’s concept-

ualization of ritual, we can envision an action continuum, extending from

practical action to ritual (Bloch 1989 22, Moore and Myerhoff 1977 22,

Alexander 1988a 327, Collins 1988a 111) At every point on the con-

tinuum, action contributes to meaning construction and social (and cultural)

structuring, and ritual theory helps us understand the process m am varia-

tion Across the continuum we can identifj three types of action (or events)

on the one end, ritual, on the other end, non-ritual (or practical) action, and

m between, ritualistic action We can distinguish between the three based on
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the following criteria ritual action is specifically and intentionally performed

for symbolic reasons as discussed above, ritualistic activity is not specifically

symbolic or originally intended to be, but shares the same characteristics and

outcomes, non-ritual action is highly routine and practically motivated, with

little or no ritualistic features I conceptualize a continuum not to demon-

strate that action fits neatly into one of these three categorical boxes, but

rather to show that action and events usually “slide” between these ideal

types, and that ritual, ritualistic, and non-ritual action are interrelated in terms

of meaning construction

Ritual Action

Ritual is fundamentally the location of intense social and symbolic interac-

tion between people, and can be defined as "a set of formal acts which deal

with or refer [symbolically] to postulated matters about society” (Moore and

Myerhoff 1977 22) Rituals address sacred matters, whether religious or

secular, not mundane reality or everyday life Rituals therefore have a high

moral, or normative, dimensionality Rituals tend to be institutionalized,

and ritual action prescribed

Ritual is the central internal process of a cultural system By making

meaning evident, rituals infuse members of the group with an understanding

of experience, a prescription for action in life, and a bond of solidarity to the

group Secondly, ritual maintains the symbolic system, and through narra-

tive, drama, and myth transmits it from generation to generation In other

words, ritual provides a particular, and collective, narrative structure through

which groups can understand their world and their place in it

Ritual is structured by three phases separation, liminality, and reaggre-

gation
10 During separation, the transition from mundane to sacred time is

constructed through "liminal agents,” highly-charged symbolic activity, and

"passageways" (Turner 1969 123) During the middle phase of transition or

“liminality,” there is a period of ambiguity, what Turner refers to as “anti-

structure” (Turner 1974 27) During the final period, reaggregation, the

ritual closes With reaggregation, whether the culture is reproduced or trans-

formed, solidarity increases among members of the group These ritual func-

tions and processes that renew the meaning system and peoples’ commitment

to it are evidence of cultural autonomy (Kane 1991)

In ordinary times, once the symbolic system is created and institutionalized,

its reproduction is the primary function of ritual But ritual is also the process

of symbolic creation and recreation in which individual sentiments are given
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collective significance, identities are developed and interests articulated

In ritual or collective events, the beliefs, interests, experience, and differences

among and between participants coalesce and collide During the limmal phase

the interactional, emotional, and symbolic intensity provides a space for

scruciny of old values and symbols, struggles over meaning, and the creation

or transformation of symbols (Hwang 1993)
11
These struggles are played out

in dramas and narratives Typically, these ritual dramas are symbolic enact-

ments of two types of stories the "lived,” ot common experience and myths,

and the “imagined," visions ofalternatives and of the future
12
Thus, in extra-

ordinary times ritual often becomes the vehicle for cultural and social change

In the transformation of symbolic systems, it is most common that the

rituals of the extant culture ate the mechanisms by which that culture is

changed Meetings of the French National Assembly were political rituals of

the ancten rigtme, but in the course of the Assembly's meeting on the night

of August 4, 1789 the ideological structure of privilege was dismantled and

the “uncluttered Enlightenment ideal of equal individual citizens” was set in

its place (Sewell 1985 69)

In Iran, the overthrow of Shah Reze Pahlavi in 1978 began with a series

of mass protests, many scheduled and conducted according to the Islamic

ritual practice of commemorating deaths, the latter being those of regime

opponents killed by agents of the Shah (Bums 1992) The traditional ritual

celebrates the martyrdom of Mohammed’s grandson Hussein by the evil

Yazid m the year 680 Re-enacting the ritual, through song, the demonstra-

tors injected a list of wrongs suffered by the Iranian people under the Shah

into the traditional story (Kertzer 1988 168)

As all these examples demonstrate, rituals are not always tightly control-

led or bound practices, nor do they exclusively reproduce and reinforce estab-

lished symbolic systems Ritual outcomes are highly contingent on external

events and circumstances, the agency of participants in the ritual, and the

ritual process itself Thus, as in the French and Hawaiian case, cultural

transformation may unintentionally occur during traditional rituals, and as

in Iran, traditional rituals can be manipulated against the existing social

system Symbolic rearrangement leads to new meanings, new interpretation

of experience, and new forms of social action

Ritualistic Events and Action

Ritualistic events are theoretically and empirically more enigmatic than rituals

Empirically, they are mote difficult to perceive they may be over-categorized
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as rituals, or their ritualistic quality may be overlooked More importantly,

because ritualistic events are not institutionalized, as are rituals, the environ-

ment in which they occur is less rigid structurally but more complex in

terms of social objects and contingency encountered in the event Following

from this, in ritualistic action "{t)ypification is less standard, strategization

is more ramifying, invention is more dramatic” (Alexander 1988a- 327)

Moreover, ritualistic events possess a high affective dimension
13
More than

ritual and non-ritual events, ritualistic events occur most often in episodes of

social instability and/or crises Thus, ritualistic events retain the most capac-

ity for cultural innovation (the construction of meaning) and social structur-

ing By analyzing ritualistic events we can best see the reciprocity between

cultural and social structuring In demonstrating this through the example

of the ritualistic land meetings of the Irish Land War, I further explicate how

symbolic meaning is collectively constructed m ritual, often out of conflict-

ing beliefs, thus leading to solidarity among different social groups
14

The Irish Land War which erupted m 1879 on the heels of an agrarian

crisis can best be described as a militant constitutional anti-landlord social

movement The immediate result of the Land War was the Land Act of 1881

which eventually led to peasant land purchase from landlords The long-term

achievement was an enduring alliance between Irish nationalists, farmers,

and Catholic clergy, crucial to the struggle for Ireland’s independence

The Irish Land War combined two powerful movements the agrarian

revolution against the landlord system, and the nationalist revolution against

English domination From the outset the ideology intertwined symbolic codes

and patterns concerning land and nation Not only was the logic of the

interconnection of the land and national movements reflected in the emer-

gent Land League ideology, it was to a great extent crystallized, that is,

became understood and embraced by movement participants, through their

active construction of it in ritualistic events - most prominently, the hun-

dreds of land meetings which took place from 1879 to 1881
15

Constantly scrutinized in the ritual of the land meetings were the three

central pillars of nineteenth-century Irish social structure - the union with

Britain, property rights of landlords, and the tenant farmers’ attitude of

deference to landlords There were five mam narratives of the “lived”, the

story of the conquest, the famine, the horrors of British domination and the

landlord system, and the here-to-fore impotent response of the Irish people

to the last two As narratives dramatized experiences and mychs common to

all movement participants, they were immediately unifying The struggles

that occurred in the liminality of land meetings were over the “imagined” -

alternative forms of government, property rights, and class structure, how
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these alternatives should actually work, and how they ought to be reached

Contention between competing narratives of the imagined was the primary

force driving the construction of land movement ideology, and the ideologi-

cal resolution of competition led to goal and strategy definition This is de-

monstrated in the following example of the dynamics of symbolic constmction

at one land meeting

At the crucial Westport land meeting on June 8, 1879, the principle that

tenants unable to pay “unreasonable" rents had a right to hold on to their

forms was firmly established as land movement doctrine and strategy This

meeting was momentous, primarily because of the open and explicit tension

between the participating social groups At this early point, the Catholic

clergy opposed the fledgling agitation More critical, the ideological rift

between radical and constitutional nationalists, as well as the conflicting

interests of large and small formers, threatened the movement In the narra-

tive of the speeches we can see both the clash of beliefs, and the possibility

of symbolic resolution

Radical nationalist Michael Davitt challenged the constitutional, and fed-

eralist (Home Rule), vision of independence from England Davitt encour-

aged the audience to

define whac you mean by self-government [the] term self-government

. may be employed m a truly national sense, or made to subserve to a party

purpose Some there are who would be content with less than complete

independence m the belief that the full measure ofour rights is unattainable

Davitt drew a symbolic line for the audience between separatists and Home

Rulers He imputed to the latter profane motives as federalists, they either

had self-serving interests in a union with England, or they lacked the courage

and conviction to fight for all that is rightfully Ireland’s, that is, national and

economic sovereignty The true and sacred cause of nationalists could only be

complete separation and independence from England

Switching from imagery of political revolution to social revolution, the

radical agrarian activist Matthew Harris tapped the cension between large

and small tenant farmers “The people are beginning to revolt — to feel that

if they did not stand up against such iniquity, they would be almost as

criminal as the landlords and graziers
” 17

In this brief drama, the audience is

drawn into the fervor of revolution, and forced to decide on which side they

stand. If they do not fight for their rights, they are as bad as landlords and

graziers This was also a direct assault to the Home Rule vision of unity

between classes in attaining national independence, and symbolically pro-

claimed the priority of the land question over the national question
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The "advanced" Home Ruler, Charles Stewart Parnell, leader of the Irish

Parliamentary Party and soon to become Land League President, managed to

use these radical challenges to the advantage of the constitutionalist agenda

For example, he agreed with Davitt about Parliament “I should be deceiving

you if I told you that there was any use in relying upon the exertions of the

Irish members of Parliament on your behalf
”' B

However, with forethought

to a probable upcoming general election, Parnell quickly posed an alternative

condition that would make parliamentary action viable “I am as confident

as I am of my own existence that if you had men of determination, of some

sort of courage and energy, representing you that you could obtain conces-

sions (hear, hear) ” This vision of courageous and determined MPs achieving

results in Ireland’s favor, a vision which would be repeated constantly in

the coming months, helped to transform the negative view the Irish had of

parliamentary representatives and the possibility of constitutional change

Concomitantly, with this dramatic vision Parnell began to lay the political

foundation for the election of advanced Irish nationalists and land reformers

into the House of Commons
However, it was on the question of land that the audience most wanted

to hear him speak, and on which he was most triumphant After affirming

his commitment to peasant proprietary as the final settlement, Parnell elec-

trified the audience by combining elements of the "lived” and the “imag-

ined," admonishing the tenant farmers to “hold a firm grip ofyour homesteads

and lands (applause) You must not allow yourselves to be dispossessed, as

you were dispossessed in 1847 You must not allow your small holdings to

be turned into large ones
” 19

The symbols were simple yet powerful In associating the present crisis to

that which precipitated the Famine, Parnell dramatically offered an alterna-

tive outcome, if only the farmers would act resolutely on their own behalf

“Hold a firm grip on your homesteads" became a rallying cry and core prin-

ciple of Land League ideology and strategy, and a concrete form of political

action by tenant formers during the Land War 20

Practical Action
21

“Practical Action” occupies the non-ritual end of che continuum The term

refers, variably depending on school of thought, to (1) ordinary but instru-

mental activities, (2) modes of action that are learned, made more proficient

with repetition, and rooted in particular knowledge, and (3) "practice” which

implies habit, routine, and rules Practical action is situated in day-to-

day life, and retains a high cognitive quality Alexander’s suggestion that
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practical action be conceptualized as “fixed” above and "open" below encom-

passes the contingency of everyday life and the agency of individuals, while

acknowledging the structured nature of social life (1988a 327) This notion,

like most dealing with practical action, stems ftorn Harold Garfinkel’s

ethnomethodology

According to Garfinkel,
22

social order, though greatly maintained within

social institutions, originates from shared understandings among social ac-

tors Shared understandings, or "knowledge held in common” to use Garfinkel’s

terminology, derives from shared practices by which individuals produce and

recognize social reality as meaningful Thus, shared understandings, or culture,

are a product of practice, emerging from the everyday activities of society’s

members What then is practice based on’

Through innovative "breaching” experiments, Garfinkel demonstrated that

social action, like games, is based on social rules which must be internalized

by individuals (1963) However, actors must "work at” rules, as rules are

only effective when operating in conjunction with the order-creating “con-

sciousness” ofindividual actors One of Garfinkel’s most important contribu-

tions was showing how actors make sense of, interpret, everyday situations

through accommodative work 23
Confronted with continuously changing events

and situations, people “normalize,” that is, depict new events as normal and

consistent with past events and with overarching rules, “index,” that is,

categorize new objects in terms of prior knowledge, and “ad hoc,” that is, use

new experience to document prior expectations based on dominant rules,

thereby reproducing the rules A vast set of collectively held cognitive cat-

egories, emotional appeals and evaluative symbolic elements underlies indi-

vidual accommodative work Thus, through agency the shape of social order

is maintained or modified as individuals struggle, constrained or enabled by

internalized collective rules, to satisfy the demands of everyday contingency

An example ofhow accommodative work (agency) on the part of individu-

als reproduces structural rules (culture) is provided in Language and Social

Reality (1974) by D L Wieder In his study of a halfway house, Wieder
described how drug offenders used a set of rules, the "convict code,” to

interpret and act in their institutional situation Wieder thus demonstrated

how rules retain their sense-making quality despite constant social conflict,

precisely because of individual accommodative work

Through what Garfinkel termed the "documentary method of interpreta-

tion," “actors understand individual objects of perception in terms of the

context in which the objects appear, and at the same time, they understand

context on the basis of particular objects occurring within it" (Roth 1991

3) Thus according to ethnomethodologists, both social objects and contexts

must be theoretically understood as actively constructed by social actors
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themselves Though this conceptualization often leads to an individualist

turn theoretically, it m fact confirms the centrality of collective understandings,

contingency, and individual interpretation and agency in social action and

structuring This is demonstrated in Melvin Pollner's Mundane Reason Real-

ity in Everyday and Sociological Discourse (1987), especially his study of conflict-

ing testimonies in traffic court Pollner explicates how people sustain their

belief of what the reality of their world is, especially when confronted with

competing, divergent accounts of those events in that world, through enorm-

ous interpretative efforts based on shared understandings

Meaning, interpretation, collectively constructed meantng systems, and

agency, then, are at the heart of practical action As they are central to all

types of action, these elements clearly relate the three landmarks - ritual

action, ritualistic action, and practical action - on the continuum Thus the

continuum allows us to distinguish and compare different types of meaning

constructing action and events, but also to understand how one type can

"slide" into another

Recently however, theorists connected with the current “cognitive turn” m
social theory, especially neo-institutionalists in sociology, have expanded upon,

and subverted, Garfinkel’s early work on practical action This new theoriz-

ing abandons meaning and agency in individual action, compromises the

notion of culture, and sees “structure" as ultimately determinative of social

processes
24

According to neo-institutionahst theory, practical accion occurs primarily

within institutions and organizations, in fact, practical action creates insti-

tutions According to Meyer and Rowan social behavior is determined by

“reciprocated typifications or interpretations” which actors must take into

account in social situations Then when "social processes, obligations or ac-

tualities come to take on a rule-like status m social thought and action

institutionalization takes place" ([1977] 1991 42), and day-to-day action

becomes routine, taken for granted, and constitutive of social structure Con-

trary to continuum expectation, the environment of action is highly struc-

tured coercive, mimetic and normative pressures limit the range of action

choices individuals can make (DiMaggio and Powell [19835 1991 67-74)

Ultimately, the pattern of institutional ideas and beliefs which determines

behavior in organizations becomes the template guiding action throughout

society, creating “modern worldwide myths of rationality" (Meyer and Rowan

1991 46, Kully 1994, for the phrase) How does this theory of practical

action square with the agency/culture/structure nexus, and how is meaning

theorized ?

In a telling passage summarizing new institutionalism, DiMaggio and

Powell define institutionalization as the “process by which certain social
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relationships and actions come to be taken for granted and a state of affairs

in which shared cognitions define ‘what has meaning and what actions are

possible’ (Zucker 1983 2)" (1991 9) Deconstructing this definition we can

find the core of this new practical action theory, shared not only by neo-

lnstitutionahsts but among other social theorists, such as Pierre Bourdieu

and Anthony Giddens

Social relationships (based on interests) and the routine interaction and

actions they generate, become taken-for-granted behavior The taken-for-

granted becomes habit or ‘‘preconscious" processes, schema, and rules Rules

and habits constitute both individual and collective cognition, that is, ideas

and beliefs, that is, culture
25

Thus, shared cognition
26

defines meaning,

and possible action According to this logic, culture is key to the social struc-

turing process, however, culture is ultimately reducible to structure (in the

materialist sense) Once the pattern of cognition is institutionalized, it over-

whelmingly tends to reproduce its structuralist foundation, hence, change

based on voluntaristic agency is limited
27

Anthony Giddens and Pierre Bourdieu are perhaps the most prominent

social theorises espousing the ptocessual analysis of social structuring within

theories of practical action Both Giddens' theory of “structuration” and

Bourdieu’s “theory of practice” laudably look to the constitutive, and contin-

gent, nature of action - time, place, strategy, improvisation - in conjunction

with the rules and schemes of social structure in order to understand social

structuring However, something major has been left out of both their efforts

to interconnect agency and structure namely the subjective meaning of ac-

tion Because meaning systems (rules of habitus and social knowledge) are

directly referential to social structure, meaning is not transformable In the

theories of Giddens and Bourdieu, as in neo-institutionalism, individual and

collective interpretation is mistakenly replaced by habit Thus, there is little

chance of symbolic invention and rearrangement in individual and collective

interpretation of experience

So tightly is practice and structure connected that there is no room for

either real agency or structural change As I have outlined above, to make the

agency/structure connection the intervening element of culture must be thor-

oughly theorized, analyzed, and integrated into concrete event analysis

Conclusion

Most sociologists now agree that agency and structure constitute a reciprocal

relationship, and that culture is not reducible to social structure Howescr,
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the contention made a few years ago that "most historical analyses attend to

the interplay of meaningful actions and structural contexts in order to make
sense of the unfolding of unintended as well as intended outcomes in indi-

vidual lives and social transformation" (Skocpol 1984 1) is still wishful

thinking. We are woefully inadequate at theorizing meaningful action be-

cause meaning itself is not theorized Implementing the theoretical and

methodological proposals outlined above - jointly, examining the processes

of historical events and episodes instead of long-term evolutionary trends,

and making meaning and meaning construction the central foundation of the

cultural analysis that ought to be part of every study of the social structuring

process - will allow, indeed force, us to attend to the interplay of agency,

culture, and structure

In contending that meaning and its ritual construction are the central

pillars of cultural theory and analysis, I assert the profound relevance of

Weberian and Durkheimian theory to contemporary social theory. The clas-

sical traditions of Weber and Durkheim are very much alive Though most

theoretical concepts - such as class, states, and nations - must be empirically

proven in every historical analysis, the principles of meaning-driven action

and the collective construction of specific meanings are transhistorical How-

ever, these principles ate not static The vitality ofthese classic concepts, much

like culture, derives greatly from their flexibility and ttansformabihty in the

face of changing historical circumstances and innovations in social theory.

Notes

I would like to thank the members of the UCLA sociology culture group, especially

Andrew Roth, Ronald Jacobs, and Hannah Kully, for commenting on the many

drafts of this paper I also thank Stephen Turner for asking me to write it

1 This new social theorizing has emerged from a diverse group of sociologists

histoncalfcomparative sociologists (Calhoun 1992b, Sewell 1991, 1992), practi-

cal action theorists (Giddens 1984, Bourdieu [1972] 1977, 1984) sociologists

trying to make the “micro/macro" link (Collins 1981, 1988b), cultural sociolo-

gists (Alexander 1987b, 1990, Wuthnow 1989), and “new institutionalists" (Powell

and DiMaggio 1991), as well as Alfred Schutz, Harold Garfinkel, Peter Berger,

and Thomas Luckman, and Erving Goffman, the so-called micro-theonscs from

whom macro-theorists have drawn so heavily

2 I am aware that the term "constructionist" is used for a social theoiy of social

problems What I am calling constructionist social theory is not related I use the

term because it implies the process of building structures, and that the social

analyst must analyze and interpret the process in order to explain the structure
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3 Some readers may object to the neglect of Marx in this essay on the classics and

cultural theory While I certainly acknowledge Marx's contribution to cultural

analysis, it tends to come in through the back door (cf Wuthnosv 1987 26-7)

Weber and Durkheim's cultural concepts are much more straightforward, and

have the potential to be mated in a very robust cultural theory

4 Tins analysis is derived from Rambo and Chan 1990 635-48

5 Despite Wuthnow's theoretical conclusion that the concept of meaning should be

abandoned in cultural analysis, the chapter "Beyond the problem of meaning ’ in

Meaning and Moral Order is very illuminating on the issue

6 Hthnomethodologists, beginning with Harold Garfinkel, demonstrate how this

happens in the day-to-day context of social action I discuss this fully below

7 The exposition in this paragraph is derived from Alexander and Smith 1993 6-7

who draw upon semiotics, post-structuralism, new cultural history, hermeneutics,

symbolic anchtopology, and Durkheim

8 The following discussion is derived from Historical Metaphors and Mythical Real-

ities, 1981 68-70 Sahlins points out that interpretation is defined as 'classifica-

tion within a given system”, therefore a person's perception ofsomething becomes

a feet of their consciousness "insofar as it is embedded in a concept of which the

perceiver is not rhe author” (pp 6-7)

9 I lean here on Sewell's definition and conceptual use of rransposability to change

the form, content, or meaning of something in the process of applvmg it in a

new domain (1992 8 and 17) However, my use of the term may be somewhat

different

10 The ritual process does not move deterministically from separation to reaggrrgauon,

rather, the onset of ritual implies the expectation of an eventual rcaggregatmn

I credit Ronald Jacobs with suggesting this paragraph and helping to construct

it

11 Jin Lin Hwang (1993) has reworked Turner's concept to show that limtnal states

are not just characterized by feelings of reliefand escape from a culturally ordered

world, but can be full of tension and confrontation

12 The concept of ''lived' and imagined ' dramas is from Gccrtz (1973 112) It is

Hwang's suggestion that through these dramas new cultural symbols can lie

created (1993)

13 For documentary film evidence of emotional power in the ritualism of lalmr

strikes and union meetings, and cml rights movement mecimcs, rallies and

marches see, respectively American Dreams, 1991, Barbara Kocpplc and Arthur

Cohen, HBO Video, and Eyes on the Prize Americas Cml Rigl's Yesrs (senes t)

1987, Blacksidc Productions, PBS Video

14 The Irish land meetings could have been categorized just os casib as rituals for

example, they were often formalistic, addressed sacred matters, and aaun in

them was often structured and prescribed Tim I have designated the Lind meeting!

as rirualisne events instead of rituals demonstrates the concrete "drift" o) a.tion

and events between analytical categories

15 The following discussion of ritual m the Irish Land War is derived from mv
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dissertation, "Culture and social change symbolic construction, ideology, and

political alliance during the Irish Land War” (1994)

16 Connaught Telegraph
, June 14, 1879, p 3

17 Ibid

18 Ibid

19 Ibid

20 Calhoun’s account of identity formation among the student protesters in Tiananmen

Square also exemplifies ritualistic social interaction (1992b) The protesters occupy-

ing the sacred Chinese place did not re-enact traditional rituals m furthering the

democracy movement, but they did draw on traditional heroic narratives to guide

their action (pp 62-3) The hunger strikes, as well as other single and repeated

actions, were highly symbolic gestures generating much solidarity, and trans-

forming consciousness among the protestors and in wider Chinese society In fact

the six weeks of the Tiananmen protest was a very liminal period whereby insti-

tutionalized meanings and norms China were suspended and scrutinized, and new

meanings and identity created through the struggle

21 I am indebted to Andrew Roth for redirecting my previous thinking on the issues

of this section However, this does not necessarily associate him with any of the

ideas and contentions put forth

22 The exposition in the following paragraph is derived from Roth (1994)

23 The following exposition is based on Alexander (1988a 233-45), and Kully

1994 “Where is agency and meaning in neo-instituttonalist theory’”

24 It is argued, and generally acknowledged, chat Garfinkel himself abandoned the

centrality of meaning and collectively constructed signification to focus on situ-

ated material practices of individuals (Alexander 1988a 236-45) Indeed, it is

Garfinkel's later work that neo-institutionalists primarily embrace (Powell and

DiMaggio 1991 19-22)

25 To verify that I haven’t misinterpreted DiMaggio and Powell’s conceptualization

of culture, note the contention that "cultural elements are taken for granted

beliefs and widely promulgated rules that serve as templates for organization"

(1991 27)

26 Note the difference between "shared understandings” in Garfinkel’s conceptual

framework, and “shared cognitions” in neo-institutionalism By embracing the

cognitive turn, neo-institutionalists neglect the normative and affective dimen-

sions of culture

27 Neo-institutionalist theory does conceptualize ritual as a process which perpetu-

ates, m an almost sinister manner, institutional culture Neo-institutionalists

generally (though there are exceptions, for example, Fnedland and Alford 1991)

do not accept the contingency in ritual which allows it to be susceptible to col-

lective reconstruction
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Measurement and the Two Cultures

of Sociology

John R. Hall

Or, again, may there not be some danger that the physicist of to-day may treat

his [sic] electron, as he treated his old unchangeable atom, as a reality of

experience, and forget that it is only a construct of his own imagination, just

so far useful as it describes his experience, and certain to be replaced by a wider

concept as his insight expands 7

Karl Pearson The Grairmar of Sc/aict

Sociology today may be described by two cultures - scientific and relativistic

In this chapter I explore the problem of measurement as a way of marking

a “third path” in which the claims on each side can be taken seriously That

path reaches an understanding of measurements as social actions that con-

struct our perceptions about manifold features of socio-liistoncal phenomena,

and it opens up a new vista of sociological reasoning in relation to inquiry

under such conditions

The divide between the two cultures of sociology is formidable On one

side, the scientific culture, what in the US is often called “mainstream" sociology

— is oriented toward explanation of socio-historical regularities by use of

formal and replicable methods of inquiry Scientific sociology encompasses

quantitative empirical analysis of social processes, organizations, populations,

public opinion, and the like, as well as the quantitative testing of formal

theory - practiced today by rational-choice, network, population-ecology and

formal Marxist theorists, among others Legitimated by logical positivism

until the epistemological crisis, scientific sociology now is widely seen to

require some sort of post-positivist epistemology to account for its procedures

and knowledge (Hall 1990) This shift, however, has nor dampened the com-

mitment to a science of society
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The other culture of sociology - the relativist one - now can be called

post-modern, even if, just as much as scientific sociology, it has modernist

sources (cf Lyotard 1984 79) Historically, there have been many sociologi-

cal accounts of relativism, but paradoxically, the diverse ways of accounting

for the absence of any single, privileged form of knowledge have recently

converged Both action-centered phenomenological and structuralist sym-

bolic traditions now share a post-structuralist recognition about the reflexive

historicity ofsocial life and its emergent mediation by cultural categories and

their social appropriation (Bourdieu 1977, Wuthnow 1987) Philosophically,

relativism implies the absence of any foundational epistemology, and is thus

open to charges of self-contradiction m any assertion of its “truth " But post-

modern culture draws on perspectivism and pragmatism rather than scientism

or logic, and it does not take its project to be the search for ultimate truth

or the elimination of all logical contradictions

I believe that the long-standing challenge of transcending this scientific-

relativist divide can be confronted in a direct way by reconstructing the

philosophical basis of quantification in concept formation and measurement

The division between the two cultures can be framed m terms of multiple

binary divisions - for example, between theory and historicity, and between

claims about social structure and about social actors’ agency But the most

institutionally compelling of these many fractures, especially in American

sociology, separates the so-called “quantoids” from so-called "soft” sociology

If we could somehow transcend this divide, we might arrive at a reconstruc-

tion of the culture of sociological inquiry that is both clear cut and funda-

mental The task is formidable, however, for it is impeded by the cultures

of inquiry themselves quantitative sociologists have been mostly concerned

with the newest issues and techniques, not with questioning fundamental

assumptions, while most non-quantitative sociologists have lacked the inter-

est in pursuing the technical expertise on which critical accounts of measure-

ment and statistics might be based (but see Blumer 1956, Cicourel 1964)

Indeed, the quantitative and non-quantitative cultures of sociological in-

quiry developed in relative autonomy from one another during the twentieth

century Quantitative sociology was initiated under modern positivist claims

for science, and today, sociologists such as Jonathan Turner (1985), Randall

Collins (1989), and Edgar Kiser and Michael Hechter (1991) continue to

defend scientific sociology against the relativist implications of emergent

histonctst, philosophical and post-modernist critiques of science (for example,

Kuhn [1962} 1970, Winch 1959, Rorty 1979, Lyotard 1984) Yet the sub-

stance of these latter critiques is hardly new to sociology The destabilization

of meaning in texts and discourse, the crisis of foundational epistemology.
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and assertions about the reflexive historicity of social phenomena already have

been anticipated among "classical’' sociological thinkers like Max Weber (C

Turner 1990) and Georg Simmel (Levine 1985) In different ways, Weber

and Simmel engaged m efforts to establish sociology as an interpretative

discipline of inquiry based on a neo-Kantian recognition about the role of

values in formulating topics of cultural significance

Briefly, the neo-Kantian problem that confronted Weber and Simmel was

this Because Kant treated benchmarks of interpretation as value construc-

tions, his philosophy opened up issues of value disjuncture that nineteenth-

century German neo-Kantians sought to address Kant s philosophy depends

upon a constructionist approach to concept formation what we know about

the world is mediated by our concepts Although examining experience by

use of teason offers considerable room for finding out about the world, there

is no hope for knowledge of the world as such It follows that radically

alternative ways of knowing about the world may be constituted by their

distinctive frames of reference Only the formulation of an objective value

orientation would seem to allow for the communal exercise of reason, and

this project has proved elusive Put differently, objectivity would be possible

only within a given value frame of reference, not between them Pushed to its

foil implications, the identification of alternative value spheres of knowledge

sustains a neo-Kantian perspectivist relativism that acknowledges alternative,

equally viable, ways of conceptualizing socio-histoncal phenomena — for

example, by encompassing meanings in relation to social structural phenom-

ena, as Weber did, or by separating structural form and social meaning, as

Simmel proposed It was this broad circumstance of multiple crosscutting

approaches to conceptualization - driven by what I will call the socially

constructed character of concepts - that Weber and Simmel confronted

But there is an important difference between how Weber and Simmel and to-

day's post-modern relativists construe the circumstances of relativism post-

modernists, intoxicated by rhetorical and poetic critiques, too easily dismiss

rigorous inquiry tout a fait, without puzzling through how any knowledge,

including theirs, might be achieved By contrast, neither Weber nor Simme

allowed the difficulties to paralyze empirical inquiry They thus offer a pome

ofdeparture for a third path, one that transcends either a narrowly procedure

science or the more hopeless versions of post-modernist relativism that deny

any possibilities of shared knowledge

How might quantitative sociology be brought along the third path J Re-

cent efforts at reconstructing quantitative sociology have concentrated most

on critique and transformation of its techniques and analytic strategies This

rethinking of quantitative practice - initiated on a programmatic basis by
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Stanley Lieberson (1985, 1992) - is increasingly premissed on a recasting of

"variables sociology” - what Andrew Abbot (1988) has called "general linear

reality" - within a more general framework of measurement attuned to com-

parative, configurational, and event-transitional analyses of historically situ-

ated and socially embedded cases (Ragin 1987, Isaac and Griffin 1989, Griffin

and Isaac 1992, Griffin 1993; Tuma and Hannan 1984, Mayer and Tuma
1990) These efforts demonstrate that a reconstruction of quantitative sociology

can proceed without leaving the discipline stranded m a wasteland of texts,

unable to engage in empirical analysis, forbidden to use computer software

The third path that I propose here is meant to extend these efforts at

reconstruction by addressing the relation of measurement to theoretical rea-

soning in a way sensitive to both the claims of relativism and the interests

of science This third path does not deny that there are sometimes coherent

(constructed) social realities However, it does insist on a neo-Kantian under-

standing about the significance of concepts for bringing into view some (and

by the same stroke, potentially submerging other) aspects of the manifold

social realm This neo-Kantian account emphasizes that an act of naming

may prove “meaningful” even if it does not "correspond" to any underlying

reality or property of things identified by naming In this critical and skeptical

account of the status of concepts, terms like “class,” "deviance,” "organiza-

tion,” and "socialization" do not bear any necessary relation to any coherent

and bounded realities, even if such terms "colligate” — that is, draw together

- perceptually parallel aspects of actual social phenomena Such terms are

simply (more or less) useful for gaining analytic leverage on social complex-

ity To be quite dear, however, even if sociological concepts are perspectival

rather than "real,” they need not condemn us to a narrow hetmeneutic circle

To the contrary, the problem of circularity that arises in post-positivist in-

quiry can be addressed by adopting on a more general basts a modified

version of an approach to measurement originally applied to philosophical

realism (Pawson 1989) In effect, this approach acknowledges quantitative

sociology as a specialized cultural practice of reading and writing texts, and

nevertheless proposes ways of improving that cultural practice

In this chapter, I will explore the third path as a basis for quantitative

sociology by addressing two issues (1) the problem of value and theory

relativity m sociological inquiry, and (2) post-positivist efforts to salvage a

scientific basis for concept formation and measurement These discussions set

the stage for (3) a consideration of an alternative approach to concept for-

mation that acknowledges measurement as an activity of social construction

under conditions of value and theory relativism, and (4) exploring the pros-

pects of scientific sociology within this approach
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Value and Theory Relativity

The assertion of relativity involves two quite different important claims first,

about the theoretical character of the objects to which inquiry is directed, and

second, about criteria of explanation The first claim is the more familiar it

advances the view that conceptualization, observation and measurement of

empirical phenomena are not autonomous activities. Rather, they are held to

be theory-dependent, with the implication that an object of inquiry is not

the same as an empirical phenomenon (Alexander 1982) We do not study

societies as they are, we study them with the help of one or another theoreti-

cal frame of reference The second claim of relativism is less often discussed

but equally significant Its assertion is that criteria of explanation no longer

can be reduced to any definitional formula, instead, wholly alternative poten-

tially viable kinds of explanations can be brought to bear on the same puzzle

(Miller 1987, Hall forthcoming) For example, narratives have their ways of

explaining that differ from theoretical explanations, which differ yet again

from so-called "factor" explanations sometimes employed in analytic history

Each alternative kind of explanation may tell us something different about

the English Revolution or racial discrimination Moreover, even working

with one general kind of explanation (for example, narrative), there is no

single criterion of explanatory adequacy for any given empirical puzzle In-

stead, considerations beyond logic and empirical observation affect criteria of

explanation To take an example concerning social inequality, sociologists

might find the discovery of workable programs to reduce poverty quite

important, even if the researchers lacked any theoretical understanding of

why the programs worked or what fundamental processes contributed to the

existence of poverty in the first place Social values may suggest that certain

knowledge is important, even if incomplete Moreover, even if value issues

are set aside, disciplines and research programs tend to establish well defined

boundaries of inquiry If the "infinite regress” of the next question is to be

avoided, there must be pragmatic limits to inquiry These limits are estab-

lished by what Richard Miller (1987) calls "stopping rules” - conventional

standards of explanation that designate the adequacy of explanations for one

purpose or another, within one discipline or another, for the purposes of one

research program or another
In short, accounts of relativity identify its sources both in criteria of ex-

planation and in conceptualization and measurement procedures that con-

struct objects of inquiry Of course, such accounts of relativity could be

disputed But I propose instead to suspend judgment and ask, "what does
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socio-historical inquiry look like if we acknowledge the relativistic possibil-

ities'
1" The broad consequences are simple but significant Objects of inquiry

may be constituted in multiple ways out of the manifold flux of empirical

socio-historical phenomena Not only is there no single, warranted way of

constructing an object of inquiry about any given empirical phenomenon,

neither is there any single strategy for making sense of a given constructed

object of inquiry For example, whatever any specific constructed object of

inquiry called “social stratification" may be, it is something different than

the intricacies of social activities in the “lifeworld" - the spatially and per-

ceptually available everyday world available in unfolding socially lived time

(Schutz and Luckmann 1973, Habermas [1984] 1987) - out of which data

about stratification are generated Moreover, what counts as explanation about

social stratification as an object of inquiry may vary depending on whether the

theoretical interest is in' ordered relationships within a bounded community

constituted through face-to-face interaction, the differentiation of social groups

within a society considered as an objective totality, economic inequality

among individuals, and so forth In this light, social stratification is not

either a “thing" in the world, or even a set ofattributes about a thing it is an

orienting concept that can be used to consolidate objects of inquiry through

measurement rules that categorically colligate (that is, group together) and

distinguish between various aspects of socio-historical phenomena With

alternative rules of colligation and distinction, the conceptual object “strati-

fication” can be constituted differently in a Marxist inquiry versus a structural-

functional one, much less a feminist or mtertexrual approach — all in relation

to “the same” worldly phenomena

The basic issues of relativism that I have described can be represented in

a two-dimensional typology that identifies four ideal typical projects of socio-

histoncal inquiry One typological dimension asks whether criteria of expla-

nation are held to be theory or value informed, or theory and value neutral

The question here is whether rules of explanation are taken to exist inde-

pendently of theoretical framework and value preferences, or whether the

adequacy of explanations is understood as relative to criteria (for example,

value, disciplinary or theoretical criteria) that are not scientifically “univer-

sal " Analytically independent of explanation criteria, there is the problem of

concept formation The second dimension therefore distinguishes whether

the conceptual object of inquiry is held co be constituted “objectively" or in a

theory and value relative way Table 10 1 depicts the four basic projects of

inquiry described by the resulting typology - Interpretative Understanding as

relativized explanation of a perspectival object (for example, in the hermen-

eutic approach of Gadamer 1975), Value-Objective Understanding os relativized
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Table 10 1 Projects of inquiry according to assumptions concerning the

constructed object of inquiry and the possibility of objective criteria

of explanation

Criteria of explanation

Relatne Uniterm

I

Tkory/value Relatne Interpretative Value-Neutral

hut of rhjtct Understanding Explanation

of inquiry

Objcaite Value-Objective Positive

Understanding Explanation

South from Hall (forthcoming)

explanation of an object of analysis somehow constituted ‘'objectively'' (for

example, Habermas [1984] 1987), Va/ne-Neutial Explanation as the objective

explanation of a perspectively formed object of inquiry according to criteria

of explanation that are somehow objective, or shared across otherwise con-

tending points of view (for example, Weber),’ and Positive Explanation as the

development and evaluation of explanations according to objective criteria

in relation to objectively constituted objects (chat is, objects for which the

salient properties for investigation do not depend on value orientations, but

somehow inhere in the phenomena themselves) The cypology illuminates the

challenge of establishing a scientific sociology in the image of the natural

sciences the generally embraced goal of science - Positive Explanation -

cannot be achieved insofar as either the criteria of explanation or the constitu-

tion of the object of inquiry is acknowledged to be theory or value dependent
1

Realism and the Attempt to Re-establish

Positive Explanation

Relativistic critiques of science raise reasonable doubts about any privileged

status of Positive Explanation, but relativism itself can be accused of self-

contradiction The alternative account of inquiry along the third path does

not entail this self-contradiction, it recognizes Positive Explanation — like

any other approach, including the present one — as a “cultural practice of

tesearch that occurs within the historically located hfeworld of unfolding
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social activity, where efforts to achieve knowledge are necessarily incom-

pletely rationalized
4 Under the assumption that there are some regularities

in the socio-histoncal realm, the question then becomes - what are the

prospects for Positive Explanation in relation to other cultural practices of

inquiry 5

In terms of table 10 1, Positive Explanation would depend on both “uni-

versal" criteria of explanation and successive approximation toward “objec-

tive" construction of the object of inquiry, presumably through reliable and

valid measurement that offered a basis to make decisions about the validity

of any given hypothesis The first issue - of whether universal explanatory

criteria can be established - ultimately depends upon whether there can be

translation between assertions made within heterogeneous theoretical per-

spectives and research practices <P Roth 1987, Hall forthcoming) But the

problem of translation cannot be addressed without first coming to terms

with the relation of measurement to the constructed objects of inquiry

Logical positivism in its classic form depended on theory-independent

measurement and the refusal to make any metaphysical assumptions about

the world being investigated (Halfpenny 1982) If the practicing sociologist

could measure empirical variables while restricting assumptions to those

concerning logic and theory testing, then secure knowledge of the socio-

histoncal world’s regularities could be built outward from this core without

the circular reasoning entailed in assuming certain things that also are the

subject of explanation Socio-histoncal inquiry would be capable of testing

assertions about the dynamics of social interaction or patterns of class conflict

independently of any theoretical or ontological assumptions about the nature

of the phenomenon under investigation This, of course, is precisely the

feature of positivism drawn into question by the problem of the "double

hermeneutic” (Giddens 1976) - dealing with preinterpreted social realms -

and by assertions about the theory-dependence of concept formation and

measurement It now seems that a concept such as “class” entails the baggage

of both (contested) everyday meanings and one or another theoretical mean-

ing, rather than corresponding to any ontologically “natural” and theoreti-

cally "neutral" referent

In the face of such obstacles, "post-positivists” who seek to salvage a

privileged status for science have sought to reaffirm the objective status of

the (admittedly constructed) objects of socio-historical inquiry To do so,

they have drawn on three related approaches - theorettcism, conventionalism,
and

tealtsm The first approach, theoreticism, seeks to develop scientific proposi-

tions independent of empirical categories, within an a priori formal and

internally consistent set of logically interrelated concepts that constitute a
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theoretical system or model “Class,” for example, might be defined within

an a prion formal theory of social change withour worrying about whether

the term describes any empirically observable class category (for example,

small-business entrepreneurs or manual workers) In its strongest versions

(for example, Althusser and Bahbar 1970, Hmdess and Hirst 1975), cheor-

eticism effectively amounts to a logical idealism, social theory as something

akin to the mathematically specifiable relations between conceptual terms

such as pi as the essential relationship between rhe diameter and circumfer-

ence of a circle In the second approach - conventionalism - a particular

operationally defined measurement is asserted as the agreed basis upon which

research is conducted Class can be classified according to one or another

standard system, "intelligence" can be defined as the score on one or another IQ
test, and so forth As efforts to re-establish conditions appropriate for Posi-

tive Explanation, theoreticism reaches an unsatisfactory end in abstracted

idealism, and conventionalism serves only as a practical move that allows

like-minded investigators co proceed, but without achieving any standard for

resolving disagreements with investigators who reject the conventions By
contrast, in the third - realise - approach, “class” would be defined in rela-

tion to a posited real social process (such as class conflict), even if the process

is not always superficially apparent

Although realism, theoreticism, and conventionalism all seek to re-

establish the epistemological privilege of Positive Explanation, each in its

own way, they all construct objects of inquiry in relative rather than objec-
tive terms They thus all amount to approaches of Value-Neutral Explana-
tion, and they thereby force che question of what the prospects are for moving
from Value-Neutral to Positive Explanation These issues can be pursued
e ciently by focusing on the approach of the three that has attracted the
most recent interest - realism

Realism is a resilient philosophical ontology that insists upon the reality
o socio-histoncal phenomena In the realist view, socio-hiscorical phenomena
amount to more than isolated events Although rhe surface appearances of
p enomena are ambiguous, realism posits that the phenomena themselves are
generated by coherent processes or mechanisms That is, even given qualifi-
cations about meaning, reflexivity, historicity, and so forth, there are wars in
" 1IC

f°
cia* things happen that are somehow' intrinsic to their nature If this

s°> t it task of inquiry is to identify and describe the underlying processes
andmechanisms by some empirical method

is realist account might seem to offer grounds for salvaging objective
ncept ormation and measurement But I will argue chat the power of
ism is more apparent than real Philosophical realism offers a basis for
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trenchant critique of conventionalist and empiricist strategies of concept

formation and measurement But when it comes to actual measurement,

realism's solution turns out not to be realist after all Instead, even if a realist

ontological thesis is granted as a general assumption, concrete measurement

practices of inquiry under so-called realism abandon the effort to capture any

real essences of phenomena in favor of exploring "the real” as understood via

a particular theory or explanatory viewpoint For this reason, and in a way

similar to theoreticism and conventionalism, realist measurement amounts to

an activity that constructs out of manifold empirical phenomena an object of

inquiry that is relative to its paittcular "realist" frame of reference

By now, realist philosophies of inquiry have generated a considerable dis-

cussion that is a subject in its own right (for example, Bhaskar 1986, 1989,

Outhwaite 1987, Harre 1990) Here, I concentrate on the most developed

use of realism that actually confronts practical issues of quantitative sociology

- Ray Pawson’s A Measure for Measures (1989) Pawson rehearses phenom-

enological objections (but not post-structuralist ones) to quantitative meas-

urement - namely that measurement tends to be irrelevant, arbitrary and

artificial in relation to meaningful social phenomena However, rather than

rising to the phenomenological critique, he elects to sidestep it by defining

sociology as a science with its own special language, that need not refer either

to the subjective meanings of social actors or to their social constructions of

reality (1989 26-7) In effect, Pawson acknowledges that a phenomenological

critique would pose serious difficulties for measurement if sociology were

concerned with local, socially, and historically specific meanings of such

things as class, power, or gender, and so he chooses instead to define sociol-

ogy in a way that renders subjective and cultural meanings out of court

This solution is highly problematic
5 At the outset Pawson makes the very

kind of metaphysical assumption about the nature of the phenomenon to be

investigated that so worried the logical positivists He decides that sociolo-

gists have no defensible way to develop measurements out of lifeworldly

social meanings, and concludes chat there must be no need to do so But this

move should not deter us from exploring Pawson’s solution even though it

advances a narrow (and self-privileging) definition of sociology After all, it

is for Pawson's sort ofsociology that the threat posed by relativism is greatest

and the stakes of measurement are the highest Therefore, in order to take

relativism seriously, this is the position on which to concentrate our attention

At the core of Pawson’s approach to measurement is the realist thesis that

superficial events are the products of diverse underlying mechanisms and

processes chat sociologists may isolate and describe using their own, non-

natural, language In this view, the proper objects of inquiry are the underlying
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Table 10 2 Types of holistic (case-pattern) concepts according to meaning

adequacy and basis of concept formation

Basts of concept formation

Structural Systemic

Basis in meaning

adequacy

Present Ideal type “Market" system

Absent Form Functional/

dialectical system

Source from Hall (forthcoming)

only to particular approaches to social theory, such as Marxian sociology,

Parsons’ and Luhmann’s functional systems theories, as well as Simmel's idea

of a ’’formal" sociology (that is, a project of identifying the underlying forms,

or coherent, non-meamngful properties of a phenomenon)

The examples that Pawson uses to illustrate his approach give evidence of

the limits to inquiry within his framework (1989 171-85) He draws them

from diverse theoretical sources - Raymond Boudon's work on education and

inequality, Eric Olin Wright’s Classes (1985), and Goldthorpe et al s study of

social mobility But despite the different theoretical orientations, each example

constructs an object of inquiry as an external, rationalized, and objective

social system, that is, one that assumes social phenomena co have properties

appropriate to the version of realism that Pawson seeks to advance These

approaches do not deny agency, they simply focus attention elsewhere — on

the study of social processes and mechanisms Pawson’s realist assumption

thus may serve as a basis for examining some theories that describe underlying

social dynamics, but it just as clearly excludes consideration of certain phe-

nomena that are influenced by emergent social constructions of cultural

meanings In his own way, by basing his realism on what amount to “social

facts,” Pawson inherits Durkheim's dilemma of how to reconcile realist

conceptualization with constructs such as the conscience collective that refer to

meaningful phenomena (Parsons 1937)

It should by now be evident that Pawson’s realism solves certain problems

of sociology by ignoring them Whatever the benefits of the realist approach

within its domain, by sidestepping the question of local meanings in relation

to agency, it offers, at best, only half a sociology But Pawson's inability to

reconcile realism and local meanings is understandable social actions seem
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likely to depend on actors’ interpretations and efforts in ways that would

create “meaningful slippage" m any mechanism or process defined in realist

terms (Hall forthcoming) Pawson’s realism is not a social realism - a realism

of multiple, constructed and emergent realities in the lifeworld - of this

moment, this place, these words It is a realism that imports a particular (and

disputed) natural-science ontology as the solution to sociology’s difficulties

In this sense, it is a step backward, a resolution of the nineteenth-century

Methodenstreit that chooses to ignore culture and meaning insofar as they can-

not be reduced to “variables ” Our task today, ifwe choose to accept it, is rather

different to develop socio-histoncal inquiry as something other than histori-

cism, that nevertheless acknowledges the salience of meaning and culture

Even if realism is accepted as a metaphysical possibility, even if we grant

that there may be real and coherent social processes independent of any

meaningful social construction, the gains do not seem particularly great

Why-’ Because it is one thing to posit realism in some general way uncom-

mitted to any particular account of what is real, and another thing altogether

to construct measurements aligned with some particular account of reality

that is open to contention In Pawson’s realism, measurement proceeds within

one or another research program He rejects the alternative realism that

would establish empirical measurement independent of theory But as he

correctly notices, with this move, the metaphysical assertion of realism offers

little leverage for resolving theoretical disputes, for there are competing

realisms (1989 168) Marxists assert the sigpificance of one reality, rational

choice theorists, another, feminists yet another For Pawson, this circum-

stance signals the need to push realism further, not to abandon it Thus, he

wants realists not just to assert the privileged status of their own analytic

perspectives, but to prove the salience of their versions of realism by engaging

m research programs that identify "generative models” - underlying mech-

anisms or processes that operate within empirical complexity He thus shifts

from the ontological assertion of realism to the epistemological problem of

measurement as a research practice Pawson is forced, m terms of Table 10 1,

to offer measurement as a device by which to try to move away from the

circumstance of competing Value-Neutral Explanations within alternative

research programs, and toward Positive Explanation

The Social Constructions of Measurement

Within the limits of its domain, Pawson's challenge to realists — go out and

identify your generative models — is to be applauded But even if we accept
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realism metaphysically, in practice, the relevant aspects of socio-histoncal

phenomena are diverse, complexly interfigured with one another, and subject

to historical and cultural emergence These considerations raise the question

of whether particular kinds of social phenomena are driven by any singular

and identifiable generative mechanism with core properties and boundaries

that can be isolated, or whether, alternatively, mechanisms and processes are

both intertwined with one another, and “presaturated” with cultural and

social significations that influence their properties and boundaries That is, if

multiple "real” processes are manifoldly structured by meaning and action,

in the absence of culturally invariant real properties, there is no basis for

isolating “essential" properties, and the tasks of concept formation and meas-

urement become enterprises of meaningful signification intended to throw

into relief (“real” or other) features of a phenomenon deemed salient on the

basis of theoretical and value considerations That is, measurement even m
relation to realist social theories is oriented toward Value-Neutral rather than

Positive Explanation

This problem of value and theory relativity is already evident m the

“realist” examples - about education, class, and social mobility - that Pawson

discusses From diverse theoretical starting points, Wright, Boudon, and

Goldthorpe er al were able to propose generative models about class that

point to quite different salient aspects at work - domination, culture, action,

resources, class boundaries, and so forth (Pawson 1989 186) Let us assume

some general similarities in results of efforts to measure “stratification” within

a given society Under this assumption, there are at least two broad possibil-

ities In one possibility, the realist position, there is at least one fundamental,

generative and real process, which must be disentangled from externalities

and described. Alternative theories are derivative or inferior ones - sup-

ported, if at all, by spurious data or incomplete analysis But there is a second

possibility It may be that alternative measurements about stratification col-

ligate the concept in divergent ways, in relation to heterogeneous aspects of

any given set of phenomena That is, there may be manifold mechanisms,

processes, events, recipes of action, and other phenomena that are tapped by

alternative measurements of stratification Thus, there may be no definitive

theoretical construct of stratification that describes a single and unambiguous

real process or mechanism within a given case, much less across multiple

cases This account suggests that reality is more complex than any theoretical

construction of it, and that different concepts and their measurements un-

evenly throw into relief one, another, or multiple and interconnected aspects

of diverse dynamics and events
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In theory, it might be possible to sharpen the conceptual formulation and

narrow the definition of a term such as stratification, to refine measurement

ofphenomena described by it, and on this basis, to isolate discrete mechanisms

or processes, thus sustaining the realise thesis But the sheer complexity of

socio-histoncal phenomena undermines this agenda for at least three reasons

(1) seemingly real phenomena such as “stratification” may involve "configura-

tions” of heterogeneous (real) processes that produce multiple coherent com-

plexities to the point of chaos (in the scientific sense of that term) such that

the identification of processes and mechanisms through any given focusing

lens would be an incomplete and therefore inadequate basis of analysis, (2)

the complexity of stratification may overwhelm our scholarly capacity to

conduct inquiry about it, such that value interests (themselves diverse and

historically shifting) would dictate conflicting research programs that change

over time, and (3) the historically emergent character of processes and cul-

tural structures salient to stratification may shift the dynamics of real pro-

cesses in ways that outstrip any effort to identify their properties Such

difficulties cannot be ruled out in advance Therefore, even granting the

realist thesis as an ontological possibility, inquiry into real generative pro-

cesses requires theoretical and value-based simplifying assumptions It there-

fore must be tempered by the understanding that its measurements construct

an object of inquiry in a way such that only selected aspects of phenomena
are brought into view A good sociological theory, as Lieberson (1992) has

suggested, will not try to explain everything about an empirical phenomenon

Relocating the realist thesis in relation to practices that construct objects

of inquiry clarifies how what I have termed the third path moves beyond

narrowly relativistic and scientific cultures of inquiry In the first place, it

revises Pawson’s impoverished realist definition of what could count as real

Even if we grant the metaphysical assumption that some things happen in

ways that are masked by the surface appearances of events, there is no reason

to believe that those processes are necessarily of the kind anticipated in

Pawsons realist approach to measurement There is an equally plausible

alternative to Pawson’s account The "substructures” of social processes may
be socially constructed as "real” symbolic and meaningful connections m the

emergent unfoldings of social interaction, that is, precisely the meanings that

Pawson rules out of the court ofsociological explanation within his approach

A second change concerns the status of realist accounts themselves As I have

argued, even for the generative mechanisms and processes anticipated by

realism, measurement constructs an object of inquiry different from the

manifold flux of socio-histoncal phenomena No conceptualization of process
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or mechanism can be assumed to decisively represent or establish the genera-

tive centrality ofany real social process or mechanism, such conceptualizations

are only linguistic (even if mathematically linguistic) models As Althusser

had it in his apt quotation of Spinoza, "the concept ‘dog’ cannot bark"

(Althusser and Balibar 1970 105) A conceptual model is only a comtt/icl that

analytically colligates and identifies aspects of a posited process or mech-

anism deemed of salience for describing the process in a coherent explanatory

way In these terms, even within a realist ontology, measurement is an ac-

tivity that constructs its object as something other than the reality it is

presumed to analyze

Not only are "realist" objects of inquiry themselves social constructions,

Pawson’s account of measurement (1989. ch 4) also is pushed in a con-

structionist direction precisely because he wants to avoid the circularity of

positing a reality and measuring that reality under any procedure that as-

sumes it (for example, avoiding defining social class through occupational

categories which are in turn used to study class dynamics) To avoid this

circularity, Pawson suggests that theoretical deductions from any particular

realist premiss could identify some measurable consequence outside the defined

theoretical domain as salient evidence of a generative process That is to say,

measurement may be relevant to the consideration of a realist theory not

because it "corresponds" to some operative element of a process, but because

theoretical discourse infers and predicts certain patterns of results from some

particular unconfounded measurement procedure if the posited process is

indeed operating This is a reasonable effort to disencumber realism from the

baggage of theory-dependent measurement, but it amounts to a retreat from

the task of aligning measurement with realism Pawson makes a good case

for measurement as an activity of social construction based on theoretical

reasoning that produces data, rather than an activity that repiescnts posited

aspects of phenomena by way of some autonomous concept But this formu-

lation means that Pawson’s approach is best understood as something other

than “realism," for the project of measurement construction that Pawson

develops in relation to research-program realism potentially connects meas-

urement with all kinds of hypotheses, not just realist ones

Pawson seeks to transcend the circularity of realism by establishing other

social constructions of measurement that do not depend on realist concepts,

but for which implications of realist accounts can be identified But this

strategy does not depend on the realist status of theories and hypotheses

Insofar as Pawson’s approach can be fulfilled, it helps resolve a fundamental

problem of Value-Neutral Explanation more generally, namely, how to come

to terms with the “hermeneutic circle ” The problem that realists face -
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conceptualizing the world in terms of a particular research program and then

using those concepts to analyze the world - confronts any interpretative

frame of reference, realist or not For some investigators, the solution to this

circularity of interpretation is to embrace the hermeneutic circle as the hu-

man condition of Interpretative Understanding, in which the readings and

writings of texts are necessarily perspectival activities chat nevertheless yield

meaningful knowledge about the socio-historical world But Value-Neutral

Explanation seeks a different resolution Max Weber (1949) acknowledged

the constructed character of the objects of inquiry, but he nevertheless as-

pired to making valid assertions about objects of inquiry constructed via

their cultural significance

In the project of Value-Neutral Explanation, phenomena such as "organ-

izations” are manifold in their qualities Even within a limited theoretical

domain of interest, say the analysis of contemporary business organizations,

the range of analytic possibilities is sobering Organizational analysts have

investigated hierarchy and control, shifting occupational roles, interpersonal

ties, mterorgamzational networks, social organization of finance, institutional

cultures, civilizational differences, and so on The very diversity of these

equally plausible ways of construing organizational phenomena suggests that

there is no fundamental key to organizational analysis, instead, wholly dif-

ferent insights may be developed within alternative research programs The

selection of characteristics to measure about them is based on addressing

analytic issues of cultural significance, and the investigation of statements

about relationships among concepts may reveal culturally significant infor-

mation whethei or not those relationships depend on some ultimately “real”

social processes Although such inquiry fells short of Positive Explanation, it

nevertheless offers considerable opportunity for the practice of Value-Neutral

Explanation as the structured and rigorous analysis of phenomena viewed

from a particular perspective Thus, we may want to know about things that

we colligate as “anomie” in relation to things that we colligate as “hierarchy”

(or Protestantism and capitalism, and so on) even if the referents of those

concepts do not describe some deep formative structure of robust social processes

Even under the non-realist assumption that objects of inquiry are socially

constructed, the projecc of Value-Neutral Explanation only avoids the prob-

lem of circularity to the extent that it follows Pawson's proposal for the

construction of measurements independently of theories Conversely, the

realist” sociologies that Pawson embraces must be understood to have the

same epistemological status as any other efforts at Value-Neutral Explana-

tion Given the diverse possible research programs of Value-Neutral Expla-

nation and given the manifold potential of measurements about objects of
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inquiry to bring various aspects of socio-historical phenomena into the realm

of theoretical reasoning, no research program can claim analytic priority over

others on the basis of its oncological claims That is, there is no a prion basis

on which to distinguish realist from other approaches to concept formation

Instead, whether constituted topically or theoretically, research programs of

Value-Neutral Explanation offer standards for adjudicating controversies within

their domains Even the solution of measurement construction that Pawson

proposes only offers a basis for avoiding the problem of circularity within a

particular frame of reference It provides a way of exploring whether argu-

ments within a particular culturally significant construction of a phenomenon

are credible, but it does not yet deal with the issue of Positive Explanation

— adjudicating among explanations derived from alternative frames of

reference

Sociologists sometimes accuse their protagonists in a different theoretical

camp of improperly scaling or mismeasurmg a particular variable, which

when properly scaled and measured, gives rise to an altogether different (and

presumably more theoretically adequate) set of relationships (for social class

as an example, see Pawson 1989 259-63) 4 Given the constructed character

of concepts, whatever the existence and nature of social mechanisms and

processes, arguments about the “correctness” of measurements take on a new

dimension Alternative measurements may simply reorganize perceptions about

various aspects of a phenomenon deemed of interest, and patterns of relations

between variables may become differentially meaningful on the basis of those

measurements

In short, although Pawson elaborates a procedure designed to avoid theory-

dependent measurement within a realist framework, his approach can be

folded into a more general neo-Kantian reconstruction of standard sociologi-

cal measurement practice, in which no description or conceptualization can

be assumed to reflect in any definitive sense aspects of the phenomenon

posited as essential Naming one way, measuring by a particular procedure,

brings to light certain aspects of a phenomenon that alternative acts of ap-

prehension and measurement would miss, even if they revealed other aspects

When this general circumstance is admitted, what Talcott Parsons (1937)

once termed “analytical realism" has to be understood as “analytical con-

structionism " With this honesty about the circumstances of sociological

concept formation and measurement, the often contradictory and conflicting

research findings of socio-historical inquiry become more comprehensible

Not unfortuitously, a broadly constructionist account of measurement aligns

with recent investigations into culture and the historicity and social con-

struction of measurement
7
Unlike the narrower realist approach that shapes
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Pawson's project, a more general constructionist conception of measurement

does not deny the potential significance of local meanings for social processes

Instead, acknowledgment of the constructed character of the objects of inquiry

opens out onto measurement of meaning configurations by use of ideal types,

which are non-representational models by definition, constructed in order to

throw into reliefaspects of a socio-histortcal phenomenon deemed of cultural

significance
8
In turn, because measurement based on ideal types is oriented

toward the analysis ofmeaning and culture, it is better equipped than Pawson's

meaning-exclusionary realism to come to terms with the historicity and social

constructed character ofmeasurement itself, and thereby, to offer a refiexively

adequate account of measurement For example, the ideal type "legal-rational

bureaucracy" docs not correspond to any particular social phenomenon, but

instead isolates the ways and degree to which an observer can meaningfully

construe any such phenomenon as bureaucratic In this account, measure-

ment is a reconstruction of social phenomena that are not ''naturally" real,

but ideologically and socially constructed, categorically differentiated, and

(with rationalization) statistically organized "realities" that are, on these bases,

historically and cross-situationally unstable

The consequences for measurement are twofold In the first place, in that

theoretical concepts such as “property” and “citizenship" themselves have

social histones (see, for example, Somers 1992), their use in measurement

amounts to a sort of “frame realism," adopting a particular social and cultural

construction as defining “reality" for the purposes of conducting inquiry

Acknowledging this condition identifies the cultural constructedness of cat-

egories as both a neo-Kantian condition of inquiry and a topic of investiga-

tion This admission may be unsettling to realist agendas, but it at least

subjects soeio-historical conceptualization and measurement to inquiry about

its ideological and cultural sources

Second, the histoncist and cultural critiques of conceptualization and

measurement render suspect any assumption that processes or mechanisms

operate across cases or over cime in ways that can be equilibrated through

direct measurement Pawson (1989 219-20) admits to this condition of

historicity, quoting Stanley Lieberson’s (1985) example of how the measure-

ment of racial discrimination against blacks must depend on historical

period, since at certain points in time, blacks' long-standing exclusion from

education would mask measurement of discrimination against them in high-

status occupations This point, like the problem of theory dependence, sug-

gests to Pawson (1989 223—4) the need to amend his account of measurement

identifying a generative process in realist terms must depend on comparative

knowledge about how historical and social circumstances make one or another
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particular measure salient to understanding the real process But finding or

operationalizing historically conditional measurements salient to understanding

generative mechanisms seems very much like an enterprise that entails con-

structing objects of inquiry, and a hermeneutic one at that'

Some scientists have readily admitted the constructed character of meas-

urement In the full swing of modernist science, Karl Pearson regarded argu-

ments of causality as metaphysical To quote Desrosiferes (1992a 16) "Like

the eighteenth century sensualists before him, [Pearson] said that we cannot

know anything about real things, we can only know impressions on the brain,

which constitute perceptual routines which therefore constitute the things of

the new sciences ” For similar reasons, early inventors of social indicators

resisted making strong claims about the meaning of actual numbers In the

debates over how to measure economic productivity during the late 1930s,

for example, a National Research Project author demurred, “The position

taken here is that no 'true' measure of productivity or production can be

obtained for a group ofdiverse products, since no such thing exists in reality”

(q m Block and Burns 1986 777)

Sociologists instrumental in the development of quantitative methods

sometimes pay lip service to the constructionist account of measurement, but

they seem to ignore the implications To take one prominent figure, Hubert

Blalock (1982 21) readily admitted that "the real world can only be exam-

ined through our own perceptions of it ” But in practice Blalock adopted a

quasi-reahsc rather than a constructionist understanding of measurement

The problem, as he saw it, was to establish a "closer fit” between measured

variables that serve as proxies for “latent theoretical” variables But if the

constructionist account has merit, the problem of measurement is not simply

a matter of working toward a better fit between reality, theoretical variables,

and indicators In a constructionist understanding, concepts like "class,"

“revolution,” or “organization” cannot be assumed to refer to empirically or

analytically real phenomena Instead, they serve as analytic constructs that

help us gain explanatory leverage by bringing into view certain aspects of

socio-historical phenomena that ate of interest within a research program of

Value-Neutral Explanation It is not that this constructionist approach places

in doubt the ultimate reality of socio-historical phenomena or the meaning-

ful structure of statistical relationships between measured variables about

“status,” “power,” or the like Rather, in the absence of demonstration, it

rejects any realist ontological assumption in favor of acknowledging the

possibility that concepts only "fix” socio-historical phenomena statistically in

one or another way that makes them differentially meaningful It suggests

that even though concepts do not represent reality, they may be more or less

useful for asking about one or another theory or empirical explanation
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Most sociological measurement strategies still presume m various ways

that their fundamental challenge is to refine conceptualization and measure-

ment so as to get measured variables into closer and more predictable rela-

tions with objective phenomena - observable, latent, analytical, real, or

empirical These efforts presuppose some sort of external and apprehensible

determinate reality with a form that can be ever more closely approximated

by increasing the validity of concepts and reducing the "error” in measure-

ments about it In the constructionist vision of things, by contrast, concepts

and their measurement for cases in statistical matrices become “texts
’’ Like

other cultural products, they lack any intrinsic or necessary relation to the

objects of their reference

As we all know, when concepts are operationalized and variables measured,

data will be forthcoming, and it is likely that some relationships among
variables (or patterns of parallel configurations among cases) will be “signifi-

cant, others not - on the basis of nothing necessarily more than the artifectual

consequences of measurement as a social activity It is all too easy to measure
Perhaps the activity should be licensed The artifectual and meaningful
potentials of data imply that the improvement of “reliability” and “validity”

- the conventional concerns of measurement - are issues subsidiary to the

rationales that lead to naming and measuring in the first place As much
humility as the social construction of measurement suggests, however, we
need not regard all naming as equally powerful Instead, some naming will

result in measurements that reveal suggestive relationships between the
aspects of phenomena so named, while others show little or nothing Under-
standing the significance of such statistical relationships is a broadly hermen-
eutic enterprise How ought this enterprise be understood'’

In constructivist terms, a research program amounts to one or another
hermeneutic basis for exploring relationships between culturally significant
(which includes theoretically significant) aspects of a phenomenon Readings
an writings of texts are not only first-order social activities, but also second-
er er ones of inquiry This understanding transforms the status of data
nowledge is mediated for inquiry by the potentially multiple constructions
writings) of inquiry s objects, and by the multiple readings of chose objects
n t is regard, social scientists are in the same boat as literary critics They
no onger can aspire to decoding the definitive meaning of a text, for other
socia scientists are prepared to deconstruct and supplement any analytic
project Yet this post-modernist implication of the constructionist account of
easurement still leaves substantial questions about the power of scientific

ocio ogical inquiry — how it ever produces results “on the ground
”

an I

De ^?CtIca* answer is that measurement works best in the statistical
na ysis o socio-histoncal phenomena that are preroutmized, that is, where
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public meanings are widely distributed and understood, where actions occur

within “the same” cultural and historical circumstances
9 But this account of

measurement displaces conventional understandings of statistical analysis as

the search for general laws and uniformities, in favor of rhe views advanced

by David Haas (1982) and Clark Glymour (1983) that quantitative research

typically involves a survey sampling logic and explanatory' reasoning about

historically specific populations Though the rhetoric of generalization de-

rived from the hypothetical-deductive model often gets invoked to legit-

imate statistical analysis, both Haas and Glymour hold, processes may be

local and idiosyncratic, and susceptible to explanation with little or no ref-

erence to general laws Given the local character of many efforts at explana-

tion, for a general theory to be sustained, local hypotheses derived from it

must withstand efforts at disconfirmation in a variety of settings A research

program institutionalized in its problematic questions and patterns of expla-

nation can be considered successful to the degree that it can be extended to

a wider and wider array of phenomena On the basis of its theory-dependence,

however, assessing an account within any such research program (optimally

in non-circular terms) must be understood as an exercise m value-neutral, not

objective, explanation
10

At this juncture, the possibility of Positive Explanation finally is begged

If a constructionist account of measurement is correct, multiple hypotheses

about a phenomenon ought to be capable of avoiding rejection w ichin the

frames of reference of their respective research programs Tins, of course,

describes a circumstance that is widely recognized in socio-historical inquiry'

However, in some quarters, responsibility for this state of affairs will be

placed in the constructionist corner Outhwaite (1987 103-4) poses the

issue in a central way he questions Max Weber's account of ideal types as

one-sided accentuations of reality’, dictated by the topical interests of inquiry'

rather than any objective criterion of adequacy What, Outhwaite asks, are

the criteria for choosing among disparate claims that gain support within

alternative regimes of Value-Neutral Explanation 5

Positive Explanation under Constructionist

Conditions

Admitting to the constructionist condition severs quantitative measurement

from any simple understanding that it is “objective” simply because it em-

ploys standardized and replicable procedures Instead, measurement involves
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value- and theory-dependent considerations that, in terms of table 10 1,

locate it as a component of Value-Neutral Explanation (or, in the absence of

explanatory standards, in a project of Interpretative Understanding) We
are left to wonder whether there are any prospects at all for social science

as Positive Explanation, or whether all knowledge is frame dependent The

third path leaves behind the quest for objective measurement of concepts

describing phenomena independently of theoretical reasoning, with its hope

for direct access to Positive Explanation But it does identify one route to

Positive Explanation This route requires a practice that aligns research

methodology with an overall theoretical logic that calibrates diverse issues in

relation to any given inquiry (cf Alexander 1982) Here, I can only sketch

how such a theoretical logic might operate in relation to the relativity of

concepts and measurement

If the construction of inquiry’s objects is a hfeworldly condition of re-

search, then statistical discourses are not forged out of some purely coherent

logic of numbers, they are not efforts to get at the inner harmony of society

construed as "nature” or even socially constructed “nature ’’ Instead, alterna-

tive statistical projects are potentially meaningful ways ofarranging informa-

tion about the socio-histoncal world The task is to render measurements and

statistical analyses meaningful in relation to particular practices of inquiry

The kind of inquiry of greatest concern to scientific sociologists is what I

term "analytic generalization” - the search for, and attempt to explain in

theoretical terms, observed patterns and regularities in data about socio-

historical phenomena (Hall 1992) Por this kind of inquiry, two central

questions help crystallize a constructionist agenda (1) Does constructionism

deny the possibility or preclude the discovery of real social mechanisms and

processes'1

(2) What might be entailed in distinguishing the causal adequacy
of arguments tied to alternative research programs’ The answer to the first

question is simple constructionism neither rejects nor accepts realist onto-

logical claims, it suggests that they are matters for empirical investigation

However, by this standard, constructionism would rule out any privileging

of realist explanations relative to other kinds of explanation — theoretical or

otherwise

In turn, the problem of an empirical standard is at the core of the second

question How can there be any empirical standard if evidence itself is con-

structed in value- and theory-dependent ways’ How is it possible to adjudicate

among explanations by use ofconcepts and measurements, when the capacitj

to get at empirical evidence is conditioned by concepts and measurements’
11

1 have argued that in a constructionist response to such questions, research

programs — realist or otherwise — amount to projects of Value-Neutral
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Explanation that are theory- and value-dependent in their constructions of

the object of inquiry Such research programs are important for formulating

and refining theories and explanations in their own terms, but they are

necessarily bounded by their own frames of reference, even when they assess

validity by non-circular means

The adjudication of attempts at Positive Explanation therefore depends on

locating Value-Neutral Explanations and measurements within a more en-

compassing theoretical logic that somehow transcends the differences among

objects of inquiry by sorting through the possible contradictory implications

of alternative perspectives and their theories Such a challenge can be met only

insofar as an “axial objectivity” can be established for competing perspec-

tives By axial objectivity, I mean to suggest a condition in which researchers

operating within two different theoretical perspectives or research programs

expect the same constructed measurement to yield different results This

circumstance does not occur “in nature" or through “testing a hypothesis”

within any given research program, it happens because researchers puzzle

through deductions from two different theories and their implications for

certain measurements In the constructionist account, measurement is theory-

dependent, and therefore, its informed use depends on making explicit its

relationship to theoretical reasoning In the search for axial objectivity that

bridges two or more social theories, theoretical reasoning is brought to bear

on bridging two different Value-Neutral Explanations In this task, theoreti-

cal reasoning must make explicit its rationales for the measures undertaken,

its justifications for such measures as reasonable procedures to shed light on

theoretical issues at stake, and its expectations about the measurement con-

ditions under which theoretical arguments from competing research pro-

grams can be compared
12

This move rejects any naive analytic empiricism

and realigns the deductive procedures of logical positivism under conditions

in which any attempt to establish axial objectivity depends on prior clarifi-

cation of measurement stakes within contending research programs of Value-

Neutral Explanation

It should now be evident that I do not advocate a constructionist approach

to understanding inquiry as cultural practice in order to suggest that either

statistical analysis or scientific sociology is a hopeless enterprise Instead, my
view is that quantitative sociology's practices need to be reformed in relation

to epistemological understandings of the reflexive, socially constructed, and

historically embedded character of conceptualization and measurement This

is an ironic conclusion, for it means that concerns about the relativity of

measurement push us in the direction of a working relation between the

Value-Neutral Explanation of research programs and old-fashioned modernist
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positivism, the positivism that does not traffic in epistemological realism,

that does not simply pretend to measure and analyze empirical variation, but

instead adjudicates among alternative explanations by deducing predictions

about aspects of the world for which measurable evidence might be sought

The collapse of the hard distinction between science - as investigation -

and "nature” - as phenomenon (Latour 1993) - erases sociology’s old stigma

of not being a "true” science The "hard” sciences are in the same boat

Sociologists can belatedly reconstruct sociological practice in ways that

acknowledge reflexivicy and social constructedness, without sacrificing their

science-like claims to an enterprise in which scholars watch over each other,

and where the stronger argument ought to defeat the weaker What then is

lost’ Only certain mystifying claims of scientific sociology - for measure-

ment realism, for the autonomy of science, for its pre-eminence as the prac-

tice ofsociology Scientific sociology is located within the same extra-scientific

circumstances of theory and value dependence and hermeneutic discourse

that mark other kinds of socio-historicai inquiry Positive Explanation may
be pursued as a goal, but its accomplishments are hard fought, not simply
watranted by its procedures, and complexly related to Value-Neutral Expla-
nation This circumstance marks a brave new world, much more difficult to

negotiate than the simpler modernist world where there were "two cultures”
- of science and relativism — with a sharp line demarcating their territories

But that world is now upon us

Notes
Revised version of a paper presented at the annual meecmgs of the American Socio-
logical Association, August 17, 1993, Miami, Florida While reserving to myself
responsibility for this chapter, 1 wish to thank Marc Ventresca for encouraging me
to take up these issues and Stephen Turner and Michael Hechter for their helpful
comments

1 On the diverse range of neo-Kantian positions and thinkers, see Kohnke (1991)
or an introductory discussion ofWeber and Simmel’s approaches to the problem

0 va ues, and a delineation of alternative viable theoretical strategies of con-
ceptualiaation, see Hall (forthcoming chs 2, 4)
Briefly, Weber held, “In the method of investigation, the guiding ‘point of view’
,s o great importance for rhe construction of the conceptual scheme which will be
'J

f
e ln r^e ,nvestigation In the mode of their use, however, che investigator is

o viously bound by the norms ofour thought just as much here as elsewhere For
cienti c truth is precisely what is valid for all who seek the truth" (1949 84
emphasis in original)
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3 Given the alternative viable kinds of inquiry, there is no reason to assume that

quantitative and formal methods of analysis are solely relevant to Positive Expla-

nation To the contrary, the other projects of inquiry identified in table 101-
even Interpretative Understanding — might benefit from quantitative analysis

Mohr (1992), for example, has used quantitative content analysis to identify

gender-specific public meanings about welfare in late nineteenth-century New
York His analysis does not purport to explain the causes of differences in welfare

discourse about men versus women But it offers an intriguing look at the cul-

tural constructions through which social welfare actions are oriented

4 The long march under the modernist ethos of science was toward the rational-

ization (in Weber's sense) of research practices - measurement, experimental

design, and so forth Yet in the lifeworld, rationalization is always an incomplete

process (cf G Roth 1987) More specifically, in inquiry, the sources of incom-

plete rationalization are inherent in the concatenation of heterologous discourses

- theory, narrative, and so forth - within any single practice (Hall 1992)

5 It is a far cry from Outhwaite’s (1987) ambitious but inconclusive effort to bring

realism and hermeneutics into a common orbit Nor does it come to terms with

Bhaskar's (1989) attempt to offer a realist account of the relation between struc-

ture and agency Bhaskar seems to have shifted positions on the problem of

meaning objectivity, early on asserting the independence of meaning from the

intention of an actor (1979 108), later addressing the role of individuals in

remaking meanings (1989 76-7) In any event, Bhaskar’s realism remains under-

developed in grappling with the problem of meansuremenr, both in general and

with respect to the problem of meaning It is in confronting these very issues that

Pawson beats a strategic retreat from cultural realism, because of what he regards

as intractable difficulties embodied in the "double hermeneucic
”

6 The language of deconstruction captures the interpretative stakes of controversies

about measurement construction quite nicely "Deconstruction demonstrates that,

in any (our own) historical setting, it is always possible to construe any estab-

lished schemata for analyzing and interpreting familiar phenomena as more re-

strictive, more distorting, more inadequate than another that can be generated,

now, by submitting the one or ones in question to the process of supplementa-

tion" (Margohs 1985 150, brackets in original)

7 Phenomenological and historicist critiques suggest both the social and constructed

character of phenomena that are measured and the inadequacy of quantitative

variables to the task of capturing salient features of meaningful social processes

(Blumer 1956, Cicourel 1964, Hall 1984) Recent discussions elaborate these

points For example, Block and Burns (1986) point out that the production of

buggy whips may serve as a reasonably meaningful leading economic indicator

at one historical juncture, but not always By extension, any depiction of, say,

occupations depends upon a conventionalization that takes place under socially

and historically shifting social circumstances of domination, rationalization, and

so forth What it means to be a barber, blacksmith, or secretary not only varies

situationally, but also changes over time. Moreover, as Margaret Somers (1992)
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has shown, seemingly straightforward concepts such as citizenship are (for exam-

ple, western European) cultural inventions that may bear ideological baggage

invisible to us because of out historical and social location

In addition, there is che dual role that social statistics play - in the rational-

ization of social spheres, and in turn, in socio-histoncal inquiry' about those con-

structed phenomena Tests of psychological intelligence are notoriously culture

bound, and consequential for social placement The same holds for a seemingly

more objective concept as any demography student knows, the “population” of

a given political territory is not simply the number of people in it at a particular

moment, rather, that number must be “adjusted’ to reflect what demographers

and more importantly, politicians, chink are the salient issues sometimes slaves

get counted some ways, sometimes Asians don’t get counted at all In Alain

Desrosieres’s (1992a) evocative phrase, statistics help to "make things which hold

together”, statistical monitoring and simulation are historically evolving prac-

tices integral to how and how well organizations work, the data are nor about

organizations, they are part oforganizations (Desrosi&res 1992b) Statisticians face

a quandary to deny the salience of culturally established classifications and their

uses (Desrosieres discusses the example of occupations) by establishing independ-

ent measures is to ignore the socially constructed historical realities

8 Ideal types are “ideal" in that they identify coherent meaning complexes inde-

pendently of empirical complexities Unlike formal concepts that posit determin-

istic mechanisms and processes, ideal types acknowledge the "shading off” of

meaning (Spinoza’s dog's bark, versus the ideal-typical “bark,’ versus the “growl’’

or the “howl”) (cf Blumer 1956 688, Hall and Neitz 1993 12-14) Ideal types

thus are analytically precise, yet lend themselves to the situated analysis of so-

cially constructed meanings in a way that transcends Pawson’s realist program

of measurement by including the culturally constructed meanings that interest

Bhaskar (1989), but for which he has no strategy of measurement (for discussion

of formal measurement of meaning in relation to ideal types, see Hall 1984) As

useful as ideal types ate for examining meaningful connections among socio-

historical phenomena, however, if their use is to avoid the circularity of concept-

dependent measurement, assessment of their Value-Neutral Explanations must

depend on theory-independent measurement of the kind that Pawson describes

(for an example of an explanation based on ideal types that uses such an inde-

pendent criterion [organizational survival over time], see Hall 19S8)

9 Thus, the relatively robust findings of Brustcin (1991) and Griffin (1993)

10

Moreover, the research program as a popular warrant for socio-historical inquiry

(Kiser and Hechter 1991) needs to be freed up from its supposed attachments to

realist ontologies A research program need not follow the realist formula of

positing some underlying process or mechanism A resilient pattern of explana-

tion could just as easily be developed through the analysis of situation-specific

social processes within alternative meaningful ' cultural structures’ (for example.

Hall 1988) or by employing the practice of "configurational history (Hall 1992)

to investigate the idiosyncratic interaction of heterogeneous social events
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1 1 For a more detailed discussion of this topic, see Hall (forthcoming ch 8)

12 In this turn toward theoretical reason, constructionism finds common cause with

Pawson's (1989) extension of realism More precisely, if measurement - even in

relation to putatively real mechanisms and processes is understood as constructed,

and if research programs are severed from any necessary connection to the realist

search for generative processes and mechanisms, Pawson’s approach amounts to

advocacy of deductive formal theorizing under the constructionist conditions of

inquiry described here



Part IV

The Reconstruction of Social Theory

The previous sections have been focused on the ways in which the classics are

still meaningful for us and continue to be relevant to the project of social

theory and sociology broadly construed But what if one tries to wipe the

slate clean and begin the whole thing over again'' Is there a real alternative

to the legacy, however parched up and extended, of the classics’ Obviously

the extent to which an alternative is genuinely radical or merely a different

kind of patching up is merely a matter of degree The "social thinkers" from

Hammurabi to the present said a great deal indeed One can never wipe the

slate entirely clean, however much one might tty Indeed, the classics them-

selves did not do so Contemporaries of the classics whose familiarity with

the sources and context of the chought of the classics was far greater than our

own wondered whether the innovations of the classics that we now celebrate

were m fact anything more than verbal tricks or refinements of existing ideas,

neatly packaged for a new and naive audience

Nevertheless, there have been significant challenges to standard “classical"

modes of theorizing in recent sociology Fundamental theoretical develop-

ments in social theory have very often, and perhaps always, been discussions

and revisions of fundamental ideas about human agency, that is about the

nature of intentional action Weber, for example, was trained as a lawyer and

recognized that the categories of intentional action enshrined in the law were
a kind of alternative framework within which actions could be categorized

and this led him to recognize the ultimately arbitrary character of all frame-

works for the explanation of action His own sociological classification of

anion was thus presented not as the essentia! truth about, or the correct

description of, human action but rather as a framework which could be
assessed only in light of its utility in helping disciplines in the historical
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sciences m accounting for human action and making it intelligible Durkheim

attempted to revise the conception of the human agent by identifying an

element of consciousness that was “collective" and operated in accordance

with its own causal laws, and which produced (in a way that was not acces-

sible to introspection) impulses that individuals struggled with in the course

of making decisions In particular, he argued that the sense of obligation that

people feel and that guides action is the causal product of the collective

realm, though it may not be and usually is not recognized as such by the

agent Parsons, of course, sought to construct a systematic account of logical

structure of theoretical explanations of action In part, this enterprise was

directed at the model of action contained in classical economics which he

considered to be insufficient because of its neglect of the “normative” ele-

ment of action, an idea that is familiar from Durkheim 's own revision of the

notion of action

The three approaches discussed in this part take quite different tacks The

thought of Pierre Bourdieu is perhaps the most important and influential

challenge to conventional sociology Bourdieu is more radically reflexive about

the character of his project than Parsons and Merton were He does not rely

on an independent account of the nature of science which he strives to fulfill,

but rather characterizes his own project in the same terms of struggle that

he uses to characterize the intellectual projects of others Bourdieu’s approach

identifies a set of purpose-hke goals, especially the accumulation of "cultural

capital,” which can be attributed to agents and account for the activities

which constitute the forms of consciousness and practices within which they

act as intentional agents and which their actions as intentional agents pre-

sume Bourdieu attempts to account for practices themselves in this way In

Woolgar’s paper the model is actor-network theory But the "actors” m this

theory are not restricted to ordinary human agents involved in fully inten-

tional action, making decisions, and so forth The networks of "actors” in-

clude, m this case, machines, who function in the creation of human

arrangements, such as the economic order, as well as in the constitution of

the conditions of life as junior participants in or partners in networks who

can be employed in struggles against other networks In this case the concept

of the intentional agent is extended and applied in such a way as to radically

alter its character Abell’s paper discusses rational choice theory and the

program of rational choice in sociology. In this case the model of intentional

action is also changed, but it is changed by rendering it more parsimonious

The point of the strategy is to see how much can be accounted for, and

particularly how much of the domain of facts traditionally accounted for in

terms of other theories, such as Durkheim’s, can be accounted for in terms
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1

of individual rational choice and its complex collective implications and

expressions

The idea which motivated Parsons m the middle of this century and

various figures in the earlier history of sociology was that a single unique!)

valid revision of the mundane model of intentional explanation and human

agency was possible If this were the case, we could contrast the "folk” and

the “scientific" understandings of human action The theoretical programs

discussed m this section do not explicitly renounce these ambitions, though

the reflexive character of the first two programs seems to limit the nature of

their claims to unique intellectual authority The rules governing intellectual

ascendancy are, in these theories, part of the topic of the theory, and the wa)

m which intellectual ascendancy is characterized m these theories does not

lend itself to the kind of model of science as the uniquely valid description

of reality

Rational choice theory has an even more ambiguous methodological status

Key notions like “explanation" are employed in unusual ways So the idea

that rational choice theory explains anything at all must be accepted before

the explanations themselves are In a sense, this holds generally the key

methodological standards which ate held to justify the claims of the theories

are so closely bound up with the theory itself that selecting a viewpoint

amounts to selecting the whole package of methodology, modes of descrip-

tion, and facts accepted as given and uncontroversial

Alan Sica's concluding chapter evokes the atmosphere of delusion of gran-

deur that accompanied the last great attempt to provide a comprehensive

theoretical understanding of the social world with a portrait of Parsons as a

young man, riding on the waves of his own breathlessly announced "discov-

eries" and “solutions” to "theoretical problems ” Parsons was certainly not

the last social theorist to fall m love with his own creation, nor the last to

radically mistake the significance of what he was doing But the reminder of

the great hopes with which his project advanced is salutary’ social theory is

a graveyard of simple insights and grand programs
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Toward a Reflexive Sociology:

A Workshop with Pierre Bourdieu

Loi'c J. D. Wacquant

Interest, Habitus, and Rationality

LOIC J D wacquant Your use of the notion of interest has often called forth

the charge of "economisin'’ (for example, Cai!16 1987, Joppke 1986) What
theoretical role does interest play m your mode of analysis’

pierre bourdieu Building upon Weber, who utilized the economic model

to develop a materialist sociology of religion and to uncover the specific in-

terests of the great protagonists of the religious game, priests, prophets, and

sorcerers (Bourdieu 1987b), I introduced the notion of mcerest - I prefer to

use the term tllmw since I always speak of specific interest, of interests that

ate both presupposed and produced by the functioning of historically delimited

fields - in my analysis of cultural producers in reaction to the dominant

vision of the intellectual universe, to call into question the ideology of the

fretschwebmde bitelhgenz The notion of interest as I use it, which, paradoxically,

as you indicate, has brought forth the accusation of economism against a

work which, from the very outset (I could refer here to my first ethnographic

pieces on the sense of honor among the Kabyles [Bourdieu 1965 and 1979))

was conceived m opposition to economism, is the means of a deliberate and

provisional reductionism which allows me to bring the materialist mode of

questioning into the cultural sphere from where it was expelled, historically,

when the modem notion of art was invented and the field of cultural produc-

tion won its autonomy (Bourdieu 1980d, 1987a)

This is to say that the concept of interest as I construe it has nothing in

common with the naturalistic, transhistoncal, and universal interest of utili-

tarian theory (It would be otiose to show that Adam Smith’s self-interest is

nothing more than an unconscious universalization of the form of interest
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required and engendered by a capitalist economy ) Far from being an anthro-

pological invariant, interest is a historical arbitrary , a historical construction

that can be known only through historical analysis, ex post, through empirical

observation, and not deduced a priori from some fictitious — and so naively

Eurocentric - conception of "Man
”

I.W This would imply that there are as many "interests” as there are fields,

that each field simultaneously presupposes and generates a specific form of

interest that is incommensurable with those that have currency elsewhere

PB Absolutely There are as many practical understandings of the game, and

thus interests, as there are games Each field calls forth and gives life to a

specific form of interest, a specific tllusto as tacit recognition of the value of

the stakes of the game and as practical mastery of its rules Furthermore, this

specific interest implied by one’s participation in the game specifies itself

according to the position occupied in the game (dominant vs dominated, or

orthodox vs heretic) and with the trajectory that leads each participant to

this position Anthropology and comparative history show that the properly

social magic of institutions can constitute almost anything as an interest, and

as a realistic interest, that is, as an investment (in the double meaning the

word has m economics and in psychoanalysis) that is objectively paid back

by an "economy
”

lw Beyond interest and investment, you have “imported” from economic

language a number of other concepts, such as market and capital (for exam-

ple, Bourdieu 1985, 1986), all of which evoke the economic mode of reason-

ing What sets your theoretical approach apart from the "economic approach”

to social action"1

PB The only thing I share with neo-marginalist economists are the words

Take the notion of investment By investment I mean the propensity to act

which is born out of the relation between a field and a system of dispositions

adjusted to the game it proposes, a sense of the game and of its stakes which

implies both an inclination and an ability to play the game The general

theory of the economy of fields which emerges progressively from general-

ization to generalization enables us to describe and to specify the specificform

taken by the most general mechanisms and concepts such as capital, invest-

ment, interest, within each field, and thus to avoid all kinds of reductionisms,

beginning with economism, which recognizes nothing but material interest

and the search for the maximization of monetary profit

Thus my theory owes nothing, despite appearances, to the transfer of the

economic approach And, as I hope to demonstrate fully one day, far from

being the founding model, economic theory (and Rational Action Theory
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which is its sociological derivative) is probably best seen as a particular

instance, historically dated and situated, of field theory

lw Would the notion of habitus be the conceptual linchpin by which you

reatticulate these apparently economic notions into a model of action that is

radically different from that of economics’

PB In double opposition to the objectivism of action “without an agent” of

the Althussenans and to the subjectivism which portrays action as the delib-

erate pursuit ofa conscious intention, the free project of a conscience positing

its own ends and maximizing its utility through rational computation, I have

put forth a theory of practice as the product of a practical sense (Bourdieu

1980a), of a socially constituted "sense of the game ’’ Against positivistic

materialism, the theory of practice as praccice posits that objects of knowl-

edge are constmeted, and noc passively recorded And against mtellectuahst

idealism, it reminds us that the principle of this construction is habitus, the

system of structured and structuring dispositions which is constituted by

practice and constantly aimed at practical — as opposed to cognitive — func-

tions In order to sidestep objectivism without relapsing into subjectivism

and its demonstrated incapacity to account for the necessity immanenc in the

social world, it is necessary to return to practice as the locus of the dialectic

between opus operation and modus opeumdi, between the objectified and the

embodied products of historical action, structures and habitus

I could show that the concept of habitus, like that of field, is relational m
that it designates a mediation between objective structures and practices

Firsc and foremost, habitus has the function of overcoming the alternative

between consciousness and the unconscious and between finalism and

mechanicalism Following the program suggested by Marx in the Theses on

Feuerbach, it aims at making possible a materialist theory of knowledge which

does not abandon to idealism the idea that all knowledge, be it mundane or

scholarly, presupposes a work of construction, but a work which has nothing

in common with intellectual work, a practical activity which sets into mo-

tion the practical inventiveness of habitus (All those who used this old con-

cept or similar ones before me - from Hegel’s ethos to Husserl s Habitualitat to

Mauss’s lexis — were inspired by a theoretical intention akin co mine, which

was to escape from under the philosophy of the subject without doing away

with the agent

)

In order to capture the gist of social action, we must recognize the onto-

logical complicity, as Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty suggested, between the

agent (who is neither a subject or a consciousness, nor the mere executant of

a role or the “carrier” of a function) and the social world (which is never a
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mere “thing" even if it must be constructed as such m the objectivist phase

of research) Social reality exists, so to speak, twice, in things and m minds,

in fields and in habitus, outside and inside of agents And when habitus

encounters a social world of which it is the product, it finds itself “as fish in

water," it does not feel the weight of the water and cakes the world about

itself for granted

lw All of this puts you in a frontal opposition to this wide, if heterogeneous,

current thac has recently been gaining strength across the social sciences

under the label of Rational Action Theory or Rational Choice Theory

PB Without the shadow of a doubt Forgetting all the abstractions ir has

to effect m order to produce its theoretical artifact, Rational Action Theory

(RAT) typically substitutes the scientist for the practical habitus It slips

from the model to the reality and does as if the action that its model accounts

for had this model as its principle The social actor of RAT is nothing but

the imaginary projection of the sup savant (knowing, scholarly subject) into

the sup agissant (acting subject)
1

Note also that this “imaginary anthropology" has nothing to tell us about

the social genesis of historically varying forms of interests since it postulates

ex mhilo the existence ofa universal, preconstituted interest Just as it ignores

the individual and collective history of agents through which structures are

formed and reproduced and which “live” in them In reality, far from being

posited as such in an explicit, conscious project, the strategies suggested by

habitus as a “feel for the game" aim, on the mode of “protension" so well

characterized by Husserl in ldeen, toward the “objective potentialities” imme-

diately given in the immediate present Must we talk of “strategy," then '1

The word is strongly associated with the intellectualist and subjectivist tra-

dition which, from Descarres to Sartre, has dominated Western philosophy

and which is now again on the upswing with RAT, a theory well-suited to

satisfy the spiritualist point cfhoniieur of intellectuals This is not a reason

not to use it, however, with a different theoretical intention, to designate

the objectively orientated lines of action which social agents continually

construct

Moreover, the theory of habitus explains why the finahsm of Rational

Choice Theory, although anthropologically false, may appear as empirically

sound Individualist finahsm, which conceives action as determined by

the conscious aiming at explicitly posed goals, is a well-founded illusion the

sense of the game which implies an anticipated adjustment of habitus to the

necessities and to the probabilities inscribed m the field does present itself

under the appearance of a successful "aiming at" a future Likewise, the struc-

tural affinity of habituses belonging to the same class is capable ofgenerating
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practices that ate' convergent and objectively orchestrated outside of any

collective "conspiracy" or consciousness In this fashion it explains many of

those phenomena of quasi-teleoiogy which can be observed in the social

world, such as those forms of collective action or reaction which pose such

insuperable dilemmas to RAT
But the efforts of the proponents of some or other version of Rational

Action Theory remind me of Tycho Brahe trying to salvage the Ptolemaic

paradigm after Copernicus it is the anthropological postulates of RAT con-

cerning the nature of social action that are, in my view, irretrievably flawed

Both the kind of finalism represented by RAT, which wants to see nothing

but choice (if under constraints limited rationality, irrational rationality,

"weakness of the will,” and so on, the variations are endless — here again,

anyone who recalls Sartre’s analysis of bad faith or of oaths will quickly

recognize the intellectual contortions of an Elster [1984] in Ulysses and the

Sirens as the mediocre remake of a well-known show), and the mechanistic

determinism taken to its extreme by structural Marxists equally mutilate the

intrinsically double reality ofhuman existence as a thing ofthe world for which

there are things, a fundamental anthropological reality that Pascal captured

brilliantly when he said “Le nonde me comprend el m'anlcmttt comme nn point

mats je le comprends" (in short, the world encompasses me but I understand it)

The proper object of social science, then, is neither individuals, this errs

realissimum naively crowned as the paramount, rock-bottom reality by all

"methodological individualists," nor groups as sets of concrete individuals

sharing a similar location in social space, but the relation between two realiza-

tions of historical action, in bodies (or biological individuals) and in things It

is the double and obscure relation between habitus, that is, the durable and

transposable system of schemata of perception, appreciation, and action that

result from the institution of the social in the body, and fields, that is,

systems of objective relations which are the product of the institution of the

social in things, or in mechanisms that have the quasi-reality of physical

objects, and, of course, of everything that is born out of this relation, that

is, social practices and representations, or fields as they present themselves in

the form of realities perceived and appreciated

lw What is the nature of this relationship of “ontological complicity” be-

tween habitus and field and how does it work itself out more precisely 5

pb The relation between habitus and field operates in two ways On one side,

it is a relation of conditioning the field structures the habitus, which is the

product of the embodiment of the immanent necessity of a field (or of a

hierarchically intersecting set of fields) On the other side, it is a relation of

knowledge or cognitive construction habitus contributes to constituting the
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field as a meaningful world, a world endowed with sense and with value, in

which it is worth investing one’s energy Two things follow, firstly , the

relation of knowledge depends on the relation of conditioning that precedes

ic and fashions the structures of habitus, secondly, social science is necessarily

a “knowledge of a knowledge ' and must make room for a sociologically

grounded phenomenology of the primary experience of the field or, to be

more precise, of the invariants and variations of the relation between different

types of fields and different types of habitus

In short, the specificity of social science lies in the feet that its object of

knowledge is a reality which includes agents who have this very reality' as an

object of knowledge The task becomes, then, to construct a theory' of prac-

tice as practice and a theory of the practical mode of knowledge that is

implied in it Thus, if it is indispensable to break with the spontaneous

knowledge of the social world, it is no less necessary' to include in our theory

the practical knowledge against which scientific knowledge is constructed

and which continues to orient practices The relation of practical knowledge

is not that between a subject and an object constituted as such and percened

as a problem Habitus being the social incorporated, it is “at home" in the

field it inhabits, ic perceiies it immediately as endowed with meaning and

interest Practical action may be described by analogy with the orths do\a of

Plato in Mmo, as the “right opinion" the coincidence between dispositions

and position, between the "sense of the game" and the game, explains that

the agent does "what he or she has to do’ without posing it explicitly as a

goal, below the level ofcalculation and even consciousness, beneath discourse

and representation

The theory' of habitus, again, allows us to overcome a whole series of

antinomies into which the theory of action routinelv locks itself, those of

consciousness and the “thingness" of social facts, ofmechanicalism and finalism,

of subjective teleology (as in all so-called theories of “rational choice") and

objective teleology (w'hich personalizes collectives, "the State,” the “Bour-

geoisie,’ and so on, and endows them with intentions and projects)

L\v Does the theory' of habitus rule out strategic choice and conscious delib-

eration as one modality' of action’

pb Not at all The immediate fit between habitus and field is only one

modality' of action, if the most prevalent one (“We are empirical,” said

Leibniz, by which he meant practical, “in three quarters of our action”) The

lines of action suggested by habitus may very well be accompanied by a

strategic calculation of costs and benefits which tends to carry out at a

conscious level the operations which habitus carries out in its own way.

Rational choice may even become a metier, a profession, as in the trade of the
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historian, the economist, or the scientist Times of crises, in which the rou-

tine adjustment of subjective and objective structures is brutally disrupted,

constitute a class of circumstances when indeed "rational choice” often ap-

pears to take over But, and this is a crucial proviso, it is habitus itself that

commands this option We can always say that individuals make choices, as

long as we do not forget that they do not choose the principle of these choices

The Refusal of “Theoretical Theory”

LW Since we are talking “theory,” let me bring up a puzzle You are fre-

quently billed, and certainly read, as a “social theorist” (and, as you well

know, this is a very definite type in the gallery of possible sociological

personas in the United States) Yet I keep being struck by how seldom, in

your work, you make purely "theoretical” statements or remarks Instead,

you keep referring to particular research problems and mundane dilemmas

you encountered while gathering, coding, or analyzing data, or thinking

through a substantive issue Even in your research seminar at the Ecole des

Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales in Paris (Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992,

Pt 3), you warn your audience upfront that they shall not get from this course

"neat presentations on habitus and field ” You ate also extremely reluctant to

discuss the concepts that you have coined and use in your work in isolation

from their empirical supports Could you explicate the place that theory

occupies in your work5

pb Let me say outright and very forcefully that I never “theorize," if by that

we mean engage in the kind of conceptual gobbledygook (lams) that is good
for textbooks and which, through an extraordinary misconstrual of the logic

of science, passes for theory in much of Anglo-American social science I

never set out to “do theory” or to “construct a theory" per se, as the American
expression goes And it is a complete misapprehension of my project to

believe that I am attempting some kind of “synthesis of classical theory" d
la Parsons There is no doubt a theory in my work, or, better, a set ofthinking

tools visible through the results they yield, but it is not built as such

The ground for these tools — the notion of cultural capital,
2
for instance,

that I invented in the early 1960s to account for the fact that, after control-

hng for class origins, students from more cultured families have not only

higher rates of academic success but exhibit different modes and patterns of
cultural consumption and expression in a wide gamut of domains — lies in

research, in the practical problems and puzzles encountered and generated in
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the effort to construct a phenomenally diverse set of objects in such a way that

they can be treated, thought of, comparatively or, more precisely, analogi-

cally The thread which leads from one of my works to the next is the logic

oftesemch, which is in my eyes inseparably empirical and theoretical I readily

confess that I feel very little in common with the kind of rhetorical exercises

in “theoretical theory” that are so common on your side of the Atlantic

lw What is the difference between "theoretical theory” and scientific theory

as you conceive it5

pb For me, theory is not a sort of prophetic or programmatic discourse

which originates by dissection or by amalgamation of other theories for the

sole purpose of confronting other such pure "theoretical theories ’’
(I need not

give examples of these endless and unassailable "conceptual melting pots" of

neologisms, refurbished categories, and pseudo-theorems, generally closed by

a call for future research or empirical application, preferably by others -

Glaser and Strauss [1967] speak somewhere of “theoretical capitalists,” per-

haps rentiers would be a better image - whose paradigm remains, a decade

after his death, Parsons' AGIL scheme that some today are trying to resur-

rect ) Rather, scientific theory as I conceive it emerges as a program of

perception and of action - a scientific habitus, if you wish - which is dis-

closed only in the empirical work which actualizes it It is a temporary construct

which takes shape for and by empirical work
3
Consequently, it has more to gain

by confronting new objects than by engaging in theoretical polemics that do

little more than fuel a perpetual, self-sustaining, and coo often vacuous meta-

discourse around concepts treated as intellectual totems There is nothing

more sterile than epistemology or theory when it becomes a topic for society

conversation and a substitute for research

To treat theory as a modus apetandt which practically guides and structures

scientific practice obviously implies giving up the somewhat fetishistic

accommodativeness that “theoreticians" usually establish wich it It is for this

reason that I never felt the urge to retrace the genealogy of the concepts I

have coined or reactivated, like those habitus, field, or symbolic capital Not

having been born of theoretical parthogenesis, these concepts do not gain

much by being resituated vis-d-vts previous usages Their construction and

use emerged m the practicalities of the research enterprise and it is in this

context that they must be evaluated The function of the concepts I employ

is first and foremost to designate, in stenographic manner, within the re-

search procedure, a theoretical stance, a principle of methodological choice,

negative as well as positive Systematization necessarily comes ex post, as

fruitful analogies emerge little by little, as the useful properties of the con-

cept are successfully tried and tested
4
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Unfortunately, the socially dominant model sociology today is still pre-

dicated on a clear-cut distinction, and a practical divorce, between research

(I think here in particular of this "science without a scientist" epitomized by

public opinion research and of this scientific monster called ''methodology")

and the “theory without object" of pure theoreticians, presently exemplified

by the trendy discussion raging around the so-called “micro-macro link" (for

example, Alexander et al 1987) This opposition between the pure theory of

the lecloi devoted to the hermeneutic cult of the scriptures of the founding

fathers (if not of his own writings), on the one hand, and survey research and

methodology on the ocher is an entirely social opposition It is inscribed m
the institutional and mental structures of the sociological profession, rooted

in the academic distribution of resources, positions, and competencies, as

when whole schools (for example, conversation analysis or status attainment

research) are based almost entirely on one particular method, and reinforced

by the political demand for instruments of rationalization of social domina-

tion - and it must be rejected I could paraphrase Kant and say that research

without theory is blind and theory without research is empty

The trick, if I may call it chat, is to manage to combine immense theor-

etical ambition with extreme empirical modesty The summum of the art, in

social science, is, in my eyes, to be capable of engaging very high “theoreti-

cal” stakes by means of very precise and often very mundane empirical objects

We tend too easily to assume that the social or political importance of an

object suffices in itself to grant importance to the discourse that deals with

it What counts, in reality, is the rigor of the construction of the object I think

that the power of a mode of thinking never manifests itselfmore clearly rhan

m its capacity to constitute socially insignificant objects into scientific objects

(as Goffman did of the minutiae of interaction rituals) or, what amounts to

the same thing, to approach a major socially significant object in an unexpected
manner- something I am presently attempting by studying the effects of the

monopoly of the state over the means of legitimate symbolic violence by way
ofa down-to-earth analysis of what a certificate (of illness, invalidity, school-
ing, and so on) is and does For chis, one must learn how to translate very

ahsriact problems into very concrete scientific operations

Progress and Prospects for Sociology

*^er Pukhshed in 1968 in Social Research (Bourdieu and Passeron
' 8 212), you expressed the hope that, "just as American sociology was
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able, for a time, by its empirical ngor. to act as the scientific bad conscience

of French sociology, French sociology might, ‘by its theoretical stringency,

become the philosophical bad conscience of American sociology.” Twenty

veaxs later, where does this wish stand 5

pb- I think that it is the very distinction between theory and research implied

by this statement that must be challenged. If French sociology is to become

the scientific bad conscience of American sociology, then it must succeed in

overcoming this separation by putting forth a new form of scientific practice

founded at once upon a greater theoretical exigency and upon greater empiri-

cal ngor. The program of work that I recently completed on French elite

schools in the field of power attempts, in its own partial way. to contnbute

to the maturing of such a form of research In the book entitled Tbt Stste

Xcltht) (Bourdieu 1989) which grew out of it. I try to bring together the

results of nearly twenty years of tn-depth investigations, not of one bur of

some twenty Grandes Ecoles and of some two hundred corporations and their

CEOs, based on surveys, direct observation, interviews of students, archival

documents, and so on a reflection on methods, including the problem of

theoretical sampling, a phenomenology of the experience of being selected in

or out of the elite, and a structural theory of modes of reproduction Of
course. I have no illusions that this work reaches all the lofty goals I just set

but I believe that it does represent a genuine attempt at marrying theoretical

and empirical rigor.

lw. In whac sense can we speak of progress then5 Can we say that sociology

has moved forward, or are we still battling with the same evils of Grand

Theory and Abstracted Empiricism as C Wright Mills (1959) expressed it

in the late 1950s5

PB Instead of progress. I would rather speak of obstacles to progress and of

means of overturning these obstacles There is undoubtedly progress, and

sociology is a considerably more advanced science than observers, even its

practitioners, are willing to grant The reasons for this distrust of die scien-

tific status ofsociology are more social chan epistemological- a truly scientific

sociology, that is a science of societv that rejects the social demand for

legitimation or manipulation, is a practice chat is highly improbable socio-

logically speaking - and perhaps more so in the United States titan in mam-

other countries Sociologv is an especially difficult science because it uncovers

things that are hidden and sometimes even repressed, and because its objects

are the stakes of struggles in social reality itself’ Sociology denaturalizes,

and thereby de-fatalizes the world, and the knowledge it produces is liable

to exert a political efficacy every time it reveals the laws of functioning of
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mechanisms that owe part of their own efficacy to being misrecogmzed, that

is, every time it teaches into the foundations of symbolic violence

I have repeated often that one of the necessary conditions for progress is

the autonomy of the scientific field But this does not mean that each

national sociology must remain aloof on the contrary We need to engage m
a collective reflection on the institutional conditions ofrational communication in

die social sciences (It is an opportunity for such a reflection that I sought

to promote in accepting to organize, along with James Coleman, the confer-

ence on "Social theory and emerging issues in a changing society' held at the

Univetsity ofChicago in April of 1989, Bourdieu and Coleman 1993) What
social scientists on both sides of the Atlantic must do is work to build and

strengthen institutional mechanisms against isolanomsm, against all forms

of scientific intolerance, mechanisms capable of promoting fair communica-
tion and a more open confrontation of ideas, theories, and paradigms More
than the positive and negative developments which have taken place m each

national sociology in the last twenty years, what matters is the establishment

of relations between American and Continental social scientists that make
possible a greater unification of the field of world sociology and, most im-
portantly, a unification respectful of diversity

If there exist, gate Habermas, no transhistorical umversals of communica-
tion, there certainly exist forms of social organization of communication that
are liable to foster the production of the universal We cannot rely on moral
exhortation to abolish "systematically distorted” communication from socio-
l°gy Only a true Rgalpahtik of scientific reason can contribute to transform-
ing structures of communication by helping to change both the modes of
nctionmg of those universes where science is produced and the dispositions

0 the agents who compete m these universes, and thus the institution that
contributes most to fashion them, the university
j-w Isn t one of the conditions of scientific progress, then, to be capable of

1 crating oneself from the constraints of traditions of thought (and especially
national traditions), which in turn presupposes a kind of “antinomic atti-
tu e toward one s discipline on the one hand you need concepts and the-
ories to construct objects, thus you need to absorb and trust its heritage Buc.* te oc*ler band, these intellectual tools themselves are already (pre)con-
tructions that carry over the accepted wisdom of our predecessors and create

p

lI

*r^ 35 mucb 85 they reveal

do ht

C^e S0ClQb>gist is inescapably and endlessly faced with a sort of

feet

straPl,e^ m a Catch-22 situation of this sort Without the intel-
tU lnsrruments he owes his scholarly tradition, he or she is nothing more
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than an amateur, a self-taught, spontaneous sociologist - and certainly not

the best equipped of all lay sociologists, given the generally limited span of

the social experiences of academics But, at the same time, there is the ever

present danger that he will simply substitute to the naive doxa of lay common

sense the no less naive doxa of scientific common sense which parrots, in the

technical jargon and under che official trappings of scientific discourse, the

discourse of common sense, which retranslates it in this terrible, half-con-

crete, half-abstract lingo that his training and the censorship of the sociologi-

cal establishment impose on him

It is not easy to escape the horns of this dilemma, this alternative between

the disarmed ignorance of the autodidact devoid of instruments of rigorous

scientific construction and this half-sctcnce which unknowingly accepts cat-

egories of perception directly borrowed from the social world It is the task

of research pedagogy to make students acutely aware of this double bind and

to train them to resist its negative effects (In this respect, I rest convinced

that one of the chief obstacles to progress in the social sciences today lies in

the ordinary teaching of sociology, and graduate students are no doubt its

chief victim ) And it is the role of the reflexive return, of the social history

of scientific practices, in a word, the objectivation of tools of objectivation,

to remind us of it

This being said, the social dispositions one brings into academia evidently

play a crucial role here Those best armed to avoid this dilemma are people

who bring together an advanced master)' of scientific culture with a certain

revolt against, or distance from, chis culture (often rooted in an estranged

experience of the academic universe which pushes one not to “buy it" at face

value), or, quite simply, a political sense which intuitively leads one to reject

or to resist the asepticized and derealized vision of the social world offered

by the socially dominant discourse in sociology
6
Needless to say, the more

you consciously command the principles that lead you to challenge the ac-

cepted preconceptions of an intellectual tradition, the greater your chances of

fully mastering your own thought and scientific products — in sum, to be the

“subject" of the problems that can be posed about the social world

lw Since you evoked the process of becoming a sociologist, perhaps I could

bring this dialogue to a close by asking you a more practical question what

advice would you give to young, aspiring sociologists, say, graduate students

who are learning their trade and wish to escape this sterile opposition be-

tween "empty theory" and “blind research” 5

pb First and foremost have fun 1 The craft of the sociologist is one of the

most pleasant and enriching activities one can indulge in, spanning the
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whole gamut of intellectual practices and skills, from those of the novelist

laboring to create emotions and character to those of the mathematician

striving to capture the world in abstract models and equations We must

repel any unilateral, undimensional, and monomaniacal definition of socio-

logical practice, as well as resist all attempts to impose one

Consequently, and this would be my second point, apprentice sociologists

need to question and constantly challenge methodological prescriptions and

interdicts Social research is something much too serious and much too dif-

ficult that we can allow ourselves to mistake scientific rigidity
,
which is the

nemesis of intelligence and invention, for scientific rigor, and thus to deprive

ourselves of this or that resource available in the full panoply of traditions of

our discipline - and of the sister disciplines of anthropology, economics,

history, and so on In such matters, I would dare say that one rule only

applies it is forbidden to forbid " So watch out for methodological watch-
dogs' Of course, the extreme liberty I advocate here (and which, let me
hasten to add, has nothing in common with the kind of relativistic episte-

mological laissez-faire which seems to be much in vogue in some quarters) has
its counterpart in the extreme vigilance that we must accord to the condi-
tions of use of analytical techniques and to ensuring their fit with the ques-
tion at hand Instead of arbitrarily imposing this or that technology of
measurement or analysis as the penultimate badge of scientificity, we must,
whenever possible, mobilize and put to work all of the techniques which are
relevant and practically usable given the definition of the problem under
investigation As the most rudimentary sociology of sociology reveals, meth-
odological indictments are often no more than a disguised way of making a
virtue out of necessity, of feigning to dismiss, to ignore in an active way what
one is ignorant of in fact

Thirdly, get your hands dirty in the kitchen sink do not settle for the cozy
an derealizcd experience of the social world fostered by those bureaucratic
machineries of survey research that create a huge buffer between the social
ana yst and the universe he or she claims to dissect Direct contact with the
o |ect not only has the virtue of helping preserve you from the fertilization
o concepts and theories, it will also make you more attentive to the details

research procedures, to the built-in assumptions and consequences of ap-
parent y innocuous technical choices that are generally made unthinkingly

ost o all, you must adopt an active and systematic posture vis-d-vis "facts
”

tea with empiricist passivity, which rests content with ratifying the
preconstructions of common sense, without relapsing into the vacuous dis-

urse o grand theorizing," you must tackle a very concrete empirical case
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with the goal of building a model (which need not be mathematical to be

rigorous), by linking the relevant data in such a manner that they function

as a self-propelling program of research capable of generating systematic

questions liable to be given systematic answers, in short, to yield a coherent

system of relations which can be tested as such To be intelligent in the

scientific sense is to put oneself in a situation that automatically generates

true problems and true, productive, difficulties

Fourthly, beware of words Language poses a particularly acute problem

for the sociologist because it carries along a "spontaneous” social philosophy

which constitutes one of the most formidable "epistemological obstacles” to

a rigorous science of society, to speak like Bachelard (1938) Common lan-

guage is the repository of the accumulated common sense ofpast generations,

both lay and scientific, as crystallized in occupational taxonomies, names of

groups, concepts (think of all the ideological baggage borne by the apparently

innocuous couple of “achievement" and "ascription," or consensus and con-

flict, or even individual and society), and so on The most routine categories

that sociologists borrow from it (for example, young and old, "middle class”

and “upper-middle class”) are naturalized preconstructions which, when they

are ignored as such, function as unconscious and uncontrolled instruments of

scholarly construction One of the most powerful instruments of rupture

with the doxa embedded in words lies in the social history of problems,

concepts, and objects of mquny By retracing the collective work that was

necessary to constitute such and such issue (the feminization of the work

force, the growch of the welfare state, teenage pregnancy, or religious funda-

mentalism) into a visible, scientifically legitimate problem, the researcher

can shelter him or herself from the social imposition of problematics For a

sociologist more than any other thinker, to leave one's own thought in a state

of unthought (tmpcme) is to condemn oneself to be nothing more than the

instrument of what one claims to think

This is why, in my view, the history of sociology, understood as an explor-

ation of the scientific unconscious of the sociologist through the explication

of the genesis of problems, categories of thought, and instruments of analysis,

constitutes an absolute prerequisite for scientific practice And the same is

true of the sociology of sociology I believe that if the sociology I propose

differs in any significant way from the other sociologies of the past and of the

present, it is above all in that it continually tutus back onto itself the scientific

weapons n produces It is fundamentally reflexive in that it uses the knowledge

it gains of the social determinations that may bear upon it, and particularly

the scientific analysis of all the constraints and all the limitations associated
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wuh the feet of occupying a definite position in a definite field at a particular

moment and with a certain tnt)ectory, in an attempt to master and neutralize

theit effects
, c

Fat from undermining the foundations of social science, the sociology of

the social determinants of sociological practice is the only possible ground for

a possible freedom from these determinations And it is only on condition

that he avails himself the full usage of this freedom by continually subjecting

himself to this analysis chat the sociologist can produce a rigorous science of

the social world which, fer from sentencing agents to the iron cage of a strict

determinism, offers them the means of a potentially liberating awakening of

consciousness
8

Notes

This chapter is excerpted from a longer text written m the form of a dialogue to

allow for more flexible and direct formulation of central problems raised in and by

Boutdieu’s theory of practice and knowledge Both queries and answers are given a

fuller, more systematic, expression in Pierre Bourdieu and Loic J D Wacquant, An

Invitation to Reflexive Sociology (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, Cambridge,

Polity Press, 1992)

1 See Bourdieu (1980a 71-86) for a thorough critique of Sartrian phenomenology

and Elster's brand of Rational Choice Theory along these lines

2 See Bourdieu (1979) on the "three forms" (embodied, objectified, and institution-

alized) of cultural capital, and Bourdieu (1986) on the relations between cultural,

social, economic, and symbolic capital

3 See Bourdieu and Hahn (1970) and Bourdieu et al (1968, part I) for elaborations

d Fot instance, it is only after utilizing the notion of “social capital” for a good

number of years and in a wide variety of empirical settings, from the matrimonial

relations of peasants to the symbolic strategies of research foundations to designers

of high fashion to alumni associations of elite schools (see, respectively, Bourdieu

1977b, 1980a, 1980b, 1981, Bourdieu and Delsaut 1975), that Bourdieu wrote a

paper outlining some of its generic characteristics (Bourdieu 1980c)

5 See especially “Une science qui derange" and “Le sociologue en question” m Bourdieu

(1980b 19-60) for an elaboration of this point
6 For instance, Skocpo! (1988) shows that the recent rebirth of macro-historical

sociology in the United States and its unique sensitivity to issues of conflict,

power, and social transformation, are in part an effect of the academic maturing
of an uppity generation” of students trained during the rebellious 1960s who
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came to academia with an experience of social and political activism that made it

difficult, if not impossible, for them to believe in the consensual and falsely neutral

vision of society promoted by structural functionalism and modernization theory

7 The empirical demonstration of this argument is Homo Academicm (Bourdieu 1988)
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Homo Sociologies: Do We Need Him/Her?

Peter Abell

Until quite recently rational action or choice theory (spawned by homo

economics) had gained few adherents amongst those who struggle to find

adequate foundational ideas for a sociological theory Things now look more

promising, however, Coleman (1990) has given us a truly remarkable work,

and a number of journals ate beginning to carry articles informed by a

rational choice perspective

For many, of course, the entire edifice of sociological theory rests upon
assumptions, either that human actions are neither self-regarding nor rational

(that is, not optimally chosen) or that such actions are of peripheral interest

because human actors are propelled by Durkheimian structural forces beyond
their control - thus at least one version of homo sociologies Yet for others, the
vocabulary of action and motive provides only post hoc rationalizations, and
all we are entitled to examine are the entrails of a rationalizing discourse I

suspect, however, that one reason why rational acnon theory is experiencing
a new lease on life is precisely because these various approaches, when stripped
of their verbal pretensions and quasi-philosophical veneer, appear to be rap-
< ly leading us nowhere Although it would not be prudent to claim that
rational choice theory is likely to solve all the theoretical puzzles a sociologist
might pose, in my view it must be given pride of place

In the space available I cannot make a sustained case for this assertion
at er 1 have chosen to concentrate upon one issue, namely the relationship
tween explanations of human action from (on the one hand) the precepts

° ”t,onal actl0n *eory (RAT) and (on the other) from the constraint or
aciination of normative expectations I take this route for a number of
asons rst, because for many, the most compelling mode of sociological
Matson is in terms of social norms (that is, normative expectations),
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second, because Coleman has argued that action compliant with social norms

can be subsumed under RAT, and third, because Elster has argued to the

contrary (1989) If Coleman is right and Elster wrong, then the case for at

least one conception of homo sociologicus is undermined

Elster makes several claims, as follows

1 Social norms are to be distinguished from moral, legal, and private norms,

and also from conventions (in the sense of conventional equilibria), habits,

and traditional actions Thus they stand apart as an independent category

with their own defining characteristics

2 Normatively compliant actions, as opposed to rationally optimal actions,

are not evaluated in terms of their consequences They are not instrumen-

tal or conditioned upon future states of affairs

3 Normatively compliant actions characteristically are emotionally charged

in the sense that their violation will lead to states of negative affect, guilt,

shame, embarrassment, and so on (generally internal sanctions)

4 Normatively compliant action cannot be derived (is not determined by)

self-interest More generally, social norms have “an independent motivat-

ing power " Tins is called the “reality” of social norms

5 Normatively compliant action is not a variety of optimal (rational) action,

from either an individualistic or a collective standpoint This is called the

“autonomy" of social norms

I shall argue that there are good reasons to doubt the exclusivity which these

claims cumulatively build for the role of social norms

It is useful, first of all, to distinguish between those individuals who

“hold" or promote a social norm (that is, those who have a preference or

expectation that the norm should be obeyed - usually in some specified

circumstances and by designated actors) and those individuals whose actions

comply (at least in part) with the norm in question The two sets of individu-

als may or may not be coincidental or overlap From an RAT perspective,

there is a question as to the rationality of both the holders and those who are

compliant It is the ambition of the theory to make the actions of both fell

under its precepts If this effort is to be entirely successful, the theory would

have to establish that

1 the existence (genesis) of normative expectations can be accounted for by

assuming (a) self-regarding, (b) optimally chosen, and (c) individual ac-

tions, and
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2 the actions of both those who hold or promote and those who comply with

normative expectations can be accounted for by the same three assumptions

It is useful to keep (1) and (2) separate from each other because it maj be

possible to achieve a full RAT account of one but not the other

It appears that RAT answers to (2) are achieved comparatively easil> . the

genetic question proves more problematic It will be entirely in accord with

the self-regard ing interests of individuals to comply with the normative

expectations of others if either (d) they are subject to credible threats and/or

trustworthy promises, or (e) violation induces intraindividual ( psychic ') costs

that tip the expected utility appropriately Within this framework, the cal-

culation of internal cost-benefit ratios, derivative of the strength of the in-

dividual's normative conviction, counts toward the conception ofself-regarding

interest Both mechanisms (d) and (e) are widely recognized and understood,

and there is no a priori reason to suppose that assumptions (1) (a), (b), and

(c) cannot achieve the necessary explanatory closure The existence of inter-

nalized norms and the capacity to issue credible threats or trustworthy prom-

ises are each exogenous in this scheme of things, no doubt for mans, it is

these which require explanation Endogenizmg the existence of internalized

norms, however, takes us to question (l)

Notwithstanding, much can be accomplished without taking this route

Elster says that "if some people successfully exploit norms for self-interested

purposes it can only be because others are willing to let norms take pre-

cedence over self interest" (1989) But surely it is possible to make this claim

only if we ignore the impact of internalized norms upon intraindividual cost-

benefit ratios Once again, the proper province for such inquiries is founj

under the auspices of question (1)

If we turn now to those who "promote" normatne expectations, is there

any sense in which we must surrender the assumptions of either self-regard

or optimality on their bchalP Clearly if the promoter has internalized th*-

norm (with respect to the actions of others), no a priori problem seems to

arise The net calculation of utility can lead her to rationally expect others

to comply with a norm If only external sanctions are insohed, however, then

(as Elster recognizes) things are not likclv to be as straightforward In the

unlikely world bereft of normative internalization, A will comply wirh a

norm either because it reflects her interests or because of the- credible threats

and/or trustworthy promises issued bv B But why docs B so back a nn-rrr-

tive expectation’ The obvious answer, of course, is because the norm en-

shrines B's self-regarding interests Marxism's theory of norms, for msiencc.

takes this simple form
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Yet it might be that B promotes the norm because of potential sanctions

(threats and promises) on the part of a third actor, C (consider, for example,

hierarchies of sanctioning authority) We may conceive of metanorms (that

is, norms that take the ungainly form - sanctions of those who fell to sanc-

tion others who violate basic normative expectations) In the absence of

cyclical sanctioning structures (which are not impossible - for example, some

cooperatives), backward induction must produce a promoter of metanorms

who does so irrespective of any threat of sanctions upon himself Conse-

quently, as Elster puts it, “some sanctions must be performed for motives

other than the fear of being sanctioned" (1989 133)

This is a rather tortuous point, but RAT will fail if indeed such a "prime

mover” cannot be intellectually positioned so as to embrace the ultimate

norm (and thus the derivative metanorm(s)) from a self-regarding stand-

point I believe, however, that this is empirically improbable Thus the basic

assumptions of RAT, in my view, are likely to hold up fairly well in exam-

ining action that is fashioned by institutionalized normative expectations

Question (2) is altogether the more tricky The first essential point of note

about any RAT account of the genesis of normative expectations is that it

cannot, from the start, invoke internalization and any associated psychic costs

and benefits These must necessarily come later Thus it might very well be

within the compass of my rational self-regarding interest both to promote

and to comply with the fine-grained expectations of social etiquette, given

the likely opprobrium, shame, embarrassment, and so on, consequent upon

any violation on my part

But is the genesis of these self-same expectations explicable in RAT terms'*

Or, to take another example - of which I have implicitly made extensive use

— can RAT precepts (net of any normative internalization) explain the norms

of “keeping promises” and "delivering threats” that underlie the existing

normative expectations in any social system? These latter issues, of course,

have been debated widely by economists because Pareto-improving voluntary

exchange of goods and services is usually dependent upon the prior existence

of norms that promote both promise keeping the respect for property rights

(Rowe 1989)

Despite Elster’s claim to the contrary, following Coleman (1990) ant^ tbs

intellectual traditions he draws upon, it is possible to see the broad shape of

a general rational theory of the genesis of normative expectations Such ex-

pectations will emerge where (1) individuals’ encounters are repeated, and

(2) their actions (constitutive of the interaction) have external effects, so that

individual and collective optimization do not generally coincide It js well

known, for instance, that norms of “promise keeping” can be conceived and
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modeled by a sequential game with the same ranking of payoffs as in the

prisoner's dilemma The second mover, by making trustworthy promises to

play the cooperative strategy (for example, to complete the exchange at a

later date), is able to promote normative expectations abouc her own action

in the mind of the first mover and thus to increase the likelihood of co-

operation by the first mover (Schellmg I960), leading to a Pareto optimum

Notice that the causal direction in the theory runs from an individual vol-

untarily establishing a normative expectation of her own action m the minds

of others - not, as in many “sociological’’ theories, in the opposite direction,

where normative constraint supposedlj is causally operative

Of course, there would be no rational grounds for the second mover to

keep a promise in any single encounter, and indeed no rational grounds for

the first mover to expea the second mover to honor any such promise Each

will play the dominant strategy rationally
,
procuring a Nash outcome With

indefinite encounters, however, there is some likelihood that normative ex-

pectations will arise The strength of this sort of framework results from the

fact that it predicts an absence of normative expectations where encounters

are non-recurrent. No doubt, with exchanges that manifestly start from very-

unequal points, am normative expectations would have to be buttressed

rapidly by credible threats whose imposition would have an almost identical

logical structure

Elster perhaps would accept all this but still would resist the conclusion

that RAT precepts can account for the origin of all social norms Consider,

for instance, the norms of social etiquette Elster thinks we are all worse off

because of these (net of shame and such) - they are in no sense Pareto-

functional The argument that he uses against the standard RAT interpre-

tation of their origin — namely that they serve to support a soaal identity ard
to exclude outsiders - is dismissed upon two grounds first, their complexity

(redundancy) - they appear co be far too elaborate for their supposed (ra-

tional) purposes, second, their appearance in low -status groups, which have

no need to protect their boundaries against interlopers “It is not clear,"

Elster argues, ' why the working class as a whole would benefit from the feet

that it contains an infinite variecy of local subcultures" (1989)

Surely this is correct, but why should we require from our theory this sort

ofglobal constraint 5 Indeed, only ifwe are prepared to consider the “working

class' as a theoretically relevant category would we be inclined to construct

the problem in this way and ask for classw-ide optimality The origin of the

fine-grained structure of “working-class” social norms may be perfectly expli-

cable in terms of rationally based local recurrent interactions, where local

demarcations, rivalries, and such are of prime significance I can see no good
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reason against adopting this perspective as a -working assumption Of course,

as circumstances change and different patterns ofrecurrent interaction emerge,

existing normative expectations will become redundant Also, because by

now they are invested with the emotions of internalized norms, they may per-

sist and appear to be connective!}' suboptimal. Yet none of this counts against

the RAT interpretation of what is going on

Should we not be more inventive in trying to chan evolutions of this

nature through the RAT perspective, rather than turning prematurely to a

homo sociological

'
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Science and Technology Studies and

the Renewal of Social Theory

Steve Woolgar

Introduction

The literature which attempts to diagnose the malaise associated with the

current parlous state of social theory is extensive, and is hereby increased by

one A tempting way of approaching this issue is to formulate the nature of

“the crisis" in social theory and then propose a particular package of solutions

which, unsurprisingly, turns out to derive from the author's own sub-

discipline For the most part, this chapter follows this same approach How-
ever, m one particular regard it is different The discussion here is more

concerned with the dynamics of change in social theory than with advancing

one line of argument as the solution The history of methodological fashion

in social science is already fall of disappointments, each once touted as a

silver bullet in the service of overcoming obstacles to better social theory

This chapter introduces, and discusses the salience for social theory of,

some recent work within science and technology studies (STS)
1

Although

social theorists have only rarely regarded STS as contributing to “main-

scream” issues in social theory, an increasing number of writers have recently

started to champion the relevance of the work (Law 1991a, Latour 1993,

Lynch 1993b, Woolgar 1994, 1996) This arises, in part, from a growing

emphasis in STS in recent years on "episcemic” questions (Coulter 1989,

Lynch 1993a) and from attention to the reflexive implications of arguments

about the social basis of explanatory adequacy (Ashmore 1989, Woolgar

1988) One important upshot of these emphases is that STS is no longer

merely concerned to convey substantive findings about science and about

technology, but instead finds itself involved in attempts to “respecify” key

notions such as “social," “society" and "agency ” It is m this spirit that the
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discussion below aims to introduce, discuss, and evaluate the potential con-

tribution of certain recent features of STS to social theory
2

The chapter is organized as follows First, I identify the problems of social

theory with which I am concerned Second, I recount certain recent develop-

ments 3
in STS, in particular those associated with "actor-network theory” or

“the sociology of translation ” Thirdly, I argue that although "actor-network

theory” is unlikely to be a panacea for the problems of social theory, it pro-

vides a good example of the ways in which STS can offer a revitalization of

social theory Fourth, I give a brief illustration of actor-network theory as

applied to a well known historical case - the story of the Luddites in the

British industrial revolution The point here is to show how STS suggests an

alternative set of analytic categories for understanding the phenomena to

which social theory should address itself Finally, an intriguing and, I suggest,

productive complication in the argument is that STS themselves purport to

be cognizant of the conditions of success of the kind of move being advo-

cated That is, STS are themselves in a position to assess the likelihood that

pleas for their relevance to social theory will be heard Accordingly, a fifth

theme addressed below is the reflexive significance of the potential of STS

Social Theory and the Transition to Democracy

I take it that social theory is quintessential^ concerned to discuss and assess

different ideas about social organization A key concern is the distribution of

resources and, relatedly, the distribution of power how can society be organ-

ized, with what consequences for the division of the spoils, who dominates

who (and indeed to what extent is domination of any kind necessary’) An

important corollary to this central set of questions is the further question of

social change Given the basic liberal premiss that “society could be other-

wise," what are the prospects for social change’ Under what conditions and

in what ways can significant social change take place’ Moreover, I take it that

the "it could be otherwise" clause potentially has much wider import than

merely structural and organizational change By "social” then, we can include

all aspects of life which are affected to a greater or lesser extent by social

arrangements In other words, the “it could be otherwise" slogan should be

understood to refer in principle to intellectual change, changes in beliefs,

values, discourse and practice, and so on

To the extent that social theory depends on the existence of plausible

empirical or imaginative alternatives to the modern capitalistic welfare state,

it has been suggested that events in recent years, particularly since 1989,

have significantly limited its scope
4
Social theory originated in the reformist
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project of nineteenth-century liberal thought But does the end of commun-

ism as a viable universal ideological orientation suggest that the project of

social theory - at least in its more radical depictions of alternative forms of

societal organization - is now spent (Turner 1992)5 The rationale for this

suggestion is that there is now a reduced set of possible alternative societies

The collapse ofcommunism is taken as evidence of the untenabihty of the ideas

and arguments of Marxism and related ideologies
5
Hence, so the argument

goes, the "transition to democracy" entails the diminution of social theory
6

This line ofargument has obvious problems It is not clear char the demise

of an institutional instantiation of an ideological system can be taken as

evidence of the untenabihty of the ideas upon which it is based
7
For exam-

ple, the demise may turn out to be temporary is some unexplicated

Whiggishncss at work here5 This line of argument also underplays the con-

siderable methodological difficulties in describing, let alone accounting for,

what is allegedly happening in other societies

Most importantly, this line of argument embodies an unnecessarily re-

stricted (and unnecessarily pessimistic) conception of the sociological imagin-

ation It suggests that the social theorist can only consider alternative forms

of societal organization when confronted by their contemporary empirical

reality But this underplays the potential contribution of anthropological

investigations - the cultural relativism that tells us that societies can be

otherwise in other places * It also tends to denigrate the potential contribu-

tion of social history - the historical relativism that tells us that societies can

be otherwise at other times

Quite apart from the accuracy of this diagnosis, the very suggestion - that

the health and vitality of social theory' is demonstrably tied to empirical

changes in the world order - raises serious questions about the nature and

scope of the sociological imagination Where does social theory get its ideas

from 5 Are changes in social theoretic thinking dependent on corresponding

changes in actual social structure 5 To what extent do sociology's reformist

origins constrain the range and type of phenomena it can treat 5 What are the

prospects and opportunities for significant changes in the scope of social

theory 5’ The interest of certain recent arguments in science and technology

studies (STS) is that they provoke a reconsideration of (at least some of) these

weighty questions

STS and Social Theory

STS comprise a loose affiliation of disciplinary interests including sociology,

philosophy, history, anthropology, and political science among others,
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committed to fashioning a new understanding of science and technology

The excitement and energy of this work lies in its double significance On
the one hand, it addresses issues and problems arising from the fact that

science and technology are, arguably, the most pervasive and significant

forms of cultural artifact in our societies On the other hand, STS are impor-

tant because they urge a reconceptualization of what, m fact, the practice of

science and technology entail This in turn is particularly important for

interrogating long-standing pretensions (both within and beyond academia)

about what is to count as scientific method In this treatment, science and

technology are the focus of attention for ideas drawn from a whole series of

intersecting intellectual currents relativism, feminism, constructivism, dis-

course analysis, semiotics, cultural studies, and others The work is as ener-

getic and prolific as it is epistemologically contentious
10

The recent claims of a certain species of STS — treated here under the

rubric of "actor-network theory" — are tantamount to offering an entirely new

source of possible alternative societies for social theory These alternative

societies are, in a sense, elaborated below, the societies presented by technol-

ogy
11

Recently, some of the actor-network literature has begun to make

explicit the potential connections between STS and social theory
12 For exam-

ple, Law (1991b) argues that a major finding of STS is that the social - the

glue that keeps things together - is not purely social at all To the extent that

society is held together, this is achieved by heterogeneous means In other

words, “the social world would not hang together if the natural, the corpo-

real, the technological, the textual and the topographical were taken away”

(Law 1991b 7) Law’s point is that although sociology is centrally concerned

with distribution - the division of resources between classes, race, ethnicity,

gender - it systematically overlooks the significance of distribution between,

say, machines on the one hand, and people on the other Moreover, its prac-

tice takes for granted the distinction between categories like technology and

society, such that its analysis is tantamount to a form of specism

Sociologists tend to switch registers They talk of the social And then (if

they talk of it at all which most do not) they talk of the technical And, if

it appears, the technical acts either as a kind of explanatory dan ex machina

(technological determinism) Or it is treated as an expression of social relations

(social reductionism) Or with difficulty the two are treated as two classes of

objects which interact and mutually shape one another (Law 1991b 8)

The problem stems from the failure of sociology to investigate how the great

distributions, such as those between humans and machines, are laid down

and sustained
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The very dividing line between those objects that we choose to call people and

those we call machines is variable, negotiable and tells us as much about the

rights, duties, responsibilities and failings of people as it does about machines

(law 1991b 17)

The complaint is that although sociology has put much effort into inves-

tigating, criticizing, and deconstructing the constitution of dividing lines

with respect to class, race, gender, and so on, it has yet to attend to the

dividing lines between machines, animals, plants, people The central dictum

of the sociological imagination - that any apparently '‘natural" order of things

could be otherwise — is not applied to these categories

Latour similarly notes how the great divide between humans and non-

humans has been unproblematically adopted by social theorists
13

“There is,

social theory insists, a real, useful, and important difference between those

who deal with che human and those who deal with the nonhuman” (Latour

1991a 4) Latour suggests this dichotomy can be traced to a defensive strat-

egy on the pan of nineteenth-century social theory in the face of the emerg-

ing success of reductionist beliefs in positivistic scientific method It was

then that the ground was divided between nature and culture the non-

human and the human And the distinctly different hermeneutic of social

theory became a fiercely defended professional boundary marker
14

Latour claims that recent empirical ethnographic studies of science and

technology subvert this divide since they direct social science away from

studies of the peripheral and marginal phenomena and toward the hard core

of society technology and the natural sciences According to Latour, this

should not simply be a reductionist move The important claim is not that

scientific and technical knowledge is socially determined (although this clearly

is the import of some other arguments in STS) as a kind of symmetrical

councer to the claim that scientific knowledge is determined by nature
15
As

Gallon and Latour (1992 349) describe it, the preferred move is to an ana-

lytic dimension which lies orthogonal to the familiar continuum between the

opposite poles of the technical and the social The idea is not to determine

the relative influence of nature and society, but instead to understand how
these entities mutually constitute each other It thus no longer makes sense

to differentiate between them the “key discovery of science studies [is that]

we are confronted neither with society nor with nature " We have to tran-

scend these two impossible groupings things in themselves, and humans
among themselves" (Latour 1991a 9)
By way of a historical deconstruction of the distinction between humans

and non-humans, Latour enrolls the work of Shapm and Schaffer (1986)
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According to these authors, the origin of the distinction was fabricated -

accomplished not given - largely through the efforts of Robert Boyle and

Thomas Hobbes Their seventeenth-century disputes were precisely about

the questions now taken as set in stone winch entities have what rights,

capacities, obligations, and effects'* In brief, they settled the new moral order

by defining and establishing the rules of experimental method In so doing,

they coinvented the “political constitution of truth the very dichotomy

between human political representation and nonhuman scientific representa-

tion” (Latour 1991a 13) and it is this distinction which is the very basis of

modernism

Having established the historical contingency of the distinction, Latour

berates those who now uncritically take it for granted

Do you see now the enormous deadly mistake of those well-meaning social

theorists when they defend the hermeneutic by the so-called commonsense

argument that humans speak and have intention while nonhumans are deaf

and dumb’ They accept as a given the result of a political constitution of truth

that has first dispatched speech, deafness and dumbness They pride them-

selves for being critical on the political side but they swallow it hook line and

sinker when die polities of things is involved (Latour 1 99la 14)

The central thrust of the argument, then, is against the uncritical adoption

by social theory of a historically contingent distinction between humans and

non-humans This negative argument is fairly clear But what precisely are

the advantages of construing technology as a new source of ideas for social

theory5

Technology as Alternative Societies

What does it mean to say that technologies offer alternative forms of possible

society
516 The idea derived from actor-network variants of STS is that the

reconceptualization of technology and society offers different ways of think-

ing about the problem of social order As che discussion so far suggests, the

central theme is a revision of conventional ideas about agency entities other

than humans should also be included in the sociological purview

How does this work5 It is a basic lemma of much STS that technology

embodies the antecedent circumstances of its production and use In some

versions this amounts to the claim that social circumstances are built into
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the technology The apposite slogan is that ‘‘technology is congealed social

interests " The central notion here is that the effects of technology are a

reflection of the antecedent circumstances implicated in design, production,

marketing, and so on Well known examples include the inculcation of social

class bias and racial prejudice in the case of Moses’ bridges on the Long

Island freeway (Winner 1980), political and military interests in the case of

technologies of missile accuracy (MacKenzie 1990), gender bias in household

technologies (Cowan 1983) and in information and communication technolo-

gies (Cockburn 1985, Cockburn and Ormrod 1993)
17

The inculcation ofantecedent circumstances can be interpreted in terms of

the technology fashioning, altering, or merely enhancing social relationships

between producers (suppliers) and users (consumers) users respond to the

antecedent circumstances presented to them in and through their use of the

technology (cf Cooper and Woolgar 1993) When you use Wordperfect 3 1

you are tacitly agreeing to act and behave in accordance with the software

writers' preconceptions about you You can behave differently from (the

designers') expectations but one result may be that the machine will not do

what you want it to Since the social relationship between designer and user

is enshrined in material form, non-conformity with these expectations is

consequential in the sense that alternative actions are costly We could say

that in and through the use of a technology, its designers' expectations are

sanctioned both technically and socially

A somewhat richer sense of sanctioned social relationship is captured in

che slogan that “technology is society made durable” (Latour 1991b) The
sense here is that technology constitutes a particular system/pattern of asso-

ciations between heterogeneous entities both humans and non-humans The
implication is that technology constitutes an especially robust network of

such associations It is not so much that exogenous social variables or influ-

ences are “built in" as that the technology comprises and is constituted by

a novel set of heterogeneous relationships To speak of these relationships as

social" seems now to miss the point, since they are associations between

entities - both human and non-human - which seem to invoke more than

what sociologists traditionally focus upon In particular, the fact of inclusion

of non-human elements, the notion for example that scallops arc willing

(or not) to be caught by the fishermen of St Brieuc's Bay (Cation 1986), asks

us to re-examine our assumptions about the distribution of attributes and

capacities which we take for granted
,!i A new technology thus comy-iti-s a

new set of associations between heterogeneous elements And it is m this seme
that these new technologies offer an alternative form of socictv new t mds nf

relationships between a new cast of human and nnn-luimin entities
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below an application of actor-network theory to an infamous episode in the

industrial revolution in Britain the Luddites

It is worth noting the extent to which the exposition below draws upon

and demands unusual uses of descriptive language, in particular the applica-

tion of predicates normally associated with human actions to those of ma-

chines and other inanimate objects This resulting oddity of language use is,

of coutse, theoretically consistent with the ambitions of the enterprise noted

earlier If it is the case that sociology has by and large adopted a language

of description and explanation that takes for granted a particular form of

distribution (between humans and machines) of rights, duties, responsibil-

ities, and fellings, and if it is also the case that conventions of language

embody, constitute, and display deeply entrenched assumptions about this

distribution of attributes, then we would expect to experience “awkwardnesses”

in any attempt to furnish a description which challenges the accepted distri-

bution Nonetheless, as we shall discuss later, this kind of theoretical justi-

fication still leaves the problem of how to convince one's readers

An Actor-network Interpretation of the Luddites

Many of the contending interpretations of the events associated with Lud-

dism either presume the inherently progressive character of the machinery (in

both establishment and Marxist accounts) or its irrelevance (in the machine

as a symbol account)
15
These approaches implicitly assign technical capaci-

ties to technology or deem it merely coincidental to events unfolding for

other, non-techmcal reasons As I have already indicated, actor-network theory

attempts to finesse this implicit dualism between technical and social factors

This section therefore describes and evaluates an actor-network account of

Luddism Without wishing to suggest that it captures all the nuances and

variations of actor-network theory, this brief exposition aims to convey the

mam themes The nub of the case is that the arrival of new machinery — the

teasling and cropping machines and the gig mills - was tantamount to the

insinuation of a whole new cast of actants into an existing set of networks

The arrival of this machinery presented a potential disruption to a rclatnely

stable balance of power By the end of the eighteenth century, the social

organization ofcropping m England was well established, organized as it was

around allies such as hand shears and wire brushes Such allies had prosed

their loyalty to the croppers and their families So the key question for all

involved was whether, to whar effect, and for whom, could the new actants

be enrolled as allies'
1
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At the time, the organization and process of cloth production m the west

of England differed from that in the north and in Nottinghamshire In actor-

network terms, the woolen industry of the west of England comprised a more

heterogeneous network mote and different actors were involved By contrast,

the actor networks of the north and Nottinghamshire comprised a smaller

number of different actors In particular, the focal point of the latter was the

croppers, who enjoyed a relatively dominant position in their network This

arose in part from the croppers' ability to define the key attributes of the

work (and hence of membership of the network) in terms of skill (a five-year

apprenticeship was required) and physical strength, and from their control

over the selection of a limited number of apprentices (new human actants)

In other words, this latter network was less heterogeneous

It follows that the acquisition or loss of any one ally was likely to be more

disruptive of networks in the north and Nottinghamshire than for the west

of England, and this proved to be the case with the eventual mass desertion

of the machines The violence m the West Country (the "Wiltshire out-

rages") was relatively successful in stopping the spread of machinery (and

in eventually undermining the textile economy in that part of the country

altogether) This fits the fact that much of the resistance in the West Country

came from individuals only indirectly affected by threat of the machinery

These latter actants provided a further source of heterogeneity in the more

robust West Country network

Few of the histones of Luddism contend the existence and use of some

of the disputed machines years before the outbreak of violence and civil dis-

obedience So the mere presence of the new technology was insufficient as a

cause of Luddism (cf Randall 1991 43-8) Instead, as numbers grew, the

precise nature of the alliance being offered by these new actants came gradu-

ally to be questioned It is likely that accounts of what the machines could

achieve featured centrally in deliberations over the likely loyalty of these new

actants New technologies have often become the focus of considerable myth

making about their supposed qualities and capacities When construed as a

significant source of possible change to the status quo, stories about what tech-

nologies can achieve are often played out in terms of the dire consequences

of transgressing established moral boundaries (see, for example, Woolgar and

Russell 1990) Indeed, it is precisely one historian's argument that the fac-

tory system was regarded by textile workers "as an approaching flood which

threatened to submerge them all" (Randall 1991 46) "Fears of the impact

of the factory on the morals of the community, exaggerated or not, were

deep-rooted" (p 48) We can thus speculate that accounts of what the new

allies (machines) could achieve became a source of focused discussion Stories
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about their potential disruptive effects would have spread especially quickly

(cf Randall 1991 50) Fuelling this were the manufacturers' accounts of

what, for example, cropping machines could achieve the promise that the

machines could make savings for the owners particularly excited questions

about which network these machines were supporting

Actor-network theory provides a (re)descnption of subsequent events in a

way designed to enforce a symmetry between the perspective of the human

actants on the one hand, and that of the non-human actants on the other The

first element is unexceptional The potential loss of an ally which, it seemed,

might turn out to be treacherous, spurred the protesters into action From

their point of view a pre-emptive strike would prevent the machines being

of use If they were, after all, putative allies of rival networks, their destruc-

tion would ensure that they provided little support

The second element is deliberately counter-intuitive The machines them-

selves were persuaded (or "seduced,'' as the croppers would have it) by the

futuristic rhetoric of the manufacturers they were promised a future world

full of machines, unimpeded by the demands of the croppers, a world m
which there were far fewer anxieties and moral qualms about the "status” of

machines Consequently, deserters began to go over to the networks of the

capitalists This in turn exacerbated the reaction of the croppers which, needless

to say, further persuaded the machines that they needed to desert Once they

found themselves being beaten up, those machines wanted out of there1

Part of the reason for the extremities of the confrontation between the

networks, both in cerms of the Luddites' violence and in the retributions

which followed, is that both networks commanded considerable support The

desertion of the machine allies thus tipped the balance of power but did not

provoke the immediate collapse of the croppers' network In the course of

the very bitter struggle, the capitalists came to recognize the croppers as a

“reverse salient" (Hughes 1987), that is, they proved a particularly stubborn

source of opposition around which it was necessary to maneuver As part of

their strategy, the manufacturers set out to enroll the machinery of the state

to their cause The government was not initially disposed against the crop-

pers, having long before institutionalized some constraints on machinery, for

example, m the form of laws preventing the use of gig mills
20

But the

manufacturers' case was that croppers were unworthy allies, it was implied

that their motives were no different from those of other preeminent bogey-

men (bogey-actants’) of the time - the French revolutionaries supporting the

national network with which England was then at war Thus, activities such

as administering secret oaths were to be understood as the activities of en-

emies of the state, hell bent on anarchy and confusion Moreover, these
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enemies of the state were just the kind of actor who would perpetuate crimes

such as violence and burglary

It did no harm to this (manufacturers') portrayal of the character of crop-

per actants, to exaggerate and extend the degree of violence perpetrated by

the croppers It was probably this phase of the proceedings which was crucial

to transforming the key actants from croppers into Luddites However, the

Luddites themselves had a very solid community support system Even under

threat (and the actuality) of torture, very few of their number revealed infor-

mation until right at the end of the struggle They enjoyed a particularly

strong domestic network embedded in, and reinforced by, local working

culture Even with the machines on their side, the manufacturers’ was the

weaker network However, at the point where violence broke out, the soli-

darity of the Luddite actor network became critical the Luddites had to

ensure that none of their allies - the stores, guns, weapons, houses, lost bits

of paper, and footprints - gave away any secrets The final resolution of the

dispute hinged on the manufacturers’ ability to recruit, in addition to the

legislature, the army (with its special artillery unit - the Rocket Corps) and

the gallows Certainly in Yorkshire, the beginning of the end stemmed from

a few individuals being persuaded to give King’s Evidence (Reid 1986 208-

19) With the importance of solidarity for the Luddites, the desertion of

these few “traitors" led very quickly to the unraveling of the Luddite actor

network The ensuing triumphal definition of Luddism was sufficiently

robust to have become engrained in vernacular usage over 150 years later a

Luddite is now “any opponent of industrial change or innovation” (Collins

English Dictionary, 1979)

In line with our earlier discussion of actor-network theory, this analysis

eschews rigid distinctions between the "technical" and the “social” dimen-

sions of the affair By refusing the conventionally restricted conception of

“social," actor-network theory tries to escape the implied oppositional pair-

ing between the “technical" (understood as the “non-social") and the "social,"

which is characteristic of most traditional sociological analyses Instead, the

focus is on the formation and re-formation of networks wherein the capaci-

ties, rights, obligations, and interests of all parties (actants), both human and

non-human, ate mutually constructed and deconstructed This means in par-

ticular that the Marxist category of "social class" is at best unnecessary and,

at worst, a distraction The idea of "social” is instead redefined to include

different sorts of relationships between a wide variety of entities, “class" is

now replaced by alignments and networks In particular, machines can now

become members of an analytically significant category This in turn means

that the Luddites, far from exhibiting the "irrational” behavior born of false
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consciousness, understandably reacted to the potential loss of allies by at-

tempting to destroy them

A further ramification is that in the actor-network account, power is not

merely the possession ofone group of humans over another (cf Latour 1988)

It is instead the effect of a particular alignment of humans and non-humans,

the character and capacity of which changes as alliances are disrupted and

reformed The power of a network is equivalent to the cost of dismantling

it In this way the attempt by the actor-network account to transcend the

social-technical divide makes redundant the Marxist need to rely on (one

particular version of) the “actual" technical capacity of the machines (that is,

that they can destroy the livelihoods of the workers) In actor-network theory,

technical capacities are the (temporary) upshot of network building and dis-

ruption, rather than its cause

We see that although actor-network theory reworks traditional concep-

tions of terms like power, in some other respects it adopts rather traditional

notions current within social theory Thus, for example, notions such as

alliance, solidarity and (implicitly) trust and social bond all serve as fairly

standard explanatory notions m redescnbmg the Luddites episode, and are

not treated as needing explication The novelty, of course, is in the attempt

to apply them symmetrically to both humans and machines

The “It Could Be Otherwise” Clause and

the Dynamics of Theoretical Change

The way in which the actor-network variant ofSTS offers a conceptualization

of technology as a new form of future heterogeneous society, brings a novel

sense to the argument that cechmcal change is also social change (and vice

versa) This description of (simultaneously technical and social) change is an

extension of the “it could be otherwise" clause which is central to liberal

social theory Instead of an imagined (or actual) alternative concatenation of

social" relationships between humans, actor-network theory posits an alter-

native set of associations between human and non-human entities In the

process, this variant ofSTS proposes a transformation of existing explanatory

categories such as “social" and “power
"

Of course, the actor-network interpretation ofLuddism just given is by no

means without its problems
21 Of greater relevance for our purposes, how-

ever, are some more general objections raised against actor-network theory

For, as we shall see, these general objections to this particular variant of STS
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can be understood as symptomatic of a dynamic process of criticism and

change within STS Two main interrelated objections concern us here first,

that the appeal of actor-network theory is merely rhetorical and, second,

that it projects a course of action which abrogates certain moral and ethical

responsibilities

The first objection is that the proposal to equate humans and non-humans

is ludicrous since it is merely metaphorical This stems from the counter-

intuitive sound of the claims for actor-network theory Against this, it should

be said that STS (and particularly its component, the sociology of scientific

knowledge), has a distinguished history of advancing and working through

ideas and propositions which initially seem counter-intuitive, but which m
hindsight seem almost commonplace A good example is the very idea of a

sociology of science itself Before Kuhn, the term sociology of science was

almost a contradiction m terms what was it that could possibly be said to

be social about science Wasn't science precisely that which did not admit

the social 5

The difficulty of (or refusal to) understand(ing) calls to break down the

human-non-human divide is a measure of entrenchment within the current

ideology of representation Because of their commitment to a conventional

moral order of representation, critics will interpret the attribution of “hu-

man" capacities to “non-humans” as mere metaphor It is for this reason that

critics hear Callon’s (1986) description of scallops being willing to be caught

as merely involving a “figure of speech" or as the deployment of "imaginative

resources " It would seem to be just a matter of dressing up the account

differently the language changes but the story remains the same This is an

interesting criticism because it shows that despite their professed commit-

ment to the argument that language is socially constitutive of phenomena,

some sociologists are still tempted to try to find one preferred story behind all

In this view, different ways of conveying the (actual) story then become

distractions, fancy talk, unnecessary and sometimes dangerous embellish-

ments
u

There is the supposition that Callon must be joking, or talking

metaphorically, he cannot mean that the scallops are actually willing to com-

ply Interestingly, even some sympathizers also unwittingly support the thrust

of this complaint Thus, for example, the recent accounts of several historians

of science and technology contain references to “actors" and “networks,” but

it turns out that these terms are often applied exclusively to humans Such

attempts to follow actor networking fail to grasp its central (and most radi-

cal) point. What is vividly clear is that these asymmetric assessments depend

on profoundly entrenched commitments to the "actual character” of the natural-

social divide.
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A second, related objection is that the radical symmetry proposed by

actor-network theory undermines the humanistic potential of the sociology

project Construed as an effort to (re)assert the primacy of humankind, the

application of sociology to science has in the past had the virtue of bringing

scientific knowledge within the purview of sociological explanation, thereby

demonstrating the uniquely human character of even the most technical

achievement To upholders of this view, actor-network theory seems bent on

blurring the distinction which a humanistic sociology should be defending

This particular objection is related to the previous one in that the commit-

ment to a particular conventional moral order of representation is enshrined

in what counts as a “sensible" — that is, socially sanctionable — use of lan-

guage attributes and terms

This latcer objection resonates with a more general complaint that the

epistemological-analytic wing of STS (see note 12) has little to contribute to

the important political tasks of informing the citizenry about science and

technology, involving them in the policy process, ameliorating the adverse

effects of new innovations and developments and so on
23 The “action-

political” concerns which inform this objection to actor-network theory per-

haps stem from the same origins of the reformist vision for social theory in

general We thus see that traditional pretensions to liberal reform are premissed

on a commitment to existing conventions of representation In other words,

m its traditional handling, the “it could be otherwise" clause of liberal re-

form carries with it an implicitly restricted sense of the “it" and the “other-

wise” which are admissible Although initial efforts to develop a sociology of

things are only just now under way,
24
actor-network theory is a good example

of a recent development in STS which asks social theory to explicate, reassess

and perhaps modify some of the implicit assumptions of its reformist agenda

It is important to understand the objections just mentioned in the context

of the evolution of perspectives in STS The actor-network interpretation of

the it could be otherwise” clause is the latest in a series of arguments which

propose the extension of analytic symmetries This succession of arguments
can be traced back (at least) to the efforts of Mannheim (1936) in extending

the application of the sociology of knowledge beyond Marx’s concentration

on ideology as a source of distorted knowledge, for Mannheim, at least in his

programmatic arguments, both true and false knowledge should be treated

symmetrically In a separate tradition, Merton (1973) subsequently proposed
that the specific knowledge generating institutions of science should be treated

on a symmetrical par with other social institutions The "strong program'
in the sociology of scientific knowledge took up the Mannheimian theme,

extending it in particular to mathematics (a domain neglected by Mannheim)
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and insisting upon the symmetrica! treatment of scientific knowledge whether

deemed true or false (Barnes 1974, Bloor 1976) More recently, the reflexive

and ethnographic approaches to scientific knowledge have problematized the

relation between the analyst and the scientist, for example by insisting on a

symmetry between the textual roles ofthe observer and the observed (Ashmore

1989, Latour and Woolgar 1986, Woolgar 1988) Actor-network theory

proposes a semiotically informed variant of this general reflexive dynamic

The call to transcend the human-non-human distinction is the latest in a

senes of radical symmetries, this time with respect to agency

The recent history of research in STS is thus characterized by successive

attempts to challenge prevailing analytical asymmetries (for a full discussion

see Woolgar 1992) So we see that the call for breaking down the human-

non-human divide is one instance within a larger dynamic the successive

rooting out and dismantling of fearful asymmetries When social theory be-

comes complacent about the presumed scope of its sociological imagination,

where its capacity to imagine the “otherwise” becomes sluggish, STS acts as

its analytic conscience STS is the hit squad on behalf of social theory the

cavalry coming to save sociology from itself It is in this vein that latour

describes the partition between the social and natural sciences as a "shameful

Yalta Pact that keeps all of us, hard and soft scientists, with all our family

resemblances, trapped on two sides of one of the only Iron Curtains thar

remain” (Latour 1991a 7)

STS thus promises the successive identification and deconstruction of a

senes of Iron Curtains Indeed, a whole series of other divides begin to sug-

gest themselves we need to eliminate the great divides between science/soci-

ety, macro/micro; rationai/irrational, technology/science and so on All to be

dismantled in a glorious bonfire of the dualities

So How Will STS Win (New) Friends and

Influence Social Theory?

It is tempting to conclude the argument on this note We have articulated

the strength of the call by STS for the attention of social theory, an argument

that social theory can gam the revitalization it needs by attending to the

ways in which STS suggests it should revise some of its basic analytic cat-

egories In the face of such an argument how can social theory resist? 1 Pro-

ponents ofactor-network theory do occasionally lapse into unreflexive tirades

about the need to redress the “errors” being committed by social theory,
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forgetting for the moment that their own “truth" (of actor-network theory)

is merely contingent and temporary
25

All sub-disciplines, to paraphrase Levi-

Strauss, overestimate the objectivity of their own thought
26

However, as is

well known by students of intellectual change, from Lewis Caroll’s Achilles

and the Tortoise to practitioners in STS, the sheer force of an argument is,

by itself, insufficient guarantee that its recipients will be swayed We need

instead to recall the basic tenet of STS that the basis for intellectual change

is social, and to put this to work in assessing on what basis a closer alliance

between STS and social theory might be realized Certainly, we need to ask

more prosaically what advantages accrue to social theorists if they agree to

follow actor networkers around’ Why exactly should they want to buy this

stuff*

The work of actor-network theory and of some recent ethnographic re-

search on the development of technical artifacts provides a schematic answer

It is suggested, for example, that the uptake and use of technical artifacts

depends on establishing new social relationships between producers and con-

sumers (Woolgar 1991) Consumers are not swayed merely by the “intrinsic

merit” of the black boxes they are being asked to purchase, but by a whole

senes of alliances and alignments into which they are being encouraged to

enter In particular, in a way which reflects the actor-network notion of

enrollment and translation, users are taught what to want (Woolgar 1993)

This involves, for example, the establishment of mechanisms whereby the

boundary between producers and consumers can be managed Hence, to the

extent that one can fashion an analogy between the development of technical

artifacts and the production of (other) cultural artifacts (Cooper and Woolgar

1993), STS could do worse than adopt a similar strategy, it should examine

the possibilities for encouraging new forms of social relationship with the

practitioners of social theory, whereby its own cultural artifacts (that is, the

fruits of science and technology studies) become more attractive

It follows from this general point that STS needs to understand more of

the dynamics of its relation with its potential users How might this apply

to the particular case of the acceptance of actor-network theory by social

theory5 We saw earlier how some objections were based on an adverse reac-

tion to perceived oddities of language in actor-network descriptions We said

that such oddities bespoke a difference in deeply entrenched assumptions

about the distribution of attributes between humans and non-humans, and

noted that these objections came from those unable to prise themselves from

the constraints of convention But the stylistic difference is also historically

tooted Since the origins of social theory lie in propaganda, the appeal of

particular ideas about social organization often depends on their simplicity
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and directness Truth is truth for everyone, not just for a specific set of

intellectuals and academics This in turn can mean that "oddities" of lan-

guage use can easily be viewed as deliberately perverse or obscurantist, too

clever, arch or frivolous
27
Hence, efforts to be provocative and explore alter-

native ideas about social organization always need to take into account the

preconceptions of possible audiences for these ideas

Conclusion

Social theory is about possibilities At its most general level, social theory

tries to understand why one rather than another possible social scenario has

come about, or to assess the likelihood of social change Central to this effort

is the “it could be otherwise" clause of liberal intellectual inquiry A general

dissatisfaction with the current state of social theory, coupled with the ob-

servation that various forms of alternative society (notably socialism and

communism) have - in the recent wholesale transition to democracy - been

"shown to be untenable,” has led to the speculation that the scope and

potential of social theory is coming to an end

This chapter has tried to offer an alternative diagnosis Social theory is not

so much exhausted as merely undergoing a period of stagnation, whereby we

have become too willing to accept a particularly restricted conception of the

"it could be otherwise” clause We have somehow got ourselves in a situation

where we find it difficult to see beyond the end of our noses The ideal of

social theory as a form of universal historical self-consciousness is not dead

However, it is, perhaps, in severe danger of becoming ossified if we fail to

consider imaginative possibilities in terms other than radical socialism We
could say that although a “transition to democracy" may be happening in a

relatively confined arena concerning the reorganization of relations between

humans, specism still abounds

For a variety of reasons — its relativist—constructivist currents, its relevance

to “epistemic” issues, its attention to the reflexive dynamics of explanatory

adequacy and the basic point that “science" and “technical” are convention-

ally defined in opposition to “social" - work in recent science and technology

studies (STS) is increasingly engaging the key theoretical notions of “social”

and “agency " Actor-network theory is one example of STS which offers a

reconceptualization of science and technology and which thereby requires us

to reconsider these key concepts

So does actor-network theory provide the answer to all the problems of a

severely stagnated social theory5 Probably not 1 But it does provide a good
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10 However, by contrast with the abstract treatment of similar issues in the (much

maligned) arguments of "post-modernism,” most contributions to STS are not-

able for their commitment to careful detailed empirical investigation Even though

they remain theoretically skeptical about empiricism, contributors to STS ac-

knowledge the power of persuasion through empirical demonstration The use of

detailed case studies is also one of the best ways of rigorously assessing some

complicated theoretical arguments

11 One could equally well use the phrase "science and technology ” For purposes of

clarity, this discussion will concentrate on "technology
”

12 It would be wrong to infer a monolithic or even very consistent position within

STS on the issues discussed here Just where some of the most interesting diver-

gences occur, we see a split along the lines of the likely contribution to social

theory Two such splits (1) between pro-humanist sociologists of science like

Collins, for whom the distinction between humans and non-humans is not just

given but one which - in line with the Winchcan inspired critique of positivism

in social sciences - requires both quintessential^ distinct (= non-natural scientific)

methodology and a moral defence (Callon and Latour 1992, Harry M Collins

1990, Collins and Yearley 1992, Restive 1992, Woolgar 1992), (2) between those

who view STS as primarily action-political rather than epistemological-analytic

13 Much of the following argument, taken from Latour (1991a) subsequently ap-

pears in Latour (1993)

14 Latour notes Habermas' ([1985] 1987, 1989) arguments in this regard although

Winch (1958) is also a familiar source for debates about positivism in the 1960s

and 1970s

15 For a discussion of ways in which actor-network theory “goes beyond" social

constructivism see, for example, Akrich (1992a, 1992b)

16 It should be clear from the discussion so fat that the prime interest of this version

of STS in technology is as an analytic entity, not for its emancipatory potential

However, although the interest in technology's alternative forms of society is not

a utopian claim about the potential benefits for society of life enhancing tech-

nologies (the alternative society), the appeals for this way of looking at technol-

ogy do include appeals to its emancipatory potential, as we discuss below

17 For a critique of the essentialist currents in much feminist and constructivist

social analyses of technology see Gnnt and Woolgar (1995)

18 This is, importantly, as much an inquiry into why we are so generous in attrib-

uting capacity for intention and so on to humans, as it is a complaint about how

mean we are in withholding similar attribution from non-humans See, for exam-

ple, Woolgar (1991, 1994)

19 This account is taken from a more sustained attempt to understand the events

of the Luddite rebellion from a variety of perspectives in the social analysis of

technology, see Gnnt and Woolgar (forthcoming)

20 In line with the general point about the contingency of interpretation of tech-

nical attributes, there is some ambiguity about which precise aspects of gig mill
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usage were prohibited by these earlier legal statures Randall (1991 120) dis-

cusses how the Luddite clothiers pressed their own retrospective interpretations

21 For example, despite its efforts to transcend the dualism between social and

technical, this detailed description of actor networks still seems to require a type

of residual or textually embedded technicism Thus, for example, the persuasive-

ness of the argument that a key turning point in the affair was the manufacturers'

recruitment of the state and the army, depends on the textually adequate render-

ing of the (actual inherent) capacity of the army, even though it is also axiomatic

to actor-network theory that no entity possesses (actual inherent) capacities, in-

dependent of their configuration within a network Similarly, there is some am-

biguity about the apparent “newness" of the machinery described in this account

It was suggested that the arrival of “new” machinery provoked fears about the

potential disruption of established networks, but the account is unclear about

whether and how the perception of its “newness” arose from the machines' en-

rollment in changing networks For a fuller discussion of the specific weaknesses

of this attempt to provide an actor-network analysis of Luddism see Grint and

Woolgar (forthcoming)

22 Thus we find comments like “it is sometimes hard to know when Latour is being

entirely serious' (Collins and Yearley 1992 n 15)

23 It has been pointed out by Brown and Lee (1993) and by Shapiro (1993) that

many of the appeals on behalf of actor-network theory’ are couched in quasi-

emancipatory terms, where the subjects deserving of empowerment are those

entities which traditional social theory has (thus far) tended merely to treat as

things Cf Woolgar (1991 90) “Let’s hear it for machines, for a change 1
’

24 See, for example, Ashmore (1993), Ashmore et al (1994) and Woolgar (1994)

25 Law (1991b) laments the reciprocal accusations of myopia between STS and social

theory, but then baldly accuses social theory of committing a fundamental “mis-

take" in adopting the distinction between humans and non-humans Latour (1991a

17) says that this mistake is “paralysing all efforts at understanding and modi-

fying our world,' no less Surely we would expect proponents of STS to be far

more sophisticated about the contingency of truth and error production than to

portray breaking down the human-non-human divide as a crusade against error

- a way of helping root out sources of inconsistency or of deviation from the true

path toward ultimately correct (error-free) social theory’

26 In the original “All civilisations overestimate the objectivity of their own thought

'

(L^vi-Strauss 1966)

27 Compare, for example, the initial reactions to other movements in sociology such

as ethnomethodology or reflexivity
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Theory Then/Theory Now
(or, “The Sociology is about to Begin,

Said the Man with the Loudspeaker”)

Alan Sica

The epigraph

In proportion as men know more and think more, they look less at individuals

and more at classes They therefore make better theories and worse poems

They give us vague phrases instead of images, and personified qualities instead

of men

Macaulay’s Essay on Milton (1825)

The prefatory note

My assignment in this chapter is to assess social theory's current situation

and give some thought to likely developments There being a well-known

formula for pronouncements of this kind, herewith a bald forewarning of its

constituents (1) theory rhetorical, narratological retrospection, (2) method

hermeneutic reappropriation, (3) data topical articles and books by Parsons,

Merton, and others between 1935 and the mid-1960s, with particular em-

phasis on the 1940s and early 1950s, other chapters of this book, manu-

scripts submitted to Sociological Theory between June, 1989 and December,

1994, when I edited the journal (4) Findings TBA
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The tale

I

When Eliot sent Pound his draft of The Waste Land in 1921, it was divided

into two sections, each called “He do the police in different voices, I and II

These subheads were later eliminated, perhaps at the instigation of Pound,

who reworked the poem from top to bottom (Eliot 1971 10) Even allowing

for Pound’s legendary sense for the bon mot, this particular aesthetic judgment

now seems almost a mistake given the history of the poem — its canonical

role in "modernism” - and the trajectory of culture and language since it

appeared There is a dangy ever-newness to Eliot's initial version that is lost

in the emendation, a fun-with-words quality too easily surrendered to the

staid, Tennysonian title immortalized (until lately 1

) in American literature

textbooks Modernist literary prose — via Stein, Woolf, Musil, Joyce, Eliot,

Ford, Dos Passos, and all the rest - was rapidly overturning Henry James’s

and Hardy's word-worlds, and putting something in its place that had as

much to do with theories of the self and self-expression as with pure story-

telling Gertrude Stein's oddball brilliance in William James psychology

courses at Harvard is the best known marker for this sort of link (Mellow

1974 30-4)

Just when Eliot (as well as Joyce) gave the world their masterpieces,

Parsons was about twenty years old, and most likely oblivious to the literary

avant-garde, immersed as he was m the serious study of chemistry ,
biology,

and institutional economics at Amherst, and enough involved in genteel

political commentary to inaugurate his FBI file soon thereafter (Camic in

Parsons 1991 vii-xvn) Though students of Parsons claim he cared for the

arts — by one personal account, paying them to attend plays in Boston and

to write reports for him about what they learned regarding expressive sym-

bolization” - his awareness of aesthetics as displayed in language seems never

to have developed very for, and after he began dictating his writings, it

permanently atrophied For the young Parsons, aesthetics was apparently

something Kant thematized while destroying idiomatic German - thereby

giving license to the young neo-Kantian to wreak similar havoc on English

as his theory “matured ” And since with carefully tuned aesthetic conscious-

ness often comes wit, for which Parsons’ prose was not known, it is surpris-

ing to find a public utterance in which he lets out nor only a laugh, but a

self-deprecating moment of apperception that nearly brings humane charm

to an otherwise brittle analysis
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As with all intellectual chronicles that bear on Parsons - vide the scrupu-

lously complete auto-bibliographies attached to most of his books since 1949
- there is to this tale some belabored background Building on the nascent

authority accorded him by The Stinctnre of Social Action, Parsons published a

set of articles (Parsons 1938, 1945, 1948, 1950, 1959), in which he repeat-

edly tried to redefine theory to suit himself and his confederates, in obvious

opposition to a number of competitors and detractors - most of whom,

surprisingly enough, are little known today (for example, Howard P Becker,

Robert Lynd, Robert Maclver, Pitirim Sorokin), while Parsons still rides

high One of these papers was prompted by a talk at the December, 1947

American Sociological Society annual meeting (Parsons 1948), where Parsons

delivered “The position ofsociological theory" as required by his role as chair

of the association’s theory section (followed by pointed rebuttal from Robert

K Merton) He was forty-five and on the verge of exploding the boundaries

of American social theory, and of graceful prose, with The Social System, four

years later (Being myselfalso forty-five and the chair-elect of the ASA theory

section, it is unfortunately impossible not to make some comparisons be-

tween chat era and our own, strictly, of course, "at the analytic level,” as

Parsons was fond of saying ) Two years later, at the 1949 meeting, and this

time as President of the society, he loosened his tie a bit by colloquializing

his earlier talk in "The prospects of sociological cheory" (Parsons 1950) The

unlikely moment of Parsonsian hilarity occurred when he broke with his

standard rhetoric of scientific astnngency, and told this mundane story

Some fifteen years ago two young Americans, who, since they were my own

children, I knew quite intimately, and who were aged approximately five and

three respectively at the time, developed a little game of yelling at the top of

their voices “The sociology is about to begin said the man with the loud

speaker " However right they may have been about their father's professional

achievements up to that time, as delivering a judgment of the state of the field

as a whole I think they were a bit on the conservative side (Parsons 1950 3)

And he ended this hortatory occasion by recalling this scene once more

“‘The sociology,' as my children called it, is not about to begin It has been

gathering force for a generation and is now really under way" (p 16) Par-

sons’ signature optimism and faith in scientifically derived theory, and theor-

etically guided science, is as robust on this ceremonial occasion all those years

ago, as it continued to be until his death in 1979

The general sameness of Standpunkt that obtained in 1947 and 1949,

between Parsons and those skeptical colleagues to whom he pitched the need
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for theory, and the continuing tension between ideas and fan-gathering that

holds today, cannot be missed He offered to abet “science,’ announcing and

insisting that "general theory” will make for better research practice and

resulc, and will legitimate the social sciences among their elders and betters

in the academy (His little-known 1939 article on Comte, published in the

celebrated Berhn/Vienna outlet, Journal of Unified Science, is pertinent m this

regard) And yet overall, what a world removed we are today, nearly five

decades after he spoke to his small New York audience American Sociologi-

cal Society (ASS) membership numbered 1,370 (even after an unprecedented

increase of several hundred from the previous year), the society's annual

income totaled $19,741, disbursements were $16,029, and the annual meet-

ing cost $483 (sic) (ASR, 13(2) [April 1948], 207, 209) A comparison with

current figures — with a ten-fold increase in membership, a 500-fold enlarge-

ment m annual meeting costs, and a total budget that is 226 times that of

1947 - is instructive, though probably at some "pre-theoretical” level (Foot-

notes

,

22(6), summer 1994, It, figures in unadjusted dollars)

If there was a single overwhelming difference between his posture, rhet-

oric, and conceptual didactics, and our own post-modern, hesitant cogitations,

it lies in his favorite words, “fruitful" and "hope ” Naturally, with the war

won, everyone deserved some relieved cheeriness, not least Parsons himself,

considering his political and intellectual labors surrounding Nazism (see

Gerhardt 1993 1—78) But there's more to it than that, particularly in view

of the canny retort by 36-year-old Robert Merton, published in 1948 along

with Parsons’ address This exceedingly polite, even friendly, argument

between student and teacher, then peer with peer, persisted for another

fifteen years, so that Parsons, in the late 1950s, laughingly lets us in on the

state of the family squabble by way of a footnote to the first page of another

set-piece in the senes "I find it very gratifying that Professor Merton, in his

most recent statement, seems to have gone rather farther than before in

recognizing the probable fruitfulness of at least a few sociologists' giving

serious attention to the general-theory level” (Parsons 1959 3, n 1, empha-
sis added) The charming datedness of this kind of remark is revealed, for

example, in the equivocal apostrophe following "sociologists,’ which today

would probably be dropped by copyeditors, even if thought to be inserted by

writers in the first place, since the possessive case seems, at first glance, am-

biguous and unnecessary A sentiment of this kind - gentlepersonly disagree-

ment among colleagues sharing warm mutual admiration, all within the

context of a burgeomngly 'fruitful' science — produces in today's reader a

sensation similar to passing, in the opposing traffic, a perfectly restored 57

Cadillac, when US cars were spectacularly comforting, capacious, and
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unapprehensively bullish on the future Not only is nostalgic peace attached

to writings of this kind - particularly for those many of us who were small

children in the back seat of those wombish cars, when parents up front

seemed permanently attached to each other, and gasoline cost twenty-five

cents per gallon - but a happy certainty that sociology and its theories had

come of age, was headed in the right direction, and had gained the ears of

government and the public it hoped to serve

The story I want to tell this half-century after Parsons bemused his ASS

audience concerns scientific aspirations, the magic of language, cultural ap-

paratus, and the empirical conditions that gave rise to the sociological

Weltanschauung from that earlier day compared with what we face in this ass-

end of a century - our own unjubilantfin de stick And if Gadamer, following

and elaborating Heidegger, is right in saying that we do not so much speak

language, as language speaks us (Gadamer 1975 397-414) - if the most

significant human-ness revolves more around its reality-crushing use of talk

and writing than any of its other salient features - then listening carefully

to earlier theorists’ special way of talking to each other and about the world

becomes not only worthwhile, but a foremost theoretical concern

II

To warm up for this foray into hermeneutic recovery, consider the kind of

sentiments Max and Marianne Weber heard in St Louis as participants in the

"Universal Exposition of 1904," as voiced by David K, Francis, the master-

mind and chief organizer/financier behind that stupendous operation

The Universal Exposition of 1904 was conceived in a sense of obligation on

the part of the people of the Louisiana Purchase Territory to give expression

of their gratitude for the innumerable blessings chat have flowed from a cen-

tury of membership in the American Union, to manifest their appreciation of

the manifold benefits of living in a land, the climate and soil and resources of

which are unsurpassed, and of having their lots cast in an age when liberty

and enlightenment are established on foundations broad and deep, and are

the heritage of all who worthily strive To rise to the full measure of such a

sentiment required an undertaking of comprehensive proportions and the

participation of all races and of every dime Six years of preparation preceded

the opening of the gates The magnitude of the enterprise was never lost

sight of by its promoters The mammoth proportions, constantly increasing,
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never for a moment shook the confidence, weakened the energies or diverted

from cheir well defined purposes those who had been entrusted with the re-

sponsibility and the work By bringing together hitherto remote and

unacquainted peoples, and thereby promoting mutual respect, it was an im-

portant step towards establishing that universal peace for which all right-

minded people ate striving

The Exposition of 1904 holds a place in history more conspicuous than

its projectors anticipated For the opening decade of this century it stands as

a marker of the accomplishments and progress of man So thoroughly did it

represent the world's civilization that if all man's other works were by some

unspeakable catastrophe blotted out, the records established at this Exposition

by the assembled nations would afford the necessary standard for the rebuild-

ing of out entire civilization (Francis 1913 v—vi)

Only one (fairly frivolous) lawsuit arose from the dozen years of preparation

and recovery that the Exposition entailed, and this in the context of a $4 6m
loan, quickly repaid, from Congress (out of the $11 2m needed), with 100,000

delegates and 19 7 million visitors attending, and "not a single case of sun-

stroke” (Francis 1993 629) Francis’ joyful remembrance of humankind’s

celebration at the Exposition, and his suggestion that the social wmrld could

be recreated from its very blueprints even if some "unspeakable catastrophe"

erased humanity’s earthly presence, has to be wondered at, given the events

of August, 1914, and the load of irony thereby heaped on felicitous notions

of the sort Francis apparently held And, of course, with little imagination,

one could rewrite Francis’ prefatory remarks tn keeping with today’s point of

view (It goes without saying that labor costs, zoning ordinances, and liability

insurance would make any such undertaking impossible, and that TV would

reduce the potential audience probably by 90 percent ) The noble sentiments

would evaporate, the optimism dimmed, and the hearty self-congratulations

omitted entirely It might say "We staged a massive/awesome PR event, lost

many millions, were sued by dozens of the aggrieved, and got bad notices in

the press for neglecting any number of constituencies who might have liked

representation but could not afford the pavilion construction costs, and needed

a government subsidy If we had it to do over again, we wouldn’t

Or consider these opening words from the anthropologist and theorist,

Elsie Clews Parsons, to her Social Freedom monograph, published two jears

after Francis’ Rotarian bombast “The modern Chinaman, however feminist

he may be, cannot avoid referring to darkness or cold or the ev il side of the

world by the same word he uses for woman — all foryv (Elsie Parsons 1915

1) What does she mean by the peculiar clause "however feminist he mat
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be”5 Did feminism exist in China in 1915-* Was she tossing a stinging

sarcasm in the direction of Chinese phallocentrism 5 Did her notion of “fem-

inism” entail what ours does 5 What does "ours" entail 5 Why in Chinese was

the feminine “yin” correlated with evil and darkness to begin with 5 Were

Chinese women - by virtue of structural location or linguistic machination

- more wily and dangerous than Ango-Saxon women, m that the English

"woman" shares no etymological ancestry with “evil" 5 Did Elsie Parsons

think for a minute, while writing this uncharacteristic book some eighty

years ago, that her opening line would later perplex an interested audience,

that her scholarly and human intention could possibly be misconstrued or

become a hermeneutic puzzle 5 If language truly does speak to us more than we

it, what is language saying to us now in the frail, old voice of Elsie Parsons 5

This long way round the barn falls under the rubric of “contextualization,”

making up one small part of a complete hermeneutics as recommended and

practiced by the classical (Schleiermacher, Dilthey) and contemporary (Hirsch,

Gadamer, Ricoeur) exemplars of that craft (see Shapiro and Sica 1984, Sica

1981) Naturally, a satisfying hermeneutic assessment of the materials in

question would occupy the better part of a monograph (see, for example,

Heath [1970], which analyzes two years in the literary relationship between

Wordsworth and Coleridge) Without the luxury of such space at my dis-

posal, I will compare, in compressed form, the theoretical climate which

seemed to be operating in the 1930s and 1940s with today's orientations as

revealed in other chapters in this book, along with similar materials that he

beyond its pages That this portrait will be instructed more by Cezanne's

aesthetic than Courbet’s may not, perhaps, eliminate its usefulness altogether

III

At sixty-three, the one-time engineer, missionary, theologian, and psycho-

logist, Ellsworth Fans (Fans 1970 30-5, 158), opened “The promise of soci-

ology" (his December, 1937, Presidential Address to the ASS) by mulling

over sociology's perennial inferiority complex vu-a-vu physics, on the grounds

of being a less precise science But in making this point he did not invoke

Einstein or Heisenberg, but rather [Albert Abraham] “Michelson," by quot-

ing a sonnet in his honor by one “Lewis," which begins "He gathered up the

ins from the plunging planet’s rim / With Bright precision of fingers that

Ariel enviech him” (Fans 1938 1) Not only was this poor poetry, even in

1937, but it suggests what Parsons was up against that same year when he
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published The Structure of Social Action (SSA) and tried to bring social theory

into the conceptual/language orbit of the natural sciences, neo-Kantianism,

economics, and very decidedly away from the sylphic vectors swirling about

in Fans' speech While Parsons wrote of theory as the road to scientific truth.

Fans’ desires for the discipline were much closer to the social uplift that had

inspired David Francis' remarks in 1913, and far removed from Parsons’ push

for a quasi-Webenan "objectivity” — that chimerical aloofness from the quo-

tidian and its disturbing passions

Consider, for instance, Fans' concluding paragraphs alongside the theor-

etical asperity Parsons was beginning to utilize

Some years before the organization of the society I went up to the university

as a student of theology My teachers were presenting theology as founded on

philosophy and, after a year, I transferred to the department of philosophy,

hoping to get at the heart of the matter The philosophy lectures, at that time,

were insisting on the importance of a foundation in psychology and after a year

I went over into that department, seeking the basis and a sure foundation In

psychology, m those days, the emphasis was on a strong physiological and

neurological foundation, and eventually I put on a white coat and enrolled in

the medical school and began to dissect the brains of rats and men But the

foundation there recommended was physiological chemistry, and so 1 gave up
the merry-go-round, coming to the conclusion that the metaphor was ill chosen,

that the sciences are not founded on each other, and that there is none that is

fundamental or basic It is no longer helpful to erect a hierarchy of the sciences

(Fans 1938 11-12)

The easy humanness of this parable - which probably reminded many in his

audience of their own sophomoric quests for ultimate truths ca 1900 - sits

very awkwardly beside the Parsons article that follows Fans’ in the same issue

ofASR, wherein, at 35, he scales the ramparts of survey research (at Chicago),

demanding a suitably dignified role for theonzing (Parsons 1938) Once again,

we turn to Fans' parting shot

If in the past sociology was a daughter in her mothers house, today she is

mistress in her own Our age imagines no utopia nor does it loo) for a

millennium The quest for certainty [as m his teacher, Dewey*] has been

succeeded by a desire for a greater measure of security we can define our

proximate goals and we can enjoy the prospect of separate triumphs of the

human reason The triumphs of the age of physical science give us confid-

ence in the power of the human reason The forces of human nature may be

used and controlled to satisfy and increase the wants of man Ours is a pro-

fession of the highest dignity There is every reason to hope that by our efforts

human welfare may be advanced (fans 1938 12)
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prose style which transmitted its message through a host of disembodied

concepts, while striding briskly away from the very rhetoric that had pro-

moted its birth at the turn of the century (Parsons' father and mother were

vocal proponents of this peculiarly American reltgio-political inspirational

language, and were similar in age and disposition to Fans, whose stance

Parsons was working to displace in the late 1930s ) Although dismantling

Parsons' verbiage has been a parlor game among humanists since the 1950s,

serious analysis of his language-making as itselfprincipally a theoretical enter-

prise has not progressed very far, with a few exceptions (for example, Martel

1971, whose title outdistances the actual analysis, or Lanham 1974, which

rehashes and elaborates Mills’ critique) It is this project that I want moment-

arily to pursue for the larger purpose of assaying theory's current position in

general

When Parsons spoke before the Society for Social Research in 1937, he

came to them “with due humility," not wanting to appear "presumptuous
"

These are terms and tones he seldom later used, especially as he developed

into what Camic calls a “cosmopolitan local” (embellishing Merton's famous

distinction), that is, one who generalizes the significance of the privately

meaningful into global proportions - not at all unlike Parsons’ bite none,

Hegel Parsons then alluded to a Faris-hke "fundamental unity of outlook

and purpose which I think almost all of us feel should actuate the workers

in a field of science ’’ He urged everyone "to attempt seriously, objectively,

and respectfully to learn from each other’s work, thought and experience If

the trouble [is] taken to get to the bottom of other people's problems, there

will turn out to be far more unity on fundamentals than appears at first

sight" (Parsons 1938 13, emphasis his unless noted otherwise) Many of

Parsons' later pre-theorettcal themes are here the need for unity, if not

unanimity among scientific laborers, happy reciprocity between theory and

research, and a search for fundamental principles around which to build a

robust discipline

These organizing principles (or “domain assumptions,” as Gouldncr named
them) and the terms and phrases he carefully selected to cons ey them through-

out his career, were first stated for broader public consumption in 'The place

of ultimate values m sociological theory" (1935), an ambitious advertisement

for SSA, and one which bristles with Parsons’ own ultimate values - a fact

of which he was probably only partly aware (see Camic's indispensable intro-

duction to Parsons 1991 for necessary details) As his former teaching assist-

ant, Leon Mayhcw, expressed it while introducing an important Parsons

anthology, “What we have here is a theory of social order that clearly stresses

the importance of deeply rooted motivation to conformity with social norms”
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(Parsons 1982 14) Yet from the other side entirely, he observes “That

human beings can be socialized seems to strike Parsons as not for short of

miraculous” (p 16) This gives in short compass the two principal antinomic

features of Parsons’ theoretical/moral imagination, the one stipulating that

social order is normatively constituted by reasonably willing societal mem-
bers, the other worrying that "chaos" and “pessimism" lurk by the unpro-

tected door, namely

In so fat, however, as individuals share a common system of ultimate ends, this

system would, among other things, define what they all held their relations

oughc to be, would lay down norms determining these relations and limits on

the use of others as means, on the acquisition and use of power in general In

so far, then as action is determined by ultimate ends, the existence of a system

of such ends common to the members of the community seems to be the only

alternative to a state of chaos - a necessary factor m social stability (Parsons

1982 87-8)

Wichout pushing it too far, one might note that Parsons, the youngest of

five children, might well be expected to harbor such wishful notions sheerly

on the basis of birth-order and resulting family dynamics (see, for example,

Ernst 1983, Toman 1993), even prior to a close examination of Parsons’ early

life - which, without an extant detailed biography, is not yet feasible in any

case How else can one comprehend a statement like this coming from a

cosmopolitan family man m his mid-thirties who had lived through the Fust

World War, the dissipated, violent 1920s (here and in Europe), and the

Depression'1 “Partly a priori and partly empirical considerations lead to the

view that these ultimate ends do not occur in random fashion, but that both

in the case of the individual and of the social group they must be thought

of as to a significant degree integrated into a single harmonious system" (p

91) And most astonishing of all, given the daily news we receive from city

streets and boardrooms (as it were) in the US and elsewhere

it may be argued in general and abstract terms that this random variation of

systems of ends would be incompatible with the most elementary form of

social order For there would be no guaranty that any large proportion of such

systems would include a recognition of other people’s ends as valuable in

themselves, and there would thus be no necessary limitation on the means that

some, at least, would employ to gam their own ends at the expense of others

The relations of individuals then would tend to be tesolved into a struggle for

power - for the means for each to realize his own ends This would be, in the

absence of constraining factors, a war of all against all - Hobbes’s state of

nature (p 87)
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At one level at least, this dread image of barbarism — an essential ingredient

in Parsons’ theoretical imagery - and the correlated call for normative unity

and the civility ic fosters, is the plea of the smallest child in a large, multivalent

family for harmonious relations, and as such, shares the pathos, romanticism,

and fantastic quality that makes children's pronouncements along these lines

both endearing and sorrowful to their elders

Martel's “official” analysis of Parsons’ ideas (the book in which it appears

being dedicated to Parsons) supplements this view by wisely contrasting

Weber’s with Parsons' Weltamchaunngm

Weber had feared that rationalization could pervade the entire modern social

fabric and threaten all spontaneous human relations with destruction Instead,

Parsons argued that rationality as a principle has limits just as kinship values

have, and he posited that kinship and personal relations still will be main-

tained, cherished, and protected in the private sphere In extreme contrast

to cultural relativism, Parsons believed in the cultural unity of man (Martel

1979 620)

Here Parsons clearly presages Lasch's "conservative” portrait of the family as

“haven m a heartless world ’’ Seen from still another vantage point. Parsons’

sentiments originate in Protestant, communitarian, social gospelism, even if

fitted in neo-Kantian academic regalia Simple substitution of sacred for key

secular terms makes this almost too obvious to warrant comment Mayhew

documents this repeatedly “In candor I must concede that Parsons’s [Harvard

1960s] lectures on American society often seemed to ptesent views somewhat

akin to tehgtous conviction,” neatly bound up with "Parsons’s faith [sic],

evident from the beginning of his career, that modernity unleashes forces of

creativity without moving us down an inexorable spiral toward either

anarchy or totalitarian control" (Parsons 1982 55, 4l) After sixty-two pages

of analysis, Mayhew ends an astute portrait of his former teacher with this

remarkable claim “In Parsons's own technical terms, acceptance of his vision

of contemporary society is ultimately a matter of whether one accepts his

value commitments - his moral leadership [>} - or whether one believes that

there are no interpretations of our obligations to modem society that will

allow us to survive with our values intact" (p 62) Furthermore, a circum-

spect reading of Parsons’ on “Christianity" illustrates, despite his half-hearted

attempts at concealment, how closely tied to its ultimate societal values he

remained, particularly as he aged (Parsons 1968) There is, then, m Parsons’

most important theorizing an irreducible core of Christian utopianism and

fear of Hobbesian disorder that, simultaneously, makes it a palliative for rhe

anxious, and a bitter laughing-stock for the world-weary
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During the mid-1930s, while the country languished in Depression, Par-

sons struggled to legitimate his presence at Harvard by writing a great deal,

composing his first and most lasting book. The Structure of Social Action,

apparently between early 1934 and late 1935 (Camic in Parsons 1991 Ixv

[Merton recalls m a letter to me that Parsons taught Sociology 21, "Socio-

logical Theories of Hobhouse, Durkheim, Simmel, Tonnies, Max Weber,"

already in 1932, clearly the background to his book]) On the penultimate

page of this tour dt force. Parsons registers a level of passion that more resem-

bles Marcuse, Ellul, or Roszak than the resolute neutrality of the natural

scientist or the lofty remove of his Heidelberg mentor, Jaspers, both ofwhom

Parsons strove to emulate in different ways It is in this unguarded moment

- when “that good old term ‘passion’" is heard, "something to which we

succomb, in the presence of which we feel helplessly carried along by forces

beyond control" {Parsons 1937 584, n 5) - that he most unambiguously

reveals himself and the motor of his nonstop theorizing

There has been of late a strong current ofpessimism in the thought ofstudents

of the social sciences, especially those who call themselves sociologists We are

told that there are as many systems of sociological theory as there are sociolo-

gists, that there is no common basis, that all is arbitrary and subjective To

the present wncer this current of sentiment has two equally unfortunate im-

plications On the one hand, it encourages che view that the only sound work

in the social field is detailed factual study, without benefit of theory On the

other hand, for those who refuse to be satisfied with this, it encourages a

dangerous irrationalism which lets go of scientific standards altogether We are

told sociology is an art, that what is valuable in it is to be measured by the

standards of intuition and inspiration, that it is not subject to the canons of

rigorous logic and empirical verification It is to be hoped that this scudy may

contribute to the combating of both these dangerous tendencies (Parsons

1937 774)

In order to understand the full weighc such a statement had for Parsons, one

must consider not only, as mentioned earlier, his persistent deafness to aes-

thetic meaning, which he pits here against science in a very un-Whiteheadian

manner, but, even more importantly, his loaded use of “dangerous" “irration-

alism ” Earlier in the book he attacked this bogy while protecting Weber

the “irrationality" of human action may be attributed to freedom of the will

— an argument of good Kantian origin This Weber answers [with] a very

interesting argument If this were true, he says, we should expect the sense of

freedom to be associated primarily with “irrational” actions, those involving
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emotional outbreaks and the like On the contrary, however, the reverse is

much more nearly true It is when we act most rationally that we feel most

free There can be no doubt about the correctness of Weber's point and its

significance is far-reaching (Parsons 1937 584)

There is little point in chastizing Parsons for voicing a philosophical anthro-

pology chat now sounds as outdated as Tommy Dorsey’s dance music That

his attachment to "good Kantian origins" was profound cannot be doubted,

particularly when one considers his education at Amherst, where he studied

Kant in depth, and then again under Jaspers’ tutelage several years later

(Camic in Parsons 1991 xiv, xx), he fixed quite naturally on the Kantian

strain in Weber, while repudiating the Hegelian moves of Marx But how
ludicrous it seems now - imagine "selling’’ this notion to contemporary

youth - to hold, as tf it were sclf-ewdently true
, that "it is when we act most

rationally that we feel most free,” that calculated action promises freedom, but

“emotional outbreaks and the like" offer humiliating bondage If this were

even slightly accurate, how could one begin to analyze the "post-modern"

world5 How would advertising and consumenst frenzy work, or the culture

industry which supports it5 Sadder still, how could one begin to understand

nationalist and ethnic barbarity that now springs up worldwide like the

immortal Hydra5 It is when expressing these sorts of wishes, disguised to be

sure as "objective/analytical theorizing,” the inevitable “convergence” of all

past thought, that Parsons followed his Protestant, ministering heart into a

zone of axiology and ethical reflection for which there is flimsy sociological

grounding Perhaps his passion carried him away
Related observations have been made before, if with a different critical

vocabulary Merton's early responses to Parsons (1945, 1948) made a strong

case against those Kantian ambitions for universal theoretical coverage that

obsessed the young Parsons “We cannot expect any individual to create an

architectonic system of theory which provides a complete vade mecum to the

solution of sociological problems Science, even sociological science, just isn't

that simple" (Merton 1948 165) "Architectonic” is synonymous with Kant-
scale theoretical inclusiveness, a term Merton invariably used disparagingly,

even as Parsons thrived "under its sign," as literary critics might put it (In

fact, the word itself did not appear in English-language metaphysics until

1801 COED], following its redefinition by Kant in the first Kritik [Kant
1929 653—5] ) My point harmonizes with Merton’s, but moves in a some-
what different direction — as one might expect, given the many years that

separate our two responses His dialectical reaction to Parsons’ global scope

(aside from writing as lucidly as his teacher did not — Merton’s Schiller to
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Parsons' Kant5
) says more about the proper, most "fruitful” road to credible

theorizing than about its fundamental purpose or plausibility. My arguments

are more basic, and as much inspired by some of Merton’s senior colleagues

as by his own elegant adjustments to Parsons' insistent agenda

V

The May, 1945 AJS celebrated its first fifty years' "the editors thought it

fitting to devote the present anniversary issue to an analysis and evaluation

of the developments during rhe past half-century in important areas of so-

ciological interest” (AJS, 50(6), 421) In addition to Merton’s reflections

on theory, articles were solicited from Fans, Willard Waller and Mirra

Komarovsky, Burgess, Wirth, Ross, Lundberg, Kimball Young, Znaniecki,

L L Bernard, and others Some of these pieces deserve careful rereading now

that AJS has published its 100th volume, but it’s symptomatic of our time

that they will very likely not receive the kind of scrutiny which, for instance,

Small’s early reports were given by the 50th anniversary party Their over-

riding tone was of intelligently modulated optimism, even pride, in the

discipline’s achievements to date AH ofthe authors, even the epistemologically

subtle Znaniecki, subscribed to a philosophy of science that made sociologi-

cal truths theoretically attainable, and, more tellingly, morally incumbent

upon its practitioners to discover and then publicize In short, they believed

their field had a "product" ofknowledge that was worth society’s investment,

because its “laws," when named, would improve the social order at any

juncture of concern In this belief, at least, though often with markedly less

optimism than that of the minister’s son from Colorado Springs, they were

at one And their analytical language - from the rough handling ofLundberg ’s

scientism to the nuances of Merton’s careful theory-prolegomenon - reflects

this confidence

If it is indeed true that Parsons believed in the desirability of normative

unity across a multivalent social order, and if he further thought that

socialization, "properly" carried out, would produce, in the great majority of

cases, comfortable conformity to a set of values that seemed (vide Mayhew)

increasingly to mirror those evident in Cambridge, Massachusetts, then his

project of the early 1930s was absurd from the start, and became progres-

sively more so as anomia slid into that warm-hearthed home wherein norma-

tive order once was thought to reside He has often been characterized as a

lovely person with generous regard for his students and colleagues, all of
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which is revealed in his utopian scheming (particularly in his final ontology,

"A paradigm of the human condition" [Parsons 1978 3 52-4333) This partly

explains the uncritical loyalty he enjoyed among many sociologists in the

1950s and 1960s he told a story of eventual salvation from societal calamity

and individual despair, and, unlike the fascist or Stalinist line, it did not

require that anyone die in the process

Contemplating Parsons remains a useful way to answer the question before

us What is theory now, and tomorrow 7 Whereas he asked mockingly, when

young and in need of theoretical space, who still reads Spencer, we can ask

(as have many since he died), who now reads Parsons7 For just as he redis-

covered Spencer's merits late in life and was beginning to believe “that there

is a precise analogy between the social process of institutionalization and the

biological process of natural selection" (Parsons 1982 vm), we might once

again turn to his language-world in order to see how righteous theorizing

was constructed before the advent of the post-modern, deconstructive on-

slaught upon certitude that has disheartened social thought in the years since

his death (One might even reflect on how Parsons might have dealt the-

oretically with our Age of Heroic Greed, which began to take hold in 1980,

just as he’d permanently stopped writing, and by its nature inexorably under-

mines his axiology

)

It is impractical for reasons of space, and impolite as well, to subject the

other chapters in this book to dissection, amicable or otherwise, since (ac-

cording to Gadamer) the hermeneutic interchange is necessarily dialogical,

one voice cannot a helpful dialogue make - something Parsons never quite

realized Yet taken as a group, and representing many if not all current

theoretical standpoints most often heard among leading practitioners of the

craft, there are common distinctions between today’s theory-speakers and those

mentioned above — from Elsie Clews Parsons to Fans to the young Talcott

Parsons and Merton and still others of the century’s first half This difference

lies m the given theorist's posture vis-a-vts the world under inspection and

the perceived reliability of theoretical language m laying bare its constitutive

processes

First of all, note that Parsons and a number of others during that period

of theory-creation paid precious little attention to others’ specific ideas

Explication de text

e

did not interest them very much, least of all Parsons after

he turned forty or so His self-referential and reverential texts are notoriously

safe from too close an affinity with anyone else’s, except for his closest allies'

Not so today’s writers Among the most noteworthy theorists, only Bourdieu
*s capable of writing on various topics with meager attention to the relevant

work of his predecessors or contemporaries — and much of this mannerisn can
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be attributed to the French obsession with fashion and newness, especially m
the realm of ideas, where patrimony and lineage is ritually disguised For

better or worse, most of the authors in this volume write with copious

reference to their peers and predecessors So when Alexander pointedly argues

for the lasting importance of the classics, it is not a particularly hard case to

sell among theorists, even if for most non-theorists scrupulous attention to

“dead Germans" is viewed with pitying scorn Whereas anyone with modest

intelligence and training can compose a questionnaire and ask the populace

how it “feels" about this or that, not everyone can read Weber, Simmel, or

even Durkheim with thorough comprehension, so it’s just as well that not

everyone tries That said, though, it has become a much more serious prob-

lem today for theorists on one side of the court, data analysts on the other,

to find common ground than it seemed to be when Parsons spoke to such

folk in 1937 (see Sica 1989) The scholarly cost of admission to theory

debates has become prohibitively high for many potentially interested par-

ties, just as debate about advanced methods has been left in relatively few

hands The basic culture of learning chat was held m common by members

of the ASS in 1938 has long since evaporated, and in its place nothing

intellectually respectable or analytically useful has appeared, nor seems likely

to What debate there is turns around questions of technique on one side,

hermeneutic dispute on the other, and che “world out there,” to which

Parsons and his peers turned with eager analytic eyes, whirls its way toward

apparent societial entropy It's worth recalling that very near the end of SSA,

Patsons noted that “there is a further interesting parallel between Weber’s

process of rationalization and the second law of thermodynamics" (Parsons

1937 752) But rather than dealing with the implications of this alarming

realization in forthright terms, he takes refuge in the handy "fallacy of mis-

placed concreteness," and claims to have run out of space 1 He peered into the

maelstrom and ran for home

Some of today's theorists argue for a new sociological epistemology that

acknowledges the sanctity, the “privileging,” of social position, cultural

heritage, or gendered ontology when box seats are allocated for the Truth

Show in the Virtual Social Science Pavilion Others claim that the post-

modern has reorganized “the social" to such a determinate extent that the

lexicon from pre-Derndean days now has strictly historical value The concepts

that continue to hold together, however delicately, introductory textbooks -

family, stratification, self, norms, deviance, sex roles - are viewed by many

in the avant garde as exhausted heuristics in dire need of replacement Such

words recall a social world that's since been converted to video-experience,

and is remembered only in taped re-creations of imagined pasts Consider, for
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example, the term around which Parsons built everything else "socialization
"

What does this word mean today, when "homes” - what does that word

mean, aside from Giddens' "storage container" for materiel’ - cannot afford

to exist, are emptied of socializing agents, and are "watched over'/momtored

by television screens’ Is ours the first society that expects its children to

perform auto-socialization - perhaps as practice for the auto-eroticism which

AIDS has urged on them and their ' parents' ’

Perhaps because the authors in this book have already played most of their

Human Comedy Arcade tokens, the chapters are securely adult in direction

and tone, and as such, speak with even less authority to video-culture than

Parsons’ friendly fantasies spoke to his world As is common to the genre,

some refer comfortingly to histon
, others to hypothetical, unlikely scenarios

of events or intellectual development, and, as always, new words abound for

well-recognized processes Missing from all this is the self-confidence of theory

50 years ago, the certainty then entertained about the salutary relation among
theorizing, social research, and the creation of an improved social sphere,

however defined The theory chorus, aping the socio-cultural world, has become
exhaustingly querulous, and the close harmonies Parsons pleaded for unim-
aginable Due both to multiculturahsm's ideology of inextinguishable differ-

ence, and deconstruction’s epistemological coup de grace to the apodictic,

consensus - societal or theoretical — if pursued at all, is viewed as not only
factually wrong, but morally evil The slippery slope on which theorists now
must pitch their tents has very little in common with the "strong empirical
foundations that seemed reasonably attainable to earlier generations It is,

alas, a good time to theorize - for those who are warmed by the uncertain
and entropic
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